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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION: GOETHE IN AMERICA BEFORE 1865 
When the late Camillo von Klenze some thirty years 
ago summed up, with fine awareness of the cultural back-
ground, the impact of Goethe on American thought, he came 
to the somewhat disheartening conclusion that even then 
those Americans who may be said to have grasped his message 
were to be numbered only in the hundreds.1 The mere process 
of acquaintance with his work - apart from the question of 
acceptance or rejection - was slow and uneven, being im-
peded not only by the barrier of language and by the scarcity 
and poor quality of available translations, but even more 
by a cultural climate that was in general unfavorable. A 
small group of New Englanders in the second and third decades 
of the nineteenth century formed the first liaison between 
German thought, including Goethe, and American intellectual 
life, but a widespread interest in him by any significant 
group came only in the 30's and 40's, when he became the 
object of sympathetic study by the Transcendentalists. 
There were two recurrent objections to the poet 
1
"Das amerikanische Goethebild," Mitteilungen ill 
Akademie, zweites Heft, (Munich, 1932). 
1 
2 
(which have been raised by some to the present day); the 
puritanic rejection of his personality and works on the 
ground of "immorality" and his "epicurean" way of life, and 
the democratic "American" criticism of the man for his pre-
sumed lack of patriotism and his indifference to the more 
obvious forms of political liberalism. The image of the poet 
that takes shape through the years up to the end of the Civil 
War is subject to shifting emphases, but in general the stress 
on his alleged moral and spiritual deficiencies diminishes, 
as fuller knowledge of his thought and an increasing urbanity 
of religious attitude make a fairer and more comprehensive 
view possible. Even in Germany, von Klenze reminds us, it 
took three decades after the poet's death before one-sided 
and prejudiced judgments were superseded by adequate appre-
ciation of his genius . 2 
The first of Goethe's works to become known here was 
Werther, for the "Werther-fever" which swept the Continent 
and England made its belated way to Ameri ca, and between 
1784 and 1809 no fewer than nine editions of the novel, as 
well as various imitations, appeared.3 Its appeal was, how-
ever, only a passing phenomenon of an age of sentimentality, 
and no interest in the character of its author developed from 
its appearance. Even more fleeting was the impress of The 
2Ibid., p. 192. 
3o. w. Long , "Werther in America," Studies in Honor 
of J. A. ~. (Lancaster, Pa., 1941), pp. 87-88; H. s. Good-
night, German Literature in American Magazines prior to 1846, 
(Madison, Wis., 1907), p. 13. -
Elective Affinities, which a review of 1812 condemns as 
"digressive, implausible, somewhat immoral," although it con-
cedes some admirable qualities.4 The appearance in England 
of Mme . de St'ael • s ~ 1 • Allemagne in 1813, while it did much 
to pave the way for a favorable reception of German thought 
in England and America, imposed at the same time a bias which 
colored the Anglo-Saxon image of Goethe for generations. Rec-
ognizing his power, versatility, and supremacy as a lyric poet, 
Mme . de Stael fails to understand the importance of both Faust 
and Wilhelm Meister, and severely condemns what she conceived 
to be his moral failings . In a passage that was to set the 
tone for many later writings, she contrasts his political 
indifference, lack of patriotism, and his personal egotism 
with the morally sublime Schiller.5 
A very similar attitude was exhibited by Karl Follen 
(1796-1840), whose aversion to the poet was based on the lat-
ter's censure of the liberal student revolt against the 
, 
Metternich regime. It was because of his participation in 
this movement that Follen had been forced to flee to America. 
In his lectures at Harvard , from 1825 to 1835, he dwelt upon 
the "heartless licentiousness" of Goethe's conduct, as well 
as on his willingness to compromise politically, and showed 
far greater enthusiasm for Schiller, "the poet of freedom." 6 
4Goodnight, P• 66. 
5von Klenze, Charles T. Brooks , Translator from the 
German, and the Genteel Tradition, {Boston, 1937}, pp. lo:Il. 
6Ibid., p. 69 . 
4 
From the vantage point of his academic position he directly 
influenced the views of many of the future leaders of intel-
lectual opinion in New England. Some time before Follen's 
arrival in this country, in the years between 1815 and 1820, 
the pioneers of the so-called G6ttingen group, including such 
prominent figures as the historian Bancroft, the Hispanist 
Ticknor, and the Unitarian leader Edward Everett , pursued 
their studies at the famous university and made Goethe's 
acquaintance at Weimar . Neither Everett nor Ticknor, who 
both published laudatory articles on the poet and some of 
his works in the years soon after their return, had any reser-
vations in regard to his personal character.7 But it was 
Bancroft, writing far more extensively on Goethe than they, 
whose reactions betray a sharply divided mind with respect 
to his total estimate. At first "astonished at the indecency 
and immorality" of the poet , whose "knowledge of life is 
wonderful," but the value of whose work is vitiated by its 
immoraltendency, he later has unqualified praise for such 
dramas as Tasso and Iphigenie and for some of the poems, 
which he translated. He further admitted the German's suprem-
acy as a poet , the soundness of his judgment, and the breadth 
of his ideas, but took exception to the "heathenish volup-
tuousness" of the Roman Elegies and found even Faust in some 
episodes "gross and offensive." Some years later his att ack 
on the poet's personality became quite unrestrained, and he 
7Goodnight, p . 69 : "Goethebild," p. 188. 
5 
charged him with complete lack of creed, philosophy, or 
principle, holding him to be inferior to Voltaire in ability 
and character. His last published comment reveals a somewhat 
uneasy admiration of "an accomplished master with beautiful 
style and artistic skill ," who failed to achieve the great-
est heights because he did not "connect the culture of art 
with the service of humanity. "8 This assumption that art 
must consciously serve a moral purpose is common to most 
American writers of the first half of the nineteenth century 
- especially in New England - and those who express them-
selves on Goethe differ l argely in the extent to which they 
concede that his life and work fulfilled such an aim . At 
the extreme of outright condemnation stands Andrews Norton , 
conservative Unitarian remembered for his opposition to Emer-
son, who speaks of the "outrageous admiration which has been 
bestowed on Goethe ," whose writings only "an artificial and 
diseased taste can enjoy ," while the Rev . William Ware, edi-
tor of The Christian Examiner (1839-44), is even more acid 
in his comment.9 Cornelius Felton , a friend of Longfellow, 
translator of Menzel's History of German Literature , and 
later president of Harvard College , praises Goethe ' s genius , 
versatility, and "intellectual supremacy," but condemns the 
8o. w. Long, "Goethe and Bancroft," Studies in Phil-
ology. (Oct. 1931) , 454-471 . --
9Goodnight, p . 74. 
6 
licentious quality he finds, especially in the novels.10 
The interest in Goethe received new impetus through 
the influence of Carlyle, his British expositor and trans-
lator. The Scottish writer's essays, appearing from 1827 
to 1832, especially "The Hero as Literary Man," were less 
concerned with the German poet as a figure in the world of 
Belles-lettres than with establishi.ng him as the sage and 
prophet who victoriously reconciled the discordant elements 
in the modern world, whose writings were of supreme value 
not because of the knowledge they might convey, but for their 
wisdom. It was at Carlyle's urging that Emerson first de-
voted himself to the study of Goethe, while at about the 
same time other leading Transcendentalists were turning to 
the German because ·of a profound sympathy with much of his 
thought. The prolonged interest of this group in Goethe 
bore fruit in the form of published articles - notably in 
the Dial - and did much to bring about a fairer and more 
comprehensive understanding of him than the orthodox Uni-
tarians had attained. Emerson's attitude toward Goethe was 
never one of whole-hearted approval, but was marked by the 
critical and independent scrutiny he brought to bear on 
everything that occupied his mind; he never accepted the 
poet as unreservedly as did Carlyle. Early in Emerson's 
study of Goethe Carlyle wrote him that as yet he knew only 
Goethe the Heathen, but when he should learn to know Goethe 
10 Ibid., P• 69. 
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the Christian he would like that one far better;11 it does 
not appear to me, however, that the prophecy was fulfilled . 12 
By 1840 Emerson had read virtually Goethe's complete works,13 
and the thorough appreciation of the poet's intellectual 
stature which he then had remained constant during the rest 
of his life. His verdict on Goethe as a person and as a 
guide to the conduct of life, however, was to remain subject 
to fluctuation, although his judgment tended to become some-
what more favorable in this regard. He was influenced in 
his views on nature and science by the Introduction to 
Morphology and the Morphology of Plants, and believed t hat 
the Goethean method of research had much to offer the scientist 
of his own day. 14 The wealth of wisdom he found in Ecker-
mann's Conversations and in Wilhelm Meister called forth 
enthusiastic response , as did, especially in old age, the 
Spruche . 15 Iphigenie left him cold, as being no more than an 
"imitation of the antique," while he considered the Wahlver-
wandschaften the worst and most immoral of all of Goethe 's 
works . 16 On the positive side, Goethe was for Emerson t he 
great conveyor of wisdom, the unprejudiced observer, the 
11
cited in Stanley M. Vogel, German Literary Influ-
ences~ the American Transcendentalists,(New Haven, 1955), 
p . 90. 
12Note: Vogel ' s remark that, "In a l ar ge measure, 
Carlyle's prophecy came true," is not borne out by the evi-
dence he presents. It i s true tha t Emerson's general estimate 
of Goethe became more favorable in the course of time, but 
his objections in the realm of the ethical and spiritual 
persisted to the end. 
13vogel, p. 90. 14Ibid., p. 85. 
l5Ibid . , pp. 92, 102 . 16Ibid., p. 93 . 
8 
liberator of man from outworn forms and conventions . 17 Yet 
he objected to the "Olympian self- complacency" and the ab-
sence of moral sentiment in his work, which made him, in 
Emerson's eyes, "the poet of the Actual, not of the Ideal."18 
Further, in Goethe's personal life, he deplored his lack of 
political interest and his readiness to lead the "velvet 
life" of a courtier. These strictures, expressed in an essay 
in the Dial in 1840, were considerably moderated in the lec-
ture of 1845-46,19 although the essential rejection of the 
poet's character remained . 20 His summary assessment, in 
Representative Men, was that Goethe was a "poet of prouder 
laurel than any contemporary," but that he shared the defects 
of his age in hi s egotism and his failure to perceive that the 
Ideal is "truer" than the Actual, and Emerson remained con-
vinced that "the world still wants its poet-priest . "21 There 
are several re~sons for Emerson's failure fully to comprehend 
Goethe. As Vogel remarks, he misinterpreted the Goethean 
ideal of self- culture, insisting that Goethe was intent on 
developing himself even at the expense of the rest of so-
ciety.22 Emerson thus overlooked the altruistic conclusion 
17Ibid . , p . 97. 18Ibid. 
l9Note: This lecture appeared as the chapter on 
Goethe in Representative Men. 
20Vogel, pp. 99-100. 
2~ederick B. Wahr , Emerson and Goethe, (Ann Arbor, 
1915), pp. 101-103. 
22 Vogel, p . 98. 
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of Faust, the renunciatory tenor of Wilhelm Meister, and the 
Stirb und werde motif that recurs so frequently. More funda-
mental was the psychological barrier of Emerson's lack of 
vitality or, as Foerster calls it, "emotional energy," which 
blinded him to the force of ordinary human passions , that 
form the subject-matter of most literature; hence great areas 
of the lyrical and dramatic remained closed to him. 23 Fin-
ally, where Goethe was a child of the Renaissance and rooted 
in the esthetic tradition, Emerson never really departed 
from the way of Puritan Calvinism, with its primary emphasis 
on the ethical. 24 
Margaret Fuller had, of all the Transcendentalists, 
the warmest sympathy with the Goethean spirit , and studied 
the poet with such devotion and insight that Emerson called 
her, in 1846, the most competent Goethe scholar in America. 25 
She helped make his works available to her countrymen by 
her translation of part of Eckermann's Conversations and of 
u 
the Letters of Gunderode and Bettina; her translation of 
Tasso and of some of the lyrics were never published . In 
her preface to the Conversations and in her two articles in 
the Dial she vigorously strove to correct many of the mis-
apprehensions about Goethe current in her day. She appealed 
23American Criticism, (Boston and New York, 1928), 
p. 104. 
24wahr, pp . 125-26; Vogel, pp . 159-60. 
25o. W. Long, Frederic ~enry Hedge, A Cosmopolitan 
Scholar, (Portland, Maine, 1940 , p. 27. 
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for a comprehension of Faust and Wilhelm Meister in the set-
ting in which they were written, and then proceeded to a 
defence of the author against t he charges o:f being "un-
Christian, undemocratic , and not an i dealist . "26 She was 
more responsive than Emerson to Goethe ' s lyrical genius, and 
shared his admiration for the German's scope and power as a 
critic. The first Dial article is devoted to a refutation 
of Menzel's criticisms, whom she calls a "philistine (in 
the best sense) who cannot comprehend genius ," and she en-
deavors to show, by analyzing the culture within which he 
lived, how Goethe ' s "faults" were either minor moral lapses 
or else positive virtues in their time and place . 27 The 
second article presents a survey of Goethe's life and works; 
this was the basis of Hedge ' s introduction to the section 
of Goethe in his Prose Wr iters of Germany, and there reached 
a wide circle of readers. 28 In the unceasing conflict be-
tween the pagan side of her nature and her puritan heritage , 
Margaret Fuller found in Goethe a guide who did much to re-
solve her perplexities by his catholicity of interests and 
activities , as well as by the example of his life of serene 
growth. Her approval of him appeared most sweeping when she 
was defending him against his detractors; on other occasions 
we find decided reservations in her estimate . She was dis-
26 Vogel, p . 137 . 
27Frederick A. Braun, Margaret Fuller and Goethe , 
(New York , 1910), pp. 162-65. 
28vogel , p . 116 . 
11 
turbed by his "aversion to pain," accused him of shallowness 
of heart, found him deficient in ttthe sweetness of piety," 
and considered him, in general, to have developed his intel-
lect at the expense of his moral nature. 29 While she went 
beyond Emerson in her championing of Goethe's thought, she 
could not "take so admiring a view" of him as Carlyle, for 
she felt him to be too "perfect" in his wisdom. "He might 
have been a priest; he was only a sage." Her ultimate alle-
giance in spiritual matters went to Dante, ref lecting her 
choice between "the grandly humble reliance of old Catholi-
cism and the loophole redemption of modern sagacity" - a 
preference Longfellow shared. 30 The total effect of her 
writing, however, was in the direction of a sympathetic in-
sight into the poet's message, for she furnished an appre-
ciative critique of a wider range than any other American of 
her time. Further, she was the only Transcendentalist whose 
published work reflected a serious concern with the criterion 
of artistic merit as well as that of ethical utility. James 
Freeman Clarke, who took substantially the same view of 
Goethe, expressed himself mainly in his journals and corres-
pondence, and so did not directly influence public opinion.31 
Several other leading figures in the movement ex-
pressed views of Goethe that do not differ greatly from the 
general Transcendentalist estimate, but that are at times 
colored by their personal interests. Bronson Alcott saw in 
29 Ibid., p. 138. 
3°cited in "Goethebild," p. 194. 3lvogel, pp. 129-34. 
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him a world teacher exemplifying deep insight and a reverent 
faith in nature, but felt that his was not the highest vis-
ion: "Couldst thou but have been equal to portray the Spirit 
of Spirits as cunningly as of Matter."32 He honors him, 
nevertheless, as a valuable guide to those seeking to come to 
terms with the modern world, which was to him "an age of 
transition." Theodore Parker, best versed American of his 
time in German thought and philosophy, made a careful study 
of Goethe's works and character, and concluded that he was 
"an Artist, not a Man."33 He showed a peculiar preference 
for some of the works less widely-read in America, such as 
the Farbenlehre, Hermann und Dorothea, and Egmont, and ob-
jected to Philine and even Mignon as immoral characters. In 
his article in the Dial he repudiated Menzel's attack on 
Goethe's personal morality and political views, maintaining 
that the poet developed, by "self-renunciation and intense 
diligence ," to a life of "permanent creativeness."34 Yet 
such were his religious and ethical standards, that his final 
word on Goethe was ''a selfish rogue." Thoreau responded to 
Goethe's gift of accurate and unbiased observation, and for 
this reason valued the Italienische Reise and Dichtung und 
Wahrheit. While he is silent on the score of moral laxity, 
he does censure Goethe's stress on worldly attainments, his 
lack of contact with the common folk, and a want of idealism.35 
32cited in Wahr, p. 61. 
34vogel, pp. 119-20. 
33 
35 
Ibid., p. 60. 
Ibid., pp. 91-93. 
13 
One of the original Transcendentalists , Frederic H. 
Hedge (1805- 1890), a leader in Unitarianism and the intel-
lectual circles of New England generally, had the advantage 
of five years of schooling in Germany and was, after Parker, 
perhaps the best-informed scholar of his generation in German 
thought and literature . The span of his life extended far 
beyond the limits of the movement, to which he contributed 
much of its knowledge of German idealistic thought and its 
acquaintance with Goethe . Relatively free from moralistic 
bias, he approached literature principally as a disinterested 
scholar and teacher, and his contribution to a wider under-
standing of Goethe may be said to consist in making his 
works available - and intellectually accessible - to a more 
popular audience. This he did in part through his Prose 
Writers of Germany , where Goethe occupies by far the greatest 
space; the book appeared in 1857 and went into many editions . 
What distinguishes him from the others in the group is his 
interest in lyrics and ballads as the expression of German 
culture, and in his numerous translations of German verse 
Goethe is generously represented . His remarks on the poet, 
made in the introduction to his anthology and in frequent 
articles and reviews , are uniformly favorable, commending 
not only his genius and style , but his devotion to truth and 
the moral effect of his work as well; even Goethe's personal 
character is to Hedge unexceptionable . 36 He nevertheless 
denies to Goethe the highest rank in literature, in which 
36 0. W. Long, Hedge, passim. 
14 
he places such patently religious poets as Dante and Milton.37 
Three men of letters may, for our purposes, be grouped 
together; they had in common an aloofness to Transcendental 
ideology and were governed by the same literary standards as 
Hedge, more esthetic than moral: George Calvert, Longfellow, 
and Charles T. Brooks. Calvert (1803-1889), of the second 
group of Gb ttingen-trained men, was one of the very earliest 
promulgators of Goethe who were not New England Unitarians, 
and his aristocratic Maryland ancestry may in some degree 
help to account for a more unreserved enthusiasm for the 
poet in all his aspects than even the most liberal of the 
New Englanders displayed. He published a translation of 
part of the correspondence with Schiller and translated 
widely from the lyric and the gnomic poetry, but his chief 
addition to the knowledge of Goethe was his biography, appear-
ing in 1872, the first by an American; it is not without 
originality, despite its heavy debt to Lewes.38 In his re-
views, articles, and numerous books one finds only laudatory 
comment on the poet's works, and he repeatedly ranks only 
Shakespeare higher in creative genius; even The Elective 
Ai"finities is described as "a thrilling protest against con-
jugal infidelity," and in admiring the naive paganism of 
the Roman Elegies as "more antique" than Iphigenie Calvert 
37 "Goethebild," p . 199. 
3~arry W. Pfund, "George Henry Calvert, Admirer 
of Goethe," in Studies in Honor of if.· A. Walz, pp. 145-47. 
15 
is undoubtedly unique in his genera tion.39 Although he 
failed to do justice to all the important phases of Goethe's 
work, especially Faust II, Calvert provides a more complete 
and critically sympathetic portrait of the man himself than 
any of his contemporaries . He discusses his subject's 
political apathy against the background of his philosophic 
and cultural outlook, and vigorously controverts the accusa-
tions of selfishness and libertinism by presenting him as 
the "most complete man of his age," whose lifelong endeavor 
it was "to cultivate and purify his being ."40 
Longfellow plays a twofold role in shaping the Amer-
ican conception of Goethe : popularly, in his novel Hyperion 
and his admirable translations of many of the lyrics, and 
academically as professor of belles-lettres at Harvard for 
almost twenty years. However disputed his status as a crea-
tive poet may be, he had undeniable interpretive gifts, and 
his attitude toward Goethe shows far greater open-mindedn&ss 
and sensitivity than that of his predecessor Follen. His 
lectures on the poet therefore did much to correct the im-
pression created by the latter. 41 In the spirit of objective 
scholarship he cited adverse estimates of the personality 
and achievements of his subject, including the "truly fero-
cious" one of Menzel, but he himself held Goethe to have been 
"mistranslated, misunderstood, and calumniated out of his 
39 Ibid., PP• 149, 151. 40 Ibid., PP• 142, 150. 
4lxlenze, Brooks, P• 23. 
16 
own country."42 His basic purpose was to awaken in his stu-
dents an intelligent and appreciative insight into the great 
literature of the race, of which the German's work was a 
supreme modern exemplar, and he stressed the poet's intel-
lectual and artistic achievements. Regarding Werther he held 
that it would not have a bad influence "unless upon minds 
weak and willing to err;" he had similar conditional approval 
of Faust, which would not harm "heal thy, manly, and strong 
minds ••• moral fire-eaters, who have an antidote for 
Prussian acid."43 In general, his reservations were couched 
in such mild terms as "perhaps too exclusively occupied in 
this great work of self-culture," or that it was "difficult 
to say anything definite" as to the poet's morals and reli-
gion.44 In a somewhat unusual parallel, Longfellow sees 
Goethe as resembling Franklin, "though with more imagination," 
in his love of science, his "benignant philosophic spirit," 
and in "the practical tendency of his mind ."45 This prag-
matic tendency in Longfellow's .interpretation comes to light 
in the "Psalm of Life," which was originally part of a lecture 
on Goethe. In spite of some ironically voiced criticisms of 
the poet in Hyperion,which a number of scholars have taken 
42o. w. Longt "Goethe and Longfello'"•" Germanic 
Review, (April, 1932}, p. 160. 
43Edward Wagenknecht, Longfellow: A Full-Length 
Portrait, (New York, London, Toronto, 1955), p. 34. 
44Long, "Goethe and Longfellow," p. 161. 
17 
at their face value, Longfellow's appreciation of Goethe 
seems to have increased with the years, 46 although he does 
not include him among "nature's priests and Corybantes," 
such as Cervantes, Milton , and especially Dante, 47 of whose 
Divine Comedy he furnished so masterly a translation. 
Brooks (1813-83), like Hedge a Unitarian minister 
devoted to the task of bringing the German message to this 
country, but inclining more to the belles-lettristic than 
his philosophically better-trained colleague, published more 
translations of German literature than any other American of 
his time. In his acquaintance with German poetry and prose 
he is said to have excelled even Hedge and Bayard Taylor .48 
While his most important direct contribution to the reception 
of Goethe in America was his translation of Faust !, the 
first in this country (only a handful of Goethe's lyrics are 
included in his three volumes of poetry from the German), he 
did much to establish a state of mind favorable to the recep-
tion of German thought generally. The Faust translation ap-
peared in 1856, and the virtually simultaneous American edi-
tion of Lewes' ~ of the poet, by its vigorous repudiation 
of prevalent misconceptions about the German, helped assure 
Brooks' work a favorable reception. 49 According to the 
46o. W. Long, Literary Pioneers, (Cambridge, Mass . 
1935), PP • 197 f. 
47Klenze, Brooks, p. 24. 48 Ibid., P• 76. 
49Ibid., p. 31 . 
18 
careful analysis of von Klenze, it does not merit the obliv-
ion into which it sank, fourteen years later, upon the pub-
lication of the complete Faust by the more widely-known 
Taylor, to whose work von Klenze gives only a moderate pref-
erence . 50 Brooks' work did, however, enjoy very considerable 
favor in the years directly after its publication, going into 
fifteen editions , 51 and it contributed significantly to swell 
the wave of interest in the poet that reached its crest two 
decades later. 
Undoubtedly the most salutary factor in the various 
forces that entered into the molding of the Goethe "legend" 
in Anglo- Saxondom after the middle of the century was Lewes' 
biography , the first on a large scale in any language, which 
appeared in London in 1855 . His presentation is the first 
in English to focus on Goethe the creative artist and natural 
scientist , thus complementing the unbalanced, if laudatory 
estimate of Carlyle, who at times even distorted the poet's 
meaning to suit his peculiar needs . 52 Lewes stresses Goethe's 
human qualities, deals in sympathetic advocacy - his life 
with George Eliot, in defiance of convention, perhaps pre-
disposing him - with the relationship to Friederike, Lili, 
Frau von Stein, and Christiane, and also justifies his atti-
t ude toward the French Revolution and the War of Liberation. 
50Ibid., pp. 30-33 . 
51B. Q. Morgan, Bibliography of German Literature in 
English Translation, (Stanford University, California, 1922}, 
p . 159 . 
52Klenze, "Goethebild," p. 200: Brooks, p. 21. 
19 
The works are discussed as part of the man's total develop-
ment, in the way now universally accepted, and while contem-
porary scholarship may easily point to m.istakes of fact and 
flaws of interpretation - especially with respect to Faust 
II - the purpose is constantly manifest to present one of 
"the great Immortals," whose "central light shines through-
out his life."53 
Another and more pervasive English element in the 
intellectual climate of the latter half of the nineteenth 
century was the influence of Matthew Arnold, the continuator 
of the humanistic tradition and champion of all who best 
embodied it. He commends Goethe to his generation less as 
a poet - although he considers him one of the "half-dozen" 
greatest in "the history of the race" - than as "the clear-
est, the largest, the most helpful thinker of modern times." 
This Goethe is for Arnold to be perceived most clearly in 
"the immense Goethe-literature of letter, journal, and con-
versation," as found in the volumes of Riemer, Falk, Chan-
•• cellor von Muller, and the correspondence with Merck, Schiller, 
and the rest.54 In his essay on the occasion of Heine's 
death, reprinted in America in 1856, he refers to the poet 
of Young Germany as "the most important German successor of 
Goethe in Goethe's most important line of activity - a soldier 
53George Lewes, Life of Goethe, (New York & London, 
1856, 2nd ed.), pp. 1, 2. 
5~tthew Arnold, Mixed Essays, (New York, 1879), 
pp. 233-34. 
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in the war of liberation of humanity."55 
A final figure, who has been largely ignored by stu-
dents of German-American literary relationships, deserves 
mention in this connection: Henry James. Although there 
is no evidence to indicate any wide reading of Goethe on his 
part, he shows astonishing critical insight - especially for 
a youth of twenty-two - in a review of Carlyle's Meister in 
the North American Review in 1865, which undoubtedly consti-
tutes the most intelligent estimate of Goethe as a novelist 
by any American up to that time. Although the novel deviated 
radically and disturbingly from the canons of realistic writ-
ing as James had learned them from Balzac,56 he immediately 
laid hold of its unique and essential quality of implicit 
moral seriousness, and suggested that it "might be called a 
treatise on moral economy - a work intended to show how the 
experience of life may least be wasted, and best turned to 
account." He recommends it to all thoughtful young people, 
who will find that "Even if it settles nothing in their minds, 
it will be a valuable experience to have read it."57 James' 
preoccupation with Goethe lasted only a few years and con-
cerned chiefly his own evolving theory of the novel, to which 
55cited in Henry Haertel, German Literature in Amer-
ican Magazines , 1846-1880, (r-Iadison, Wis ., 1908), p. 3o:--
56cornelia P. Kelley, The Early Development of Henry 
James, (Urbana, Ill., 1930), pp:-41-44. 
57cited by Haertel, p . 73. 
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it contributed the principle that "the novelist must know 
man as well as men" and have "an immense respect for real-
ity. " 58 As t>-1iss Kelley makes plain, Goethe was superseded 
as the object of James ' study by Turgenieff, who "taught him 
that the most interesting characters • • • were not moral 
successes like Wilhelm Meister but moral failures . "59 None-
theless James , by his analytical and provocative review of 
Meister in the country's most venerable literary periodical, 
as well as by repeated references - usually favorable and 
always respectful - in other widely circulated articles of 
the same period , 60 made a perceptible contribution to the 
cause of spreading the intelligent appreciation of the German 
poet . 
The summation of all the foregoing opinions, impres-
sions , and critiques does not , of course, yield any clearly-
defined or even entirely consistent image of Goethe in America 
at the middle of the century, for the German was approached 
from too great a variety of standpoints and by observers of 
often diverse predilections and varying degrees of esthetic 
insight . One may, however, discern a steadily decreasing 
emphasis on the narrowly puritanic standard of judgment of 
earlier years and a growing readiness to accept the poet as 
58cited by Kelley , pp . 53, 174. 
59 • Ibid . , p. 188. 
60Nation (Dec . 21, 1865); Aug. 16, 1866; North Amer-
ican Review, (October , 1873); Nation, (October 30 , 1873;;--
cited by Kelley, pp . 53, 61, 174. 
' 
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an established landmark in the history of Western literature 
and as a recognized, if not always approved, leader in 
modern thought. 
CHAPTER II 
PURPOSE AND METHOD 
Many scholars have worked on the history of Goethe's 
reception in America prior to the Civil War , but relatively ' 
little study of his impact in the following period has been 
made. 
far as it concerns Goethe , cites a vast number of references 
to him by American writers during this time, and in various 
contexts offers general statements as to his influence on 
American culture. In his Preface, however, Pochmann remarks 
that he "seldom found it possible to present any detailed 
comparative analyais,"2 an omission readily justifiable in 
view of the panoramic scope of his undertaking. 3 The only 
systematic investigation of Goethe in America in the post-
Civil War period is to be found in J . P. von Grueningen's 
unpublished doctoral dissertation, Goethe in American Period-
icals, 1865-1900 (Wisconsin, 1930), the summary of which ap-
peared in PMLA. 4 The dissertation (a microfilm copy of 
which the author was kind enough to permit me to secure) is , 
1Henry A. Pochmann German Culture in America, 1600-
1900, (Madison, Wis., 1957~ . 
2Ibid., P• vii . 
3Note: Many of the citations in this study, the 
materials for which were assembled before Pochmann's book 
appeared, will thus be found there as well, and as there 
would be little gain in detailed annotation, a general ack-
nowledgement should suffice . 
4P.MLA, vol . L, no . 4 (December, 1935), 1155-1164. 
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like those of Haertel and Goodnight, chiefly bibliographical 
and statistical in its emphasis.5 It does, however, include 
5H. s. Goodnight, German Literature ~ American~­
zines prior to 1846 (Madison, Wis., 1907); Martin Henry Haer-
tel, German titerature in American Magazines,l846-80 . These 
studies are typical of one trend in Goethe research, the 
bibliographical, and the authors provide only brief digests 
of some of the more important articles and venture only the 
rather obvious conclusions that their accumulated data per-
mits. The work of Lucretia van Tuyl and Stella M. Hinz, who 
compiled, in separate studies, the bibliography of Goethe's 
lyrics in English translation (L. van Tuyl, Goethe's Lyrics 
!n English Translation prior to 1860 (University of Wiscon-
sin Studies in Language and Literature, 1919); S.M. Hinz, 
Goethe's Poems in English Translation after 1860, (Univer-
sity of Wisconsin Studies in Language and Literature, 1928), 
is intended primarily as an aid to later students in the 
field rather than as an interpretation; the same is obviously 
true of the monumental works of Price and Morgan. By far the 
greater proportion of the work on Goethe falls into another 
category in being directed at discovering the attitude toward 
the poet of individual writers prominent in nineteenth cen-
tury America. The most detailed of such studies are those 
of Braun on Margaret Fuller, Wahr on Emerson, J. T. Hatfield 
on Longfellow (New Light~ Longfellow~,(Boston, 1933), and 
von Klenze on Brooks. The most recent i s Stanley Vogel 's 
examination of the influence of German thought on the Trans-
cendentalists, in which Goethe's role is reviewed anew. With 
the exception of von Klenze and Vogel , all the scholars are 
concerned with the extent of their subjects• acquaintance with 
the poet's work and of their acceptance or rejection of his 
intellectual and esthetic message. Unfortunately, the ques-
tion of Goethe's impact on the particular writer has been 
almost ignored. Von Klenze ' s monograph on Brooks was, when 
it appeared, the most ambitious attempt to present, against 
the background of nineteenth-century American thoupht, the 
effect upon a representative New England figure of contact 
with the world of German literature. The same awareness of 
intermingling intellectual currents and willingness to render 
synthetic judgments marks his "Das amerikanische Goethehild," 
which is the only comprehensive survey worthy of attention 
(the article, "Goethe in America," contributed by Professor 
H. s. White to the Goethe-Jahrbuch in 1884 is - understand-
ably - quite inadequate). Von Klenze's presentation, valuable 
for its review of the salient facts is clear historical per-
spective, is not more than an essay, and is not intended to 
furnish a detailed account of Goethe's reception in t his coun-
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intelligently chosen excerpts and a concluding section which 
draws a number of general inferences regarding the period 
studied. In von Grueningen's judgment the procedure followed 
by students of the period up to 1870, namely the examination 
of outstanding individuals in their relation to Goethe, was 
warranted by the relative homogeneity of American life of the 
time . "But as time advances, the leadership of individuals 
becomes more involved in a complexity of forces, and a rami-
fication and crossing of lines of influence and tradition." 
He concludes therefore, that if reliable results are to be 
obtained, the great mass of material for the l ater period 
had best be subjected to the statis tical method. I do not 
dispute his choice of procedure, which is clearly t he only 
one adapted to the task of coping with so heterogeneous a 
volume of data as he found in the periodicals. Yet a more 
intensive study of a group of writers representative of a 
particular trend in this period yields significant results 
of another kind. A further motive for undertaking this in-
quiry is the fact that all the studies, except for Vogel's 
and Pochmann's r ecent ones, have been made by scholars with 
a primary interest in German literature. Where these studies 
touch upon American literature and thought they are prone to 
try. Vogel's careful and perceptive study, so far as it deals 
with Goethe, contains valuable findings of hi s own, but is 
especially helpful in its summing-up of previous special in-
vestigations; thus it r epresents t he firs t connected account 
of t he i mpact of Goethe on an important American intellectual 
group. 
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make rather perfunctory and critically unjustifiable re-
marks. By carefully considering the significance in Amer-
ican intellectual history of a given group of writers and 
then examining their relationship to Goethe against that 
background, one reaches a better understanding of his role 
in American t hought . To make clear on what basis the writ-
ers have been selected in this study, we must first see what 
questions are raised by von Grueningen's findings and how 
they help determine the conduct of our investigation. 
Von Grueningen's dissertation establishes the fact 
that in the period 1865-1900 t he American awareness of 
Goethe, as reflected in periodicals , was constantly increas-
ing. His listing of references is strictly chronological 
for each periodical examined, so that his data do not lead 
him to any analysis of individual relationships to the Ger-
man poet. It would, of course, be quite impracticable to 
examine systematically the multitude of writers mentioned 
by him, not to mention those discoverable from other sources . 
A study of his manuscript does, however, offer extremely 
helpful suggestions as to the writers whose works may be 
profitably studied. Most of the writers he mentions repre-
sent the attitude predominant in American literature of the 
period, namely the "genteel tradition," a term we shall 
presently examine in some detail. Other forces were, of 
course , operative at the same time, most notably the emer-
gent realism, which was to gain the ascendancy in the second 
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decade of the present century. A further element indepen-
dent of the genteel tradition was the objective scholarship 
and criticism of such men as Calvin Thomas , H. H. Boyesan , 
and the young He~xy James. Since this inquiry is primarily 
concerned with the genteel tradition in its relation to 
Goethe, the representatives of other tendencies will be men-
tioned only as they may , by contrast, serve to shed light 
on the main problem. The writers I have chosen for study 
represent, singly or in groups, the genteel tradition as it 
was manifested in a variety of fields. Within such a frame-
work, a study of the impact of Goethe may be expected to 
yield trustw·orthy results . 
Although the concept of the genteel tradition has 
been widely adopted, its meaning in a literary context has 
nowhere, to my knowledge, been carefully defined. And since 
it has been applied by some writers in ways that are vague 
and misleading , a consideration of its origin and evolution 
may be pertinent. The term, coined by Santayana and first 
used by him in an address in 1911, 6 has been widely used by 
historians and critics of American literature as a deroga-
tory characterization of the esthetic, intellectual, and 
moral standards prevailing during the post-Civil War period 
and continuing in force until about 1912. It must be admit-
ted at the outset that this is a somewhat arbitrary delimi-
6Printed in Winds of Doctrine (Ne"\'T York, 1913). 
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tation, virtually unavoidable in the discussion of so general 
a concept, and the necessary qualifications will be noted in 
the course of our study. While Santayana used the term re-
peatedly in philosophical , literary, and cultural contexts, 
his urbanely allusive style makes it hazardous to venture a 
categorical definition of what he means by it . And yet a 
t houghtful consideration of the pertinent passages in their 
setting yields, it seems to me , a reasonably clear understand-
ing of his concept. Having evolved this, we shall review 
briefly the manner in which later writers borrowed the term 
and adapted t he idea to their purposes . 
The address mentioned above, "The Genteel Tradition 
in American Philosophy," is Santayana's fullest presentation 
of the genesis and development of the subject . He begins by 
asserting that a dualism runs through the history of the Amer-
ican mind - that "America • • • is a country of two mentali-
ties, one a survival of the beliefs and standards of the fath-
ers, the other an expression of the instincts, practice , and 
discoveries of the younger generations ."? Some years later 
he formulates the idea more elaborately: "in philosophy, as 
in letters generally, polite America has continued the common 
tradition of Christendom, in paths closely parallel to those 
followed in England •••• I say advisedly polite America, • 
7 Ibid., pp. 187-88. 
• • 
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~t] carried over its household gods from puritan England in 
a spirit of consecration, and it has always wished to remain 
in communion with whatever its conscience might value in the 
rest of the world . Yet it has been cut off by distance and 
by revolutionary prejudice against things ancient or foreign 
• • • • On the other hand, a crude but vital America has 
sprung up from the soil, undermining, feeding, and trans-
forming the America of tradition."8 The first is to be seen 
in religion, literature, and morals, the concern of the Amer-
ican woman; the latter in the world of practical affairs , that 
of the American man. As Santayana sees the distinction, "The 
American Will inhabits the sky-scraper; the American Intel-
lect the colonial mansion.. • • The one is all aggressive 
enterprise; the latter is all genteel tradition."9 The main 
sources of this tradition, Santayana believes, are Calvinism 
and Kantian transcendentalism,10 the former long since faded 
from dominance in religious life, and the latter - except in 
the unique case of Emerson - having lost its vitality in 
"myths" and "chimeras."11 He appreciates the fact that "both 
these sources were living fountains; but to keep them alive 
they required, one an agonized conscience, and the other a 
radical subjective criticism of knowledge. When these rare 
metaphysical preoccupations disappeared - and the American 
8
character and Opinion in the United States (New 
York, 1920), p. 140:-- - --
9I bid., p. 188. 
11Ibid., p. 195. 
10Ibid., P• 196 . 
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atmosphere is not favorable to either of them - the two sys-
tems ceased to be inwardly understood; they subsisted as 
sacred mysteries only; and the combination of the two in some 
transcendental system of the universe (a contradiction in 
principle) was doubly artificial. "12 
Santayana mentions several revolts against the tradi-
tion that presage the eventual emergence of "a truly native 
poetry. "l3 The humorists (none of whom he names, but the 
reference is doubtless to such men as Mark Twain, Bret Harte, 
and Artemus Ward) made only an incomplete escape, being con-
tent to point out and deride the irrelevance of the genteel 
tradition to the facts of American life, without suggesting 
anything to take its place . The one instance of the total 
rejection of the tradition by an American writer is that of 
Whitman, in whom "Bohemia rebelled against the genteel tradi-
tion. " Remarking on Whitman's intellectual laziness and lack 
of any organizing pr inciple, Santayana nevertheless finds in 
him "a beginning, or rather many beginnings, that might possi-
bly grow into a noble moral imagination, a worthy filling for 
the human mind , "l4 and concludes that under the conditions 
12Ibid., p . 212 . l3Ibid., p. 201. 
l4Ibid., p . 203 . Note: Writing in 1870, Whitman him-
self provides a complete characterization of gentility in his 
"Democratic Vistas" (Specimen Days, Philadelphia, 1882): "feu-
dalism, caste, the ecclesiastic traditions, still hold essen-
tially, by their spirit, even in this country, entire possession 
of the more important fields, indeed the very subsoil of edu-
cation, and of social standards and literature . " Also: • •• 
"to prune, gather, trim, conform, and ever cram and stuff, and 
be genteel and proper, is the pressure of our days." Indeed 
the entire burden of "Democratic Vistas" is a call for the 
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more could not have been expected of him. It is William 
James, however, who contributed most, in Santayana' s view, 
toward undermining the tradition, which he did in the roman-
tic "Hegelian" manner, "by continuing it into its opposite."15 
The breadth of his sympathies in religion, the pragmatism in 
which Santayana sees a kind of intellectual democracy, and 
his vitalistic conception of nature have all combined to 
"break the spell of the genteel tradition,"16 which will 
linger on in the minds that find it congenial, but its "cant 
••• has become harder for young lips to repeat."17 Early 
in the essay there is a discussion of Poe, Emerson, and Haw-
thorne, "the three American. writers whose personal endowment 
was perhaps the finest." They are represented as being 
thwarted by the genteel tradition, which they could not "re-
tail," but the mediocrity of which "in their own pers ons they 
escaped."18 Since all three belong essentially to the pre-
Civil War period, it is evident that Santayana considers the 
tradition as dominating American intellectual life earlier 
than do mos t literary commentators. 
In a brief article in 1915, "Genteel American Poetry,"l9 
rejection of what is alien to the American genius and the emer-
gence of a native art, philosophy, and literature which, Whit-
man prophesies, shall be the fruit of its true development: 
the establishment of cultural independence to match the polit-
ical and economic already achieved. 
15Ibid., p. 204. 16Ibid., p. 210. 
17Ibid., P• 212. 18Ibid., p. 192 . 
1950). 
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"Genteel American Poetry," N~Republic (J11ay 29, 
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Santayana summarizes the dilemma of the poetry-reading Amer-
ican public of the time and offers ironic praise of American 
poetry before the Civil War: "It modulated in obvious ways 
the honorable conventions of the society in which it arose 
••• spoke without affectation ••• was candid in its 
tastes •• • ~hil~ the accent of these poets was necessarily 
provincial, the.ir outlook was universal enough." Apart from 
a few eccentrics "who fled to Europe , " Santayana declares 
that the "genteel mind of America" knew no effective oppo-
sition before Whitman. The insurrection he initiated was 
successful in making the "genteel manner" obsolete but failed 
to provide new forms to take its place. As a consequence 
"the poetic mind of America suffered a certain dispersion," 
losing itself in allegiance to estheticism, Browning, sym-
bolism, "expressiveness with nothing to express . " The 
present result, Santayana finds, is that "the average genteel 
person, with a heart, a morality, a religion, who is after 
all in the majority • • • IJ.~ left • • • without any poetry 
to give him pleasure or to do him honor . " The poetry-lover's 
dilemma then is, in Santayana's view, the result of the para-
doxical disappearance of the genteel manner, while the gen-
teel mind survives among the rank and file of the literate 
public. 
Five years later, in 1920, Santayana considers the 
genteel tradition in philosophy to be completely abandoned 
by the younger American phil osophers in the field, whom he 
depicts as in perfect harmony with the technological, prac-
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tical aspect of the national life. 20 A year or two later 
he answers Logan Pearsall Smith, who, upon returning to 
America, had written him of his sorrow at "the disappear-
ance of the old provincial America" of his youth and its 
replacement by a civilization that "did not seem to bear 
any of the fruits of culture that I could taste with pleas-
ure.1121 He agrees with Smith that America "'had no interest 
for the life of the mind, ' was ' without a head' and 'alien,'" 
but takes him to task for his adverse judgment on the nation 
as a whole. In the ten years since his departure for Europe 
he sees the genteel tradition grown weaker and Americans 
proportionately happier. "The old genteel America was not 
happy; it was eager to knm'l the truth, and to be 'cultured' 
and to love 'art' and to miss nothing that made other nations 
interesting or distinguished. 1122 Both he and his friend, 
Santayana plainly implies, had left the United States in 
order to cultivate the "liberal and aristocratic life, the 
mind turned to pure reflection and pure experience and pure 
pleasure,n23 a life impossible to live in America , but he 
heartily approves the nation's abandonment of ideals alien 
to it. He sees the more promising course for the American 
mind in "the service of material life," embodied in "hy-
giene , morality and international good order ," as well as 
1939), 
20
character and Opinion, p. 144. 
21Logan Pearsall Smith, Unforgotten Years (Boston, 
P• 283. 
22Ibid., p. 285. 23Ibid., p. 284. 
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in the practical applications of science, a kind of life it 
"may perhaps bring to perfection. 11 24 He concludes with the 
suggestion that there may well develop "on the basis of per-
fected material life, a new art and a new philosophy, not 
similar to what we call by those names, but having the same 
relation to the life beneath which art and philosophy amongst 
us ought to have had , but never had actually. 1125 It seems 
evident from these remarks that he considers the genteel 
tradition to be no longer a dominant force in American life 
after the First \vorld War . 
Santayana's final consideration of the theme appears 
in 1931 in the volume The Genteel Tradition at Bay. 26 His 
thesis here is that the humanism of Babbitt and More is 
merely a recrudescence of nineteenth century gentility, 
rather than a revival of the humanism of the Renaissance. 
The former was for him embodied in the person of Charles 
Eliot Norton, under whom he had studied at Harvard . "He 
would tell his classes, shaking his head with a slight sigh, 
that t he Greeks did not play football . In America there had 
been no French cathedrals, no Venetian school of painting , 
no Shakespeare, and even no gentlemen, but only gentlemanly 
citizens •••• In them[the murmurs of protest by Norto9 
the genteel tradition seemed to be breathing its last ." 
The essence of true humanism is, to Santayana, the belief 
24 Ibid., p . 286 . 25Ibid., p. 287. 
26
·New York, 1931. 
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in "the sufficient natural goodness of mankind • • • a 
hatred of cruelty and oppression and ••• scorn of impos-
ture.1127 The true heirs of humanism are for him the modern 
revolutionaries, rather than "the merely academic people who 
still read, or pretend to read, the classics, and who would 
like to go on thrashing little boys into writing Latin ver-
ses . " The basic mistake of those who would, as he sees it, 
revive the genteel tradition lies in t heir effort to estab-
lish an ethical absolutism, which he calls a merely "verbal 
principle," in place of the "moral integrity and its shadow, 
moral absolutism," of the original. Such an absolutism, even 
if theoretically reestablished, appears to him irrelevant to 
"a dissolute mind or in a choatic society.n28 Santayana's 
view is that "The natural order of derivation and growth is 
the opposite, and nature must first produce a somewhat inte-
grated soul before that soul can discover and pursue the 
ideal of integrity."29 Toward the end of the essay, in a 
passage deriding the pontifical claims of contemporary 
humanists, he imputes to them the attitude "that all nations 
are expected gladly to exchange their religions and customs 
for the protestant genteel tradition . "30 
Subsequent critical attitudes touard the genteel 
tradition are in substantial agreement with Santayana. It 
is a significant coincidence that the same year in which his 
27Ibid., pp . 3-4. 
29Ibid., pp . 27-28. 
28Ibid., pp. 6-7 . 
30Ibid ., p. 70. 
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essay "The Genteel. Tradition in American Philosophy" appeared 
in print saw the publication of John Macy 's The Spirit of 
American Literature,31 a study which ·Professor Howard Mum-
ford Jones calls "the first book wholly devoted to literary 
history[of Americ~ springing from the 'new spirit' in lit-
erary criticism."32 Macy does not use the word "genteel ," 
and speaks as a student of the literature of America rather 
than of its general culture, but his judgments throughout 
the book stress the same distinction between what is effete 
and what is vi tal in that literature. American literature 
appears to him "on the whole idealistic, sweet, delicate, 
nicely finished- all suitable for The Youth's Companion,"33 
with the exception of Thoreau, Whitman, Melville, Mark Twain, 
and William James. He sees genuine vigor and significance 
in much of the political, philosophical, scientific, es-
thetic, and even homiletic writing of the nation, while he 
notes, especially after the Civil War, an almost total ster-
ility of the literary imagination . In the hundred years 
from Irving's first novel to Howells' latest he sees a con-
stant failure to deal adequately with reality: the works 
of fiction "are fanciful, dainty, reserved; t hey are lit-
erose, sophisticated in craftsmanship, but innocently un-
p. 120; 
3lNew York, 1913. 
32Theory of American Literature (Ithaca, N.Y., 1948), 
see also p. 79. 
33spirit of American Literature , p . 11. 
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aware of the profound agi tations of American life, of life 
everywhere . "34 Macy does not attempt to account for the 
estrangement from reality of American literature, but limits 
himself to demonstrating its existence and its intensifica-
tion since the Civil War . 
Van Wyck Brooks, writing in 1915, offers an account 
of the origin of the genteel tradition that is much like that 
of Santayana. He speaks of Transcendentalism as "originating 
in the piety of the Puritans, becoming a philosophy in Jona-
than Edwards, passing through Emerson, producing t he aloof-
ness and fastidious refinement of the chief American writers, 
and, as the coherent beliefs and ideals of Transcendentalism 
finally faded out, resulting in the final unreality of most 
American literature [?f the period just endecj. u35 
One of the most vigorous early champions of a dis-
tinctively American literature was Randolph Bourne, whose 
History of a Literary Radical36 constitutes a sort of mani-
festo of the new principles . Like other young "rebels," he 
der ides the idol-worshipping attitude toward the classics of 
Western literature, especially as it is inculcated in the 
universities . Less intransigeant than most of them, however, 
34Ibid., pp . 13-14. 
35America' s Coming-of- Age (New York, 1915), p . 9. 
Note: Where he might have been expected to provide amplifi-
cation of this thesis, namely in his full-length treatment of 
the New England post- Civil War period, New England: Indian 
Summer (New York , 1940), Brooks has adopted a traditionalist 
and conservative attitude, refraining from unfriendly charac-
terizations, and writing in a spirit of antiquarian scholarship. 
36New York, 1920. 
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he sees no possibility of achieving an American culture com-
pletely independent of the rest of Western civilization. In 
a manner reminiscent of Lessing and Herder he urges an atti-
tude toward the classics that would revive their germinal 
spirit rather than ape their form or content. His "new 
critic" will take from foreign sources only what "suits his 
community of interest,"37 and the kind of native classicism 
eventually to be evolved will have to be "something worked 
out and lived into."38 For him the hope of American liter-
ature - and for American culture generally - lies in a 
balance between "an extensive cross-fertilization" with 
assimilable foreign influences and a willingness to develop 
along native lines. This he sums up as "a sort of federated 
national ideal."39 His early death kept him from developing 
this aim into any specific program of action: 
Directing his attention to the national culture as a 
whole rather than only its literature, Lewis Mumford does not 
employ the term "genteel," but adopts Mark Twain's "the Gilded 
Age" to characterize the post-Civil War era. He sums up the 
pervasive resignation of its leading minds in the phrase "the 
Pragmatic Acquiescence." The vitality of Transcendentalism 
has faded, its only vestige being the "inner elegance" that 
Howells speaks of. Thus Mumford pres ents the more promising 
figures of the age as inwardly divided by the need for com-
37Ibid., p. 28. 
39Ibid., P• 282. 
38Ibid., p. 29. 
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prom~s~ng their ideals in a world that made it impossible 
in any way to realize them. 4° 
In general agreement with Santayana as to the rootage 
of the genteel tradition in the Transcendental movement, 
Vernon L. Farrington, in his extremely influential Main 
Curr ents in American Thought, uses the term chiefly with 
reference to the later nineteenth century. Under the head-
ing "New England in Decay , " he writes of "transcendentalism 
• • • evaporating in the rising sun of science."4l He does 
not find this decline restricted to New England, but sees 
it in such cultural centers as New York and Philadelphia as 
well . His brief general formulation of gentility is: "a 
timid and uncreative culture that lays its inhibitions on 
every generation that is content to live upon the past . " 
The same radically Freudian orientation that marks 
the entire book colors Ludwig Lewisohn's treatment of gentil-
ity in Expression in America , but despite the psychoanaly-
tical phraseology in which he couches it, his judgment shows 
no essential disagreement with that of other critics. He 
defines it as "a two- compartmental arrangement of the psyche 
which keeps the major and intenser experiences of life from 
spilling over into that compartment whence the substance of 
the genteel writer ' s product is dipped . "43 
40The Golden Day , (New Yorkh 1926, pp . 158, 165-166 . 
41New York, 1930, vol . III , 51 . 42Ibid . , p . 52. 
43New York, 1932, p . 58. 
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Granville Hicks' avowedly Marxist interpretation of 
the course of American literature since t he Civil War, The 
Great Tradition, refers to substantially the same writers 
mentioned by the others as representing the genteel tradi-
tion, but he accounts for them, understandably, l ar gely in 
terms of economic determinism. In the years up to the turn 
of the century he calls attention to the ignoring of Whitman 
by t he masses for whom he wrote, while literature "is left 
in the hands of the well-bred and comfortably situated." 
The purpose of this literature was to "serve its masters ••• 
protect conventional morality ••• preserve its readers from 
sordid contacts with the facts of the fierce economic strug-
gle ••• perpetuate t~e traditions of colonial imitative-
ness and middle-class moralizing."44 
Another Marxist, Bernard Smith, devotes more attention 
than Hicks to the origins and development of the genteel tra-
dition in his historical study of American criticism, Forces 
in American Criticism. He traces its rise in t he years 1815-
40 and agrees with Santayana on its Puritan - Santayana would 
say "Calvinistic" - basis. Like the latter he does not de-
rive it from the religious aspect of Puritanism, but where 
the philosopher distinguishes the philosophy of Puritanism 
from its theology, Smith characteristically singles out the 
middle-class nature of Puritanism, which it "shared with all 
sects of the Protestant bourgeoisie."45 In literary criti-
44aevised edition, New York, 1935, p. 30. 
45New York, 1939 , pp. 55-56 . 
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cism Smith discerns the essential quality of the tradition 
in its "moral utility," i.e. its consistent safeguarding of 
"the moral and social orthodoxy of the bourgeois who has, so 
to speak, been 'refined.'"46 While he devotes considerable 
space to a presentation of the genteel tradition of the 
earlier part of the century, Smith fixes upon the years 
1875-1900 as "the golden age of gentility."47 
Such estimates of the genteel tradition show no ser-
ious disagreement as to its character, even though various 
elements in its origin are emphasized according to the pre-
dilections of each writer. As regards temporal limits, all 
but Lewisohn agree that it rose at least a generation before 
the Civil War, but that it flourished in the years following, 
and that it declined with the turn of the century. By the 
beginning of the First World War it is generally assumed to 
be at least moribund, and as the Imagist revolt, commonly 
accepted as marking the emergence of "modern" American liter-
ature occurred in 1912, shortly after the genteel tradition 
was positively identified by Santayana, that may well serve 
as a convenient terminal date. All agree on the failure of 
genteel literature after the Civil War to reflect the native 
cultural background, whether they view that background in 
terms of its sociological, economic, intellectual, or moral 
forces. They see it as marked by moral cowardice, cultural 
nostalgia, snobbishness of caste, and a timid insistence on 
46Ibid., pp. 40-41. 47 Ibid., p. 244. 
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decorum in artistic expression. There is no important dis-
agreement between this estimate and what Santayana has to 
say about the second stage of the genteel tradition, when 
its irrelevance to American life had become extreme. For 
the purposes of this study I shall adhere to what appears 
to be the prevailing usage, and apply the concept of the 
genteel tradition to the years between the end of the Civil 
War and 1912. 
The question may be raised: How far are the critics 
mentioned above representative of American critical opinion 
since 1912? The informed reader will miss reference to con-
temporary American humanism, but the omission can be readily 
explained. Apart from the fact that most of the older human-
ists, such as Irving Babbitt, Paul Elmer More, and Stuart 
Sherman, devoted themselves primarily to t he older European 
literature and "expressed a militant hostility to most Amer-
ican writing pa~t and present,"48 the outstanding humanist 
concerned with the study of native letters, Norman Foerster, 
refuses, as a matter of basic principle, to recognize the 
existence of anything resembling a genteel tradition. The 
concept of gentility was adopted, as Professor Jones points 
out, only by the "iconoclasts,"49 which the critics named 
above unmistakably are. Foerster sees the culture of Amer-
ica, including its literature, as an offshoot of the varied 
48H. M. Jones, Theory of American Literature, p. 161. 
49Ibid., p. 138. 
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culture of Europe, despite the contrary protestations of 
Emerson, Whitman, and the moderns, and insiststhat, "If our 
critics wish to be American, they must deploy in a vacuum."50 
He charges the insurgent - i.e. non-humanist - critics with 
revolting, like \fuitman, "against a past they did not really 
know."5l Finally, he considers their judgment "capricious, 
indicative of a provincialism of time (the measurement of 
past literature by the ideas and moods of a narrow present) 
far more insidious than that provincialism of place from 
which American literature suffered in the last century.n52 
A leader in his field, possessed of a detailed and appre-
ciative grasp of nineteenth-century American literature, 
Professor Foerster interprets his data by other standards 
and against a different background from his opponents'. He 
regards the heydey of Transcendentalism as the Golden Age 
of the romanticism stemming from Germany, and finds its 
decadence in the whipping-boys of the other American critics: 
Bayard Taylor, Stoddard, Stedman, Aldrich.53 Although he 
rejects some of the basic assumptions of the critics cited, 
Foerster thus arrives at largely the same evaluation of in-
dividual writers. 
ster 
Thus far I have singled out only the negative aspects 
5°American Criticism (Boston and New York, 1928),p.xiii. 
5lTowards Standards (New York, 1928), p. 139. 
52Reinterpretation of American Literature, ed. Foer-
(New York, 1928), Introduction, p. xiii. 
53Ibid., pp. 32-33; also American Criticism, p. xv. 
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of the genteel tradition, as they are emphasized by the 
critics concerned with overcoming its harmful influence . 
But a fuller consideration shows that it exerted some bene-
ficial influence as well . What is damned as "cultural nos-
talgia" in gentility resulted, in the case of Lowell, 
Mabie, Stedman, and Woodberry, in scholarly and sensitive 
appreciations of t he literary masterpieces . Surely Bayard 
Taylor ' s translation of Faust , despite its inadequacies, and 
Norton ' s Vita Nuova deserve a permanent place in the cul-
tural history of the nation. And the apotheosis of Hegelian 
philosophy by the St. Louis School, ludicrously alien as it 
was to the American intellectual temper , opened the way for 
the first independent philosophical speculation in this 
country. The genteel tradition, in short, while it was a 
vitiating force , did not entirely stultify the talents of 
the abler writers and t hinkers under its influence . 54 
No one representative of t he genteel tradition is, 
naturally , an epitome of all its traits. Certain of its 
aspects, furthermore, are more evident in some writers than 
in others. Howells, consistently hospitable to new depart-
ures in contemporary Continental letters, clearly does not 
share the generally reactionary temper of the other recog-
nized critics of his day . The members of the St . Louis 
School can not be accused of undue regard for convention. 
And the self-reliant, encyclopedic Royce, deeply aware of the 
54cf. Grant c . Knight , James Allen Lane and the Gen-
teel Tradition (Chapel Hill, 1935) , pp . 263-78. ---------
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true moral needs of his society, presents an arres ting con-
trast to the parochialism and timidity commonly associated 
with the genteel mind. As we approach each of the writers , 
we shall try to make plain his particular relation to t he 
genteel tradition , so that his contact with Goethe may be 
seen in proper perspective . 
In view of the decorous, illiberal, and tradition-
alist nature of the genteel tradition, the question natur-
ally arises: What significant connection can there be be-
tween it and t he catholic and forward-looking Goethe? In 
order to answer this question, a judicious sampling suggests 
itself as t he most suitable method of revealing data typical 
of the entire trend. Certain of the leaders of gentility 
reflect, in their published work, at most a minimal acquain-
tance with Goethe. This is true of such men as Aldrich, 
George W. Curtis, George Boker , James Watson Gilder , and 
William Winter. In the case of Charles Eliot Norton, editor 
of the Goethe-Carlyle correspondence and surely not without 
considerable knowledge of the poet, we find an eloquent 
silence on the subject . The genteel writers here treated 
all exhibit a significant interest in Goet he, but their re-
sponse to him is far from uniform. We shall try in each 
case to see the extent of the writer's acquaintance with 
Goethe, his understanding of the poet's position in Western 
thought, and how he arrives at his appraisal . Further, we 
shall examine whether any result of his contact with Goethe 
is shown in the writer's own work . We shall undertake, 
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~inally, to delineate the image of Goethe that emerges ~rom 
the aggregate of opinions , and to see to what extent it does 
him justice . Throughout t he course o~ the exposition we shall 
attempt to show what particular appeal Goethe held, in each 
instance , ~or adherents o~ a tradition so incompatible with 
his . 55 
55Note : A word to justify the chronological aspect 
o~ our sampling , which may at ~irst sight appear somewhat 
arbitrary , is pertinent . Although the birth-dates o~ the 
writers in quest ion span the years 1819 to 1855, and the old-
er ones were prominent before the Civil War, all are considered 
here only with regard to the stated limits o~ time. 0~ the 
earlier generation of Goethe interpreters many lived on into 
the latter part o~ the century - from Brooks, who died in 
1883 , t o Hedge , who survived until 1890 - but the bulk of 
their pertinent work falls into the years before 1865 . Strict 
adherence t o chronological sequence during the approximately 
fifty years covered does not seem necessary, since t he genteel 
t r adition - as here viewed, at least - is a virtually constant 
factor . As far as the more central considerations of repre-
sentative choice and the groupings thus involved will permit, 
I shall present the wri ters chronologically. 
CHAPTER III 
MAJOR CRITICS 
In the absence of any discernible influence of 
Goethe on their creative work, both Lowell and Howells are 
to be examined exclusively in their roles as major critics 
of literature in the genteel age; for the moment, however, 
we would view each from a more inclusive point of view. The 
status of Lowell in the history of American literature has 
been subject to radically differing interpretation, ranging 
from his apotheosis in the years after his death to the 
depreciatory comments of Marxian critics like Bernard Smith 
or emancipators of the flesh like Ludwig Lewisohn. But even 
when one leaves out of account the controversial points 
(such as whether or not he was guided by an integrated body 
of principles in his criticism), there still remains a sub-
stantial area of agreement on his positive qualities . He 
still stands as the most influential American critic prior 
to the twentieth century, as broad in his erudition as in 
his sympathetic appreciation of the past, a man of substance 
who failed to realize fully his potentialities . Especially 
significant as the decisive force in advancing Elizabethan 
and medieval scholarship here, he was, perhaps most impor-
tant, one of the leading transmitters of European culture 
47 
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to the literate American public . In his younger years he 
was an admirer of the English romantic writers , politically 
a liberal, and imbued with much of the hopeful spirit of 
Emerson . But he became increasingly disillusioned in the 
50's and 60's, his social outlook assuming a decidedly con-
servative bent, while in literature he tended more to the 
classical standards of the eighteenth century and came to 
devote himself almost exclusively to the study of the past. 
He now became reluctant to face the problems of his age as 
they appeared in the political and economic changes after 
the war, and rejected without examination Darwinism, social-
ism, realism, naturalism - in brief, all newer movements in 
science, sociology, and literature - and of the newcomers in 
American literature was ready to welcome only the innocuous, 
like Stedman, Aldrich, and Gilder - and Howells only as 
essayist. Now the metamorphosis of the youthful radical 
into the middle-aged Tory is, of course, a typical phenom-
enon and not to be automatically censured, but in Lowell's 
case, even the conservative Norman Foerster insists, there 
was a rupture in his development that never healed. With 
sympathetic acumen the nee-humanist critic best sums up the 
dilemma of Lowell's later period : "aspiring to a more ade-
quate vision of reality, he found in the rising spirit of 
science less help than hindrance, and at the same time was 
unable really to vitalize, like Goethe , the tradition of 
-- ---- --- --
humanism, " (italics added)1 Explanations of two kinds have 
1American Criticism, p. 50. 
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been advanced to account for his failure to fulfill his early 
promise, with most writers blaming what they variously call 
his complete lack of critical principles or his holding of 
incompatible or borrowed ones, a consequence, as some claim, 
of mental indolence (which extensive erudition by no means 
precludes). Foerster undertakes to demonstrate in his Amer-
ican Criticism that Lowell's critical principles, while no-
where codified, may be shown to form a self-consistent and 
cogent whole, and maintains that it was his lack of personal 
vitality and "power of conquest" that kept him from greatness . 
To attempt to adjudicate the controversy would here be imper-
tinent, and the conflicting arguments are mentioned only 
because they confirm the estimate of Lowell as fundamentally 
deficient in coherence of thought or in constancy of character 
or both. In his nostalgic turning to the excellences of the 
past and his unwillingness to f ace the disturbing issues of 
the present, in his intellectual indecisiveness, in forgetting, 
in a word, his own early admonition that "new occasions teach 
new duties," Lowell came to be, in his later years, the author-
itative spokesman for the tradition of gentility. 
Although he was bound by ties of personal and literary 
association to the older Lowell, whom he venerated, William 
Dean Howells, in all essentials but one, forms a remarkable 
contrast to the man he succeeded as arbiter of American let-
ters . Where the former grew increasingly conservative with 
age, he presents the contrary phenomenon of a man made pro-
gressively liberal by his expanding experience of life . His 
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theory of the novel called for the strictes t realism in the 
sense of complete fidelity to fact and character, without 
idealization or other distortion, and with the author's per-
sonality nowhere in evidence. This theory he applied to all 
novelists, both past and present. It was inevitable that 
his rigid doctrine should lead him to such absurd judgments 
as to find, in the whole range of literature, only three 
writers worthy of unqualified approval: Jane Austen, 
Trollope, and Tolstoy! As DeMille explains, however, his 
criticism should not be understood as "food, but Physic, 
useful only in time of sickness," the sickness of his day 
being a cheap and artificial romanticism. 2 In his hospital-
ity to the literary pioneers of America at the turn of the 
century, from Hamlin Garland, Frank Norris, and Stephen 
Crane to Ernest Poole and Edith Wharton, he exerted a salu-
tary influence on the course of American letters . Among 
foreign writers he defended and praised an i mposing list of 
repres entatives of modern trends: Balzac, Zola, Maupassant, 
Ibsen, Bjornson, Gogol, Turgenieff, Heine, Valdts, Galdos, 
and above all Tolstoy, and this at a time when the American 
taste was quite unreceptive to such a diet and the icono-
clasts Huneker and Mencken were still twenty years distant. 
With regard to the social and economic questions of the 
latter decades of the century as well he took, in well-bred 
but unmistakable language, a stand that is noteworthy in one 
2George E. DeMille, Literary Criticism in Ameri ca 
(New York, 1931), pp. 190-91. 
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associating regularly with the defenders of the status quo. 
His later novels, most explicitly ! Traveller from Altruria 
and Through the Eye of the Needle, are radically critical 
of capitalist economy and its effects on society , while his 
defence of the anarchistic Haymarket rioters called for 
moral courage of a high order. What warrants his inclusion 
in the class of the genteel , in the face of such literary 
and economic views, is to be found in his theory and prac-
tice of the American novel . He harbored the conviction, in 
spite of his pessimistic view of many current developments 
at home , that while a realistic treatment of Continental and 
even British conditions justified sordidness and tragedy in 
foreign literature, such elements could not be considered 
typical of the American scene . Howells himself summed this 
up in a passage in Criticism and Fiction that has been so 
, 
often quoted as to become an unfairly used cliche: "Our 
novelists ••• concern themselves with the more smiling 
aspects of life, which are the more American •••• "3 As 
a result of this self-limitation, although there are reflec-
tions of certain social and economic actualities in some of 
his novels, he abstained on principle from any frank allu-
sions to sex or any of the more elemental passions of the 
flesh or spirit. This blinking of essential facts was not 
3Note: Taken in its context, which deals with Dos-
toievski's Russia, the remark loses much of its absurdity. 
Even the Marxian Bernard Smith concedes: "Life in America 
was truly sunnier, more comfortable than in most of Europe ." 
(Forces in American Criticism, New York, 1939, p . 168). 
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entirely due to his belief that such topics were atypical 
of American life, but also to his view that the American 
novel was read chiefly by the American woman - a contention 
containing, unfortunately, a large measure of truth. It 
was, then, by his ready acceptance of Victorian taboos, 
fostered by his long contact with the New England leaders of 
cultural conservatism, and rooted perhaps in his Sweden-
borgian upbringing, that his quite sincere doctrine of real-
ism was eventually neutralized by the genteel tradition. 
James Russell Lowell (1819-91) 
In examining the nature of Lowell's relationship to 
Goethe it is wise to keep in mind the American writer's 
intellectual background and the particular nature of his 
literary activities, so that we may see his interest in the 
German in proper perspective. He grew up in the years when 
the New England enthusiasm for Goethe was in the ascendant 
and, although he remained aloof from the Transcendental 
group , he studied with Longfellow and Ticknor, both admirers 
of Goethe, at Harvard (he does not seem to have studied with 
Follen, although he admired him) . It is reasonable to assume 
that in such an atmosphere a mind as receptive to literary 
ideas as his should have come to accept Goethe as one of the 
fixed stars in the firmament of letters, though his acquain-
tance with the poet 's work remained for some time fragmen-
tary. His readings at college included Landor, Hakluyt, 
Spenser, Butler, Southey , Cowper, Byron, Coleridge , Keats, 
Carlyle, and Milton, and of the Continental poets Dante, 
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who was to become his favorite author , and Tasso . 4 And 
while his interests widened in l ater years, and his reading, 
especially during his teaching career, was of astounding 
range and thoroughness, his lifelong predilections are 
apparent even in youth: the English poets, the older English 
drama, and the classics of Romance literature provided the 
object of almost all his critical writing; the essay on 
Lessing is the only full- length treatment accorded any German . 
Students of Lowell's work agree that he was not, in the cur-
rent sense, a scholar , but a New England humanist, and his 
biographer likens his scholarship to t hat of the "bookmen of 
the Renaissance."5 His acquaintance with German literature 
was considerable, and his knowledge of Goethe's work remark-
ably wide, but he was in the habit of using his familiarity 
with German authors only as an auxiliary to the achievement 
of his critical ends . 
~lliile tracing the course of his interest in Goethe we 
shall try to show in what special ways Lowell made use of -
and , with equal significance, failed to exploit - the thought 
and art of the German poet. The period from his formal in-
troduction to the world of literature as a student at Harvard 
until his appointment to the faculty (1834- 54) reveals only 
a fragmentary knowledge of Goethe and a merely episodic in-
terest; in the light of his admitted struggle, in 1855, for 
(Boston 
4cited in Ferris Greenslet, 
and New York, 1905), p. 19. 
5Ibid., p . l26 . 
James Russell Lowell 
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a mastery of the language, it is almost certain that he read 
him at this time largely in translation. His letters as an 
undergraduate speak of his study of German, as well as of 
his reading of some of Schiller's plays and of Goethe's 
Faust; of the latter he remarks, "Hard, ain't it?"6 There 
were among his numerous contributions to Harvardiana as a 
senior translations of two of Uhland's short poems . 7 Whether 
he attended Longfellmv' s lectures on Faust, which were deliv-
ered the same year, is not known, but his interest in Germany 
was such that he tried to induce his father to allow him to 
pursue his law studies there - a proposal of dubious prac-
ticality, which the elder Lowell rejected. 8 
A closely-reasoned and persuasive study of Lowell's 
early development by Leon Howard, Victorian Knight-Errant,9 
offers an excellent instance of the intricacies to be en-
countered in tracing the source of a writer's ideas . Howard 
shows how the "common- sense" philosophy of Stewart, which 
Lowell studied in common with all American college students 
of the time , made the distinction between "intuitive reason" 
and discursive reasoning or "understanding" that is essen-
6 c. E. Norton Letters of James Russell Lowell, 2 
vols . (New York , 1894~ , I , 9 , 10 (hereafter cited as Norton) . 
7H. c. Scudder, James Russell Lowell (New York and 
Boston, 1901), 2 vols . , I , 45 . 
8Greenslet, p . 29 . 
9Leon Howard , Victorian Knight- Errant (Berkeley and 
Los Angeles, 1952), p . 14. 
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tially the same as the contrast between reason and under-
standing that Lowell later encountered in Carlyle, Emerson , 
Coleridge, and Eckermann' s Conversations . It was shortly 
after his graduation that the first significant impact of 
Goethe ' s thought became evident in a reference, in his cor-
respondence, to Wilhelm Meister, Carlyle ' s translation of 
which (only the Lehrj ahre , to be sure) he had just read: 
" • •• that too I have r ead or rather from it I have drunken. 
The more I see of that wonderful man, the less I wonder at 
Carlyle's reverence of him. So full of thought and earnest-
ness , and something which seems like music to interpret for 
us thoughts which were ours indeed , but locked up in some 
(as it seemed) unknown tongue . "10 Howard sees in the figure 
of Meister something - for Lowell - like "the candle which 
Emerson has said every man needed in order to make legible 
the scribblings on the walls of the mind," for the young 
Cambridge poet felt a peculiar affinity for Goethe's hero 
who, like himself, was drawn to a life of literary activity 
while his family urged upon him a career of practical use-
fulness - the practice of law in Lowell's case . 11 \'lilhelm," 
continues Howard, "had learned fromEKperience what Lowell 
had learned at second- hand from Carlyle's essay on Burns: 
that a man of the world with habits of dissipation could 
not feel the complete devotion to art which is necessary to 
its perfection. "11 His analysis of the young Lowell's theory 
10Harvard Library Treasure Room, Ms . Am. 765 . 
11Howard, p . 42 . 
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of what the poet should be, namely a person of some conse-
quence who loves poetry and cultivates his mind in the light 
of the good and the beautiful, seems in his presentation, to 
be the counterpart of the youthful Meister's ideal.12 
Apart from admiring mention of the Correspondence 
with ~ Child13 and a jocular announcement of his intention 
to write his own Werther,14 there is no further mention of 
Goethe until 1843, when the series of essays, "The Old 
English Dramatists, 11 appeared . In its original form (Lowell 
repeated it for the Lowell Institute Lectures in 1887, add-
ing an 11introductory," to be discussed below) it contained 
two references to Goethe, both in the essay on Marlowe . The 
first sheds light on the New Englander's critical principles 
and cites Goethe's admonition that 11 the first thing needful 
to a critic ••• is to see the thing as it really is; this 
is the most precious result of all culture, the surest war-
rant of happiness, or at least of composure. But he also 
bids us in judging any work, seek first to discover its 
beauties, and then its blemishes and defects ."15 He then 
finds the cause of Marlowe's failure to attain full artistic 
mastery of his themes in his lack of restraint, his inability 
to achieve "the imperturbable sanity of Shakespeare," the 
12Ibid. 
l4Norton, I, 60 . 
13 Scudder, I, 79. 
l5James Russell Lowell, Works, 12 vols.(Boston and 
New York), 1892, XI, 217 . (Hereafter cited as Works). 
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same quality Lowell senses "in the almost imperturbable calm 
of Goethe, which, if it did not quite make him an artist, 
enabled him to see what an artist should be, and to come as 
near to being one as his nature allowed."16 Here we come 
upon the first clear indication of Lowell's estimate of the 
German poet, his higher regard for Goethe's theory of liter-
ature than for his practice . Late in the same year his first 
volume of verse appeared, containing the poem "Prometheus ," 
in which the reader will find nothing to remind him of ~he 
Goethe-fragment of the same name. Lowell, however, wrote a 
friend that he was aware of Goethe's treatment of the theme, 
as of Byron's and Shelley's, but that he had "looked at it 
from a somewhat new point of view ••• ~ad made i i Radical. 1117 
For a period of ten years there is no further mention 
of Goethe, although his first sojourn in Europe in 1851-52, 
largely in Italy, had included a brief stay in Germany. The 
essay of 1854, "Cambridge Thirty Years /\go," speaks of the 
ineffectual efforts of puritanic moralists to guard the young 
from "carnal attractions" the alluring nature of which they, 
the censors, did not comprehend, and of the error of making 
the "constable" the moral arbiter . There follows an apos-
trophe to "Polished, cultivated Me'Phistopheles ! it is for 
the ungovernable breakings-away of the soul from unnatural 
compressions that thou waitest 
16
works, XI, 223 . 
18
works, I, 79 . 
• • •• 
17 
1118 The rather long 
Norton, I, 72 . 
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section "Leaves from My Journal in Italy and Elsewhere," of 
the same year, makes only brief and revealingly incidental 
allusion to Goethe , and helps to show how un-Goethean was 
Lowell's attitude toward Italian tradition, culture and art. 
In a rambling preamble on the rarity of people who travel 
wisely, he remarks on'~hose who go abroad to escape them-
selves, and fail, as Goethe says they always must, in the 
attempt to jump away from their own shadows. 1119 Lowell's 
memory has evidently betrayed him into attributing the theme 
of Chamisso's Peter Schlemihl to the wrong author. In the 
same context, he speaks of "the German @h~ goes thither [to 
Ital~ because Goethe and Winckelmann did, and because he can 
find there a sausage stronger than his own."2° Finally, still 
in the jocular vein, he excuses himself from attempting more 
serious comment on the ground that the writings of so many 
famous men, including Hawthorne in his own day, had said the 
ultimate word: "Shall a man try to be entertaining after 
Montaigne, aesthetic after Winckelmann, wise after Goethe?"21 
vlhere Lowell, in the body of his "Leaves," occasionally re-
veals his own views on classical art and literature, however , 
his lack of sympathy with Goethe's ideas in this area becomes 
striking. Thus he deprecates "our cart-before-horse educa-
tion" which emphasizes ancient history and literature at the 
expense of later ages , "making us the gulls of what we call 
19Ibid., p. 121. 
21Ibid., p. 126. 
20Ibid., p. 123. 
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classical antiquity;" his own inclination is toward the Middle 
Ages, which are "nearer to me in being modern and Christian," 
and he finds it "harder to bridge the gulf of Paganism than 
of centuries;" even Greek architecture impresses him as mon-
otonous. 22 That another aspect of the German poet •s work, 
his nature lyrics, had at this time impressed itself on 
Lowell's mind -who himself had a profound, if quite differ-
ent , relationship to nature - is suggested in a letter that 
says , in reference to a waterfall, "though I thought I had 
understood Goethe 's 'Fisher • as I sat by the side of the sea, 
I never had fully till now."24 One of the Lowell Institute 
Lectures of 1855 , "The Imagination," which appeared post-
humously, refers to the modern weakness of sentimentalism, 
"that subjective tendency whose excess is so lamented by 
Goethe and Schiller and which is one of the main distinctions 
between ancient and modern poetry."25 
\ihen , in 1855, Lowell was appointed Longfellow's 
successor as professor of belles-lettres at Harvard, he fol-
lowed his predecessor ' s example of preparing himself for his 
teaching by study abroad . For a period of six months, ending 
in March , 1856, he applied himself in Dresden to a systematic 
study of German literature, at the same time gaining a read-
22Ibid ., pp . 212- 13. 
23Note: This difference is discussed below. 
2~orton I, 227 . 
25century Magazine (March, 1894), p . 717. 
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ing mastery of the language. 26 There is no evidence of any 
organized knowledge of Goethe in his earlier years, and until 
1861 only a scattering of incidental laudatory references to 
the poet in his correspondence . The first years of his pro-
fessorship were devoted especially to the Middle ages, nota-
bly Dante, but also to Middle High German literature, includ-
ing the Nibelungenlied and the epics of Wolfram von Eschen-
bach. 27 I n the 60's and 70's (i.e. until the beginning of 
Lowell' s diplomatic career), however, when the bulk of 
Lowell 's critical essays were written, the references to 
Goethe show a wide knowledge of his purely literary work and 
of his correspondence and an acquaintance with his life, and 
are sufficiently frequent and extended to allow one to draw 
rather definite conclusions as to Lowell's attitude toward 
him. A brief article on "Emerson the Lecturer," appearing 
in 1861, contains a - slightly inaccurate - quotation from 
Dichtung !:!!!S!. Wahrheit: "'Would you know,' says Goethe, 'the 
ripest cherries? Ask the boys and the blackbirds! 11128 A 
few pages further on, the reference is broader and shows a 
deeper appreciation, when he compares his experience in 
hearing Emerson speak on his relation to the Transcendental 
movement to that of "hearing Goethe read some passages of 
26Norton I, 241- 53 passim. 
. 
27 George Wurfl , Lo'\'rell ' s Debt to Goethe, The Pennsyl-
van~a State College Studies , vol. I, No. 2 (State College, 
Penn., 1936), pp. 19-20. 
2~/orks, I, 352 . 
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the 'Wahrheit aus seinem Leben' iic Not that there was not 
a little Dichtung too •••• "29 Although this is the only 
instance of Lowell ' s taking Emerson as his formal subject, 
he links him with Goethe in another essay of the same per-
iod, the content of which provides an obvious connection, 
that on Thoreau. In describing the latter's environment of 
intellectual ferment he refers to the Transcendentalists as 
"the Apostles of the Newness , as they were called in New 
England ••• f?hic~represented the reaction and revolt 
against Philisterei, a renewal of the old battle begun in 
modern times by Erasmus and Reuchlin, and continued by Less-
ing and Goethe ...... 3° A later passage substantially re-
peats this idea in the statement , "Both Carlyle and Emerson 
were disciples of Goethe, but Emerson in a far truer sense."3l 
Lowell ' s understanding of the nature of Carlyle's 
discipleship comes to light in the essay on the Scottish 
writer, which is rich in other revealing comments on Goethe . 
An early passage attempting to account for the inborn origi-
nality of significant writers - as distinguished from ac-
quired wisdom and skill -, the "diviner quality ••• the 
spiritual eye , " attributes it to a happy conjunction of the 
stars . "Goethe, the l ast of the great poets , accordingly 
takes pains to tel l us under what planets he was born; and 
in him it i s curious how uniform the imaginative quality is 
29Ibid., p . 357 . 
31Ibid., P• 367 • 
............ 
30Ibid., PP• 363- 64 . 
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from the beginning to the end of his long literary activity. 
His early poems show maturity , his mature ones a youthful 
freshness • • •• With a mere change of emphasis, Goethe 
might be called an old boy at both ends of his career."32 
The broadening influence of Goethe, "the most widely receptive 
of critics," upon the young Carlyle and, through him, on 
British critical writing generally, is seen by Lowell in 
Carlyle's earliest essays, where his adoption of "his mas-
ter's great rule, 'Den Gegenstand fest zu haltenl'" enables 
him to present r.rontaigne , Voltaire, Diderot, and other re-
ligious dissidents with a "sympathetic appreciation of char-
acter" that was new to parochial British criticism.33 When 
Lowell deprecates the extravagance of Carlyle ' s humor, he 
attributes it to the ignoring of Goethe's remark , which he 
sees as directed against Jean Paul , "the worthy Germans have 
persuaded themselves that the essence of humor is formless-
ness," and he regards Carlyle's own "tendency toward law-
lessness" as fatally encouraged by his admiration for the 
German humorist.34 Indeed, he finds the cause of Carlyle's 
failure to fulfill the promise of his youth in his neglect 
of the lesson of Goethe ' s own development, in the ironic cir-
cumstance of the writer who had early "appreciated the innate 
weakness and futile tendency of the 'storm and thrust' period 
of German literature constantly assimilating, as he grows 
32works, II 84-85. 
34Ibid., p . 90 . 
33 Ibid., pp . 85-86 . 
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older, more and more nearly to its principles. It is no 
longer the sagacious and moderate Goethe who is his type of 
what is highest in human nature, but far rather some Gotz 
of the Iron Hand, some assertor of the divine legitimacy of 
Faustrecht."35 Here, perhaps more explicitly than anywhere 
else, Lowell voices the disparagement of the pre-classical 
Goethe that marks the genteel attitude. The concluding 
stricture on Carlyle appears in an essay occasioned by the 
publication of his Frederick ~ Great and is directed at 
his "Tory" choice of biographical subject, who failed to be 
fully "a citizen of his country as well as of his age" - re-
versing Schiller's remark about what the great poet should 
be.36 Enlarging on his theme, Lowell tells of Frederick's 
devotion to French culture and literature, while he con-
sidered German literature barbarous, and ignored such contem-
porary figures as Lessing, Goethe, and Schiller; to sum up 
his own estimate of the Prussian monarch he cites the verdict 
of ttGoethe 1 s friend Knebel, 11 who had served in the Pruss ian 
army, and who called him a tyrant. 37 
A number of essays of the mid-sixties , on themes that 
have no immediate bearing on Goethe and yet are rich in quite 
varied allusions to him, attest the extent of Lowel.l' s inter-
est in him at this time; in his discussion of Lessing and 
Rousseau, dating from the same period but to be dealt with 
35Ibid., PP• 93-94. 
37Ibid., PP• 111-13. 
36 Ibid., P• 111. 
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subsequently, the relevance of Goethe is of course apparent . 
The rather discursive review of seventeenth century Colonial 
documents, "New England Two Centuries Ago ," deals at one 
point with the correspondence of one Edward Howes, whom Lowell 
terms "a Swedenborgian before Swedenborg." He reports that 
Howe was "captivated by the alchemistic theory of the unity 
of composition in nature, which was so attractive to Goethe," 
and shows his own knowledge of the poet's sources by adding , 
"Perhaps the great poet was himself led to it by his Rosi-
crucian studies when vTri ting the first part of Faust . u38 The 
unfavorable critique of Swinburne ' s tragedies, devoted mainly 
to his classical "Atalanta in Calydon," leads Lowell to en-
large on the general subject of the uses of classical models 
for modern literature, and here we find Goethe entering t he 
discussion at every turn. His opening paragraph denies Swin-
burne the possibility of any permanent significance on the 
,g priori ground that mid-Victorian England lacks the "fervor 
of political life" that enabled the great figures of the early 
centuries - Scott, \iordsworth, Byron - to "represent moods of 
national thought and feeling • • • go be com~ truly British 
poets; just as Goethe , in whose capacious nature, open to 
every influence of earth and sky, the spiritual fermentation 
of the eighteenth century settled and clarified, is a Europ-
ean one."39 Turning to what he considers the basic weakness 
of Swinburne ' s tragedy, he finds it in its futile effort to 
39Ibid. , pp . 120-21. 
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revive a Grecian rather than "a purely human" ideal, a fail-
ing he equates \vi t h the 11\-Teak point of ~he] common striving" 
of Schiller and Goethe, and he quotes from the former the 
eight lines ending: "Der Schein soll nie die Wirklichkeit 
erreichen, / Und siegt Natur, ~~die Kunst entweichen. " 
which he calls "the eloquent expression of a half-truth."40 
He dwells upon the hopelessness of endeavoring to reproduce 
"a bygone excellence by external imitation" and illustrates 
his point by referring to the conjuring up of Helena in the 
first act of Faust I I. "Faust may believe he is gazing on 
' the face that launched a thousand ships,• but Mephistoph-
eles knows very well that it is only shadows that he has the 
skill to conjure . He is not merely the spirit that ever 
denies, but the spirit also of discontent with the present, 
that material in which every man shall work who will achieve 
realities and not their hollow semblance."4l Lowell t hen 
shows a sound appreciation of Goethe's artistry when he 
remarks that he was "classic in the only way it is now pos-
sible to be classic, in his Hermann und Dorothea, and at 
least Propertian in his Roman Idylls, but wasted his time 
and thwarted his creative energy on the mechanical mock-
antique of an unreadable Achille is . n42 Regarding the scar-
city of themes of universal interest, such as formed the 
subject- matter of ancient drama, he finds Faust and Don 
40Ibid., P• 124. 
42Ibid., p . 129. 
41 Ibid., p . 128. 
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Giovanni coming closest to the ideal requirements - although 
he does not mention Goethe's treatment of the former at this 
point- and then praises Milton ' s "Samson Agonistes ," "the 
most successful attempt at reproducing the Greek tragedy 
• • • Goethe admits that it s tands alone, among modern works, 
has caught fire from the breat h of the antique spirit . But 
he failed to see the reason , or he would never have attempted 
t he I phigenie ."43 Lowell does not amplify his adverse crit-
icism of Goethe's play, although it is plai n in the context 
that he rejects any modern adaptation of Greek legend . The 
conclusion of t he Swinburne essay reemphasizes the irrevoc-
able death , with Euripides , of Greek tragedy, and the critic's 
peroration consists of a sort of resumt of the meaning of 
Goethe's career for modern literature . "The romantic move-
ment ••• ended in extravagant unreality, and Goethe him-
self, with unerring common-sense , has given us, in the second 
part of Faust , the result of hi s own and Schiller ' s common 
striving after a Grecian ideal. Euphorion, the child of 
Helen and Faust , falls dead at t heir feet; and Helen herself 
soon follows him to the shades , leaving only her mantle in 
the hands of her lover . This, he is told, shall lift him 
above t he earth. We fancy we can interpret the symbol . 
\Vhether we can or not , it is certainly suggestive of thought 
that the only immortal production of the greatest of r ecent 
poets~talics adde~was conceived and carried out in that 
43Ibid., pp . 132-33. 
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Gothic spirit and form from which he was struggling all his 
life to break loose. 1144 This inability or unwillingness to 
comprehend Goethe's polarity with respect to his German 
rootage and the classical heritage again betrays a genteel 
bias, that in favor of the perfection of style found in 
Romance literature. 
The review of a biography of a - deservedly, in 
Lowell's opinion - forgotten nineteenth-century American 
poet , ~ Life and Letters of James Gates Percival, contains 
t hree brief allusions to the German poet. Percival is called 
"pertinaciously and unappeasably dull, - as dull as a comedy 
of Goethe ," although Lowell nowhere makes any further allu-
sion to Goethean "comedy."45 One of Percival's cardinal 
errors was, to his critic, his aim of writing "national 
literature," the "epos of the New· lvorld," an aim of which 
the post-Oivil War Lowell, in his growing traditionalism, 
was consistently contemptuous. He appeals to the example of 
Homer, Shakespeare, and Dante, each of whom reflects far more 
than his own time and country, and closes with the example of 
Goethe, "the struggle of [whosej life was to emancipate himself 
from Germany, and to fill his lungs for once with a more 
universal air."46 The typically genteel basis for the final 
rejection of Percival is f ound in his sentimentality,47 "that 
44Ibid., p. 139. 
46Ibid., p. 149. 
45Ibid., p. 146. 
47Note: In his renunciation of Rousseau and all his 
works Lowell is most clearly the progenitor of Irving Babbit 
and the nee-Humanists. 
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exaggeration of the individual, and depreciation of the 
social man," the presumptuous attempt to pose as "a reorgan-
izer of the moral world," as well as of the immutable laws 
of art, which Victor Hugo exemplifies at its worst: in sum, 
in his romanticism. Against this modern aberration Lowell 
appeals to "those poets universally acknowledged to be the 
greatest," Dante, Shakespeare, Cervantes, Calderon, Milton , 
Moli~re, and Goethe.48 A comment on Percival written to c. 
E. Norton at this time adds an interesting note to Lowell's 
understanding on Goethe, to whom the Boston Advertiser had 
compared the object of his disapprobation. After a general 
observation on the "unlikeness" of the two, he continues, 
"The Herr Geheimrath had something of that Ben Franklin 
quality about him which one recognizes also in Shakespeare. 
In such natures the imagination seems to spire up over a 
prodigiously solid crypt of common-sense, so that its light-
ness stands secure on the consciousness of an immovable 
basis, and is logically knit up 't'li th it. n49 r~uch the same 
idea is expressed in a letter to Lewes five years later, in 
1871, in which he compliments the poet ' s biographer on "your 
life of him who more nearly than any other perhaps (except 
Shakespeare) represents the prime quality - poetry on the 
immovable basis of common-sense."50 The essay "A Great 
Public Character," dealing with the accomplishments of Josiah 
48Ibid., pp. 157-58. 49Norton, I, 373-74. 
5°Quoted by \'lurfl, p. 36 . 
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Quincy, speaks at one point of the dearth of picturesque 
subjects of biography, which the writer lays to the growth 
of vocational specialization, especially the modern division 
of the professions of "arts and arms." He mentions whimsi-
cally the martial activity of Caesar, Horace , Aeschylus, and 
Ben Jonson, and concludes, "A man's education seems more com-
plete who has smelt hostile pO't'lder from a less aesthetic 
distance t han Goethe."5l The theme of "Witchcraft" is the 
occasion of several references to Goethe that illustrate 
chiefly the range of Lowell' s familiarity with his work; 
there is mention of Nephisto's horse's foot, of Lucian as 
the source of Der Zauberlehrling,of the "Bride of Corinth" 
as an instance of demonic possession and, finally, of the 
devil's capturing only a man's shadow, "and in that case t he 
man who had been nimble enough to do what Goethe pronounced 
impossible (i . e. to outrun his own shadow) , became the most 
profound magician of his year. 11 52 Lowell here repeats the 
mistake he had made years before of attributing the Schlemihl-
idea to Goethe. 
Lessing is the only German writer to whom Lo"ttrell de-
votes an entire essay, and while his familiarity with Goethe 
was far greater (to judge by the number and the character of 
his references to each) , his personal sympathy, one suspects , 
lay with the more obviously moral Saxon, like himself the 
son of a pastor. Lowell' s apparent command of a wealth of 
5~orks, II, 286 . 52Ibid., 348, 357, 363, 368. 
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literary and biographical detail about Lessing seems to be 
attributable to the circumstances that his essay is, for-
mally, a review of Stahr's biography, which had just appeared 
in translation, for Lowell makes very few references to Less-
ing elsewhere, even where his theme would make it apposite. 
In the present context Goethe is frequently introduced, 
usually for the purpose of derogatory comparison with Less-
ing, and where that is not the case, the reference is purely 
factual. The characteristically digressive introduction of 
eight pages is concerned with exploring the reasons for 
Stahr's poor organization and style, and Lowell believes 
that very few Germans have been able to 1n-i te well, that 
there is "in the national character an insensibility to pro-
portion, a want of that instinctive discretion we call tact," 
which accounts for the traditional reliance of German creative 
writers on foreign models . 53 Here, as in many other connec-
tions, Lowell's innocence of history leads him to unwarranted 
inferences, a failing many of his critics have remarked upon. 
"Goethe himself, limpidly perfect as are many of his shorter 
poems , often fails to give coherence to his longer works. 
Leaving deeper ouali ties wholly out of the question G:'talics 
adde~ , Wilhelm Meister seems a mere aggregation of episodes 
••• the second part of Faust,too, is rather a reflection 
of Goethe's changed view of life and man's relation to it, 
than a harmonious completion of the original conception," 
53Ibid., p. 167. 
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and Lowell mentions the esthetic irrelevance of the paper 
money, of Homunculus and Thales, which gives the poem the 
character of "a prolonged conundrum."54 Then again he charges 
the German race - as contrasted with the French or English -
with a sentimentalism that stems from inability to sense 
the ludicrous, and refers to "the mixture of sensibility 
and sausages in some of Goethe's earlier notes to Frau von 
Stein," as well as to his arrival in Weimar "in that absurd 
Werthermontirung."55 Coming to the subject of his discourse, 
Lowell first dwells on Lessing 's superlative manliness and 
moral stature, and ends with the climactic sentence: "The 
figure of Goethe is grand , it is rightfully preeminent , it 
has something of the calm, and something of the coldness, of 
the immortals; but the Valhalla of German letters can show 
one form, in its simple manhood, statelier even than his."56 
A further comparison, which shows how far Lowell fell short 
of understanding the psychology of Goethe's composition, 
lauds Lessing, because his "more imaginative works • • • were 
all written, not to satisfy the craving of a poetic instinct, 
not to rid head and heart of troublous guests by building 
them a lodging outside himself, as Goethe used to do, but to 
prove some thesis of criticism or morals by which Truth might 
be served."57 A rather irresponsible disparagement of the 
Weimar poet appears with reference to Lessing's financial 
dependence on his pen, who "could say more truly than Goethe 
54Ibid., pp. 167-68. 
56Ibid., P• 172. 
55Ibid., pp. 168-69. 
57Ibid., p. 174. 
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Mein Acker ist die Zeit,since he not only sowed in it the 
seed of thought for other men and other times, but cropped 
it for his daily bread. "58 Judged by the standard of per-
sonal morals, Goethe is again held inferior to Lessing, who 
requires "no biographic chemistry • • • to bleach out spots 
on his reputation," as do "Wieland, Goethe, Schiller and 
Jean Paul . "59 Lowell becomes more specific on this point 
in a passage that cons titutes his bitterest appraisal of 
Goethe as a person , when he contrasts him with the writer 
who "had one ideal higher than that of being a poet, namely 
to be thoroughly a man ••• Goethe's poetic sense was the 
Minotaur to which he sacrificed everything. To make a study , 
he would soil the maiden petals of a woman's soul; to get 
the delicious sensation of a reflex sorrow, he could wring 
a heart . All that saves his egoism from being hateful is, 
that with its immense reaches , it cheats the sense into feel-
ing something like sublimity •••• Lessing also felt the 
duty of self- culture; but it was not so much for the sake of 
feeding this or that faculty as of strengthening the charac-
t 1160 er • • •• The discussion of Emilia Galotti and Minna 
!QB Barnhelm evokes the final depreciation of Goethe , for 
both plays are declared to "act better than anything of 
Goethe or Schiller"61 - a rather startling assertion, espec-
cially as regards the latter, except for the fact that Lowell 
58Ibid., P• 186. 
60Ibid., PP• 194- 95 . 
59Ibid., p. 187. 
61Ibid., p . 225 . 
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is known to have visited the theater very rarely. Most of 
the remaining allusions are incidental , one referring to the 
charge of deficient patriotism directed against both the 
German poets, another quoting from a letter of Boie to Merck 
that mentions Goethe ' s "theatrical filibustering , " a third 
reporting Goethe ' s description in Dichtung und Wahrheit of 
his visit to Gottsched, and a final one consisting of a 
brief quotation from the poet ' s letter to Lavater on the 
occasion of Lessing ' s death . 62 Low·ell concludes the essay 
by quoting , in his own translation, Goethe ' s estimate of 
Lessing as reported by Eckermann, the passage beginning: 
"Lessing would have declined the lofty title of a Genius; 
but his enduring influence testifies against himself •••• "63 
In his discriminating essay "Rousseau and the Sen-
timentali sts , " written in 1867, a year after the one on 
Lessing , Lowell provides the clearest clue to his seemingly 
discordant estimates of Goethe in a passage that justi fies 
his dissociation of Rousseau's personal conduct from hi s 
writings . "\'le forgive everything to the genius; we are 
inexorable to the man. Shrucespeare , Goethe, Burns, - what 
have their biographies to do with us? Genius is not a 
question of character ."64 His evaluation of Rousseau ' s 
ideas is remarkably temperate, and he shows respect for the 
Swiss thinker's intellectual integrity (he does venture the 
62Ibid., pp . 204, 207 , 218 , 225 . 63Ibid. , p . 231. 
64I bid., P• 241 . 
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startling statement that "we cannot trace many practica.:L 
results from his teaching"), reserving his harshest judgment 
for the school that sprang up in his wake - singling out 
Lamartine and Ch~teaubriand - in whom he sees insincerity 
and "a sickly taint." Here, as elsewhere, he views Goethe 
the literary Goethe - in the perspective of his total develop-
ment, and deals with the Werther episode as a temporary 
aberration of youth . The phase of Goethe reflected in the 
figure of vlerther is cited as a prime example of the "spir-
itual hypochondria" of the sentimentalists , whom virtually 
all the genteel critics condemned, and LoHell speaks with 
unjustified derision of the young poet's experience and be-
havior: "Real s orrows are uncomfortable things, but purely 
aesthetic ones are by no means unpleasant, and I have always 
fancied the handsome young Wolfgang writing those distracted 
letters to Auguste Stolberg with a looking- glass in front of 
him to give back an image of his desolation, and finding it 
rather pleasant than otherwise to shed the tear of sympathy 
with self that would seem so bitter to his fair correspondent . " 
But he concludes, in the spirit of Doch sind wir auch mit 
diesem nicht gef~det,"We do not think the worse of Goethe 
for hypothetically desolating himself in the fashion afore-
said, for with many constitutions it is aspurely natural a 
crisis as dentition, which the stronger worry through, and 
turn out very sensible , agreeable fellows."65 Where he 
writes with sharp repudiation of the Rousseauistic immersion 
65Ibid ., p . 251. 
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of self in desolate nature, its use as "a kind of Feminine 
echo to the mind" - an approach with which his own early-
eighteenth-century love of the humanized landscape has little 
sympathy - he finds in it a support of the unmanly Weltsch-
merz of such sentimental figures as St. Preux, Werther, Man-
fred, and Quasimodo, that "are all anomalies, distortions, 
ruins."66 
Aside from the Lessing essay, Lowell alludes most 
often to Goethe in his discussion of Shakespeare, chiefly in 
"Shakespeare Once More ," (the title itself a translation of 
Goethe's Shakespeare und Kein Ende) but with the difference 
that here Lowell' s attitude is predominantly one of admira-
tion for Goethe's poetic genius and gratefUl appreciation of 
his critical insight . In a variety of contexts he compares 
or brackets him with the English dramatist, as when he re-
marks at the outset that Shakespeare was "like Goethe • • • 
essentially observer and artist , and incapable of partisan-
ship , " so that both accepted without question the social 
institutions of their world . 67 In this obliviousness not 
only to the spirit of rebellion of the young Goethe, but 
especially to the plea for moral and social regeneration 
implicit in such mature works as Faust and Wilhelm Meister 
Lowell once again betrays the astigmatism arising from the 
preconceptions of the genteel outlook. When he contrasts 
the ways in which the works of Homer, Dante, and Goethe 
66Ibid., p. 267. 67 Works, III, 2. 
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embody universal and timeless values with the workings of 
Shakespeare's genius, which, unlike theirs, is inaccessible 
to analysis, his summary of the German poet's achievement 
is a model of contemporary honorary degree citation: "We 
respect in Goethe the Aristotelian poet, wise by weariless 
observation, witty with intention, the stately Geheimrath 
of a provincial court in the empire of Nature ."68 The con-
sideration of the uniqueness of "poets of the first class" 
leads him once more to conjoin the names of Dante, Shakes-
peare, and Goethe, who "left no heirs either to the form 
or mode of their expression; while Milton, Sterne, and 
Wordsworth left behind them whole regiments uniformed with 
all their external characteristics."69 The· most extended 
and provocative comparison of the two poets is called forth 
by the inquiry into the nature of Shakespeare's culture, 
about the sources of which Lowell confesses his ignorance, 
while confident that he had "as much as he wanted, and of 
whatever kind he wanted." He dismisses as irrelevant the 
charge "that Whakespear~ got everything at second-hand from 
translations," for "Goethe, the man of widest attainments 
in modern times, did precisely the same thing," being equally 
indifferent to "useless learning." In his zeal to exculpate 
his hero Lowell indulges in the questionable assertion, 
"So far as all classicism then obtainable was concerned, 
Shakespeare got it as cheap as Goethe did, who always bought 
68Ibid., p. 25. 69 Ibid., P• 38 . 
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it readymade," and refers to the German's acquiring his 
mastery of hexameters for Hermann und Dorothea from Voss 
,. 
rather than Homer, as well as his dependence on Bottger for 
the sources of Achilleis . 70 The perennial question of 
whether one is justified in finding meanings in a work be-
yond the author ' s conscious intention, raised by Lowell in 
the course of his explication of Hamlet , is answered with 
the categorical affirmation, "Poets are always entitled to 
a royalty on whatever we find in their works , " which he 
supports with the example of Faust . "Goethe wrote his Faust 
in its earliest form without a t hought of the deeper mean-
ing which the exposition of an age of criticism was to find 
in it : without for emeaning it he had impersonated in Mephis-
topheles the genius of his century . Shall this subtract 
f rom the debt we owe him? liot at all! 1171 Allusions to 
Goethe of another kind recur throughout the essay , where the 
author calls on him for illustrations and corroboration of 
his own critical ideas , to offer emendations of Goethe ' s 
interpretation of Shakespeare . Hi s effort to convey an 
appreciation of Shakespeare ' s imagery, which, in contrast to 
Milton ' s more self-conscious art , shows a spontaneous merg-
ing of word and idea, most aptly recalls to his mind Goethe ' s 
lines: Sei die Braut das Wort, I Brautigam der Geist . 72 
Agreeing with Lessing that the formal structure of Greek 
70Ibid., pp. 46- 47 . 
72Ibid ., p . 40 . 
71Ibid., p . 90 . 
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drama has no relevance under modern conditions, Lowell turns 
to a comparison of its inner character with that of modern 
drama. He takes as his point of departure Goethe ' s Shakes-
peare und Kein Ende, "a thoughtful essay, written many years 
after his famous criticism of Hamlet in Wilhelm Meister 
where he ~ays tha~ the distinction between the two is the 
difference between sollen and wollen •••• He means that 
in the Greek drama the catastrophe is foreordained by an 
inexorable Destiny, while the element of Freewill ••• is 
the very axis of the modern. The definition is conveniently 
portable, but it has its limitations. Goethe ' s attention 
was too exclusively fixed on the Fate tragedies of the 
Greeks, and upon Shakespeare among the moderns," and he 
justifies his exception by many examples from the Spanish 
drama, Antigone, Molitre , and Ben Jonson. 73 Where he speaks 
of the many-sidedness of Shakespeare's genius, "all man-
kind 's epitome," and holds up to scorn the grotesque judg-
ments passed on him by Voltaire, Ch~teaubriand, and other 
doctrinaire critics, he rather strangely includes Goethe 
in their number. .. The latter, 11who tells us that Gotz :!Q!! 
Berlichingen was written in the Shakespearian manner - and 
we certainly should not have guessed it if he had not 
blabbed~owell is consistently intolerant of the pre-
classical Goeth~- comes to the final conclusion, that 
Shakespeare was a Poet, but not a dramatist."74 Yet only 
73Ibid., p. 57. 
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a few pages later, after having pointed out that the actual 
course of events had proved the falseness of Goethe ' s con-
tention that the textual presentation of Shakespeare, "with-
.. 
out Schroder ' s prunings and adaptations," would vanish from 
the stage, he suddenly resumes his approving tone: "But I 
would much rather quote a fine saying than a bad prophecy 
of a man to whom I owe so much. "75 The "fine saying," which 
introduces a discussion of the proper critical attitude, con-
sists of a verse in which Goethe compares a poem to a painted 
window; viewed from without , both seem meaningless, "but 
enter , and then ' Da ist ' s auf einmal farbig helle , / Geschicht' 
und Zierath glanzt in Schnelle .' " Lowell continues by quoting 
the famous passage from Dichtung und Wahrheit, in which Goethe 
states plainly what is impli ed in the verse, beginning, "There 
is a destructive criticism and a productive • •• " and ending 
with the three cardinal rules for the critic . 76 Lowell com-
mends the Germans for having applied this "productive" type 
of criticism to Shakespeare , from Lessing to Goethe "with 
his famous exposition of Hamlet , to A. W. Schlegel and end-
ing with Gervinus;" in his ensuing analysis of Hamlet he 
acknowledges what he owes to all of these, but singles out 
especially the last-named . 77 The much- debated problem of 
the reason for Hamlet ' s madness , and hence of his essential 
nature, leads Lowell to consider, among other explanations , 
75Ibid ., p . 66 
77Ibid., p . 68 . 
76l..Ei£. , P• 67 . 
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Goethe's answer to the question, but he cannot accept it as 
entirely adequate. "When Goethe made his famous comparison 
of the acorn planted in a vase which it bursts with its 
growth, and says that in like manner Hamlet is a nature which 
breaks down under a duty too great for it to bear, he seems 
to have considered the character too much from one side. 
Had Hamlet actually killed himself to escape from his too 
onerous mission, Goethe 's conception of him would have been 
satisfactory enough. But Hamlet was hardly a sentimentalist, 
like Werther; on the contrary, he saw t hings only too clearly 
in the dry north-light of the intellect."78 Here, as in 
most of the other references to Goethe in the essay, the 
tone conveys respectful regard for a master with whom one 
may disagree only because one has learned enough from him to 
advance a step farther. 
A number of essays appearing during the later years 
of Lowell's professorship, 1868-72, in which the references 
to Goethe are for the most part tangential, serve chiefly 
to throw further light on the range of his acquaintance with 
the poet's work. The first of two such allusions in the 
essay on Dryden has to do with the English poet's predilec-
tion for writing long prefaces, a useful habit, says Lowell, 
"for it forced him to think with a pen in his hand, which 
according to Goethe, 'if it did no other good , keeps the 
mind from staggering about.'"?9 When he comes to speak of 
75Ibid., p. 87. 79Ibid., p. 123. 
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Dryden's appreciation and adoption of the weaknesses rather 
than the beauties of the French theater, with respect to 
which "Lessing was even more one-sided in his judgment," 
he adds that "Goethe, with his usual wisdom, studied it 
carefully without losing his temper, and tried to profit 
by its structural merits."80 Possessed as he was with an 
ardent love for the out-of-doors, Lowell, in "A Good ''~ord 
for Winter," shows a wide familiarity with the various atti-
tudes toward that season in literature, and he includes a 
rather shrewd comment on Goethe's feeling for it . "Goethe, 
so far as I can remember, was the first to notice the cheer-
fulness of snow in sunshine . His Harzreise im Winter gives 
no hint of it, for that is a diluted reminiscence of Greek 
tragic chorusses and the Book of Job i n nearly equal parts. 
~ere Lowell appears to have suffered a lapse of memory, for 
his comment has no conceivable application to the HarzreisS• 
In one of the singularly interesting and characteristic 
letters to Frau von Stein, however, written during the 
journey, he says: 'It is beautiful indeed; the mist heaps 
itself together in snow- clouds, the sun looks through, and 
the snow over everything gives back a feeling of gayety. '"Sl 
In the essay on Chaucer, where Lowell wishes to illustrate 
the fact that of poets of comparable technical gifts one 
may achieve timeless significance while the other fails to 
do so, he couples the names of Aeschylus and Euripides, 
80Ibid . , p . 162. 81Ibid . , pp. 267-68. 
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Shakespeare and Fletcher, Goethe and Heine. 82 When speak-
ing of t he Provenlal love-poetry from which Chaucer drew 
some of his themes, Lowell remarks that, while free of 
sensuality, it does not raise woman to "that loftier region, 
native to Dante, where the woman is subtilized into das 
Ewig-Weibliche, type of man's finer conscience and nobler 
aspiration made sensible to him only through her . "83 The 
aversion to any realistic concern with sex, the sentimental 
misinterpretation of the closing lines of Faust implied 
here, and the predilection for Dante because of his "spiri-
tual" attitude toward women are all typical of t he age of 
gentility. The last mention of Goethe in the es say is a 
rather petulant disparagement and reflects Lowell's rejection 
of any attitude toward nature other than his own of childliYe 
acceptance. His{?haucer '~flowers and trees and birds have 
never bothered themselves with Spinoza. He himself sings 
more like a bird than any other poet, because it never oc-
curred to him, as to Goethe , that he ought to do sol:an ob-
vious reference to Der SSnge~ . uS4 An introductory passage 
in the study of ~tilton censures Masson, the poet's biographer, 
for overburdening his book with extraneous background mater-
ial, although Lowell concedes, in principle, the validity 
of the generic approach in these terms: "If Goethe was 
right in saying that every man was a citizen of his age as 
82I bid., p. 301 
84I bid ., p . 355 . 
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well as of his country, there can be no doubt that in order 
to understand the motives and conduct of the man we must 
first make ourselves intimate with the time in which he 
lived."85 
It appears to be a well-established practice of 
teachers of literature to consider together the masterpieces 
of Dante and Goethe for the light each casts upon the other, 
and it is not surprising to find Lowell, in the long and 
fond essay on the former, doing so at more central points 
than in the essays just examined. In order to clinch his 
exposition of how the sadness and frustration of the Italian 
poet's outward life prepared him for the writing of his 
chief work, he quotes , somewhat freely: "Who never ate his 
bread with tears, says Goethe , knows ye not, ye heavenly 
powersl"86 Where he speaks of the German translations of 
the Commedia in the eighteenth century and the critical work 
by German authors in the nineteenth, he finds it difficult 
to account for the indifference of Goethe, whose "ever-alert 
intelligence might have been expected to bestow~ore atten-
tio~on so imposing a moral and aesthetic phenomenon. Unless 
the conclusion of the second part of Faust be an inspiration 
of the Paradiso, we remember no adequate word from him on 
this theme."87 The comment betrays how radical were the 
limitations of Lowell's comprehension of Goethe's religious 
85works, IV, 61 . 
87Ibid., p. 145. 
86Ibid., p . 140. 
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and mor al outlook. The next two comparisons of the poets 
widely separated, to be sure - present a contradiction on 
Lowell's part that is difficult to account for (unless, like 
some of his critics, one merely calls him notoriously incon-
sistent) . He first claims uniqueness for his subject , as 
being independent of the Zeitgeist: "While we can in some 
sort account for such representative men as Voltaire and 
Goethe {nay, even Shakespeare) by the intellectual and moral 
ferment of the age in which they lived, Dante seems morally 
isolated and to have drawn his inspiration almost wholly 
from his own internal reserves . "88 Yet in a later passage, 
after speaking of the Gothic style as an expression of the 
medieval Christian spirit , he reverses himself in the state-
ment : "It is not without significance that Goethe, who, 
like Dante also absorbed and represented the tendency and 
spirit of his ~/Italics adde<!}, should, during his youth 
and while Europe was alive with the moral and intellectual 
longing which preluded the French Revolution, have loved the 
Gothic architecture . It is no less significant that in the 
period of reaction toward more positive thought which fol-
lowed, he should have preferred the Greek. His greatest 
poem, conceived during the former era, is Gothic."89 Pur-
suing this train of thought , Lowell remarks on the need for 
a poet, no matter how universal his outlook, to be rooted 
in his native soil : hence the "provincial Tuscan" dialect 
88Ibid., pp . 161-62 . 89Ibid. , p . 235 . 
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of the Divine Comedy , and he adds that Homer , Shakespeare, 
Goethe, Burns, and Scott were in a certain sense provincial . .. 
The last mention of Goethe occurs in the summing-up of 
Dante's message, his rejection of "any divorce between the 
intellect and the soul ••• his making reason and intuition 
work together to the same end of spiritual perfection. The 
unsatisfactoriness of science leads Faust to seek repose in 
worldly pleasure; it led Dante to find it in faith . "90 
Lowell, who seems g enerally to give his approval to Goethe ' s 
drama for what he takes to be its orthodox Christian outcome, 
sadly misunderstands the substance of Faust's compact with 
Mephistopheles, in which any possible pleasure is quite in-
cidental to the widest encompassing of experience . The 
misconception is quite in keeping with the New England human-
ist's bias in favor of the older Goethe at the expense of 
., ,. 91 the Sturmer und Dranger. 
In dealing with Lowell's references to Goethe in his 
criticism of Wordsworth , it seems advisable to depart from 
the chronological sequence so far followed, so that we may 
include the presidential address to the Wordsworth Society 
in 1884, nine years after the appearance of the more exhaus-
tive essay . In the l atter the narrowness of Wordsworth's 
literary sympathies is twice illustrated by allusion to his 
90Ibid. , pp. 253-54 . 
91Note: Wurfl (pp. 38-39) has two entries from 
Lowell ' s unpublished MS bearing on the Goethe-Dante relation-
ship , written in a disjointed , first- draft style, which add 
nothing to what appeared on the subject in print . 
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abhorrence of Goethe generally , and to his loathing of 
Wilhelm Meister in particular . 92 An excellent instance of 
Lowell at the top of his form as a connoisseur of sheer 
poetic beauty is his contrasting of Wordsworth's deficient 
sense of melody and his labored imagery, of which he offers 
a convincing example, with "Goethe's exquisite Ueber Allen 
Gipfeln ist Ruh, in which the lines (as if shaken by a 
momentary breeze of emotion) drop lingeringly one after 
another like blossoms upon turf ."93 The concluding summary 
of Wordsworth's rank among the major poets , after setting 
forth his power and penetration within his special scope, 
notes his limitations: "Compared with Goethe , we feel that 
he lacks that serene impartiality of mind which results from 
breadth of culture; nay, he seems narrow, insular, even 
provincial ."94 When addressing the gathering of professed 
Wordsworth enthusiasts, Lowell, with an amusing change of 
emphasis, draws the same distinction in a way to imply the 
moral superiority of the English poet . "Goethe taught the 
self-culture that results in self-possession, in breadth 
and impartiality of view, and in equipoise of mind; Words-
worth inculcated that self-development through intercourse 
with man and nature which leads to self- sufficingness , self-
sustainment, and equilibrium of character."95 In the same 
address Lowell considers the question of the extent of Words-
92Ibid., pp . 369, 380 . 
94Ibid., p . 314 . 
93rbid ., p. 370. 
95works , VI, 103. 
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worth's popular appeal, and concludes that, in spite of his 
genius he remains inaccessible to non-English-speaking 
nations; he lists only Dante, Cervantes, Shakespeare, and 
Goethe as "cosmopolitan authors," who "have stood the supreme 
test of being translated into all tongues, because the large 
humanity of their theme, and their handling of it, needed 
translation into none . " He adds the opinion that "Calderon 
is a greater poet than Goethe, but even in the most masterly 
translation he retains still a Spanish accent .. 96 • • •• 
Lowell's years of diplomatic service, 1877-85, left 
him little opportunity for extended literary production, and 
the subsequent six years until his death found his energies 
and intellectual enterprise on the decline. At the zenith 
of his popular esteem during this last period as poet-
scholar-diplomat, he was constantly called upon to speak or 
write for festive occasions, and his style in these addresses 
and papers is marked by the "safe" - not to say platitud-
inous - tone of the representative public figure . The refer-
ences to Goethe in these later writings are numerous, but 
in large part so brief, incidental, or repetitious of earlier 
remarks that they contribute little to the purpose of the 
present study. 97 A review of the more significant allu-
sions indicates that Lowell's interest in Goethe did not 
96Ibid . , p . 108. 
97Note: Ignored for the reasons mentioned are 
Works , VI, 22, 86 , 116, 167; XI , 11, 176, 202 , 209; Century 
Magazine , May 1894. 
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diminish with the years . The address on Shakespeare ' s 
Richard III, in which Lowell argues against its authenticity, 
touches on one "test" of genuineness, namely Shakespeare ' s 
ordinary practice of interspersing picturesque or emotional 
passages with philosophical reflections, and notes that 
"Goethe would have called [ihe lattei] an intrusion. n98 A 
little later, advancing as a reason for excluding the play 
from the canon its deficiency in all the qualities and di-
mensions that are most exclusively and characteristically 
Shakespearian, he seeks corroboration from Goethe in a 
statement that constitutes perhaps the most striking ack-
nowledgement of his debt to the German as a critic. "This 
I think to be conclusive, for as Goethe says very truly, if 
there be any defect in the most admirable of Shakespeare ' s 
plays , it is that they are more than they should be . The 
same great critic, speaking of Henry IV, says with equal 
truth, 'That, were everything else that has come down to us 
of the same kind lost, Fhe arts of] poesy and rhetoric could 
be recreated out of it.'"99 The essay on Gray yields an 
interesting and acute comparison of the temperaments of the 
famous elegist and Goethe, which again reveals Lowell's pre-
occupation with the latter's personality as artist, for he 
finds in both "that rarest thing • • • genius and dilet-
tantism united in the same person ••• for genius implies 
always a certain fanaticism of temperament • • • while the 
98 Works, XI, 122. 99Ibid., p . 125. 
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main characteristic of the dilettante is that sort of impar-
tiality which springs from inertia of mind, admirable for 
observation, incapable of turning it to practical account . 11100 
The early study of the Elizabethan drama,"The Old English 
Dramatists," was repeated as a series of the Lowell Lectures 
and reprinted in 1887 with an "Introductory" that at one 
point testifies to Lowell's study of the Faust legend, at 
another to his esthetic appreciation of Goethe ' s Faust. He 
traces the legend of Theophilus of Antioch through its em-
bodiment in a thirteenth- century French miracle play , which 
in turn "might be said to contain the germ of Calderon's 
El Magico Prodigioso, and thus, remotely, of Goethe's 
Faust . "101 After repeating a former criticism that Goethe 
was lacking in dramatic power in spite of his long associa-
tion with the stage, he finds one noteworthy exception, the 
"admirably dramatic scene in Faust which illustrates what I 
have been saying . I mean Mar garet in the cathedral, suggested 
to Goethe by the temptation of Justina in Calderon's El 
Magic Prodigioso , but full of horror at that of seductive-
ness . We see and hear ~ ~ read [italics addei} • n102 One 
is again tempted to question the judgment on strictly dra-
matic value of a critic who confessedly bases it on mere 
reading of drama . In his presidential address before the 
Modern Language Association of America in 1889, in substance 
100Ibid. , p . 13 
102Ibid . , p. 209 . 
101Ibid . , p . 191. 
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a plea for the wider recognition of modern literature as a 
means of acquiring the culture and sense of style tradi-
tionally considered accessible only through the classical 
languages, Lowell singles out the figure of Goethe as illus-
trative of his meaning . Warning his hearers that too exclu-
sive concern for perfection of form , as it sometimes is 
found among classicists, may lead to a neglect of more funda-
mental values in literature, he reminds them: "A book may 
be great in other ways t han as a lesson in form, and it may 
be for other qualities that it is most precious to us . Is 
it nothing, then, to have conversed with genius? Goethe ' s 
Iphigenie is far more perfect in form than his Faust, which 
is indeed but a succession of scenes strung together on a 
t hread of moral or dramatic purpose , yet it is Faust that 
we hold dear for its meaning and the delight it gives us . "l03 
vfuen he addresses himself to another argument of the academic 
conservatives of the time, namely that it is the study of 
classical literature alone that "strengthens" the mind and 
trains it to deal with moral and metaphysical issues, he 
asks: "And shall we say that the literature of the last 
three centuries is incompetent to put a healthy strain on 
the more strenuous faculties of the mind? ••• That Dante , 
Machiavelli , Montaigne 
• • • and he of Weimar in whom Carl-
yle and so many others have found their University , - that 
none of these set our thinking gear in motion to as good 
l03Ibid., p . 142 . 
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purpose as any ancient of them all? I s it less instructive 
to study the growth of modern ideas t han of ancient?" And 
Lowell concludes the discussion by appealing to the author-
ity of Goethe , who "went to t he root of the matter when he 
said, ' people are always talking about the study of the an-
cients; yet what does t his mean but to apply oneself to the 
actual world and seek to express it, since this is what the 
ancients did when they were alive?' That ' when they were 
alive' has an unconscious sarcasm in it ."l04 Appearing post-
humously and without indication of its date of composition 
is the brief article on "The Five Indispensable Authors , 11 
which epitomizes the ageless values found in Homer, Dante, 
Cervantes , Shakespeare , and Goethe. The latter is repre-
sented only by Faust, which provides "the natural history 
of the human intellect , Mephisopheles being merely the pro-
jected skepticism which i s the invariable result of a purely 
intellectual culture," its author showing "the onesidedness 
••• and consequent failure" of such a culture . 105 
From the survey of Lowell ' s utterances regarding 
Goethe it will be evident to any student of the German poet 
that Lowell's knowledge and understanding of him, while well-
rounded in certain areas , was far from comprehensive, being 
determined by the nature of his critical and moral criteria 
as well as by his intellectual limitations . Although he 
104Ibid., p . 149 . 
105century Magazine (November, 1893) , p . 717. 
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repeatedly holds up Goethe as one of the great writers who 
embody the culture of their age, he fails to do justice to 
many of the facets of both the age and the man. Most of 
these deficiencies are directly attributable to the precon-
ceptions that inhibited the genteel mentality. Aside from 
the slurring reference to the influence of Spinoza on Goethe's 
thought, there is no mention of the philosophical elements in 
his work, nor does Lowell elsewhere manifest any appreciable 
awareness of philosophy or interest in it . Such indifference 
to the European philosophical tradition was characteristic 
not only of t he genteel mind, but of most American thought 
of the time. One result of this slighting of the poet's 
interest in Spinoza is Lowell's failure to appreciate one 
great motive force of Goethe's creative work, its truly 
expiatory nature, for which he has only a superficial and 
depreciatory comment in the Lessing essay. Other Americans, 
more scholarly and freer of bias, were in t his period offer~ 
ing a full and fair account of the relationship and its 
meaning for Goethe. Thus F. S. Soldan gave a lecture on 
Goethe's relation to Spinoza and Kant at the Concord School 
of Philosophy in 1885, while H. H. Boyesan and Calvin Thomas, 
both eminent scholars in German literature, covered the sub-
ject competently in their books.106 Lowell's attitude 
toward science generally, especially toward Darwinism, is 
106The Life and Genius of Goethe, Lectures at the 
Concord School of Philosophy, (July, 1885), ed. F. B. Sanborn 
(Boston, 1886), "Goethe's Relation to Kant and Spinoza in 
Philosophy," by F. L. Soldan. 
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one of distaste and aversion, and he wholly ignores Goethe 's 
manifold activity in this field and how it involves his en-
tire approach to the issues of life. Although he was con-
versant with much of Goethe ' s correspondence, had read Lewes 
and German biographers, he seems to see no relevance, to 
judge by his silence on the subject , in the Geheimraths (as 
he often refers to him) extended administrative experience 
to his stature as a universal man. Like most of the genteel 
critics a pronounced anti-Romanticist - at least in his later 
years when he wrote his critical essays - he has little sym-
pathy with the works of the pre-classical Goethe , except as 
they serve to show, for him, what puerilites a great mind 
may outgrow. Here again the impartial scholarship of Thomas 
and Boyesen offers a sounder and more appreciative estimate 
of Werther, the Prometheus-fragment, Gotz, and the other 
products of the Storm and Stress period .107 An even more 
striking contrast may be seen in the enthusiasm Moncure 
Conway, the noted liberal Unitarian clergyman, displays for 
the young Goethe. He sees in him a pioneer revolutionary 
in morals and religion, and quotes the entire Prometheus 
monologue, for example, as a striking expression of man ' s 
emancipation from superstition.108 The difference between 
Lowell's attitude toward nature, who could see in it only 
l07H. H. Boyesen, Essa~s Qg German Literature (New 
York, 1892), pp . 17, 20, 21 , 2 ; Calvin Thomas, History of 
German Literature (New York, 1909) , pp . 272-75 , 276-77. --
10~oncure Conway, Demonology and Devil-Lore (New 
York, 1909), pp. 272-75, 276-77. 
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an area of escape from the cares of life, from that of Goethe 
has already been touched on. It resulted in the rejection 
or ignoring of a large body of Goethe's lyrics of love and 
nature, to which Lowell makes only a very few carefully 
selected references. With respect to Goethe's change of 
attitude toward the Gothic and his later preference for Greek 
sculpture and architecture, Lowell, while he deals with this 
aspect of the poet's development, seems unable to account 
satisfactorily for the change , and takes the enthusiasm for 
the antique as a kind of aberration. It is noteworthy in 
this connection that the essential meaning of the Italian 
Journey is quite lost on Lowell. The preference of the 
medieval to the antique, of the conventionally Christian 
tradition to the pagan, marks other genteel writers, such as 
Longfellow and Norton. Most important, in spite of his evi-
dent familiarity with Goethe ' s critical standards and judg-
ments and his frequent laudatory allusions to them, Lowell 
applies them only to established figures of literary history, 
rejecting or i gnoring all new departures in contemporary 
letters.109 He is thus far removed from the actual critical 
practice of Goethe, who to the end of his life, with notable 
exceptions, showed a generous and hospitable spirit toward 
l09Note: Henr1 James (Essays in London and Else-
where) (New York, 1893), pp. 73-74 sums up Lowell's critical 
work as consisting of "miracles of evocation, of resurrection, 
of transmission, of insight into history, of poetry. It may 
be a little room, but it is a great space •••• The big 
new Western order is outside, and yet within all is as immem-
orial as Persia." 
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newcomers in literature; Lowell was content to satisfy only 
the first part of the poet 's maxim, Wir ehren froh mit immer 
gleichem Mute I Das Altertum und jedes neue Gute. In this 
respect his younger confr~re Howells was far broader-minded. 
He is unable, finally, to bring himself to accept the poet ' s 
total personality, on the ground of his dubious moral char-
acter, which he carefully dissociates from his poetic genius 
and intellectual eminence. 
When all allowance has been made for the inadequacies 
of Lowell's comprehension of Goethe, a quite extensive area 
is left within which he sees him in proper perspective, and 
his contribution to a wider and deeper appreciation of the 
German poet and humanist appears as a significant one . That 
he ranked Goethe with the greatest in world literature is 
evident in the repeated linking of his name with Homer , 
Dante, and Shakespeare , a configuration of excellence that 
s eems to have been axiomatic with him, as with most of the 
genteel critics and essayists. One of the reasons for this 
judgment lies in Goethe's character as the exponent of the 
culture of his era, which, in his creative work, Lowell 
finds almost entirely in Faust ,although even here his ap-
proval is bes towed rather upon the apparent reconciliation 
with traditional Christianity at the end than on the per-
vasive spirit of discontent with any particular experience. 
Really independent thinkers, like the widely-informed Thomas 
Davidson, saw that , in spite of his efforts to reconcile 
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the two traditions , Goethe remained "essentially Hellenic . "110 
Strangely enough Lowell rates the creation of Mephistophe-
les as a more pregnant symbol of the age of Goethe than he 
does Faust himself . Of his other poetic works Lowell touches 
only incidentally on the lyrics , although with fine critical 
insight, praises Hermann und Dorothea in passing as a better 
adaptation of Greek form than Iphigenie, which leaves him 
cold , and - apart from his youthful admiration of Wilhelm 
Meister - utilizes that novel only for the critical comment 
it contains . In general he is attracted most by the sage -
and non- controversial - comments of Goethe on life and 
letters, as they are found in his correspondence, Dichtung 
und Wahrheit , and the Conversations of Eckermann. vfuat he 
learned from Goethe in the field of criticism (regardless 
of his own inconsistency in applying the lesson) was the 
ideal of an objective and s ympathetic approach free from 
arbitrary esthetic preconceptions. More important than 
Lowell ' s apprehension or misconception of particular phases 
of Goethe ' s activity is what emerges as the prevailing note 
in his estimate of the man. Underlying all t he varied and 
even divergent comments is the idea, usual ly implied but 
sometimes expressed, that Goethe was the last of the great 
champions of humanism , the tradition t hat Lowell devoted his 
best energies to introduce in vital form into America. His 
appraisal of Goethe is, however, often vitiated by the moral-
110Life and Genius of Goethe , p. 99. 
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istic squeamishness with regard to the poet's personal con-
duct and the appeal to his authority only in support of 
traditional values, while ignoring or deploring what is at 
variance with them, that regularly marks the genteel mind . 
William Dean Howells (1837-1920) 
Remembered mainly as a novelist, Howells was, during 
the period of his editorship of the Atlantic Monthly (1872-
81) and of his occupancy of the Editor's Study of Harper's 
(1886-92) , perhaps the chief arbiter of literary taste in 
America. Although not college-bred, he met his Cambridge 
intimates Norton and Lowell on terms of intellectual equal-
ity, for in the course of an unusually productive career he 
found time to acquire an astonishing erudition in the field 
of literature. Early in his New England period, he served 
for two years, 1869-71, as University Lecturer at Harvard, 
offering first a course in "New Italian Literature" and then 
one on "Modern Italian Poetry and Comedy." President Gilman 
offered him the professorship of comparative literature at 
John Hopkins in 1882,111 and four years later President 
Eliot tried to persuade him to return to Harvard as Smith 
Professor of French and Spanish Literature and Language. 
111Note: Howells' self-deprecatory note of refu9al 
casts a light on the range of his learning: "I have a lit-
erary use of Spanish, F.rench, German, and Italian, and I 
have some knowledge of the literature and literary history 
of those languages, but have not a scholarly acquaintance 
with them." (Life in Letters of William Dean Howells, ed. 
Mildred Howells, New York, 1928, I, p. 33or;-
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While he never undertook a large-scale treatment of any 
aspect of comparative literature, his critical essays and 
literary memoirs offer abundant proof of the wide scope of 
his reading and of his sound judgment. It is here that we 
find evidence of his familiarity with some of the work and 
t hought of Goethe, attested in references which, although 
not numerous, yet indicate careful reading, sane understand-
ing, and a readiness to profit, within certain limits,by his 
contact with the German poet. 
His early environment in Ohio was in a predominantly 
German settlement, and he was thus led to a study of the 
German language and the reading of German authors, who in-
cluded Goethe, Schiller, and Uhland,112 although Heine was 
his constant favorite and became the model for his early 
verse.113 His first acquaintance with Goethe came at the 
age of thirteen, when he read Die Wahlve~~andschaften,114 
which at that time "hardly yielded up its mystery" to him, 
but for w·hich he later found words of violent disapprobation 
(see below). He had previously read \vilhelm Meister in 
English and found it more rewarding.ll5 No doubt influenced 
by the taste of his neighbors and the enthusiasm of Heine, 
through whom he "worshipped him at second-hand," he tells 
112Years of MI Youth (New York, 1916), p . 135. 
ll3~ Literary Passions (Nelv York and London, 1895), 
p. 125. 
114years of ~ Youth, p. 135 . 
ll5Literary Passions, p. 133. 
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that in succeeding years he "tried to kindle{.hi;_}heart at 
the cold altar of Goethe," and read "a great deal of his 
prose and somewhat of his poetry," but it was not until ten 
years later, after he came East, that he read Faust and 
"came to know its power . "116 When speaking of Bayard Taylor, 
he finds little of permanent value in his writing, except 
"that incomparable translation of Faust which must always 
remain the best and the finest, and which would keep his 
name alive with Goethe's ."117 Hermann und Dorothea held his 
interest for a time, and he mentions it as having been one 
of the models for his own use of the hexameter . 118 If one 
may credit the testimony of a man in middle life reporting 
on the emotions of his youth, Howells' interest in Goethe 
remained on the purely intellectual level, for he writes in 
1895, "I suspect that I got vastly more pleasure out of that 
one poem{.Longfellow' s "Courtship of Jliiles Standish," which 
Howells read upon its appearance in 185~ ••• than I found 
in all my German authors put together, the adored Heine al-
ways excepted . "ll9 There seems to have been a cessation in 
116Ibid., p . 140 . 
ll7Literary Friends and Acquaintance (New York and 
London, 1901), p. 5. 
118Note: Delmar Gross Cooke, in his l'iilliam Dean 
Howells, A Critical Study (New York , 1922), cites two stanzas 
of "The Movers" which are unmistakably reminiscent of Goethe's 
epic . (p. 122) 
ll9Literary Passions, p. 133. 
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his more or less systematic reading of Goethe when he moved 
to Columbus in 1860, as he refers to his stock of "good Ger-
man books" at this time, and mentions only Heine, Schiller 
and Uhland. 120 
In the critical writing of his mature years Howells 
acknowledges Goethe as one of the line of great critics121 
and finds in him a source of wisdom and human insight, but 
explicit reference to him in this respect is not frequent. 
After quoting Burke and Michelangelo in support of his view 
that all art is ultimately to be judged by the response of 
the common man, he cites Goethe's "boys and blackbirds who 
have in all ages been the best connoisseurs of berries. 11122 
This is a some1-rhat free but apt rendition of the aphorism 
in the eleventh book of Dichtung und Wahrheit: "Wie Kirschen 
und Beeren schmecken, musz man Kinder und Sperlinge fragen." 
That he had made a careful study of Wilhelm I-1eister and 
attributed high importance to it in the development of the 
novel is apparent in an extended analysis of the book. Aware 
of the novelty of the genre in the eighteenth century, How-
ells recognizes the reason for the awkwardness, the lack of 
close-knit organization, the "amusing helplessness of drama-
tization" which mark the structure of Goethe's novel, "even 
120Years of Mr Youth, p. 210. 
121Note: A letter to Brander Matthews lists Lessing, 
Herder, Goethe, Voltaire, Sai nte-Beuve, Macaulay , Matthew 
Arnold, and Lowel l as the great critics of the modern age . 
(~in Letters, II, 184). 
122Literary Passions, p. 197. 
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in his hands," and remarks that "even the greatest master 
cannot produce a masterpiece in a nel-T kind." He does, how-
ever, appreciate the "calm, deep insight" of the book and 
urges upon contemporary novelists Goethe's avoidance of the 
complete pursuit of the careers of his characters, whom he 
allowed to appear and disappear in our knowledge , as people 
in the actual world do. It is rather odd that so ardent a 
champion of realism as Howells should find grist for his 
mill in such a source. Goethe's tendency to allegorize 
strikes him as an attempt to "escape from the realities which 
he must have felt rather harrassingly, German as he was." 
Yet amidst the confusing details of the lives of people who 
appear to be aimlessly wandering Howells finds that "the 
mists are full of a luminosity which ••• we know for common-
sense and poetry."123 
While show·ing genuine , if limited, recognition of 
Goethe's merit as a purely literary figure, Howells has 
strong reservations regarding his moral character. Renewing 
•• the accusation brought against the Furstenknecht by German 
and American democrats generations before, he charges him, 
as he does Scott, with being deficient in the sense of social 
democracy.124 The Wahlverwandtschaften moved him to devote 
considerable space and vehemence to an excoriation of the 
123criticism and Fiction (New York, 1891), pp . 22-
24; Literary Passions, pp. 204-205. 
124Ibid. 
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"evil which Wordsworth felt" and l-Thich "cuased him to throw 
the book across the room."125 Even Wilhelm Meister is marred 
for him by its "unprincipled, its evil-principled, tenor in 
regard to women." He inveighs against the distinction be-
tween the "Immoral" and the "Unmoral" (the term "amoral" hav-
ing not yet gained currency) which some writers, notably Lewes, 
were invoking in defence not only of the works, but of the 
author's personal life as well. With unaccustomed humor he 
says, "For the sins of his life Goethe was perhaps sufficiently 
punished by his final marriage to Christiane, for the sins of 
his literature many others must suffer." But a little farther 
on he characterizes the poet as "a monster of passion and 
self-indulgence, of heartlessness ," and looks for the day 
when even no man of "genius" shall "not be accounted worship-
ful whom wo do not know to be good." It may seem paradoxical 
that one of the most forward-looking of the genteel writers 
should wax more indignant on the subject of Goethe's personal 
and literary moral shortcomings, and render judgments more 
parochial than the others. The explanation may lie in How-
ells' peculiar ambivalence, for 1orhile he was far in advance 
of the genteel tradition on social , economic, and some es-
thetic questions, he was, more than any other leading critic 
of his day , an avowed adherent of the doctrine that all liter-
ature - past or present - must be judged by current standards 
of morality. And when we take into account his rigid conven-
125 Literary Passions, p. 234; Criticism and Fiction, 
pp. 86-87. 
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tionality regarding sex, his attitude toward Goethe becomes 
understandable. 
In a number of books in which one might expect a man 
so well-informed on Goethe as Howells to make at least casual 
reference to him, especially in view of their discursive 
nature, we find no mention whatever. Thus Tuscan Cities, 
Venetian Life, Roman Holidays and Others, and especially 
Italian Journeys, which treats of Italian art, literature, 
and life and alludes to the poet Tasso, Winckelmann, Heine , 
and the German Romantics, all fail to refer to the one Ger-
man to whom Italy meant so much. The section on the Italian 
Romantic School does, however, point out how it parallels 
its German counterpart and shows the similarity between 
Werther and The Last Letters of Jacopo Ortiz.126 It is only 
in the discussion of Manzoni, in whose case the important 
connections with Goethe could not well be overlooked, that 
the latter's relationship to any phase of Italian culture is 
recognized. Howells traces the development of Manzoni 's 
romanticism to his adoption, in Paris, of Goethe and Schiller 
as his models , abandoning Alfieri and Monti . 127 He mentions 
the ode on the death of Napoleon, Il Cinque Maggio, noting 
high estimate of the poem.128 Regarding the German's gen-
eral estimate of Manzoni , Howells remarks that "'Goethe's 
praise,' says a sneer turned proverb , 'is a brevet of medio-
126Modern Italian Poets (New York and London, 1902), 
p. 131. 
127Ibid., p. 135. 128Ibid., P• 137. 
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crity. ' Manzoni must rest under this damaging applause, 
which was not too freely bestowed upon other Italian poets 
of his time •••• " Despite the ironical comment, Howells 
shares Goethe 's admiration for Manzoni ' s tragedies and reli-
gious lyrics, and sums up his own opinion by quoting the 
German ' s words: "a Christian without fanaticism, a Roman 
Catholic without bigotry, a zealot without harshness . 11129 
That Goethe and the Weimar circle had become part 
of How·ells 1 everyday thinking - although not too much impor-
tance can be attached to the circumstance - emerges from a 
number of casual references in non-literary contexts . A 
humorous sketch on the vicissitudes of housekeeping uses the 
phrases "the eternal-womanly" and "the temporal-manly."l30 
When speaking of Louis Agassiz, Howells refers to his 
"Goethean face and figure" which gave Cambridge "a Weimar-
ish quality. "l3l But perhaps the highest praise from How-
ells is to be found in a letter to Charles Eliot Norton , in 
which he reports on his stay in Weimar , "the Cambridge, Mass . 
of Germany."132 
Howells acquaintance with Goethe, so far as his casual 
references and more extended remarks allow one to judge, was 
confined to a relatively limited part of the poet 's activity. 
129Ibid., P• 139 . 
l30Literature and Life (New York and London, 1901) , 
PP • 240, 248. - --
131Literary Friends and Acquaintance, pp. 269-70 . 
132Life in Letters, II, 83. 
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There is brief mention of his poetry - which most of the 
writers here discussed seem to have ignored - but he did not 
respond to it (Heine being his main inspiration from German 
sources), no reference to the dramas aside from Faust, and 
very little attempt to deal with the many facets of Goethe's 
life or his significant activities as a whole . Howells shows 
none of Lowell's interest in Goethe 's principles of criticism, 
centering his attention on his merits and shortcomings in the 
practice of novel-writing (his own chief concern), as found 
in the Meister. The decided repugnance not only to the 
poet's character , but also to the moral tone of some of his 
work, derives from his own extreme sense of propriety - not 
to say prudery - but was no doubt reenforced by his close 
association with such leaders of genteel thought as Lowell 
and, especially, Norton. Saner and less insular judgments 
were heard , however, while Howells was still at the height 
of his influence. Calvin Thomas, surely far from Bohemian 
in his outlook, in 1890 declared in an article on "Goethe 
and the Marriage Relationship11 that "in the light of contem-
porary documents" there vras "precious little which calls for 
the heavy artillery of moral indignation."13~owells grasp of 
the broad significance of Goethe's life and work is far more 
limited than that of Lowell, but he does manifest, by the 
tone of even his adverse comments, that he accepts the German 
poet as one of the great landmarks in literature. 
l33open· Court, III (1890), 2074. 
CHAPTER IV 
MINOR CRITICS 
The four minor critics to be studied cover in their 
careers the full span of the genteel tradition (from Whip-
ple, who was born in 1819, to Woodberry who died in 1930), 
and they vary very substantially in aim, personality, and 
style, as they do in intellectual background and field of 
interest, yet in one essential of outlook they hold much in 
common. Where a critic of great caliber, like Howells, was 
capable of seeing the need of coming to terms with the real-
ism emergent in the decades following the Civil War , and 
starting "over again the gigantic task of national self-
discovery and expression,"1 they remained incurably nostalgic 
for the glory of an earlier Concord and Cambridge and refused 
to recognize the portents of a new order. They were not, 
in the main, repressive in the activity, but devoted them-
selves to a defence of the "ideality" in literature that 
they saw best represented in the great works of the past. 
None of them was an especial devotee of Goethe, but he 
rather represented to them all a prime example of indis-
putable "greatness" in literature, and, to the more dis-
States 
1Willard Thorp, Literary History of the United 
(New York, 1948 ), p. 809. -----
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cerning, the last flowering in European literature of the 
humanistic spirit. They were united in urging upon their 
readers, directly or by implication, the primary need for 
an acquaintance with the literary heritage of the West, 
and it is as part of this endeavor that Goethe, in varying 
measure and manner , enters into their writing. Their at-
tention being directed more toward him as an accepted exem-
plar of excellence than because of an interest in his 
personality, they do not usually eaho the moral strictures 
and misgivings that mark the comments of so many of the 
earlier New Englanders and of their fellows of the genteel 
tradition. 
Edwin Percy Whipple (1819-1886) 
Whipple was born in the same year as Lowell and, 
like him, was one of the early contributors to the North 
American Review who helped establish it as the chief organ 
of criticism here in the first half-century . DeMille rates 
his work in the early years as better in style and content 
than Lowell's, although their relative positions are radi-
cally reversed in later life. 2 Whipple abandoned literary 
criticism in 1860 to enter the lyceum field, and became one 
of its most popular lecturers; in 1872 he became literary 
editor of the Boston Globe . When he returned to critical 
writing in 1876 the effect of his years on the platform and 
with the daily press was painfully apparent. He is still 
2Literary Criticism in America, pp. 38-43 . 
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the widely-read litterateur, but his style has cheapened, 
and his comments, in a commingling of literary with social 
and political topics, tend to be platitudinous. The name 
of Goethe is repeatedly invoked in the work of this later 
period, and while he never provides a comprehensive esti-
mate, his remarks allow one to form a reasonably complete 
picture of his conception of the poet . 
Whipple's receptive attitude toward foreign cultural 
influences in general is most succinctly stated in the essay 
"American Principles," which is at the same time a good 
instance of his popular style . After a word of apprec jation 
of the Celtic enthusiasm, French vivacity, and German tru-
gality with which "the newcomers to our shores" enrich their 
adopted country, he reminds his readers that more good than 
lager beer and sauerkraut can come out of Germany, namely 
"the purest art and the deepest scholarship," which are 
likewise products of the land of Luther and Schiller. 3 
With much the same undiscriminating enthusiasm he makes his 
references to Goethe , whom in various contexts he exalts as 
a creator and critic of literature. His most inclusive 
estimate of the poet occurs in the essay on "Genius." Here 
he takes issue with the traditional definitions, especially 
that of Dr. Johnson, who described it as "general force of 
mind accidentally devoted to a particular pursuit ."4 This 
30utlooks QQ Society , Literature and Politics (Boston, 
1888), p. 39. 
~iterature and Life (Boston, 1871), p. 155. 
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for Whipple fails to do justice to the "comprehensive genius 
of Shakespeare, Leibnitz, and Goethe."5 A similar laudatory 
allusion is found later in the same essay in the linking of 
"the will of Luther, the benevolence of Howard, the religion 
of Fenelon with the mind of Goethe" for the realization of 
the highest human type. 6 In a passage on "The Use and l·1is-
use of Words" - directed perhaps at numerous imitators of 
Keats and Tennyson of the mid-nineteenth century - he takes 
to task the type of writer who mistakes "an appetite for the 
ideal for the sentiment for it," an error producing "not 
poetry, but a poetic debauch;" Whipple expresses his pref-
erence for Dante, Milton, apd Goethe in their ability to 
deal appropriately with sublime themes. 7 The repeated yoking 
of the name of Goethe with that of other universally acknow-
ledged leaders of literature is, _as is evident throughout 
this study, a device characteristic of many of the writers 
of the genteel era. 
The precise extent of Whipple's knowledge of Goethe ' s 
works is difficult to establish, because his allusions to 
them are always incidental, but he shows some familiarity 
with Werther, Faust, \'lilhelm l•leister , and Eckermann , speaks 
in a very general way of the other dramas , and makes no 
mention of the lyric or other poetry . Of the works mentioned, 
it is the Meister that occasions the most extended comment, 
5Ibid., p. 158. 
7Ibid., pp. 234- 35 . 
6 Ibid., p . 176. 
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being used with reference to the art of the novel and to the 
nature of criticism. The essay "Novels and Novelists"8 des-
cribes Whipple's ideal author in a passage that reads as if 
written with Goethe in mind . "The great novelist should be 
a poet, philosopher, and man of the world, fused into one. 
Understanding man as well as men, the elements of human 
nature as well as the laws of their combination, he should 
possess the most extensive practical knowledge of society, 
the most universal sympathies with his kind, and a nature 
at once shrewd and impassioned, observant and creative, with 
large faculties harmoniously balanced." He should, further, 
be free of bigotry, let each character be faithfully repre-
sented in his own terms, and "let morality result from truth 
of representation."9 Whipple grants that such an ideal has 
never been realized, some powerful writers offering one-sided 
views of life, others presenting idealizations or negations 
of themselves, and still others rhetorical appeals in favor 
of virtue or vice with a concomtant lack of concreteness . 
Scott for him comes nearest the ideal of reflecting the world 
as he saw it, but he considers his vision lacking in conclu-
siveness. Fielding, while possessed of a greater range of 
mind, is in his view deficient in a sense of the supernatural. 
"Perhaps the greatest single novel, judged by this standard 
of comprehensiveness, is Goethe's Wilhelm Meister. It was 
the rich result of ten years' labor; and there is hardly a 
8Literature and Life. 
---
9Ibid., p. 45 . 
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faculty of the mind, a feeling of the heart, or an aspiration 
of the soul, which has not contributed something to its inter-
est, its value, or its beauty."10 Whipple speaks also of its 
practical wisdom, its idealism, criticism of art and liter-
ature, and social satire, all of which it embraces without 
creating confusion, and always under the control of a domi-
nating intelligence. He is not the narrow moralist so many 
of the fellow-writers of the period are, for he appreciates 
the justification of Goethe 's apparent indifference to the 
triumph of either virtue or vice, in his preoccupation with 
the mirroring of many-sided life. Elsewhere he does come 
close to the Victorian bias in literature by excusing the 
depiction of evil, only so long as the writer "reflects the 
natural relations of things. • •• Shakespeare's Iago, 
Scott's Rashleigh Osbaldistone, Goethe's Mephistopheles, 
convey no pleasant impressions of sin and the devil. They 
rather increase our natural abhorrence of evil, by increas-
ing our knowledge of its essence. 1111 Although Goethe's 
novel seems to Whipple to do full justice to the illimi-
table range of human character in its presentation of so 
wide a range of types of personality, the critic senses a 
lack of "that solid, substantial, indisputable personality" 
the English reader finds in Shakespeare, Addison, Goldsmith, 
Fielding, and Scott.12 He observes, soundly enough, that 
10Ib;d., p. 47 ll- d R i 2 1 ( • -EssaTs an ev ews, vo s. Boston, 
1882 , IT; 79. 
12Literature and Life, p. 48. 
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Meister through its characters imparts a knowledge of man 
and nature more effectively than it does of the characters 
themselves, who are so overshadowed by the ideal and philo-
sophic elements of the novel that they fail to attain full 
concreteness in themselves. 
\~ipple invokes the critical authority of Goethe in 
his discussion of Shakespeare and his critics and in his 
defense of Walter Scott . In seeking the reason for the un-
satisfactoriness of the bulk of Shakespeare criticism, he 
finds it in the scarcity of minds c apable of reproducing the 
dramatist's conceptions, of "grasping with one effort the 
Shakespearian whole."l3 Goethe ' s exposition of Hamlet in 
\'lilhelm Mei ster , he believes, is "but the stammering expres-
sion of his Goethe'~ conceptions," hints of further knowledge, 
but even "these stray observations" provide an insight "into 
the nature of Shakespeare's genius as profound and accurate 
as ever were won by the intensest toil of inspection."14 He 
alone was capable of at least adumbrating a true re-creation 
of one of the tragedies, of showing "Hamlet as it grew up 
in the creator's mind, indicating the exact period when the 
different characters necessarily branched off from the trunk 
in obedience to the law at its root."15 An incidental re-
mark in the same essay shows that Whipple was aware of the 
great influence of Shakespeare on Goethe, for he mentions 
l3Essays and Reviews ,II, 221 . 
14Ibid., pp. 217, 222 . 15Ibid., pp. 221-22 . 
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the poet's confession that when he tried hardest to express 
himself in his dramas he found it difficult to avoid an 
imitation or repetition of his English master;16 he makes 
no further allusion, however, to Goethe's dramatic work. 
The occasion of introducing Goethe's estimate of Scott is 
Whipple's effort, in his "English Poets of the Nineteenth 
Century," to refute Carlyle ' s criticism of his fellow-
country.ffian . He points out that Goethe speaks of Scott in 
almost the same terms that Carlyle uses about Goethe; fur-
ther, "that the pith of Carlyle's objection to Scott, con-
tained in the phrase that he delineates character 'from the 
flesh inwards, not from the heart outwards' is almost liter-
ally the objection that Goethe made to another of Carlyle's 
favorites, Schiller." Whipple reproduces the gist of 
Goethe's opinion of Scott, as reported by Eckermann, and 
quotes liberally from that source. The passage which matches 
the Scottish critic's eulogy of Goethe reads: "Walter Scott 
is a great genius; he has not his equal • • • • He gives me 
much to think of; and I discover in him a wholly new art, 
with laws of its own." He concludes his defence of Scott 
with the sardonic advice to the particular literary group 
toward which his remarks are directed, "our pseudo-transcen-
dentalist brethren," that if they must take their opinions 
at second-hand, they might as well borro\-T them from "one of 
the greatest and most comprehensive minds of modern times."17 
16Ibid . , p . 234 . 17Ibid., I, 326-28 . 
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Of the less significant comments on Goethe, two are 
to be found in a brief paper on "The Ludicrous Side of Life," 
that offer contradictory testimony as to ~fuipple's knowledge 
of the poet . The remarks on Werther, intended to illustrate 
the t heme that "Poetry itself is often an exquisitely ironic 
comment upon actual life," betrays a failure to appreciate 
the meaning of the entire episode in the author's life and 
development. Whipple observes that the original of the hero 
was a dull and unintelligent fellow, of whom we should not 
have known that he possessed any brains, "if the poet had 
not informed us that he had blown them out. 1118 Yet obtuse 
as this comment seems, Whipple shows himself a few pages 
later as one of the few Americans aware of the existence of 
humor in Goethe, which he terms "mirthfully clear, like his 
own summer morning, ul9 and in charact erizing Mr. Punch he 
calls him "half Mephistopheles , half Falstaff."20 
The loose and discursive nature of Whipple's essays , 
which their very titles intimate, make it unlikely that he 
should deal at length or exhaustively with Goethe - or any 
other specific topic . It is a little difficult to assess 
the extent of his actual knowledge of the poet, as the mater-
ial consulted was written during his later life, and one may 
hazard the assumption that many of the allusions stem from 
the reading of earlier years. There is an unforced air of 
18Ibid., p. 146 . 19Ibid., p . 151. 
20Ibid., p. 153 . 
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familiarity which suggests a more intimate acquaintance than 
is overtly displayed. His references to Goethe are drawn 
from only a few works, and he shows little appreciation of 
the poet's importance in a broadly cultural framework. Where 
he does introduce the name of Goethe, however, the implica-
tion is always unmistakable that we are confronted with one 
of the established, universally venerated, figures in world 
literature. It is in the continued emphasis on t he more aca-
demic and generally accepted aspects of Goethe's work, the 
failure even to hint at the insurgence of his early work or 
the liberating tendency of his ideas that Whipple shows his 
allegiance to the standards of gentility. 
Clarence Edmund Stedman (1833-1908) 
The best-remembered critic of the late genteel group, 
of the true "American decadence," whose members were united 
by personal friendship no less than by a common literary out-
look, was Clarence Edmund Stedman (the mos t prominent of the 
others were Taylor, Aldrich, Stoddard, and Boker). In his 
particular field of the history and criticism of poetry his 
scholarship is still acknowledged to have been of a high 
order, 21 for he was widely read and catholic in taste, and 
21Note: So heterogeneous group of scholars as the 
following agree in this estimate: DeMille, Literary Criti-
cism !a America , pp. 147-55; Foerster, Cambridge History 2! 
American Literature, vol. III, p. 46; Smith, Forces in Amer-
ican Criticism, pp. 247-52; Clarence Gohdes, Literature~ 
the American People, ed. Quinn, pp. 627-28; H. M. Jones,--
Theory of American Literature, pp. 128-29. 
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had absorbed the work of the great critics of the past. His 
failure to achieve the stature of such contemporaries as 
Lowell and Henry James was due to his eclecticism, his lack 
of an independent and consistently held literary canon, as 
well as his reluctance to deal honestly with the faults of 
generally admired poets of the day - Longfellow, Taylor, 
Tennyson, - although he clearly perceived them. Far narrower 
than Lowell in the scope of his interests, he at the same 
time contrasts favorably with the older critic in his lib-
eral attitude towards literary tendencies running counter 
to his own, so that he was capable - the only accepted critic 
of his time to do so - of writing a very favorable and en-
lightened chapter in defence of Whitman's poetry in his 
Poets of America. His own poetry is entirely derivative and 
undistinguished, modelled after Tennyson and the romantics, 
and it soon lost its vogue. In addition to the one just 
mentioned, his most important books are Victorian Poets and 
his chef d'oeuvre, The Nature and Elements of Poetry, which 
was for many years used as a text in American colleges. Al-
though he did not read German, he was acquainted with Goethe's 
work, especially on the critical side, and frequently alludes 
to him in the course of his exposition. He was far better 
oriented than Whipple as to the poet ' s importance in world 
literature, notably his influence on English writers, and 
it is in this connection that he most often introduces him. 
In order to judge Stedman's more significant relation-
ship to Goethe, that affecting his criticism, it may be help-
117 
ful to review the relatively scanty evidence of his knowledge 
of the poet. The earliest reference to Goethe is made by him 
as a youth of nineteen, when he tries to reassure his mother 
that he will, if allowed sufficient time, come to terms with 
the world and find his vocation. He appeals to her knowledge 
of Wilhelm lr1eister, which should enable her to understand "the 
education, the apprenticeship , which one of ~ temperament 
~talics adde~has to go through, before we can discern the 
undercurrent of life which moves all things."22 Four years 
later he refers to the "romantic fever" from which he has 
recovered and to his former adherence to the "passionate, 
subjective 'School ,' of which Byron is the English head, as 
Goethe is the German."23 His grasp of the ambiguous relation 
of Goethe to the Romantic School , in England and France as 
well as in Germany, increased in his maturity and shows per-
haps greater critical acumen even than Lowell's, when he calls 
him "almost the only universalist and world-poet of its be-
getting."24 He bases this opinion on the combination of 
fluent lyric output with "massive and purposely objective 
work." In Faust, "the master-work of our century," he finds 
the same duality of subjectivity ("the reflection of Goethe's 
experience as the self-elected archetype of Man") and the 
22Laura Stedman and George M. Gould , Life and Letters 
of Q. E. Stedman,2 vols. (New York, 1910), vor:-I, 83 . 
23Ibid., p. 138. 
24Nature and Elements of Poetry (Boston and New York, 
1892), p. 119. 
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ability to objectify and universalize, which his "tranquil, 
almost Jovian, nature"made possible. The passage concludes 
with a reference to Victor Hugo, who was, he asserts, "com-
parable to him in scope and dramatic fertility - superior to 
him in energy of lyrical splendor," a judgment very possibly 
attributable to Stedman's ignorance of the German texts. One 
of the few commentators to be aware of the larger meaning of 
Goethe's scientific pursuits, he credits him with anticipat-
ing "the approaching harmony of poetry and Science."25 He 
also claims - with dubious justification - that before the 
general recognition of the wave theory of light transmission, 
:r.iephistopheles hints at it in one of the early scenes o'f 
Faust (first Studierzimmer), and quotes the lines: "Light, 
how'er it weaves I Still fettered, unto bodies cleaves; I 
It flows from bodies, bodies beautifies; I By bodies is its 
course impeded." There is no elaboration of Goethe's inter-
est in optics and his quarrel with Newton, however, nor any 
mention elsewhere in Stedman of his life-long interest in 
botany, zoology, and geology. His special interest in Faust 
is evident in his letters to Taylor, his close friend, to 
whose work on the translation he refers to jocularly in 
1867, when he asks him to have Mephistopheles "rejuvenate 
my antique and worn-out body."26 He welcomes the appearance 
of the finished work three years later, which he promptly 
25victorian Poets (Boston and New York, 1875), p . 20. 
26Life and Letters, I, 413. 
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reads, text, preface, and notes, and proclaims it "a great 
l'TOrk."27 Confessing his inability to judge it fairly because 
of his ignorance of German, he still favors it over Brooks' 
version, which he terms "more literal and equi-rhythmical," 
while Taylor had produced "'the one thing needful' to be 
added - the melody of the born poet and singer. This, after 
all, was the chief motive for a new translat i on."28 When 
Taylor was in Weimar in 1873, gathering material for his pro-
jected coordinated biography of Goethe and Schiller, Stedman 
writes him of his interest in the plan and expresses his 
conviction, after having read Lewes, that "a wholly dif ferent 
biography" is needed. He commends the inclusion of Schiller, 
as making it poss ible for the author fully to "exhibit the 
history of imagination in Germany during that period."29 
Here, as throughout, we see Stedman's interest centered more 
on the literary and intellectual trend that Goethe r epresented 
than on his individuality as poet and thinker. 
27Ibid., pp. 445-48. 
28Note: Stedman's further comments are typical of the 
spirit of mutual admiration in which the members of the co-
terie spoke of each other ' s work, and of the restrained and 
guarded criticisms they confined themselves to. "Mr. Brooks 
is amiable, conscientious, s cholarly, a sweetly-made poet 
(see his hymnology, etc.), but not 'one of ours.' Here and 
there, your inversions and double epithets I do not like -
and yet am satisfied that you have surveyed the ground t ho-
roughly, and that nothing but an honorable self-abnegation 
/I.e. Taylor's self-imposed limitations of meter and rhym~ 
ilas brought you to the point of offending your own sensitive-
ness of eye and ear. In certain pas sages you are perfectly 
triumphant •••• " 
29Ibid., p . 488 . 
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Stedman was familiar not only with the doctrines of 
the chief figures in the history of literary criticism from 
Aristotle on, but he repeatedly acknowledges his indebted-
ness to many of the poets - Goethe, Byron, Landor, Coleridge, 
Arnold and others - whose "fragmentary comments and margi-
nalia" often suggest ''lasting esthetic canons."30 Although 
he is not, because of his eclecticism, entirely consistent 
in his theory, his introduction of Goethe into his discourse 
usually serves to substantiate classical standards of art . 
The essential character of poetry is for him that of an art 
dealing in universals, as it was for Aristotle, and he cites 
Goethe as a modern instance of this principle, saying of him 
that he "repressed his 'noble rage' by his conception of 
poetry as an art alone."3l He adds, quoting Heine, that it 
was for this reason that Goethe's work did not, "like the 
lesser but more human Schiller 's, 'beget deeds,'" and closes 
with an appeal to the authority of Mathew Arnold , "Goethe's 
pupil ••• [wh~accepted without reserve t he antique notion 
of poetry." As to the subject- matter of poetry, he declares 
that with "poets of the first order" it has always been 
"human action or passion ," citing Homer, Dante, Milton, 
Goethe, Hugo , and making special mention of the Faust-Mar-
garet episode.32 He is quite explicit, however, in repudiat-
3°victorian Poets, p. 99. 
3lNature and Elements of Poetry, pp . 18-19. 
32Ibid ., pp . 268-69. 
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ing the conception of poetry as uttered emotion, which he 
attributes only to the romantics, and challenges the notion 
that Wordsworth sponsored such a view; "the passion of Words-
worth," he insists, "was at its best very serene •••• Like 
Goethe he regarded nature from without."33 In his stric-
tures on the neurotic sensitivity of much modern writing he 
calls on Goethe for support, who "in spite of his own theory 
admitted{:o Eckerm~that the real fault of the new poets 
is that 'their subjectivity is not important, and that they 
cannot find matter in the objective.'"34 Stedman finds in 
this remark encouragement for his own position as an undog-
matic critic: "The best critic then, is the universalist, 
who sees the excellence of either mode of expression, accord-
ing as it is natural to one's race or period." He thus ob-
jects to "commonplace objective work" as valueless, compared 
"with the frank revelation of an inspiring soul," and again 
falls back on a dictum from Eckermann, "Personality is every-
thing in art and poetry."35 As to the relation of art to 
nature, he holds that "a conception is not vitiated by the 
most novel (i. e . 'unnatural ') form it may assume, provided 
that this be artistic and not artificial. For art, as Goethe 
and Haydon36 have said, is art because it is not nature."37 
33Ibid., pp. 262-63. 34Ibid., p. 142. 
35Ibid., p. 143. 
36Note: English painter, friend of Shelley and Keats. 
37Ibid., p. 201. 
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He warns, on the other hand , against the poet's excessive 
separation from t he realm of human experience, and criti-
cizes Shelley's "The Witch of Atlas ," because it "violates 
Goethe's dictum, to wit: ' Two things are required of the 
poet and the artist, that he should rise above reality and 
yet remain within the realm of the sensuous . "3B When he 
turns to the theme of "inventiveness" in poetry, Stedman 
follows the Aristotelian doctrine that t he poet's imagination 
should not be called on to create the fable, but should be 
limited to its "ideal reconstruction. " Proceeding then to 
the difference between the epic and the dramatic forms, he 
quotes from Goethe ' s letter to Schiller, in which the epic 
is understood "as belonging completely to the past" and the 
drama "completely to the present . "39 The only area in which 
he would allow the poet's imagination to be "purely creative" 
is in the conception of figures not drawn from experience; 
"such are those quite different creations, Goethe's mocking 
fiend and the Nephistophilis of I-iarlowe's Faustus." The 
chapter in Victorian Poets on "Constructi on and Decoration 
in Art" introduces one of the author's basic principles ·in 
a quotation from Goethe via Matthew Arnold : "What distin-
guishes the artist from the amateur is architektonika in 
the highest sense; that power of execution which creates , 
forms, and constitutes: not the profoundness of single 
3Bibid., p . 247 . 39I bid., pp . 237-38 . 
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thoughts, not the richness of imagery, not the abundance of 
illustration."40 
Of the Victorian poets whom Stedman discusses Arnold 
is the most conscious disciple of Goethe, and , in addition 
to the above references, the author shows his awareness of 
the relationship even more explicitly in the passage that 
sums up his view of Arnold's limitations. He sees in him 
the pensive, doubting Hamlet of modern verse, "a worshipper 
of Goethe~h~attributes, with unwitting egotism, his in-
ability to vie with the sage of Weimar, not to a deficiency 
of his own nature, but to the distraction of the age ."4l 
Repeating with approval Arnold's paraphrase of the remark 
to Eckermann regarding ~he two kinds of versifying dilet-
tanti - the one neglecting the mechanics of poetry in his 
emphasis on emotion and content, and the other who falls 
into the contrary onesidesness -he agrees with Arnold's 
own ranking of himself among the latter. This distinction 
of Goethe's is recalled later when Stedman is dealing with 
Browning, whom he lists among t he opposite type, "dilet-
tanti who affect genius and despise art," although he admits 
the significance of this poet's subject-matter.42 The onl~ 
English poet of the nineteenth century whom Stedman actually 
compares with Goethe in any vital phase of writing is, 
rather strangely, Landor, whose learning and range of inter-
4°victorian Poets, p . 289 . 
42Ibid., p. 341 . 
41 Ibid., pp . 96- 97 . 
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ests he considers unique. In the fields of "philosophy, 
history and art, Goethe is not wiser or more imaginative, 
though often more calm and great; in learning, the depart-
ment of science excepted, no writer since ~tilton has been 
better equipped."43 The exception may well have been made 
with reference to Goethe, although Stedman does not often 
mention his interest in science . 
Among the writers of the age of gentility Stedman 
is conspicuous, as we have seen, for his breadth of mind in 
recognizing, on occasion, the virtues of some unconventional 
writers. Most of the time, however, he appears to share the 
prejudices of his group and is unwilling to accord revolu-
tionary poets as high a rank as to those whom he interprets 
as accepting existing institutions. His oblique approach 
to the question of social and political radicalism is like-
wise common to the other "defenders of ideality," who regu-
larly speak of a lack of taste when they wish to condemn 
anything on moral grounds; Stedman, in the present instance, 
speaks of faith. His basic premise is that "sovereign 
natures, men of the highest rank," are always imbued with 
an unquestioning faith in the Deity, in justice, nationality, 
religion, and human nature. This quality he finds exempli-
fied in the Hebrew writers, in Bunyan and Milton , in Homer , 
Dante, and finally in Shakespeare, who "made no question of 
43Ibid., pp . 36- 37. 
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that divinity that doth hedge a king." In later times he 
finds no such complete acceptance of things until "the cen-
tury of Goethe and Emerson and Browning."44 Again, in his 
discussion of Tennyson, he defends the laureate's reluc-
tance, despite his awareness of the inevitability of change, 
to hasten the order of events," by recalling that "Shakes-
peare and Goethe were not more heroic."45 Allied with this 
insistence on faith in the established order and arising out 
of the same spirit, is Stedman's emphasis on "ethical com-
prehension, the product, in his view, of maturity and exper-
ience, without which Dante could not have composed his 
Divine Comedy"and which is "the sustaining energy of Job, 
of the Greek dramatists, of Shakespeare, !olil ton and Goethe. n46 
Again we see the one-sided emphasis on the conservative ele-
ment in Goethe that characterizes the genteel mind. 
A few random allusions to Goethe, not readily to be 
subsumed under any category of criticism, complete the recital 
of Stedman's references to him. In a discussion of the differ-
ing aims of the various arts, Stedman sets up the assertion 
that the object of painting is the perpetuation of the one 
ideal moment, which he terms "the lifelong desire of Faust, 
and to force it to obey the mandate: - 'Ah, still delay -
thou art so fair! 1 u47 
44Nature and Elements of Poetry, p. 290. 
45victorian Poets, p. 192. 
46Nature and Elements of Poetry, p. 113. 
47Ibid., p. 64. 
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Apt as the quotation may be in the writer's context, 
the desire he attributes to Faust is precisely contrary to 
the poet 's meaning. With regard to the use of "poetical 
prose," which offends Stedman ' s strong sense of esthetic 
discrimination, he appeals to the example of such figures as 
Milton, Goethe, Landor, Byron, and Coleridge, whose prose, he 
declares, is never colored by lyrical elements. This is 
clearly 1vrong with respect to Goethe's prose dramas, such 
as Egmont and the prose Iphigenie, and especially untrue of 
Werther. \ihen he states the general truth, which has since 
become a commonplace, that in modern times the novel has 
superseded poetry and the drama as the vehicle of the most 
significant creative thought, he makes an exception of 
Faust.48 These references tend to confirm the impression 
left by those previously cited, namely that Stedman 's inter-
est in Goethe was in the main that of the "comparatist." 
The most cursory glance at Stedman's verse would con-
vince one of the futility of searching for evidence of any 
real Goethean influence on such superficial rhyming; there 
are only two borrowings , both less than epoch-making, one 
of title and one of content. The poem "Kennst Du" describes 
the beauties of the Caribbean Sea and its islands, but its 
sole merit lies in its title. 49 "The Ballad of Lager Bier," 
originally appearing in the New York Tribune in 1859 and 
48Ibid., p. 137. 
49The Poems of Edmund Clarence Stedman (Boston and 
New York, 1908), p. 325 . 
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reprinted in the Poems, seems to have enjoyed some popularity 
in its day . Three of its stanzas deal with Goethe and his 
characters in a spirit that throws a revealing light on the 
genteel tradition in its more convivial phases: 
I see in yonder nook a trio: 
There's Doctor Faust, and, by his side, 
Uot half so love-distraught as Io, 
Is gentle Margaret, heaven-eyed; 
That man in black beyond the waiter -
I know him by his fiendish leer -
Is Mephistopheles the traitor! 
And how he swigs his Lager Bier! 
Strange if great Goethe should have blundered, 
Who says that Margaret slipped and fell 
In Anno Domini Sixteen Hundred , 
Or thereabouts; and Faustus - well , 
We won't deplore hi s resurrection, 
Since Margaret is with him here, 
But, under her serene protection, 
May boldly drink his Lager Bier. 
That bare-legged gypsy , small and lithy, 
Tanned like an olive in the sun, 
Is little :Kignon; sing us prithee, 
Kennst Du das Land , my pretty one!50 
Except for a brief period in his youth , Stedman's 
contact with Goethe does not appear to have been for him an 
especially profound experience. This may, to a great extent, 
be accounted for by his exclusion, because of his linguistic 
handicap; from direct contact with the body of lyrics and 
other verse, which would have appealed to his poetry-loving 
nature. Like virtually all of the genteel , he shows no 
appreciation of the Titanism of the poet ' s early period , and 
uses him entirely as an auxiliary in his attempt to establish 
50ibid., p . 88. 
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critical canons that are largely classical in esthetics and 
conservative in their social and political connotations. 
Besides Meister and Faust, the writings he shows the great-
est acquaintance with are Eckermann's Conversations and 
some of Goethe 's correspondence, from both of which he draws 
critical comment. Far more than Whipple and Mabie , Stedman 
consistently sees Goethe within the framework of Western 
culture, where he recognizes him as an epochal figure . The 
absence of moral aspersions still evident in Lowell is not 
so much a mark of approval or condonement , as it is of the 
programmatic avoidance of all explicit moralizing by the 
members of Stedman's group in their preoccupation with the 
purely esthetic. 
That other men of letters held truer and fuller views 
of Goethe at this time is evidencedby the testimony of Charles 
Godfrey Leland. A native of Philadelphia, who studied under 
Bronson Alcott and spent several years of his early life in 
Germany , Leland was a popular essayist of cosmopolitan mind 
and mildly Bohemian habit . Although hardly a scholar, he 
sensed the serious limitations in t he views of Goethe held 
by Carlyle, Emerson , and t heir followers. He declares that 
Carlyle "shirked" pantheism, "while using it as a garment, 
and made beautiful talkee-talkee with free t hought, and 
posed as a liberal mind, and exalted Goethe; but would have 
died of blushes and sunk into his boots before Greek flesh-
liness." In a similarly flamboyant passage in his :f.1emoirs 
he insists that he had a far better understanding of the 
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"real antique basis" of the mysticism entering into much of 
the idealistic philosophy of the early nineteenth century 
than "even its most advanced leaders in Anglo-Saxony." Iden-
tifying these leaders as Carlyle and Emerson, he refuses to 
acknowledge either as a philosopher or even as a significant 
revealer of spiritual truth: "they dabbed or trifled with 
free thought and 'immorality ,' crying Goethe up as the Light 
of Lights , while all their inner souls were bound in the most 
Puritantical and petty goody-goodyism."5l Imprecise as his 
formulation is, Leland has pretty much anticipated the core 
of Santayana's diagnosis of the genteel tradition. 
Hamil ton ¥fright Mabie (1845-1916) 
Of the four men here considered, Mabie reached by 
far the largest audience, for his essays originally appeared 
in such widely-circulated journals as the Outlook and the 
Ladies' Home Journal. In countless innocuous and easy-flowing 
essays he upheld the universalizing influence of the great 
books of the past, and became, for the new generation of 
naturalistically oriented rebels, a symbol of the polite 
irrelevance of gentility at its feeblest. Most present-day 
scholars , when they mention him at all, dismiss him with 
condescension or contempt. Professor Howard Mumford Jones , 
hovrever, calls attention to his significance as an intel-
ligent, if not original, exponent of the vitalistic theory 
5lElizabeth Robbins Pennell , Charles Godfrey Leland, 
A Biograthy (New York and Boston, 1906), p . 249; Charles 
Godfrey eland, Memoirs (New York, 1893), pp. 78-79. 
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of life, as opposed to mechanism in thought and morals.52 
More than any of the others of the group, Mabie constantly 
emphasizes the personal and social idealism which intimacy 
with the great literature of the past can awaken and nurture 
in the responsive reader. It is primarily his sovereign 
and wholesale disdain for the emergent realism and natural~ 
ism of his later years that earns him his classification 
among the more backward-looking of the genteel writers. 
In the recurrent effort to persuade his public to 
accept the doctrine of harmonious self-realization through 
participation in the cultural heritage of the race, Mabie 
repeatedly points to Goethe as the greatest of the moderns 
to transmit and, in his own person, to exemplify the tradi-
tion of humanism. From the point of view he represents 
Mabie's conception of Goethe is perfectly sane and cogently 
represented. It is a point of view so rigidly held, however , 
that it causes him to ignore - or deplore - such elements 
in the evolution of the poet 's attitude toward both life and 
art from the Storm and Stress through classicism and beyond. 
Further, Mabie has usually no occasion to refer to Goethe's 
more intimate relations to the literature of Germany and 
Europe, makes no concrete mention of the actual range of his 
interests, and gives the reader no indication whatever that 
he was a lyric poet. On the other hand, he displays a very 
considerable familiarity with those writings that lend sup-
52Theory of American Literature, p. 126. 
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port to his basic thesis, even though his understanding of 
them is limited by his preconceptions. Most frequently 
cited is Faust, but Wilhelm Meister, Hermann und Dorothea, 
Eckermann's Conversations, and Tasso are mentioned in quite 
apposite contexts that imply an intel.ligent comprehension. 
Mabie's critical essays, inspired by the same spirit as his 
other work, show an understanding of Goethe's place in the 
history of criticism, as well as an acquaintance with his 
critical principles and opinions. The sheer mass of refer-
ences to Goethe in Mabie far exceeds that in any of the other 
three minor critics, and even when allowance has been made 
for his prolix and repetitious style (very possibly because 
of it), he undoubtedly contributed far more than they, if not 
to a popular appreciation of Goethe , at least toward a vague 
and pious acceptance~ 
What has been said applies to the preponderance of 
Mabie 's very diffusedly didactic writing, in which Goethe is 
brought in only incidentally. He did, however, late in his 
career publish one essay, "Weimar and Goethe", which not only 
furnishes a quite comprehensive and judicious estimate of 
the man and the poet, but also corrects some of the miscon-
ceptions of his earlier writings. As it seems fair to assume 
that the picture of Goethe created for his public is essen-
tially the one emerging from the latter, incomparably more 
copious, output, consideration of the essay in question will 
be reserved for the end of the present section. 
A summary of the general impression of Goethe yielded 
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by the reading of Mabie should serve to set the stage for 
the detailed examination of the ways in which he exploits 
the poet for his didactic ends . Although he abstains from 
moral strictures, saying at one point that the popular esti-
mate of men like Dante , Shakespeare, and Goethe offers mater-
ial only "for the judgment of the generation which forms 
it , "53 Mabie ' s attitude on the question is somewhat equi-
vocal . For he remarks in the essay on "The Failings of Gen-
ius" that such men are as amenable to law as the meanest of 
their fellow-creatures, but the latter are not always the 
best interpreters of that law," and rather vaguely refers 
his readers to Carlyle and Emerson for "the true standards 
and measures of Greatness . "54 The extravagances, literary 
and personal, of Goethe ' s early life are taken as aberrations 
rather than as part of a necessary stage of development, and 
we are told that "the real Goethe is to be sought elsewhere 
than in the Sorrows of Werther . "55 With regard to the early 
days a t Weimar, before Goethe had learned "that obedience is 
the only road to freedom" (a revealing distortion, inc i dent-
ally, of Spinoza ' s doctrine), l1abie solemnly repeats the 
remark to Merck: "We are all somewhat mad here, and play 
the devil's own game . "56 The Goethe that Mabie sees is, 
p. 23 . 
53Books and Culture (New York, 1896), p. 8 . 
5~ Study Fire (New York, 1905), pp. 44-45 . 
55Essays in Literary Interpretation (New York, 1899) , 
56Ml Study Fire, p . 201 . 
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like all great writers in his view (in generalizations of 
this kind he automatically yokes the names of Homer, Dante , 
and Shakespeare with that of Goethe), never despairing, but 
always "serene and joyous" in a world whose evils are as real 
as t hose faced by "the minor singers of today."57 The Goe-
thean ideal of full and harmonious development of t he intel-
lectual, emotional, and practical sides of the individual, 
although "an aim often misunderstood," is for Mabie the high-
est conceivable one,58 and one which Goethe himself best em-
bodies.59 Mabie reverts to this idea frequently and is es-
pecially concerned with conveying the sense of inner vital-
ity which it implies, so that he constantly employs such 
phrases as "a putting forth of the soul," and "living rela-
tionship with the t hings one studies. 1160 In order to approach 
this goal an insatiable hunger for experience is required, 
which Goethe shares with Michelangelo, Rembrandt, and Bee-
thoven (in addition to the inevitable triad), 61 but Mabie 
is at the same time aware of the toil and incessant self-
discipline through which Goethe achieved his universality 
of culture. 62 He speaks also of the poet's receptivity to 
to new ideas , arising out of his acceptance of "the nature 
57Ibid., p . 221. 
58Books and Culture, pp. 14-15 . 
59Ibid., p. 23 . 60 Ibid., PP • 29-30. 
61Nature and Culture (New York, 1904), pp . 145- 46 . 
62Ibid., P• 23 . 
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of man" as the fundamental reality, 63 and of his undiminished 
interest in the problems of life even in extreme old age . 64 
It is only natural, then, that Mabie should find in Goethe 
an epitome of "the intellectual movement of the century" 
and in his works "the natural history of man," very much , in 
brief, the Emersonian "representative man."65 
Mabie is indefatigable in his elaborations of the 
Goethe an cultural ideal and its applications to life and 
literature, but a few instances suffice to show his drift. 
In the account of the reflections aroused in the child Goethe 
by the Lisbon earthquake, as told in Dichtung und Wahrheit, 
and the building of the toy altar, Mabie sees the poet, even 
in childhood, paralleling the experience of primitive races 
and exhibiting his archetypal character. 66 The remark to 
Eckermann concerning originality, in which Goethe finds only 
a small balance left in his favor after deducting his debts 
to predecessors and contemporaries, evokes the comment that 
"one of the most original and • • • cultivated-of modern 
minds" has here laid bare the two chief sources of litera-
ture: "the man and the combined influences that shape and 
modify him."67 Where he draws the distinction between aca-
63short Studies in Literature (New York, 1899~ p. 186. 
64Books and Culture, pp . 23, 174. 
65Essays in Literary Interpretation, pp. 61-62. 
66MY Study Fire , pp. 17-18. 
67short Studies in Literature, p . 74. 
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demic and "vi tal" culture, !-1:abie na.I!les Goethe, with Dante, 
Tennyson, Browning and Low·ell (!), as an example of indi-
. b th k. d . h. h d 6S viduals possess~ng o ~n s ~n a ~g egree . To explain 
what "the art of living" implies, he holds up Goethe as one 
of its virtuosos, on the ground that he "discovered in youth 
that life ought not to be a succession of happenings • • • 
but a cumulative inward growth and a cumulative power of 
productivity. "69 In another connection the conditions under 
which such growth takes place are suggested by t he lines (not 
identified) from Tasso: "Talent, Goethe tells us, is developed 
in solitude; but character in the stream of the world. 1170 
The result of such a vital and perceptive relation to the 
world about them is , where great writers are concerned, the 
prototypal quality of their work, and Mabie mentions Homer , 
Dante, Shakespeare and Goethe as representing in this sense 
not only the totality of their respective national back-
grounds , but at the same time the entire culture of their 
eras; he thus claims for Goethe supreme representative status 
for the modern age . 71 The sense in which he means this is 
more precisely formulated in a passage that refers to the 
profound sympathy of Goethe ' s mind with "the broad, and with-
in certain limits, healthy and fruitful naturalism E?y which 
68Books and Culture, p . 147. 
69Nature and Culture, p . 15 . 
70Ibid., p. 247 . 
71short Studies in Literature, p . 202 . 
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Mabie definitely does not mean lat e-nineteenth-century natur-
alisi}which pervades contemporary thought . "72 
\•lhen l'te turn to f1abie • s conception of Goethe's place 
in literature in the narrower sense, especially with respect 
to the significance of individual works , we find it to be 
the logical outgrowth of his view of the man and the t hink-
er. He regards literature, in the humanistic tradition, as 
"the best possible education" and affirms that to know Homer , 
Dante, Shakespeare , and Goethe is to know (with a slight 
rewording of the Arnoldian formula) "the best the world has 
thought and said and done ."73 His constant reversion to 
these four names, he explains, does not imply any "exclu-
sive principle of s election," but i s merely a convenient 
illustrative device , 74 although he insists at another point 
that they are universally accepted as "the greatest writers 
that have yet appeared . "75 All four "represent life in 
action," the earlier two in the epic form and the latter in 
the dramatic, and :r.1abie makes the rather debatable assertion 
that Goethe, like Shakespeare , was in his "most fortunate 
moments a Dramatist."76 The works of the pre-classical 
Goethe, as previously implied , are dismissed as idiosyn-
72Essays in Literary Interpretation, p. 62 . 
73~ Study Fire, p . 68. 
74Nature and Culture, pp. 271-72. 
75Books ~ Culture, p. 239 . 
76Ibid., Nature and Culture, pp . 247-48 . 
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cratic and inadequate expressions of the poet 's personality , 
as are, on the same principle , Leopardi, Rousseau, Byron 
and de Musset .77 The "real" Goethe is supposedly concerned 
with themes that are the perennial problems of all humanity, 
rather than of particular times and places. 78 The allusions 
to Faust, most of them characteristically vague, by far out-
number those to all the other works combined, and when col-
lated would give the proverbial intelligent Martian little 
idea of what the drama actually dealt with. It is most 
often described, e.g. as having "set new movements in motion" 
and "enriched the lives of races,"79 as"disclosing new realms 
of truth,"80 or as lifting "great tracts of life out of 
primal darkness into light . 1181 When Mabie recommends the 
study of the Divine Comedy and Faust for their philosophy, 
interpretation of life, their "revelation of what man is and 
what his life means ," he offers no inkling of how different 
their messages are . 82 He i s capable, however, of more illu-
minating comment, as when he suggests the "demonic" element 
in Goethe 's character in order to account for the poet 's 
77MI Study Fire, p . 201; Short Studies in Literature, 
pp . 37-38 . 
78short Studies in Literature, p. 28. 
79Books and Culture, p . 82 . 
80Ibid., p. 92 . 
81Nature and Culture, p. 158. 
82Books and Culture, pp. 85-87. 
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unawareness of many of the implications of his chief drama, 
especially of how it came to sum up his age . 83 The topic 
of the function of tragedy in the interpretation of human 
experience again brings mention of Faust, which is lauded 
as an instance of how "a great sane master" treats a tragic 
theme, in contrast to so "morbid and diseased a writer as 
Maeterlinck (!)."84 In the only passage that deals with the 
drama itself, Mabie seems to be torn between his own criti-
cal judgment and his reverence for the "accepted" great 
work. After stating that Part II is obscure in its sym-
bolism and otherwise mystifying be.cause of its "Delphic" 
quality, while the "greater" Part I is clear and coherent, 
he insists the drama as a whole nevertheless "discloses the 
outlines of a large and penetrating thought of life ."85 
That he could properly interpret at least one of the essen-
tial themes of Faust is evident when he discusses the evolu-
tion of the novel and speaks of the shift of interest in the 
nineteenth century from the purely individual to the social . 
"The Faust who began by endeavoring to pierce the mysteries 
of existence by knowledge ends by building dykes to reclaim 
the earth and enlarge the opportunities of his fellow·s. 1186 
83 Ibid., pp . 29-30; Essays in Literary Interpreta-
tion, pp. 99-100. 
84Nature and Culture, p. 267 . 
85short Studies in Literature, pp . 42-43. 
86Ibid., p . 190. 
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One may let this interpretation pass as apt enough to reen-
force the particular point, but even here Mabie seems quite 
oblivious of the underlying motive of Faust' s final enter-
prise, the Faustian Wille ~ Macht . 
References to other works are incidental, but of a 
nature to suggest that Mabie 's knowledge of Goethe was con-
siderably l'Tider and more precise than the superficial tenor 
of most of his allusions would lead one to expect (a sug-
gestion to be borne out below). Thus, the essay "Dream 
Worlds," dealing with the role of fantasy in the poetic 
process, cites "The New Paris" from Dichtung und \vahrhei t 
as an example of Goethe ' s early ability to create a world 
of his own imagining. 87 In considering the relation between 
poetry and prose, he is distinctly in error when he declares 
that "it was the unrhythmic Vicar of Wakefield which sug-
gested the metrical Hermann und Dorothea."88 Finally, when 
speaking of the growing interest of the West in Oriental 
literature, he remarks that the influence of Eastern writers 
is not limited to "such definite adaptations of form and 
spirit as Goethe's West-Easterly Divan."89 
In his references to Goethe as a critic, although 
these are less frequent than those in more general areas, 
87~ Study Fire , p. 101. 
88counsel upon the Reading of Books (New York, 1900), 
p. 180. 
89short Studies in Literature, p. 107. 
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Mabie shows a far deeper understanding of Goethe than is 
discernible there. He sees clearly Goethe's place in the 
history of criticism, and has a respectable, if biased, 
grasp of his principles. There is no doubt that it is in 
this particular field that Mabie owes him his greatest debt, 
for his activity - however diluted and popularly didactic -
was at bottom that of literary criticism. Aware that 
Goethe ' s critical insights are usually by-products of other 
pursuits , Mabie sees in this occasional character of his 
criticism its great strength, holding that criticism is 
vital "only when it is the product of the creative temper," 
and he quotes Mill on the greater originality and fruitful-
ness of the speculations of "systematic half-thinkers ," 
such as Goethe, Coleridge, Carlyle, and Emerson. 9° When he 
defends the practice of this kind of criticism against the 
charge of being "drysadust's pastime," he describes it as 
arising from "the passion for contact with t he great and 
inexhaustible impulses which unify human life," citing again 
Goethe and the others just mentioned.9l Goethe ' s criticism 
is shown in its proper historical perspective, as being 
fathered by Lessing, Herder, and Winckelmann in the nine-
teenth century, and continued by Carlyle, St. Beuve, and 
Arnold in Europe, and by Emerson and Lowell in America.92 
9°counsel upon the Reading of Books, pp . 296-97 . 
9lEssays in Literary Interpretation, p. 50. 
92short Studies in Literature, p. 174. 
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It is the method tha t Mabie describes as "the vital , as 
distinguished f r om the abstract idea of art and history," 
and he regards it as "perhaps the most fundamental and 
characteristic idea which modern thought has produced . "93 
Accepting Dryden's interpret ation of Aristotle regarding 
the true f unction of liter ar y criticism, namely "to observe 
t hose excellencies which should delight the reasonable 
reader," he f i nds Goet he regularly exhibiting a sympathetic 
insight that makes him "perhaps the firs t of all critics of 
literature," and considers the comment on Hamlet as great a 
piece of creative writing as anything in Goethe's prose 
works . 94 Critical sympathy was not merely a fortuitous 
gift of Goethe , but , as Mabie reminds us , he laid down the 
principle that sympathy was "essential to all true criti-
cism. "95 _ The work of the eighteenth-century writers men-
tioned is for ~~bie the extension and completion of what t he 
earlier Humanists had done "in a partial and provisional 
way" for class ical art and literature, and he dwells espec-
ially upon the contributions of Herder . 96 He credits him 
with the basic insights of Hamann, whose existence he seems 
to be unaware of , and twice attributes to the former the 
substance of the well- known passage from Dichtung und Wahr-
93Ibid ., p . 193 . 
94counsel upon the Reading of Books, pp . 299-300 . 
95Books and Culture , p . 145 . 
96Essays in Literary Int erpretat i on , pp . 55- 60 . 
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heit, "Everything that a man undertakes to produce ••• 
ought to spring from the union of all his faculties."9? 
Aside from this error in scholarship, Mabie ' s grasp of Herd-
er's central thought is sound, and he shows how Goethe's 
attitude toward man and culture was given permanent direc-
tion by "the great conception of society as a development, 
an unfolding under certain conditions and laws ••• implicit 
in it."9S Turning to the more specifically esthetic aspects 
of Goethe's t hought, he sees him as summing up the "faith 
and practice" of the great artists and thinkers of all ages 
in his definition of the ideal as the extension of the real. 
Thus, like other genteel critics, he contrives to make Goethe 
his ally in the battle against the new naturalism of the turn 
of the century in America, the "rigid realism" that "sees in 
the seed nothing but its present hardness, ugliness;" Goethe, 
however, with his "rational idealism," would see not only 
this, but also its "potentialities," would "see the object 
whole. n99 I-labie is not especially concerned with Goethe 's 
critical comments on particular works and authors, but rather 
with the general outlook on life and art which motivates his 
criticism, an outlook that he himself, within his limits, 
largely adopts and applies . It is therefore an expression 
97Ibid., Short Studies in Literature, p . 185. 
98Ibid., p . 186. 
99Nature and Culture, pp. 253-55. 
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of his own active conviction when he sums up a discussion 
of the leading principles held in common by Winckelmann, 
Herder, and Goethe w·i t h the statement t hat "these ideas will 
be found fundamental in modern criticism."100 
The "general reader" for whom Mabie's essays were 
plainly intended, if he were given time for reflection, 
might well have been perplexed if he hoped to gain from the 
vast bulk of Mabie's writing a clearly defined notion of what 
Goethe stood for. The references to the great German are 
not only scattered incidentally through Mabie's work , but 
are repetitious and tantalizingly vague. The above attempt 
to codify Mabie's ideas is based on a collation of utter-
·ances culled from a multitude of contexts, and would not 
represent the impression gained by the ordinary, untrammeled 
reader. It was only near the end of hi s active career, in 
1903, that Mabie, having just visited Weimar, chose to devote 
an entire ess ay to Goethe, and t he r esult confirms the sus-
picion aroused by much of his earlier work that he could 
have been more explicit and enlightening if he had s o de-
sired. The es say "Weimar and Goethe11101 is not only Mabie's 
sole connected and unified presentation of the pers onality 
and art of Goethe but is likewise a decided advance on his 
other, chiefly earlier, pronouncements , and some of his 
comments reveal r ather astonishing critical acumen. He 
137-38 . 
100Essays in Literary Interpretation, p. 63. 
101Backgrounds of Literature (New York, 1903), pp. 
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sketches the background of German political and cultural 
fragmentation which brought about the dominion of French 
tastes and standards, and describes Gotz YQB Berlichingen 
as a healthy reaction toward a needed sense of national 
pride, showing here a true historical understanding of 
Goethe's Storm and Stress period . Werther is described as 
a powerful portrayal of "the diseased and disordered fancy 
among his @oethe ' ~own Teutonic kin. u102 In place of the 
former assertion that Goethe was "in his most fortunate 
moments a dramatist," we find the more perceptive remark 
that he was one "by intention rather than by nature,"l03 and 
that in only a few of his women characters does the dramatic 
form appear to be entirely justified. The difficulties of 
style confronting the young poet in an unformed literary 
tradition are clearly indicated, and his struggle to achieve 
adequate forms of expression for the various genres leads 
Mabie to the subject of the Italian Journey. With notable 
acuteness he finds the gains of the Italian experience else-
where than in the forced objectivity of the "classical" 
Tasso and Iphigenie, which represent a style innately for-
eign to the Goethic whose works are 11rooted in his exper-
ience . "104 The transition to so- called classicism is for 
Mabie much less one of form than of fundamental outlook, the 
product of "constant and connected meditation," which brought 
102Ibid . , p. 149 . 
104Ibid., p. 154. 
103Ibid. , p. 151. 
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Goethe to find in Italy a still vital embodiment of "the 
antique view of life and of art as its intimate and natural 
expression."l05 The philosophy of art as g iving to life 
harmony and coherence, which he had learned from Winckelmann 
and Herder, here found concrete expression. Noting that the 
severely classical form was later discarded, Mabie now as-
serts that "the essential Goethe" is to be seen in Faust ,!, 
the romantic rather than the "classical" half.106 While ack-
nowledging Goethe's genuine philosophical interest and his 
unceasing endeavor to penetr ate to the unity of things, 
Mabie observes that in formal philosophy he studied Kant and 
Spinoza "not exhaustively, but intelligently," never permit-
ting strict logical consistency to carry him beyond the realm 
of 't·rhat observed phenomena suggested t o him. The most impor-
tant product of Goethe 's philosophical reflections is for 
I-1abie his "philosophy of art," which makes him "the greatest 
literary critic;" this is less an esthetic philosophy in the 
strict sense of a Hegel or a Taine than the fruit of his own 
creative experience, "fragmentary and defective in logical 
arrangement" though it might be.107 Goethe ' s conviction that 
the critical impulse cannot without harm exist apart from the 
creative power is at the root, according to one of Mabie 's 
shrewdest suggestions, of the conception of Mephistopheles, 
105Ibid., p. 158. 
107Ibid . , p . 104. 
10~ ~~., p. 154. 
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"the greatest representative of the critical spirit divorced 
from the creative spirit , and become, therefore , entirely 
negative and destructive. "108 Perhaps the most important 
addition to his previous esti mate of Goethe is Mabie's expo-
sition of the relation of Goethe ' s experience to his creative 
work, and his defence of t he poet against the old accusation 
of exploiting intimate r elationships for literary ends. He 
refers, as a striking instance, to the poet ' s relations to 
Friederike Brion, which are "delicately and tenderly re-
corded;"l09 here he contrasts most favorably with Lowell, 
who is obtuse and parochial on t his point . He enlarges on 
t he theme that the outward calmness of Goethe ' s later years , 
as often condemned as admired , was only a mask for "the tu-
mults and agitations through which he passed," and explains 
that he "could rid himself of these haunting memories only 
by writing them out." The key to an understanding of the 
poet, says !'Iabie , is an appreciation of his "capacity for 
suffering and his dependence on experience ."110 Vlhen, as 
in Faust II, his poetry transcends the limits of his own 
experience , "he did not cease to be interesting , but he did 
cease to be inspired."111 The paramount significance of 
Goethe ' s career as a whole is to Mabie his purposefully 
ordered life , his full realization of the aim, expressed in 
Wilhelm Meister' s words, "to develop completely all that is 
108Ibid., p. 165. 
110Ibid., pp . 169-70. 
109Ibid., p . 166. 
111Ibid., p. 172 . 
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in me • •• to make my own existence harmonious . 11112 One 
consequence of this combination of the rationalizing ten-
dency with the creative impulse, which he regards as "some-
times antagonistic," is in Nabie's view the only weakness 
in Goethe's art, his failure to be, in Wordsworth's phrase, 
"inevitable enough." At the same time the union of dispar-
ate tendencies constitutes one of Goethe's greatest claims 
to eminence and gives his work, for :f.labie, "a structure of 
singular massiveness and strength," making him "distinctively 
the teacher among ere at i ve '\oTri ters . nll3 
On this one occasion 1•1abie presents a well-rounded 
and cogently argued evaluation of Goethe as a world-figure, 
one that is far more enlightened in spirit than those of any 
of the genteel critics . One misses certain elements, to be 
sure, such as specific mention of Goethe's scientific inter-
ests and of his administrative responsibilities, but the sub-
stance of the essay as a whole shows a man who fully inte-
grated his life and his creative work . But it is too iso-
lated a feat and, from the vie'\o~oint of impact on the read-
ing public, is vastly outweighed by the inadequacies of his 
other, more casual comments, out of which, after all, one 
must construct Mabie's Goethebild. There he is in accord 
with the other s pokesmen of gentility in falsely emphasizing 
Goethe's conservatism in art and morals, and in the vagueness 
112Ibid., p . 174. 113Ibid., P• 177. 
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of most of his laudatory comments, which give no clear indi-
cation of why the man was "great." To a greater degree than 
any of the other minor critics, however, he helps create a 
climate of opinion favorable to Goethe by assiduously hold-
ing him up as the greates t model of literary and critical 
excellence in modern times, and perhaps even more by his 
unique emphasis on the poet's pre-eminence as the prototype 
of personal culture. In his unwontedly vigorous rejection 
of the moral aspersions on Goethe's character still current 
at the turn of the century,114 he adds a corrective and salu-
tary note that helps facilitate Goethe's popular reception 
in America . 
George Edward Woodberry (1855-1930) 
The youngest of the four critics under consideration, 
Woodberry, although bred and educated in New England and 
trained in the Harvard of Low·ell, Norton, and Henry Adams, 
spent the greater part of his active career as a professor 
of comparative literature at Columbia. Here, influenced by 
the presence of such colleagues as Boyesen, Peck and , at 
first, Brander Matthews , he developed an increasing sense 
of the importance of the tradition of Continental literature, 
even in its newer development , although he did not regard it 
as necessarily pertinent to the growth of American culture. 
His critical work consists, like Lowell's, largely of appre-
114 J. P. von Grueninge!>:J "Goethe in American Period-
icals, 1860-1900," PI-lLA, vol. L, pp. 1158-60. 
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ciative essays on the classics, and he was, in scholarship 
and breadth of view, the ablest of Lowell's successors in 
this field . Although he wrote biographies of Emerson and 
Poe and a study of Hawthorne that were valuable contribu-
tions, he appeared to feel , in Brooks' phrase , that American 
literature "had passed i t s prime in 1860" and "lay a gener-
ation or more behind us ."115 He thus failed to do justice 
to a genuine continuator of the Emersonian tradition, and 
could not appreciate Emily Dickinson , Mark Twain , Melville , 
or even Howells . American literature was to him, as to most 
of the adherents of gentilit y , no more than a branch of 
English letters, just as he saw all American culture - and 
he based this view on a quite explicit doctrine of the racial 
identity of the two nations - as essentially Anglo-Saxon in 
character. He therefore recommended renewed contact with 
the sources that had nurtured English literature for the 
preservation of its American offshoot . In this tendency he 
was in general a greement with the other "defenders of ideal-
ity, " who likewise advocated the humanistic discipline , but 
hi s theory is more specific than theirs . It maintains that 
the foreign sources of English literature are predominantly 
Greek , Latin, and Italian in the older periods and French 
in later times , and that the Anglo- Saxon reader will find 
even Spani sh literature more emotionally accessible than 
ll5van Wyck Brooks. Indian Summer (New York , 1940) , 
p . 449 . 
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that of "the north and east of Europe." As regards German 
literature, he makes the astonishing statement that it "has 
had slight contact with English, and that not important. 11116 
He repeatedly manifests a strong distaste for German liter-
ature, as in the passage just cited, where he speaks of 
Carlyle as an example of the "disqualifications a native 
writer may acquire by being Teutonized in matter and style." 
And with regard to Shelley, he refers to his early verse as 
being marred by the "crude Teutonisms he long kept traces 
of."ll7 On the whole, his intellectual and esthetic impulses 
are sympathetic toward classical and Italian culture, a bias 
reenforced, as John Erskine has suggested in a memoir , by 
his training at Harvard under Norton.118 In the light of 
such predilections it is not surprising that Woodberry's 
references to German literature, including Goethe, should 
be rarer than one might expect from a student of comparative 
literature. 
A further circumstance should be weighed in order to 
understand Woodberry 's unusual - at least in its frankness -
attitude toward German culture. More than any of the other 
minor critics he was, in a very practical way, concerned with 
teaching , and some of his remarks appear less arbitrary when 
116Appreciation of Literature and America in Litera-
ture (New York, 1921), pp:- 125-28. - -
ll7studies of~ Litterateur (New York, 1921), p. 262. 
118Bulletin of the New York Library, vol. 34, no. 5, 
p. 276 . 
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the conditions of his work are kept in mind . I n the period 
f r om 1890 to 1910, when he was at the height of his produc-
t ivity at Columbia , New York was becoming each year increas-
ingly a city of foreign- born residents. Of these a very 
large proportion, notably among the Germans, clung to its 
native language and culture and supported its own daily 
press . He was thus speaking of conditions he could con-
stantly observe when he referred , in America in Literature , 
to the "vast accretions of our populations from foreign 
lands , of a different ancestry and language from the race 
which founded the nation and established the genius of the 
English language and of English institutions as the original 
spring and necessary fountain of its continuing life, at 
least for our times . "ll9 Vulnerable to historical criticism 
as his assumptions may be , his statement explains his rea-
sons for deploring , in the succeeding passage, the continued 
reliance of "citizens of German extraction, even in the 
second generation • • • upon their native books , on Goethe 
and Schiller, and their many minor compatriots, for the senti-
ment and ideas that flow from literature . Such books have 
no life in the soil except to supply the mould of the spirit 
for those who may not have been made completely English in 
language and American in temperament II Woodberry was • • • • 
too honest a scholar consciously to permit his prejudice to 
ll9Appreciat i on of Literature , p . 240 . 
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determine his ped-agogical aims , and he had primarily t he 
limitations of his American public in view when he made the 
suggestions, in The Appreciation of Literature, for an ap-
proach to foreign drama. He urges as a first step the read-
ing of Moli~re and Goldoni, on the grounds that European 
tragedy is "very remote from the reader • • • and requires 
••• great cultural preparation and much plasticity in the 
literary habits of the mind . Such reading as Calderon or 
the French classic drama or even Goethe and Schiller is for 
scholars . 11120 He was fully as aware as Whipple and r.iabie 
of the value of the humanistic tradition for America, but 
he did not , like them, counsel his readers to try to absorb 
indiscriminately any and all of its representatives in the 
European past, maintaining - with what justice we do not 
venture to determine - that certain elements in it were more 
germane to American traditions and more accessible to the 
American mind . 
Woodberry never deals at length with any phase of 
German literature, although his scholarship here was com-
petent , especially in the modern period, as one of his 
former students has informed me . His references to Goethe 
are rather sparse in relation to the bulk of his output , 
which is a natural consequence of his general attitude , but 
they suffice to allow certain definite conclusions about 
his judgment of the poet . As a student of comparative 
120I b1.· d . , 97 98 pp . - • 
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literature Woodberry was especially interested in the rela-
tion of Goethe to non-Germanic cultures, both past and 
contemporary, and so he does not often deal with him per 
se. That he accepts him as one of lasting figures in liter-
ature is evident in a number of allusions, in which he pre-
sents him in the light of a great transmitter of the human-
istic tradition. He names him, with Dante and Shakespeare, 
as one of the "great highways of the soul," upon ~hich one 
finds oneself "changed within" and acquires "almost a new 
self. "121 He qualifies this idea somewhat at a later point 
in the same essay (on his favorite poet, Shelley) by remark-
ing that "the birth of a new life" comes to each man through 
the writer most congenial to his temperament and outlook : 
for himself it took place with his first reading of Shelley 
in the Harvard library, "to others it is some other man -
Carlyle, Emerson, Goethe -whoever it may be . "122 The final 
reference, at the conclusion of the essay, is to Goethe as 
one of the "chosen among men," of the company of Plato, 
Virgil, Dante, and Shakespeare, who have created "forms of 
liberty, forms of beauty" through which "we are released 
from the temporal ••• and enter on our inheritance as 
heirs of man ' s past glory. "123 The inclusion of Plato in 
the roster of the great figures in Western thought is a 
p. 145. 
121 The Torch and Other Lectures (New York, 1920), 
122Ibid., p. 215. 123Ibid., p. 216 . 
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departure from the usual practice of genteel writers, and 
suggests Woodberry 's special place in this group. It is at 
once his claim to distinction and the reason for his ulti-
mate ineffectualness that his lifelong purpose was to unite 
New England individualism with the Platonic tradition of 
Europe, an effort foredoomed to frustration. In the essay 
on "poetic Madness" he chooses Goethe as a familiar instance 
of the "involuntary and unconscious character" of poetic 
inspiration, and speaks of the German poet's repeated exper-
ience , in the composition of his lyrics, that "the song sings 
itself in his brain, and his only part in it is to remember 
it and write it down. "124 .Again, when he shows the essential 
weakness of Bayard Taylor's serious verse, its strained sym-
bolism, which he ascribes to his first deciding to write a 
"cosmic poem" and then reflecting on what to say in it, he 
contrasts him with "a genius of the highest order, like 
Goethe ," with whom "allegory is merely a mode of expression; 
the thought is conveyed in a symbol, and is no more contained 
in it than an elementary force is contained in a single phe-
nomenon. "125 Such citations, while not numerous, by their 
tone make it clear that Woodberry takes Goethe's rank among 
the masters of literature for granted and is ready to use him 
on occasion as a criterion by which to judge lesser figures . 
124Ibid., pp. 171-72. 
125Heart of Man and Other Essays (New York , 1920), 
pp. 245-60 . 
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Regarding Goethe's relations to the literature of 
his own and other countries, Woodberry gives no connected 
account, but his stray observations show· scholarly awareness 
both of his position in the German intellectual movements 
of his time and of his influence in England and America. 
The widest historical focus is seen in his discussion of 
"The Titan Myth ," and he discerns in the eighteenth-century 
rebirth of interest in it a tendency characteristic of the 
age of enlightenment: "the idea of a suffering humanity, 
which finds the path of progress in inevitable opposition 
to the gods of the hour," and is impelled by a "faith in 
greater divinities to come." He deals with the varied treat-
ment of the myth at the hands of Shelley, Herder (at length 
and with particular sympathy), Goethe, Schlegel, and Keats . 
He sums up their answers to the question implied in the 
myth, namely "what is the god in me?" in the words, "Shelley 
answers it is all-enduring and all-forgiving love to all; 
Herder that it is reason, Keats that it is beauty, Goethe 
that it is liberty. 11126 We shall revert to this interpre-
tation of Goethe's Prometheus below, in dealing with Wood-
berry's judgment of the poet's ethical attitude. Twice, 
when dwelling on the benefits of cultural "cross-fertiliza-
tion," he mentions the example of Goethe in Italy, as well 
as that of Shelley, upon whom the study of Plato and the 
Greek dramatists had so decisive an effect, as did classical 
126~ Torch, p . 60. 
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mythology on Keats . The more explicit reference to Goethe 
states, "So , in Goethe ' s life, the Italian journey and the 
study of the antique made a new and greater Goethe of him. "127 
The essay on Scott refers, without comment, to that author's 
translation of Gotz and later speaks of Goethe's tribute to 
the creator of the Waverley novels 11almost from his death-
bed," as evidence of how completely Scott commanded the admir-
ation of Europe.128 Writing at the time of the Byron cen-
tenary in 1888, Woodberry speaks of the great decline in the 
English poet ' s vogue in English-speaking countries, in con-
trast to his continued popularity in Germany. His comment 
on Carlyle's "Close thy Byron; open thy Goethe" is that 
"unfortunately, • • • to open Goethe is to return to Byron's 
greatness," and cites the well-known passage from Eckermann 
in praise of Byron, to which he is inclined to attribute 
much of the German enthusiasm for the poet . 129 While he 
cannot concur in Goethe ' s high estimate, holding that "Byron-
ism has gone by" and that the poet himself "left a memory 
that none can admire" and that not one of his works today 
merits "perfect praise," his final verdict is expressed by 
unfavorably contrasting the English poet to his German cham-
pion: 
75 . 
"Goethe outlived Wertherism, but had Byron such good 
127Ibid., p. 146; Heart of~' p . 287. 
128Great Writers (New York, 1907), pp. 49 , 70 . 
129Makers of Literature (New York, l900), pp. 374-
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fortune?"l30 Aside from a passing allusion to Arnold's 
interest in Goethe,l3l the only other British writer Wood-
berry deals with in this connection is Carlyle, which he 
does most fully in a review of Norton's edition of the 
Goethe-Carlyle correspondence.132 He remarks on the German 
poet's purpose to extend "German ideas into other languages" 
and to promote "a general intellectual commerce among civil-
ized nations," but finds "little intellectual wisdom" in 
these letters of his and laments his heaviness of style . On 
the other hand, he considers his friendliness toward his 
obscure correspondent "the most charming thing in this vol-
ume," noting at the same time, however, the preoccupation 
with personal foibles of the "self-complaisant, kind-mannered 
old poet." 
Goethe's influence, through Carlyle, upon American 
Transcendentalism is briefly noted in America in Literature, 
and an equally casual reference, later in the essay, to the 
enrichment of American culture after the Civil War from the 
"European fountain-heads" in the translations of Homer , Dante, 
and Faust . l33 It is in the biography of Emerson, however , 
that Woodberry deals most fully with any aspect of Goethe in 
America, and even here his remarks are somel~hat tangential . 
130 Ibid., p. 384. 
131Literary Essays (New York, 1920) , p . 77 . 
l32Atlantic Monthly , vol. lix (1887), pp. 849-52 . 
l33Appreciation of Literature , pp . 177, 234-35. 
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He tells of Emerson's brother William consulting Goethe at 
Weimar as to the wisdom of entering the ministry , in view 
of his theological misgivings; according to \'/illiam ' s own 
account of the meeting, he was advised to "preach to the 
people what they wanted," as "his personal belief was no 
business of theirs."l34 Woodberry passes no judgment on 
what he calls this "conventional advice • • • to accommo-
date oneself to the ways of the world,"l35 unless the adjec-
tive "conventional" be taken as implied criticism. He notes 
later that Emerson "accomplished the perusal of Goethe's 
entire works ••• partly out of respect to Carlyle's judg-
ment," but does not attempt to examine the effect of this 
reading on Emerson's thought .136 In his able paraphrase of 
the central idea of "The American Scholar," however, he 
adroitly suggests the place of Goethe in Emerson's thought, 
although the name of Goethe is barely mentioned in the 
famous essay itself. "What Goethe knew as truth the reader 
shall know as truth in the same way as Goethe, that is, not 
by Goethe's superscription, but by an inward warrant in his 
own soul, and thus is Goethe's equal, and what does not bear 
this private warrant he shall reject though the writer were 
ten times Goethe."137 In his brief study of Bayard Taylor 
l3~alph Rusk, Life of Ralph Waldo Emerson (New 
York, 1949), pp. 107, 113. 
p. 28 . 
l35Ralph \'laldo Emerson (New York and London, 1907), 
137Ibid., p. 54. 
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Woodberry ascribes his growth of stature in later years to 
his study of Goethe (as Taylor himself testified), which 
brought about "an expansion of his intellectual stature and 
sharpening of his artistic perception. "l3S The reason for 
his failure to give adequate artistic embqdiment to his more 
mature ideas is, in Woodberry 's view, the disparity between 
his literary gift and that of his teacher, "a genius of the 
highest order;" the , remainder of the passage has been pre-
viously cited . 
There is only one passage in Woodberry that offers 
a comprehensive evaluation of a particular work of Goethe, 
and it happens to contain also his most explicit estimate of 
the poet's personal character . This is the section on Pro-
metheus in the essay on "The Titan rJiyth." Before considering 
these remarks two brief allusions to other phases of Goethe's 
work may be mentioned. Woodberry's discussion of realism 
and idealism in art, in "A New Defence of Poetry," insists 
on the necessarily ideal nature of even impressionistic art, 
"a single phase at a single moment as seen by a single being; 
but even then, if the mind be normal • • • if the moment be 
that of universal beauty which Faust bade be eternal, the 
artistic work remains ideal . "l39 Even though Woodberry is 
here adding nothing to an understanding of the Faust-tragedy, 
l3SLiterary Memoirs of the Nineteenth Century (New 
York, 1921), p. 241 . 
l39Heart of Man , p. 161. 
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it seems to me that he shows acute imaginative appreciation 
of the suggestiveness of Goethe's metaphor. The same essay 
points to the possibility of the "idealization of evil, a 
universal statement of it, as in f.iephistopheles, or in more 
partial ways in Iago, Macbeth , Richard III. 11140 The discus-
sion of the Prometheus-fragment, in the setting mentioned 
earlier, begins with an eloquent summary of its content and 
continues with Woodberry's interpretation of its signifi-
cance. He sees in it first the reflection of the young 
poet's state of mind , of "the pride and glory of genius in 
imaginary creation," but also- and more important- the 
"intense desire of the young Goethe for complete individual 
independence."141 In Prometheus' unconditional rebellion 
against the authority of Zeus, \food berry finds "the prophecy 
of Goethe's own life." This judgment, made originally in 
a Lowell Lecture in 1903, when he was past the age of r adi-
- cal fluctuations of viewpoint, is quite unequivocal. "To 
me Goethe is the type of man who wants to be let alone; and 
he accomplished his desire in a supremely selfish tranquil-
lity, in which he used life to develop himself, sacrificed 
all things to himself , was at once the model and the condem-
nation of self-culture so pursued." So complete and wrong-
headed a repudiation of Goethe ' s character and life-purpose 
at so late a date by so perceptive and well-informed a writer 
is unique in the hi story of Goethe 's reception in America. 
140 Ibid . , P• 178. 141 The Torch, pp. 77-78. 
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It may well be due in the present instance to the influence 
of Woodberry's teachers, Lowell and Norton , the former of 
whom has a very similarly- worded condemnation of Goethe's 
supposed selfish misuse of intimate relatiqnships.142 A 
contributing factor, no doubt, is the fact Woodberry never 
had occasion to concern himself intensively with a study of 
Goethe per se, for his interest in him is centered almost 
exclusively on his relation to other figures and general 
movements . 
The first three critics of this group were united in 
their veneration of Goethe as the last of t he indisputably 
great figures in world literature, and urged their readers 
to acquire through him, as through Dante and Shakespeare, a 
share in the heritage of Western culture . In contrast to so 
forthright a point of view , Woodberry' s attitude i s somewhat 
ambivalent , possibly a result of his greater sensitivity and 
142Note : Norton's attitude toward German culture 
generally, including Goethe, is perfectly revealed in a 
letter to S. \veir Mitchell, written in 1907 (Letters of 
Charles Eliot Norton, ed . Sara Norton and M. A. DeWolfe 
Howe, Boston and New York , 1913 , vol . II, pp. 366-67). "Why 
is it that the German race has from the beginning shown it-
self devoid of the sense of beauty in every art, and of the 
capacity for truly poetic imaginings? Compare 'Faust• with 
any of the greater Shakespearian tragedies . It may, though 
I doubt, surpass them all in the region of the understanding, 
but there is more of poetic imagination in a single scene of 
' Hamlet' or ' Macbeth' than in the whole play of the greatest 
of the Germans. When the reaction comes against the mater-
ialism of the present time and its mere intellectualism, as 
it will in the course of the ages, I do not believe that 
' Faust• will hold the same place in the regard of men which 
it seems to hold today." 
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the inner insecurity some of his critics sense in his make-
up.l43 As a serious scholar in comparative literature, he 
was more intelligently aware than \1/hipple and Mabie , if not 
Stedman, of the reasons for Goethe's eminence, and he gives 
repeated evidence of his recognition of some of t hese reasons. 
The most distinctive note in his limited approval of Goethe 
is his inclusion of him among those who especially exemplify 
his own Platonic doctrine of beauty. But t his too is, in 
its way, approval of the side of Goethe that was rooted in 
tradition and, combined with t he rejection of the other side , 
which ran counter to established values, marks the genteel 
bias of Woodberry's mind . Further, apart from his personal 
leaning tmvard classic and Italian culture, he i s convinced 
that Goethe - great as he may loom to the scholarly eye -
is neither palatable to popular American taste nor as salu-
tary a diet for the American spirit as other writers who, in 
his opinion, are nearer the main line of Anglo-Saxon tradi-
tion. 
Woodberry has been described as a r ather lonely figure 
on the Columbia campus, who felt isolated socially and intel-
lectually from both students and faculty. Certainly his col-
143Note: Thus, Brooks calls him "a lost and bewild-
ered romantic ••• filled with a nostalgia for worlds he had 
missed, he did not know how;" (Indian Summer, p. 434) and 
Willard Torp sees him as "plaint~ve in his protest ~gainst 
realisi}, his humanism narrower lt,han that of LowelJJ" (Lit-
erary History of the United States, p. 820) . This impres-
sion has been confirmed, in a letter to me, by one of 'Ylood-
berry's former students , Professor Robert M. Gay, formerly 
of Simmons College. 
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league Boyesen did not share his somewhat rarefied doctrines 
of literature and culture, and took a vastly more hospitable 
attitude toward Goethe. In a passage especially pertinent 
here, he quotes with approval Matthew Arnold's reasons for 
considering the German the greatest modern poet. Arnold -
and Boyesen - base this judgment only secondarily on his 
supreme poetic power , but mainly on its combination with 
"the width, depth, and richness of his criticism of life," 
which makes him at the same time "by far our greatest modern 
man."144 It may be doubted that such an encomium is typical 
of American critical opinion of the present , but in its free-
dom from insular prejudice it is at least far nearer than 
Woodberry to the objective temper of modern scholarship. 
l4~ssays in German Literature, p . 92 . 
CHAPTER V 
MINOR POET: BAYARD TAYLOR 
Histories of American literature usually include 
Bayard Taylor (1825-78), with Aldrich, Stoddard, Boker, and 
Read, in the circle that epitomizes the literary reaction of 
the Gilded Age . One cannot deny that this classification 
is warranted on most counts, for he, like the others, failed 
to comprehend the profound changes taking place in the econ-
omic and cultural life of the nation in the postwar period, 
and shared their devotion to the Keatsian cult of the poetry 
of pure sensuous beauty that had no relation to the life 
about them. He also joined them in disapproving of the new 
"realism" of writers like Nark Twain, Bret Harte, and Josh 
Billings, in whose vogue he saw merely the reflection of 
the growing vulgarity of the public taste. And yet, genteel 
as he unmistakably was, he deserves to be set apart from 
the rest of the group, less for what he did than for what 
he aspired to do. A brief review of his career should make 
it plain that he was at least as much a victim of the Gilded 
Age as its representative. 
Born of a poor and unknown Pennsylvania family, 
Taylor gained early fame through his books of travel and 
poetry, was in his thirties well received by such notable 
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English men of letters as Browning, Thackeray, and Tennyson, 
'" and in Germany by Ruckert, Gutzkow, and Hammer; by 1860 he 
had been accepted as an equal by the New England leaders of 
literature. His tremendous public appeal was based not alone 
on his literary output, but perhaps even more on his pic-
turesque personality and his reputation as a romantic voyager 
to exotic lands - he accompanied Perry to Japan in 1854 - a 
reputation which kept growing with his constant lecture tours 
across the country. To this point, about 1863, his life had 
been a series of unbroken, if meretricious, triumphs. As he 
became more seriously interested in German literature, espec-
ially in Goethe and Schiller, he reached a more mature con-
ception of the poet's responsibility to his age; but gifted 
though he was in the mechanics of versifying, he lacked the 
moral and intellectual stature to articulate his message 
effectively. In another phase of his attempts at public 
enlightenment he was more successful, for he pursued the 
aim - with great zeal and fair competence - of spreading an 
understanding of German literature, of which his Faust 
translation is only a part. This interest is quite in keep-
ing with the best in the genteel tradition, which exercised 
i n the realm of scholarship perhaps its most salutary in-
fluence by transmitting the European culture tradition (~ 
Lowell, Stedman, Woodberry). Taylor's lyric poetry and 
numerous travel books had been well received, but the ser-
iously intended poetical works of his later years met with 
indifference, and his response to this rejection sums up his 
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attitude to the ferment and vulgarity of the Gilded Age. A 
letter from Stedman, who had written of the "horrible degen-
eracy of the public taste," which he (Stedman) thought it 
possible to meet halfway and elevate, brought the reply from 
Taylor: "If the public won't accept my better work, I must 
wait until a new one grows up • • •• I will go on trying 
to do better things, and will not yield a hair's breadth for 
the sake of an ignorant public ."1 But it was not in him to 
live the life of proud withdraw~ from the profanum vulgus, 
like Charles Eliot Norton, for he had come to depend on the 
acclaim of the public he affected to despise . Ludwig Lewisohn 
sees in him "an almost symbolical pathos • • •• So much 
ardor, ambition, knowledge and a product so diffuse and 
faded." 2 There is a tragic irony in Taylor's mental confu-
sion T and not only in his exaggerated estimate of his own 
powers - as he attempted on the one hand to hold up to his 
age the vision of a lofty humanistic ideal, while in his 
practical life he succumbed to the GrUnderjahre atmosphere 
of the age, literally working himself to death by excessive 
hack-writing and lecturing in order to earn the dollars that 
would enable him to live in the social position to which his 
popular appeal had raised him. In the conduct of his own 
life, as in his efforts to enlighten his countrymen in his 
1Marie Hansen-Taylor and Horace E. Scudder , Life and 
Letters of Bayard Taylor 2 vols (Boston, 1884), II, 588. ---
2Expression In America (New York, 1932), p. 87 . 
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creative work, he could not put into practice the teachings 
of the humanism he so ardently preached. 
Of all the figures under discussion Taylor is the 
only one who devoted himself over a period of years primar-
ily to the study and interpretation of Goethe. Lacking 
formal education, he is in scholarship much inferior to 
Lowell, as he is to Howells and Stedman in breadth of read-
ing and insight into literature and, in contrast to the St . 
Louis group and obviously Royce, completely innocent of 
philosophical schooling, so that he has the biased outlook 
of the special pleader. He remains nevertheless the most 
fully-informed, if not the best-balanced, of any of the more 
popular champions of Goethe up to the time of his death. A 
further consideration in the appraisal of Taylor, and one 
that in my opinion has not received adequate attention from 
students in this area, is his very evident predilection for 
Germany and all things German, an attitude shared by no 
other promulgator of Goethe in the mid-nineteenth century. 
Many details of his personal associations and activities may 
be cited in support of this fact. One of his intimate friends 
was August Bufleb, a wealthy native of Gotha, who in 1856 
presented him with a residence in that city, in which he 
lived at intervals during his four subsequent stays in Ger-
many. Marrying Bufleb's niece in 1857, he came to regard 
Saxe-Coburg-Gotha as his second home , and was accepted in 
the highest social circles of the duchy, a circumstance 
which later facilitated his access to Goethe documents. 
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Such leading authors as Auerbach, Gerstacker, and Fritz 
Reuter welcomed him as a brother-craftsman, and in his later 
years , as minister to Germany, he was cordially received by 
Bismarck. It is only among the leaders of English letters 
and politics that Taylor had a comparable acquaintance in 
a foreign country. He took a quite partisan stand even on 
German political issues, referring , in 1859, to t he "symbol 
of strength and unity, the red, black and gold g 1ag] , n3 al-
though, like the vast majority of the National Liberal Party, 
he abandoned the colors of German liberalism to hale Bismarck 
as the "creator of Germany . " On the occasion of the surren-
der of McMahon's army, he wrote a Jubellied eines Amerikaners 
and, soon afterwards, a metrical translation of Die Wacht 
~ Rhein. 4 The School History of Germany which he wrote in 
1870, reflects a t horoughly nationalistic German point of 
view, and the latter chapters on the Prus sian conflicts with 
Denmark, Austria , and France are virtually chauvinistic in 
t one . 5 In the light of his admitted dependence on German 
popular histories - having little background in the field 
himself - this bias of interpretation is only to be expected, 
but his very language conveys his emotional attachment . This 
predisposition toward German life and culture should be kept 
in mind in studying Taylor's attitude toward Goethe . 
3At Home and Abroad (New York , 1859), p. 231 . 
4Life and Letters , II, 531. 
5New York 1871. 
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In the opening sentence of the preface to his famous 
translation Taylor states, "It is twenty years since I first 
determined to attempt the translation of Faust," which would 
fix the time of conception as about 1850. Yet his hectic 
career of globe-trotting, lecturing , and writing, especially 
during the first thirteen of t he intervening twenty years, 
kept his project in the realm of good intentions. The care-
ful scrutiny of Taylor's contacts with German literature 
carried out by J. T. Krumpelmann6 reveals that his intensive 
and systematic study of Goethe dates from 1863 and continued 
- as uninterruptedly as anything might in a lofe of so many 
commitments - to the end of his days. His general interest 
in German literature, however, was apparent even a t the time 
of his first trip to Germany as a youth in 1844, when he 
mastered the language and attempted a translation of Mig-
non's Song. 7 His preference at that time was for t he more 
readily appreciated Schiller rather than Goethe, although 
he declared in 1847 that he had read the latter's "works."8 
In spite of the implication in his Studies in German Liter-
ature (to be treated below) of ·a comprehensive knowledge 
of -the history of German literature , Taylor was well informed 
only on a not especially representative group of writers of 
the eighteenth and particularly of his own century. In 
6
"Bayard Taylor as a Literary Mediator between Germany 
and America," Harvard University, Ph.D. Thesis, 1924 (unpub-
lished), p. 253. 
7Ib;d. 8Ibid 6 ... • , p. 24 • 
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addition to Goethe and Schiller , available evidence permits 
the inclusion of only the following as being known to him 
from first-hand study: Wieland, Tiedge, Hauff, Uhland, 
.. . . Ruckert, W1lhelm von Humboldt, Jean Paul, Gutzkow, and He1ne 
- a heterogeneous assortment obviously the result of fortui-
tous contact and personal preference . 9 His frequent allu-
sions to other German authors and quotations from them show 
that his desultory reading was far wider. Translations from 
Goethe , besides his major work, show only seven short poems 
and excerpts - some of the latter from Faust - scattered over 
the years 1857-70 . 10 The earliest evidence in Taylor's prose 
writing of his interest in Goethe is found in the article 
"Weimar and its Dead , " the account of his visit to the ducal 
capital in 1858,11 in which he celebrates the "poet-philoso-
pher" in vaguely laudatory terms. It was with his undertaking 
of the Faust translation in 1863 that he began a sustained 
and relatively systematic study of German literature, the 
focus of his interest being always Goethe . In his desire 
to understand the background and development of the poet 
Taylor was led to trace the course of German history first 
through Goethe's immediate, then his remoter, literary ante-
cedents . The year 1863 marks in a wider sense as well , a 
turning-point in Taylor's life, namely in his attitude toward 
his vocation as a bearer of the gospel of European culture 
9Ibid . , pp. 19, 245 . 
11 At Home and Abroad . 
lO~. , P• 253 . 
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to America, wh~ch he had for twenty-five years been diffus-
edly - and profitably - been propagating in his books and 
lectures. His biographer sees the translation of Goethe's 
drama as Taylor's reaction against his disillusionment with 
the reception of his lectures (he was more gaped at as a 
curiosity than seriously listened to) and the general trend 
of American life. "Yet he would do one more thing for this 
apostate age . He would fling against its adamantine mater-
ialism the greatest work of the greatest German poet •••• 
ije would confront the force of chaos and darkness with the 
greater force of civilization."12 That others shared the 
impulse at the same time is clear from the circumstance that 
Longfellow's Divine Comedy, Bryant 's Homer, Norton's ~ 
Nuova, and Cranch's Virgil all appeared within a few years 
of Taylor's Faust . 
A brief account of the genesis of the Faust trans-
lation should be of value in explaining the author ' s dedi-
cated attitude toward both the drama and the poet . His 
earlier efforts in translating Ruckert, Hebel, and other of 
the German poets had given him confidence, according to his 
wife, in his ability "in reproducing both the rhythm of the 
original and the poetic sense."13 He began with t hose parts 
of the work that lay closest to his own talents, the more 
12Richard Croom Beatty , Bayard Taylor: Laureate of 
the Gilded~ (Norman, Oklahona, 1936), p . 271 . 
l3Life and Letters, II, 418. 
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lyrical portions and the actual songs , like "Margaret at 
the Spinning-Wheel," turning then to the song of the Arch-
angels and the Easter choruses. In 1866 he was still strug-
gling with the subtle metrics of the Dedication, but had 
otherwise finished half of~ 1.14 The same year he re-
read "all of Goethe's works," and spent the two succeeding 
years at his residence in Gotha, from where he was readi~y 
able to consult German scholars and study the accumulated 
Faust literature of the Leipzig publisher Hirzel.15 In his 
romantic enthusiasm he made it a point to visit the house 
in the Via Maggio in Rome in which Ottilie Goethe had lived, 
and slept one night at the foot of Montserrat.16 So devoted 
was he to the task of achieving the utmost fidelity to the 
original that he repeatedly revised such difficult verses 
as, "Vanish, ye darkling/ Arches above him," but by May of 
1869 he had finished both parts of the drama, except for the 
final revision and the notes.17 During this period he read 
some forty English translations of Faust 1, only three of 
which he felt had "any strength of muscle," but he found 
even in these many "weak points in their armor. n18 Always 
1~arie Hansen-Taylor, On Two Continents (New York, 
1905), pp. 151, 165. 
l5Life and Letters, II, 493. 
16
on Two Continents, pp. 180, 186. 
l7Ibid., PP• 199-200. 
18unpublished Letters of Bayara Taylor, ed. John 
Richie Schultz (San Marino, Cal., 1937), p. 87. 
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modest and ready to acknowledge the accomplishments of others, 
he had, when Brooks' version appeared, for a time abandoned 
the project of a new translation. As he says of it in the 
preface to Part J., "No previous English version exhibited 
such abnegation of the translator's own tastes and habits of 
thought, such reverent desire to present the original in its 
purest form." After further praise of Brooks' general method, 
he points to "a lack of lyrical fire and fluency • • • in 
some passages," but admits that he followed him "in all essen-
tial particulars," and that Brooks' example strengthened his 
own conviction that "a nearly literal yet thoroughly rhyth-
mical version of Faust" was possible. In a letter to his 
publisher he speaks of Hedge, who in the course of his life 
had translated a number of Goethe lyrics and whose "Coptic 
Song " appeared in the same year as Taylor's Faust. He called 
this translation "perfect," adding "if he had undertaken 
Faust, my work would have been unnecessary."l9 In his Intro-
duction to the Second Part he states his objections to the 
five previous translations, the "most readable" of which, 
Anster's, he terms "a loose paraphrase," but acknowledges 
that they have all helped him by making plainer the difficul-
ties of the task. ,Taylor's theory of translation, as given 
in his preface, is that the translator should have virtually 
equal facility in both languages, that he should submerge 
his own personality in his devotion to his subject, and that 
l9Life and Letters, II, 535. 
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only a poet can translate a poet - truly a counsel of per-
fection not often followed. The last requirement implies 
the paramount importance of form in the translation of poetry, 
and it was in respect to prosody that his chief innovation 
lay. His fundamental error, as Beatty points out, consist-
ing in his equating form - which involves the whole concep-
tual phase of a given work , the "mental sequences of the 
artist," as well as poetic feet -with mere metrics . 20 Most 
critics agree that his determination to reproduce "the orig-
inal metres" led him to excessive inversions and other make-
shifts that render his English artificial, and they conclude 
that his preoccupation with form was in itself an error in 
judgment. On the other hand, Ludwig Lewisohn, one of the 
few scholars whose esthetic perception and sensitivity to 
style have kept pace with their erudition, regards Taylor's 
translation, while admitting its inadequacies, as still the 
best of all that have appeared , holding to the principle that 
"good translation • • • is translation of f2!:!!! and only 
secondarily of meaning"especially in dealing with great orig-
inals.21 The very complete notes which Taylor furnishes are 
generally conceded to be long since outdated, being based 
on the old school of German exegesis that found allegorical 
significance everywhere. In the setting of their time, how-
20Beatty, pp. 272-74. 
21Goethe and the Modern ~ (Papers read at Aspen, 
1949) (Chicago, 1950), p. 211. 
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ever, they represent a vast and conscientious effort on 
Taylor's part , for he embodied in them "the essence of fifty 
volumes of criticism, besides many things of my own," espec-
ially when dealing with ~ II. 22 Thus he writes to a 
friend in 1869, "I shall have to dig deeply into the myster-
ies of early Greek mythology, and read up certain geological 
theories - in fact there is no end to the lateral studies 
which Faust requires."23 He believed, after both parts had 
appeared, that if he had not in his notes "made all the 
enigmas tolerably clear, I have miserably failed,n and that 
he had "assisted in naturalizing the masterpiece of German 
literature among us."24 
Although the Second Part of Faust had been available 
in translations of a sort for some years, it had been widely 
considered, especially in the English- speaking world, but to 
some extent even in Germany, as having far less value in both 
content and form than the First Part, so that Taylor had a 
formidable prejudice to overcome in presenting it once more 
to the public. This adverse opinion had been reenforced in 
the years immediately preceding the appearance of the new 
version by the wide influence of Lewes' biography of Goethe, 
which rejects Part II as "an elaborate mistake ." Taylor , 
at the end of the Preface to Part !, shows that the latter 
22an Two Continents, p. 131. 
23unpublished Letters, p. 131. 
24Life and Letters, II, 545, 548 . 
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half of the poem was part of "Goethe's original design," 
the exclusion of which would leave unsolved "the problems 
upon which the work is based," and he considers it as inte-
gral a part of the whole as the Paradiso is of the Divina 
Commedia. Most of the Introduction to Part II is devoted 
to a persuasive elaboration of this idea, although Taylor 
does admit the impeachment of Goethe on the grounds of occa-
sional crabbedness of style, "especially in those portions 
which were last written, " which are marred by " 'the Privy 
Councillor's dialect' (Geheimratssprache)." He reassures 
his readers that this objectionable feature cannot be repro-
duced, and that it should not be attempted in any case. Per-
haps his happiest flight of interpretive rhetoric is his 
comparison of the debated portion of the drama with "a great 
mosaic, which looked at near at hand shows us a mixture of 
precious marbles, common pebbles, of glass , jasper, lapis-
lazuli; but, seen in the proper per spective, exhibits only 
the Titanic struggle of Man , surrounded with the shapes of 
Beauty and Darkness, towards a victorious immortality." He 
concludes his introduction with an explanation of the in-
stances in which he differs with the German commentators, 
offering a plea that, at this distance of time, has a note 
of pathos, that "the least of authors, to whom metrical ex-
pression is a necessity, may have some natural instinct of 
the conceptions of the highest ." 
Taylor's fame as the leading interpreter of Goethe 
led to his appointment , in 1869, as "non-resident professor 
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of German literature" at Cornell, with the sole obligation 
of delivering six lectures annually. 25 The first course of 
six dealt with "the heroes of the later classical period," 
i.e. from Lessing to Jean Paul Richter, and was offered in 
1870, being followed the next year by another course of six 
lectures from "The Beginnings of German Literature" through 
"The Literature of the Seventeenth Century."26 In the letter 
announcing the titles of the later series Taylor ingenuously 
concedes that "there ought to be g lectures" for the period 
covered and that "a complete course on German literature 
would require at least 36," adding a hope -never fulfilled-
that he might add to his "stock" at the r ate of twelve lee-
tures a year. These lectures were delivered annually at 
Cornell, with some irregularity, as late as 1877, but also 
under the auspices of the Lowell Institute in Boston and New 
York and Brooklyn, 27 and were posthumously published (with 
minor corrections, but directly from the lecture notes) as 
Studies in German Literature. 28 It would be manifestly un-
fair to judge them by present-day standards of scholarship, 
or even by the European standards of Taylor's time, for they 
do not purport to be more than a popular introduction to some 
of the more important periods, works, and figures of German 
25an Two Continents, p. 207. 
26unpublished Letters, pp. 148-49. 
27Life and Letters, II, 697, 712. 
28New York, 1887. 
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literature and not a historical presentation. The style is 
clear and lively without sacrifice of dignity , and, as might 
be expected of a lecturer of Taylor's long experience, the 
material logically organized. The first six lectures of 
the book, on the pre-classical centuries, are evidently a 
collation of data from secondary sources, and there is no 
reference in Taylor's well-preserved correspondence to first-
hand contact with the earlier periods . Even his treatment 
of Klopstock, Herder, and Wieland shows little understanding 
of their intrinsic s i gnificance , and they are presented in 
the main as forerunners of Schiller and Goethe . The focus 
of Taylor's interest was constantly upon the latter, with 
Schiller receiving comparable if not equal attention, and he 
was neither inclined nor equipped to do justice to the earlier 
writers as individual creators. The chapter on so great a 
man as Lessing, for example, gives only a dutiful and inade-
quate account of his contributions to criticism and the cause 
of religious toleration, indulges in a bit of amateur psychol-
ogizing on the disharmony between his "critical and creative 
faculties," and Taylor's actual evaluation of him consists 
in citing Goethe's r emarks to Eckermann on his illustrious 
predecessor. 29 The chapters on Schiller , Goethe , and Faust 
are the product of Taylor ' s independent study and judgment, 
and will be more appropriately considered in the context of 
his last and most ambitious project , the joint biography of 
2~Ibid., pp. 231- 32 . 
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the Weimar Dioscuri. 
The first mention of the new undertaking occurs in 
a letter of 1871 to his mother, in which he s peaks of it as 
an outgrowth of his Faust studies, and he tells of his plan 
to spend at least two years in Germany in order to acquaint 
himself with "all the places where the poet lived" and to 
have access to the best available source materials. There 
follows a sentence which reveals Taylor's belief that he is 
making a radical break with his past: "I have had enough of 
mere temporal popularity and am tired of it; but I have now 
begun to do things that are permanent in literature, and have 
not only the strength t o undertake and carry them out, but 
they have also become necessary to me •••• n30 His letters 
of the following years permit us to trace the progress of 
his work on the double biography, which he felt to be less 
labor than "recreation for me" in the intervals allowed by 
his other obligations. In 1872 he tells of "collecting 
material on both[":>ubject€/ at the same time, and also study-
ing the composition of the society in Weimar and Jena during 
the classical period."31 A year later he writes his friend 
Stedman from Weimar of having "carefully read all the German 
biographies &f Goeth~ , and recently over again," and finding 
that "the man and poet Goethe is not clearly or fairly drawn 
in any of them. " A later passage in the same letter suggests 
30Lff€ and Letters, II, 550 . 
31Ibid., p . 603 . 
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Taylor's aim of imaginative re-creation rather than mere 
accuracy of scholarship: "Already both Goethe and Schiller 
come out of the limbo of shadows, and are growing into exis-
tence of flesh and blood for me."32 By the summer of 1874 
he had "finished [hi~ Goethe-studies,·~ convinced of the sound-
ness of his approach, in t-Thich "the best scholars in Germany 
have only confirmed, not especially instructed me."33 Such 
personages as the reigning Grade Duke of Weimar, Goethe's 
grandson, and Baron voh Gleichen, Schiller's grandson, had 
assisted him in his background researches, and he had toiled 
through folio scrapbooks of newspaper articles in Leipzig as 
well as innumerable volumes, was "ready, in short ••• to 
break ground and push forward bravely with the MS of the 
work."34 Yet once again he found himself unable to escape 
the demands his prestige and manner of living seemed to in-
volve: Financial cares forced him to resume his lecture 
tours, he was called upon for addresses to various academic 
and patriotic groups, he had to prepare a new edition of his 
books, and in 1876 he was chosen to compose and deliver the 
Centennial Ode in Philadelphia.35 In a letter of 1877, 
lamenting the hardships an American author of serious purpose 
is faced with, he writes, "the translation of Faust, to which 
I gave all my best and freshest leisure during a period of 
six or seven years, has only yielded me as much as a fort-
32Ibid., P• 630. 
34Ibid., p. 653. 
33 
35 
Ibid., p. 652. 
Beatty, PP• 317-323 . 
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night's lecturing," and he adds that, the material for his 
biography being long since assembled, he has been "trying, 
for two years, ••• to amass enough money to afford the lei-
sure in which to write it."36 Having had diplomatic exper-
ience in St. Petersburg in 1861, Taylor, a loyal Republican, 
was repeatedly mentioned in Washington as a candidate for a 
ministerial post in Europe, first to the Swiss mission in 
1873, a prospect he welcomed as a convenience for the com-
pletion of his biography,37 With the advent of President 
Hayes in 1877 the rumors were renewed, with Russia and Bel-
gium mentioned as possible destinations , neither of which 
was welcome to Taylor.38 He let it be known , _ however, that 
he would accept the mission to Berlin~ especially for the 
opportunity it seemed to offer - delusively, as it turned 
out - of completing his long-deferred project . He looked 
forward to consulting "two or three of the best Goethe 
scholars in Germany" who lived in Berlin, to visiting the 
Staatsbibliothek for necessary material, and he was glad of 
the accessibility of Leipzig, Dresden, and Weimar, in all of 
which there were important documents.39 Early in 1878 Hayes 
appointed him Minister to Germany with the words, as reported 
by Taylor himself, "'I want you to stay until your life of 
36Life and Letters , II, 703. 
37unpublished Letters, pp. 162-63. 
3~ife and Letters, II, 706. 
39unpublished Letters, p . 200 . 
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Goethe is finished, and not allow your official duties to 
prevent you from completing it •••• ' He also said that 
he had read my Faust twice, with more interest than almost 
any other work."40 Arriving in Berlin in May , 1878, Taylor 
was soon seized with an illness that progressively weakened 
him, so that he was latterly unable to fulfill even his of-
ficial duties, and in December he died, with his "most im-
portant literary labor" still unformed.4l He had had the 
satisfaction of seeing that Grimm's Goethe, which appeared 
earlier in the year, was very similar in design to his own 
planned work, and had been encouraged by the harmony of the 
views of other German scholars with his own. 
While Taylor's notes for his combined Goethe-Schiller 
biography, which must have been voluminous, have not been 
preserved, there is other evidence that permits rather defi-
nite conclusions as to his views on Goethe. His correspon-
dence provides an outline of his general plan and reveals 
some of his departures from prevailing ideas about Goethe, 
while further testimony is contained in his Studies in German 
Literature and in two of the essays, and his "Ode to Goethe" 
sums up his position on both the personality and the artist. 
His primary intention was to write a life of Goethe and to 
"include the biography of Schiller within it;" he believed 
that the plan would be especially fruitful for the years 
1788-1805, the period of their collaboration and interaction, 
40 Ibid., p. 205. 
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although he was aware of the difficulty - for which he indi-
cates no solution - of 11 keeping each biography from inter-
fering with the interest of the other" for the preceding 
years. He believed that the time was ripe for 11 a much more 
real portrait of Schiller" than Carlyle had drawn, and "a far 
completer picture of Goethe" than is found in Lewes. 43 Far 
from selfish in his literary ambition, Taylor shared his 
material with H. H. Boyesen of Cornell, who was preparing 
his own combined biography of the two poets, and was generous 
enough to examine the proofs of Boyesen's book, which appeared 
~hortly before his own death. 44 In the whole range of liter-
ature he claims for Goethe 11equal and independent supremacy" 
with Homer and Shakespeare, but confines his comments only 
to the last-named. Although broader in his intellectual in-
terests and attainments, the German poet is inferior in his 
"apprehension of human nature, and thus deficient as a drama-
tist: one is greater; the other riper."45 With reference 
to Goethe's place in German literature, he sees his master-
piece as the culmination of the achievements of his prede-
cessors and contemporaries: "Klopstock's enrichment of the 
language, Lessing's boldness and clearness of vision, Wie-
land's grace , Herder ' s universality, and Schiller 's glory 
43Ibid., pp. 602-603. 
44"Reminiscences of Bayard Taylor," by H. H. Boyesen, 
Lippincott's Magazine, (April, 1879), pp. 209-16. 
45studies in German Literature, pp. 325, 328- 29 . 
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of rhythm and rhetoric, are all united in the immortal work 
of Goethe!"46 The one cardinal quality Taylor finds embod-
ied in him as an artist is that of serene self-control and 
an unfailing sense of proportion; his poetry is for Taylor 
the epitome of "emotion recollected in tranquillity," although 
he does not use Wordsworth's phrase. 47 Here as elsewhere 
he betrays his failure to comprehend the psychology of 
Goethe's mode of composition, attested by the poet himself 
in Dichtung und Wahrheit, which is very likely due to his 
ignorance of Spinoza's influence on Goethe's thought. In 
the same passage he takes occasion to defend his subject 
against the charge, arising from his objective treatment of 
his own emotions, of selfishness and coldness. In a brief 
excursion into the field of Goethe's occasional shortcomings, 
Taylor acknowledges that he might at times mistake coarseness 
for satire and gravity for' wisdom; also that he did not, 
like Lessing, have "character and intellect ••• closely 
united," so that he yielded to "wayward impulses" not only 
in youth, but later as well . But his trials , first in the 
form of isolation and later of adulation, and his tempta-
tions were so great that Taylor is inclined rather to marvel 
at his power of self-restraint.48 The special aspect of 
Goethe's lyric poetry that Taylor singles out is his appre-
ciation of nature, "the creation of a sentient spirit be-
46Ibid., p. 336 
48Ibid., pp. 332-33. 
47 Ibid., p. 331. 
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neath the forms of the visible world," in which, he asserts, 
Goethe not only antedates both Cowper and Wordsworth (a du-
bious claim as regards the former), but is more subtle than 
the one and free of the didacticism of the other.49 
In his treatment of the relations between Goethe and 
Schiller, Taylor seems primarily concerned with dispelling 
the prejudice in favor of the Suabian "poet of freedom" that 
many earlier American commentators had helped establish here, 
at times falling into a harshness of judgment that betrays 
his own bias. He speaks of the "indefinable Magnetism" uni-
versally attaching to the name of Schiller, in the face of 
the adverse testimony of such actual observers as Crabb 
Robinson and Richter, and concludes that the poet was the 
fortunate object of the "unreasoning affection" of capricious 
public opinion.5° The discussion of the works of the Storm 
and Stress period of each shows a readiness to censure in 
the one the very traits that he condones in the other. Die 
•• Rauber is characterized as extravagant and "highfalutin, " 
and even Fiesco and Kabale und Liebe are said to exhibit 
obvious "faults of construction" and "overcharged sentiment," 
flaws which "the general public, who are never critical," 
chose to ignore in their enthusiastic reception of all three 
plays. Taylor, at this stage, sees in the young dramatist 
"powers, neither harmonious nor intelligent as yet, forcing 
49Ibid., pp. 333-34. 50ibid., pp. 266-67. 
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their way to the light."5l 
,, 
Gotz, on the other hand, is most 
II favorably contrasted to ~ Rauber, having "nothing crude and 
little t hat is purely subjective (:)."52 One is inclined 
to wonder what Taylor's response to the Urgotz might have 
been. Of Werther he declares that, although it has been 
commonly accepted as a product of the Storm and Stress spirit, 
it is in reality a dispassionate "intellectual study" of a 
"typical character of the period." While ad.mi tting that 
Goethe participated emotionally in the movement, as in a 
childhood "infection" as inescapable as "the mumps or the 
measles," Taylor insists that he waited, even after the 
Wetzlar episode, "until the experience had passed, then 
holding it firmly apart from him," before he undertook to 
give it artistic form.53 As Werther is for Taylor the high-
point of Goethe's involvement in the Storm and Stress, this 
constitutes a virtual denial of any literary involvement in 
the movement on his part, although Dichtung ~ Wahrheit 
states: denn ich hatte mich durch diese Kompoaition 
[werthe~ , mehr als durch j ede andere, ~ einem stlirmischen 
Elemente gerettet • • •• Here again we meet the tendency, 
peculiar to most of the genteel writers, to deny or explain 
away the unorthodoxy and insubordination of Goethe's youth. 
When he contrasts the attitudes of the two towards art, 
Taylor is on safer ground in saying that where Schiller was 
51Ibid., pp. 269-72. 
53Ibid., p. 310. 
52 Ibid., p. 309. 
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inclined to disparage the actual in favor of the ideal, 
Goethe was ready to say: "Science is truth and Poetry is 
truth: both are infinite and inexhaustible • • • kindred 
fields through which the human approaches the Divine mind, 
and they can never be antagonistic in a heal thy nature. u54 
It is ironic that Taylor should have been unable to appre-
ciate Schiller's own masterly analysis of the difference 
between himself and Goethe, just as he condemns the poem 
•• ru& Kunstler as "an example of poetry crushed by philosophy." 
He regards both the "Aesthetic Letters" and the "essay on 
Naive and Sentimental Poetry" as merely the repository of 
"many interesting passages ," and believes that they consti-
tuted a dissipation of the poet 's "creative powers ."55 The 
reciprocal literary influence of the two is competently set 
forth, from Goethe's contributions to Die Horen, through 
the joint production of the Xenien and Goethe's share in the 
composition of ~ to the "re-awakening of his lyrical gen-
ius by Schiller."56 Taylor is especially sound in his sum-
mation of their intercourse, in which he describes each as 
profiting not by imitating the other, but rather "by the 
shock and encounter of thought, by approaching literature 
from opposite sides and contrasting their views."57 His 
final estimate of Schiller is that "with all his rare and 
54Ibid., pp. 326-27. 55Ibid., p. 280. 
56Ibid., PP• 285, 289, 295-96 , 318. 
57Ibid., pp. 285-86. 
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admirable qualities," he belongs with Virgil, Tasso, Corn-
eille, Spenser, and Byron "in the second rank of poets," and 
while "equal to Goethe in aspiration • • • and in his own 
field of achievement," is nevertheless "lower in breadth of 
intellect and the development of all the faculties. 11 58 
It was Taylor's intention to establish Goethe's repu-
tation in America not only as a superlative poet, but also 
as a humane character of great integrity and high morality. 
This has been evident in his comparison of Goethe and Schiller, 
but other examples of the same purpose keep cropping up in 
his writings. In an effort to discount the report of Goethe's 
relations with women as given by Lewes, whose work he other-
wise commends, he tells of hearing in Weimar that the English 
writer "had evidently taken many things from vulgar and common 
sources" in that town. 59 Elsewhere he insists that Goethe 
"has been persistently misjudged in regard to his relations 
with women," on the basis of stories stemming from "the intens-
est literary hostility and jealousy" to which he was so long 
exposed. 60 The same passage implies another criticism of 
Lewes in the complaint that the story of the marriage to 
Christine Vulpius "has never been properly related," and that 
Goethe's only offense had been against "the sentiments of the 
circles in which he moved," whose feelings were outraged less 
58Ibid., pp. 299, 302 . 59on Two Continents, p. 246. 
60
critical Essays and Literary Notes (New York, 1880), 
P• 214. 
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by his prolonged concubinage than by his "final marriage to 
the plebeian Christine." Taylor describes her as a "much-
maligned woman whose memory still waits for justice," asserts 
that it was she who refused marriage, and claims to have dis-
covered new evidence that shows her, in spite of her lack of 
education, to "have understood Goethe as no one else did. 1161 
Schiller, on the other hand, whose "life contains exactly the 
same number of love passages," was fortunate enough to have 
them forgotten when he married "a refined and noble-hearted 
patrician lady."62 Again, Schiller, on the basis of the 
rebellious spirit of his youthful dramas, is celebrated in 
liberal circles of Germany (he might well have added: America) 
as the poet of democracy, although his later works "certainly 
do not indicate a political feeling at all republican in 
charaeter. " Goethe, asserts Taylor, was "certainly the more 
democratic,n63 or, as he puts it in another context, "more 
democratic through the wider range of his intellectual inter-
ests . "64 To illustrate the older poet's kindness and thought-
fulness, he relates an anecdote told him by a lady in Weimar, 
whom Goethe had reassured when, as a child, she had been 
smitten by stage-fright while reciting verses at court . He 
adds: "It is one of hundreds which I have heard, and which 
61Ibid.: Studies in German Literature, p. 322 . 
62
critical Essays, p . 215 . 
63studies in German Literature, p. 294 . 
64critical Essays, p . 172 . 
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produce the same impression of a grand noble, and simply 
humane personality. u65 \'lith respect to the supposedly im-
moral tone of some of the works, Taylor undertakes to defend 
only Wilhelm Meister, quoting one of Goethe's "most intelli-
gent critics," who sees "a complete absence of all moral 
verdict on the part of the author • • • • Life forgets in 
activity all moral verdict;" but he adds that current Ameri-
can taste demands explicit condemnation of evil, denying, 
however, that the prurient reader will find satisfaction in 
the nove1. 66 He refers briefly to Die Wahlverwandtschaften 
and Romische Elegian, which had given at least equal offense 
to nineteenth-century critics, but his remarks on this point 
are non-committal. 67 
Taylor's comments on other specific works are some-
what desultory, which is doubtless due to the limitations of 
the lecture and popular-essay style, for he had read Goethe 
carefully and was always positive and articulate in his reac-
tions to literature. Although he considers both Iphigenie 
and Tasso noble in conception and executed with supreme 
poetic skill, they are to him "poems in dramatic form," for 
as a dramatist Goethe lacked the two essential qualities, 
"inventive genius and rapidity of movement."68 Without giv-
ing the reasons for his opinion, he refers to Die NatUrliche 
65Ibid., p. 228. 
66studies in German Literature, pp. 317-18. 
67Ibid., pp. 318, 322. 68Ibid., pp. 314, 329. 
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Tochter as "a singularly neglected masterpiece . "69 There 
is unmixed praise of Hermann und Dorothea, "one of his most 
fortunate inspirations," in which the American minor poet , 
ever sensitive to questions of form, sees the treacherous 
hexameter used to embody perfectly the epic content of the 
poem. 7° It is not surprising that the lover of the exotic 
who had produced a volume of Poems of the Orient71 should 
show great enthusiasm for the West- Oestlicher Divan, "German 
in spirit and Oriental in character . "72 
Although it would be unreasonable to criticize Taylor 
for all the lacunae of an unwritten 1vork that can be only 
fragmentarily reconstructed, there are certain shortcomings 
in his exposition of Goethe's life, apparently rooted in 
basic misconceptions, which one may assume would have re-
mained uncorrected. In spite of his desire to present Goethe 
as an exemplar of universal interests, Taylor does not grasp 
the significance of either his administrative experience or 
his interest in the natural sciences. With all his study 
of the relations between the poet and the Grand Duke, he 
merely mentions Goethe ' s elevation to the presidency of the 
Chamber, as if it had been no more than an honorary post, 
and says no word about his years of practical work in the 
various departments of government . 73 After briefly report-
69Qg Two Continents, p . 216 . 
71Boston, 1854. 
73 Ibid., p. 312 . 
70Ibid., p . 321. 
72studies in German 
Literature, p . 323 . 
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ing Goethe's best-known achievements in the field of science 
- the discovery of the human intermaxillary bone, "the Meta-
morphoses (sic) of Plants," and the "Science of Colors" -
Taylor describes him simply as "an eager if not very tho-
rough observer," who was essentially a poet inclined to rely 
rather on his intuition than on "the laborious observation 
of Nature ."74 The sojourn in Italy is likewise treated casu-
ally, as if it had been no more than a welcome change of scene 
after ten years of confinement, and we find chiefly a catalog 
of the poet's movements; a single line remarks on his study 
of classical art, "correcting and elevating thereby his poetic 
ideal."75 There is, in fact, a general weakness in Taylor's 
grasp of the esthetic development of the poet, whose life he 
refuses to "divide into periods," because its growth was 
"steady and symmetrical,"76 a fond oversimplification which 
blinds him to the existence of clear-cut and demonstrable 
influences. This weakness is part of his consistent over-
looking of historical factors, for he had little training or 
apparent interest in that field. He thus shows a most inade-
quate understanding of the position of Herder in German - and 
world literature (a failing not surprising in a representa-
tive of the genteel viewpoint); he takes h.im to be little 
more than a discoverer of forgotten poetic gems of primitive 
races, who "sought to impress his catholicity of taste upon 
74 Ibid., pp. 315-16. 75Ibid., p. 313. 
76Ibid., p. 311. 
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the popular mind . "?? The consequence of this under-valuation 
is the failure to appreciate the decisive effect on Goethe 
of Herder during the Strassburg period, which is described 
as being "of great value in \'l'eaning Goethe from the lawless, 
impulsive mood into which he had fallen (!). 1178 It is in-
evitable, in view of such poor orientation in the tides of 
literary and intellectual movement, that Taylor should mis-
judge Goethe's relation not only to the Storm and Stress in 
the manner referred to above, but also fail to understand 
the true meaning of the Italian experience and the poet's 
changed attitude to'\'rard the classic ideal. A further flaw 
in Taylor's critical armament is his lack of schooling in 
philosophy, which is responsible for numerous misconceptions 
and misinterpretations . Leibnitz , for example, whom he men-
tions in his discussion of the seventeenth century, is dis-
missed in a sentence as having written in Latin, and who 
"therefore hardly connects himself 1-Ti th German literature . " 79 
There is the same cavalier ignoring of Kant, in studying 
whom Schiller delayed, in Taylor 's eyes, the fUll develop-
ment of his poetic gift; the disregard of Schiller's Kant-
inspired esthetic essays has already been mentioned . Goethe ' s 
interest in Spinoza is not once referred to in the two chap-
ters devoted to the poet in Studies in German Literature, 
and the philosopher appears only once in the notes to the 
??Ibid. , PP • 258- 59. 
79Ibid., P• 171. 
78 Ibid . , p . 308. 
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Faust translation. Here the reference is to the so-called 
Religionsgesprach, where the German commentators Taylor 
consulted undoubtedly supplied him with the clue. Often in 
his Faust Taylor's deficiency in metaphysical and abstract 
thinking is evident either in unintelligible and meaningless 
translations or in the absence of clarifying notes, which he 
otherwise furnishes quite liberally. An instance of the 
first kind can be seen in the rendering of the line Wer gibt 
dem Einzelnen die allgemeine \ofeihe? by "Who brings the One 
to join the general ordination?" words that have no relation 
to the sense of the original. It may well be doubted whether 
the words of Faust, spoken as he is about to descend to the 
realm of the Mothers, were understood as one of the most 
notable statements of the Faustian impulse: 
Doch !!!! Erstarren such ich nicht mein Heil , 
Das Schaudern ist der Menschheit bestes Teil; 
Ylie auch lli Welt ihm das GefiDli verteure ;--
Ergriffen , fmilt Q.!: tief das Ungeheure. 
Taylor's lines utterly fail to reveal Faust ' s impatient re-
jection of ~ Gewordene and his eagerness for contact with 
what Rudolf Otto calls ~ ganz Andre, when he translates: 
Nathless in torpor lies no good for me; 
The chill of dread is Man 's best quality. 
Though from the feeling oft the world may fend us, 
Deeply we feel, once smitten, the Tremendous . 
In dealing with Mephisto •s mocking references to formal logic 
and metaphysics in the student-scene, Taylor again misses the 
point . The ironic lines on the futility of the syllogisms 
of deductive logic are accounted for merely by a note refer-
ring to Goethe • s remarks in Dichtung und \'lahrhei t on his dis-
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appointment in that discipline, and the general reader is 
given no enlightenment as to the nature of Aristotle's rules 
of logic . Even worse, the lines ~ seht, dasz Ihr tiefsinnig 
fasst,/ Was in des Menschen Him nicht passt, are radically 
misconstrued as: "See that you most profoundly gain I what 
does not suit (!) the human brain!" Finally, the diatribe 
of the Archbishop-Chancellor in Part II, Natur und Geist -
so spricht m nicht ~Christen ••• ,"while tolerably 
translated, leaves one looking in vain for a note on the 
opposing forces of the Enlightenment and ecclesiastical ob-
scurantism. Such fundamental defects in Taylor's grasp of 
Goethe would preclude an adequate account of the full range 
of the poet's thought and experience, even if Taylor had 
lived to complete his biography. 
The study of the effect his interest in Goethe had 
on Taylor 's own production casts light on his literary stan-
dards and those of his generation. Taylor, like all the 
writers of the genteel tradition, cannot be regarded as 
original in any vital respect, and like them, he was markedly 
susceptible to the influence of established models. Beatty 
finds, in his examination of Taylor's lyrics, the unmistak-
able traces of Keats , Shelley, and Tennyson, 80 and Krumpel-
mann in his thesis shows borrowings in form and content from 
the German poets Hauff, Heine, RUckert, and Uhland. 81 The 
80 Beatty, chap. X. 
8~pelmann, pp. 116-194, passim. 
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Poems of the Orient, written before his intensive study of 
--
Goethe, may be said to express "for adolescence its blurred 
notion of 1-1hat any people are like vTho live in a more torrid 
climate than its ovm, u82 and show not the slightest similar-
ity to the mediatory West-Oestlicher Divan in their attitude 
toward the East. Taylor himself is most explicit as to his 
debt to Goethe, whom he credits with having freed him of the 
besetting sins he shared with the other American literati of 
his earlier days . In a letter to a young advice-seeking 
correspondent, he urges him to greater industry in perfect-
ing the technique of writing: "I say industry purposely, 
because indolence, in just such features, is a universal 
characteristic of the American mind , and some of our bright-
est thinkers are not free from it. Some years ago I had it 
also, and I think this Faust-work has done more than any one 
thing to help me overcome it. Really, we must have a passion 
for symmetry, balance of thought and expression! u83 His 
widow too was convinced that in his latter years and under 
the influence of his Goethe studies Taylor "had come to 
think and create in sympathy" with the German poet84 - an 
opinion perhaps colored by personal bias . There is a slight 
surface resemblance between Taylor's Masque of the Gods , 85 
which appeared soon after the Faust-trans l ation, and Goethe 's 
82 Beatty, p. 179. 
84Ibid., p. 556. 
83Life and Letters, II, 541-52. 
85Boston, 1872. 
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Faust, but the former is far t oo self-consciously idealistic 
and didactic to merit serious comparison. Lars: A Pastoral 
of Nor~ray, 86 in which the "Berserker rage" of the hero is 
eventually sublimated by the influence of Quakerism when he 
emigrates to Pennsylvania, has little in common with Her-
~ und Dorothea except its hexameters, which Taylor espec-
ially favored . It is only in Prince Deukalion, !; Lyrical 
Drama,87 in which Taylor sets forth allegorically his phil-
osophy of religion, and which he judged to be - rightfully , 
in my opinion - his most important original work, that the 
parallels with Goethe are significant enough to be examined . 
The professed purpose of the drama is much like that of 
Faust: "to picture forth the struggle of Man • •• to reach 
the highest, justest, happiest , hence most perfect condition 
of Human Life on this planet . The end of such things being 
prefigured in their beginnings, the attainment of such con-
dition belongs to Nan 's original destiny."88 But Taylor did 
not try to emulate Goethe by undertaking to reflect, in a 
single prototype, the full range of human experience; his 
plan is rather to review the chief stages in the evolution 
of Western humanity through the past two thousand years . 
His cast of characters is thus, not inappropriately, almost 
identical with that of Goethe's Pandora, and they are pre-
sumed to survive, as ageless myths, through the centuries . 
86Boston, 1873 . 87Boston and London, 1878. 
88 Deukalion, Argument, p . ix. 
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The aspects of this drama that are Goethean in deri-
vation are more evident in its scope and movement than in 
specific utterances, so that a summary of the action will 
be helpful. Deukalion, son of Prometheus (taking the place 
of Phileros in Pandora), and Pyrrha, daughter of Pandora, 
are lovers who may not be united until they understand the 
world sufficiently to be able to discover their true voca-
tions. Their Lehrjahre begin in the fourth century A.D. and 
end well after the twentieth. In the first act, in quest 
of counsel, they seek out t heir parents in Hell, and after 
a passing allusion to primitive man, with "hideous features 
smeared with filth and blood," engaged in "rites unspoken, 
acts unspeakable,"89 Prometheus tells of his redeeming act 
centuries before: "I set in rlfan immortal seeds of pure 
activities • • • to burst and bloom in distant proud ful-
fillment."90 He sends the youthful pair back to earth to 
realize its destiny according to its own lights. In the 
second act Deukalion weighs the merits and faults of medi-
eval Catholicism. Of the religion that has dethroned the 
gods of Greece he says: "In these new names extinguished 
miracles/ Sweetly renew themselves; disparaged types,/ 
Torn from the pagan world and set in ours,/ Become divine."9l 
:r.iedusa, personification of the Church, also reveals her 
prideof power, however, and boasts that "Kings are my 
89Ibid., p . 36. 
91Ibid., p. 55. 
90 Ibid., p . 42. 
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vassals, knowledge bids me fix/ Her bonds of liberty."92 
Goethe's doctrine of the right of man to seek knowledge 
freely, accepting the error into which he will inevitably 
fall, is reflected in Deukalion's challenge to Medusa, who 
refuses to ackno\'Tledge such a right: "I make not error 
free; n93 for the humanist Taylor the Church is man-made and 
itself subject to human fallibility. One of the motifs of 
Die Braut ~ Korinth, the revolt against Christianity's 
thwarting of the instincts, is suggested in the hero 's charge 
to his betrothed to free the slaves of Jliedusa "and give them 
back their abolished sex . "94 The Church is further accused 
of enmity to art, of seeing in poetry "the music of illicit 
minds," and of regarding science as an insidious serpent. 
The third act shows the forces at work in the modern era, 
touching on the rebirth of classical art and thought in the 
Renaissance, on the impact of Protestantism on ''/estern thought, 
and on the disturbing influence of the rise of the scientific 
spirit. Taylor is critical in his estimate of these forces, 
seeing in them equally potentialities for both good and evil 
in their effect on human destiny. Protestantism, represented 
by Calchas, in its origin stood for human freedom, but now 
insists that "free-will must choose me,"95 and has become 
quite as illiberal as the Church of Rome. Man is turning 
more and more to the guidance of Urania (Science) while the 
92Ibid., P• 60 . 
94Ibid. , p . 91 . 
93Ibid., p . 62. 
95Ibid., p . 112. 
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traditional faiths lose t heir hold on him because they refuse 
~o look forward, "shut their vision to the holier Heir,/ Who , 
unproclaimed, awaits his lordship."96 Although he defends 
the rights of science against the bigotry of whatever faith, 
Taylor in the final act shows himself enough of a disciple 
of Goethe to express doubt as to the adequacy of science 
alone to guide man toward his proper ends; it is not equipped 
to deal either with a first cause or an ultimate purpose , 
nor does it touch upon the essential human quality of love . 
He comes to the conclusion, similar to that which Goethe 
suggests in the poem Die Geheimnisse and in the Wanderjahre, 
that despite its shortcomings Christianity is the best solu-
tion man has yet reached in his religious development. When 
Deukalion affirms his belief that "the cross endures," Aga-
thon (evidently Taylor's spokesman) replies, "Till some 
diviner type/ Of man that loves and gives himself for men,/ 
Shall plant hi s embleml "97 A belief in immortality is hinted 
at, very like the one Goethe professed, the assurance of 
which lies in the insufficiency of this life for the fulfill-
ment of the purposes we feel must be realized, a fulfillment 
that only a future existence will make possible . The Finale, 
spoken by Prometheus, is an unmistakable echo of the central 
idea of Faust , and pleads with humanity to "retrieve 11-ttil per-
verted destiny," by fearlessly following its noblest impulses 
wherever t hey may lead: "To find in endless growth all good ,/ 
96Ibid., p . 112 . 97Ibid . , p. 146-47. 
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In endless toil, beatitude . / Seek not to know· him l§od]; yet 
aspire/ . As atoms toward the central fir • • •• His larger 
life ye cannot miss,/ In gladly, nobly using this."9S 
In purpose and intellectual content Deukalion is by 
far Taylor's most mature work, containing ideas that still 
have relevance for the contemporary mind . But his reach was 
so far beyond his artistic grasp that , apart from a relatively 
few clear-cut and arresting passages - many of which appear 
above - the poem as a whole is today almost unreadable. It 
is so freighted with turgid and verbose rhetoric that to 
Taylor's circle seemed the appropriate vehicle for "lofty" 
ideas, as to be not only unpalatable, but at times scarcely 
comprehensible. One is inclined, further, to suspect that 
Taylor's intellectual grasp of the great issues he was deal-
ing with was inadequate, for even a sympathetic reading leaves 
one faced with bewildering transitions and inner inconsisten-
cies . The gains in clarity and "balance of t hought and ex-
pression" which he thought he had achieved through his work 
on Faust are not, in fact, perceptible, although it is evi-
dent that t he unwonted seriousness and weight of his t heme 
here stem from the years of devoted study of Goethe. It re-
mains nevertheless a genuine, if minor, achievement to have 
held up to the Gilded Age a prophetic vision of the worthier 
ends to which it should dedicate its energies. The single 
instance of Taylor's works to which the influence of Goethe 
9Sibid., pp. 170-171. 
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gave depth and solidity must be taken as a noble failure, 
and it is futile to speculate whether later years might have 
witnessed happier weddings of content and expression, if he 
had lived out the normal span. So far as his impact on the 
public of his day is concerned, his significance for our 
purpose must be seen chiefly in his mediation of the art and 
personality of Goethe rather than in any decisive influence 
of the German poet on his own work. 
If Taylor had lived to execute his planned biography, 
he would assuredly have developed at length hi s conception 
of what Goethe has to offer posterity. In order to counter-
act the views of Lowell, Norton, and other contemporary arbi-
ters of literature, who admitted the German's creative gifts , 
but deprecated what they saw as his moral faili.ngs , he empha-
sized the unity of manly virtue and supreme poetic power in 
this "first full-statured man."99 His "Ode to Goethe" is 
probably the most complete summation of his hero, the first 
line of which strikes the keynote: "Dear is the Minstrel , 
yet the Man is more;" he exhorts his contemporaries to look 
up from their uninspired daily lives to the figure "who sets 
all aspiration free . "100 The German verses which he set at 
the beginning of his Faust translation add to the idea of 
Goethe as a widener of intellectual and spiritual horizons 
that of the prophetic seer: Und Deine JUnger sehn in Dir, 
99critical Essays, p. 199. 
100
studies in German Literature, p. 336. 
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verwundert , / Ver k8rpert schon das kommende Jahrhundert . 101 
There were, to be sure , others in the America of his day 
who were , like Professor Boyesen, better and more widely 
informed , but in spite of his shortcomings, Taylor was the 
most influential promulgator of Goethe of his time . 
While Taylor effectively presented a juster estimate 
of Goethe as man and poet than any of the genteel critics , 
i n his failure to put him into proper relation to Western 
thought he lags behind such men as Lowell and even Mabie . 
Thus, as he corrects one weakness of gentility , he falls 
more deeply than hi s fellows into another . His insistence 
on the integrality of Goethe marks an advance over the moral-
istic narrowness - or, as with the "defenders of ideality,·" 
t he avoidance of the moral issue - of the other genteel 
literati . But his deficient scholarship aggravates another 
failing of gentility , and makes him even less mindful than 
they of the indigenous nature of culture. Scholars like 
Lowell , Norton , and Woodberry , mis taken as they were in 
urging European standards on the New i'lorld, at least never 
lost sight of the continuity of development of the human-
istic tradition , and their efforts at enlightenment were 
pedagogically sounder and more realistic . The hortatory , 
almost evangelistic , tone that Taylor adopted in champion-
ing Goethe as the panacea for the ills of American civili-
zation reflects his utter inability to recognize culture as 
101Faust , A Tregedy (Boston, 1870) , p . xxii. 
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an organic growth. It is in this failure to relate him to 
the realities of American life that Taylor comes to embody 
the basic irrelevance of the genteel attitude . A truer in-
sight was able, in isolated cases, to learn other lessons 
from the example of Goethe . lihitman, in a preface of 1888, 
saw him as a representative of the principle that "really 
great poetry ••• is always the result of a national spirit , 
and not the privilege of a polish ' d and select few. n102 But 
Herder's basic idea was to find only slow and gradual accep-
tance in America. 
102 Walt Whitman, Two Prefaces (New York, 1928), p . 
67 (from Preface to November Boughs, 1888) . 
CHAPTER VI 
LOUISA MAY ALCOTT 
The only representative of the genteel tradition in 
this study who is primarily a writer of fiction is Louisa 
May Alcott (1832-88), and her inclusion calls for some justi-
fication. It must be conceded that her rank in the nation's 
literature is a minor one, even among the secondary figures 
who predominated during her lifetime, and that her name does 
not immediately suggest the more obvious connotations of 
gentility. A perennially popular writer of "juveniles," she 
has engaged wide interest to the present day, as four full-
length biographies in the last twenty-five years would indi-
cate, but no serious study of her literary output has been 
undertaken. She usually ge~no more than passing mention 
in accounts of nineteenth-century American literature as 
the author of Transcendental Wild Oats, an amusing footnote 
to one of the quixotic adventures of her eccentrically 
illustrious father. Beyond that she is dismissed as the 
amazingly successful writer of juvenile literature, whose 
attempts of a more serious nature merit no consideration. 
Justified as such treatment undeniably is on the plane of 
literary and esthetic value, her career poses a question 
which no one, to my knowledge, has attempted to answer: 
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How could an intelligent woman, brought up in the atmos-
phere of plain living and high thinking , and a lifelong 
devotee of Emerson and admirer of Goethe, have come to 
adopt an outlook so radically at variance with her back-
ground? For her descent from the ideals of Concord to the 
utterly time-serving career as a writer constitutes a com-
plete surrender. Part of the explanation, perhaps the major 
part, may be found in the unpracticality of Bronson Alcott, 
which produced an equal and opposite reaction in his oldest 
daughter. But she was at the same time typical of t he gen-
eral temper of her generation in its abandonment of ideals 
popularly approved, if not widely practiced, before the Civil 
War, and, in view of her ancestry, she stands as a peculiarly 
poignant instance of the "pragmatic acquiescence." Most of 
her extensive output consists of articles and books written 
frankly for the support of her family - pot-boilers in the 
most literal sense - which it would be uncharitable to sub-
Ject to critical scrutiny. The relatively brief canon of 
"serious" l-Torks, however, reflects the moral and in tellec-
tual abdication of the Gilded Age in the fields of popular 
and juvenile fiction. Henry J ames , in a review of her early 
novel Moods, calls attention to such fundamental faults as 
her tendency to use stereotypes in place of accurately ob-
served characters, especially when she deals with the more 
violent passions, and remarks that she exhibits "ignorance 
of human nature • •• and self-confidence in spite of her 
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ignorance."1 The same criticism applies to all her more 
ambitious efforts in later years, in which she shares the 
genteel tendency to avoid any realistic treatment of those 
phases of life that might offend the sensibilities of the 
"refined" reader. Two generations after t he youthful James, 
Katherine Fullerton Gerould, herself surely no champion of 
intransigeant naturalism, notes "the unimpeachable morality 
of ~1iss Alcott's world ," in which the worst sin consists in 
the consumption of one glass of champagne too much , with 
the guilty young man losing the favor of his sweetheart in 
consequence. 2 A more basic weakness is the absence of any 
religious or genuinely ethical foundation for this perva-
sive moralism, that upon inspection proves to be merely a 
conventional mode of behavior vehemently defended.3 Here 
too the metaphysical passion of her father' s generation has 
subsided into unreflecting conformity, surrended to Mrs . 
Grundy: in a word, gentility. Perhaps the most telling 
symptom of the flickering out of the crusader spirit of the 
30's and 40's comes to light in the nature of the public 
causes Miss Alcott espoused. Vaguely in favor of public 
education and philanthropy, she ent ers the lists explicitly 
for such reforms as lioman Suffrage and the recognition of 
1North American Review (July, 1865); reprinted in 
Notes and Reviews (Cambridge, Mass ., 1921), p. 57. 
2Modes and Morals (New York, 1920), p. 91. 
3Ibid., p. 193. 
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homeopathic medicine. 4 Thus the fervor of Transcendentalism 
was trivialized, in manner, spirit, and content, in one of 
its best-known descendants. 
Miss Alcott's interest in Goethe i s scarcely surpris-
ing, in view of her atmosphere in Boston and Concord in the 
40's . In her mid-teens, during her "romantic period," she 
came upon the Correspondence with~ Child in Emerson's 
library and immediately identified herself with Bettina and 
Emerson with Goethe . 5 She felt impelled to write letters 
to her "I>iaster," which she later burned, and sang Mignon's 
Song (Kennst Du das Land?) under his window "in bad German. n 6 
Three years later Emerson presented her with a copy of ~­
helm Meister, and thereafter, according to her statement in 
later life, Goethe remained her "chief idol."7 Her liter-
ary taste at the age of twenty shows considerable catholi-
city, a list of "books I like" embracing Schiller's plays, 
Carlyle, Uncle Tom's Cabin, and Jane ~, as well as 
"Goethe's poems, plays and novels."8 Her admiring, if uncrit-
ical interest in Goethe does not seem to have abated, for 
references in her journals continue until a few years before 
~adeleine B. Stern, in New England Quarterly, vol. 
XII (Dec., 1949), 475-498. 
5LMA's Journal, quoted in Ednah D. Cheney, Louisa 
l-iay Alcott: Her Life, Letters and Journals (Boston, 1890), 
pp. 57-58. 
6Ibid. 7Ibid . , p . 48. 
8Journal, 1852, quoted in Cheney, p. 68 . 
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her death. She read the life of Jean Paul in 1864, and 
"planned a story of two men something like Jean Paul and 
Goethe, only more every-day people,"9 a project she never 
realized. On a tour of Europe a year later she made it a 
point to go to Frankfurt to visit the Goethe house, where 
she was annoyed at the ignorance of American fellow- tourists 
who saw no reason to "fuss about Goethe . 1110 A brief, but 
significant entry in 1869, made when she was more than 
usually over-fatigued, reads: "Refreshed my soul with Goethe, 
ever strong and fine and alive. 1111 In 1876 her interest in 
Faust was stimulated by a Mr. Ames, whom she met in New York 
and who appears to have been an admirer of Hegel and Goethe. 
He lent her the Second Part, and she devoted a week, spent 
in a private sanatorium for recuperation from nervous exhaus-
tion, to study the book. 12 It is at this point, incident-
ally, that her only reference to the question of Goethe's 
morality occurs, when she remarks in her Journal that she 
forgives him his "fifteen sweethearts, since they helped him 
unconsciously in his work."l3 The final mention of the poet 
is found in the entry in her Journal on the day of Emerson's 
death, April 2, 1882, in which she speaks of "the man who 
9Quoted in Cheney, p. 162. 10Ibid., p. 176. 
11Ibid., P• 208. 
12Madeleine B. Stern, Louisa May Alcott (Norman, 
Oklahoma, 1950), pp. 247, 253 . 
13Quoted, Ibid. 
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has helped me most of his life, his books, his society;" 
she recalls her Mignon- relationship to him and concludes 
by apostrophizing him as "my Goethe , " who had guided her 
through many crises and hardships . 14 
Since by far the greater number of Miss Alcott ' s 
twenty-five books are designed for juvenile consumption, 
it is hardly to be expected that there should be in that 
portion any appreciable reflection of her interest in Goethe . 
In the comparatively few works she considered "serious," 
however, there is marked evidence of her preoccupation with 
him. One of the early stories, "A rtlodern Cinderella, ,.l5 
which is plainly autobiographical, shows the leading char-
acter constantly immersed in Wilhelm Meister, and there are 
allusions to Mephistopheles and Egmont. The heorine, "Di," 
seems to apply the lesson of Meister to her own life by 
abandoning her feverish attempt at "knowing and reading 
everything" to devote her energy to practical activity -
namefy, turning out unpretentious tales that have a ready 
market - in order to pay off the family debts, a sadly 
prophetic omen of what the author's life was to remain. Her 
first novel, Moods, published in 1865, is, by her own admis-
sion, an American variation on the theme of Die Wahlverwandt-
schaften - in intention, if not in execution. One of the 
protagonists , Adam Warwick, unites essential traits of 
l4Quoted in Cheney, p. 345 . 
15Atlantic Monthly , VI, 36 (October, 1860). 
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Thoreau with Goethean characteristics. In answer to the 
query as to what he does in the world, someone replies that 
he "studies it, as we do books; dives into everything , anal-
yzes character, and builds up his own with materials which 
will last."16 Again, "For him life is perpetual progress , 
and he obeys the law of his nature as steadily as sun or 
sea."17 The words intended to clarify the rather tangled 
personal relationships come in the form of Adam 's valedic-
tory, and at the same time embody ¥uss Alcott's view of 
Goethe's attitude toward his loves: "Henceforth, Sylvia 
and OttiliaJ;ven the latter name is borrowed from Goeth~ 
are only fair illustrations of the two extremes of love. I 
am glad to have known both; each has helped me and each will 
be remembered while I live. But having gained the experience 
I can relinquish the unconscious bestowers of it, if it is 
not best to keep them. n18 \'lhat the readers apparently ob-
jected to was rather the cad who acted in this way than the 
prig who was capable of such phrases, and after some initial 
success Moods fell foul of the same sort of public resent-
ment that its German prototype had met with. Miss Alcott 
insisted that "it was meant to show a life affected by 
mood, not {jo bij a discussion of marriage , nl9 but her father 
1~oods (Boston, 1873, p . 51. 17Ibid., p . 258. 
18Ibid., p. 277 . 
l9Quoted in Katherine Anthony, Louisa May Alcott 
(New York and London, 1938), p. 156. 
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believed that she had succeeded better in her treatment of 
the social problem than either Goethe or George Sand . 20 
The next "serious" book, Work, 21 was concerned with 
the issue, then still burning, of the justification of gen-
tlewomen working, a question on which Goethe is not known 
to have expressed himself . Yet a scattering of Goethe 
reminiscences appears even here, as when Uncle Enos warns 
his niece, who wants to leave the farm in order to realize 
her dormant potentialities in the city, "' your ridic'lous 
notions about independence and self-cultur won't come to 
nothin, 11122 evidently an allusion to the one ideal most 
commonly associated with Goethe in the age of gentility . 
David's copy of Faust is used as a repository for ferns, 
while his bust of "Gothe" has a broken nose - details con-
veying a symbolic suggestiveness perhaps beyond the author's 
intention. 23 When David tells Christie that she "seems to 
be a good and lovely woman," she responds, "So let me seem 
until I be,"24 taken directly from Mignon's So lasst mich 
scheinen bis ich werde. The conclusion is a manifest echo 
of Faust's final speech (~ der verdient sich Freiheit, 
wie das Leben), "the coming generation of women will not 
only receive but deserve their liberty, by learning that 
the greatest of God ' s gifts to us is the privilege of shar-
20stern , p. 143 . 21Boston, 1873. 
22Ibid., p. 8. 23Ibid., p . 224. 
24Ibid., p . 321 . 
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1ng His great work. 1125 
It has been suggested by some that Professor Bhaer, 
with whom Jo of Little Women falls in love, is intended to 
reflect, at some remove, Miss Alcott's conception of Goethe's 
personality. 26 While he is a paragon of benevolent and 
selfless wisdom and does sing "Know'st Thou the land? , " Miss 
Stern establishes the fact in her book that he is rather a 
composite of the emigr: Boston physician Dr. Rimmer and 
Reinhard Solger, a German scholar who was one of Sanborn's 
lecturers at Concord . 27 
When she had read the entire Faust for the first 
time, in 1876 , Miss Alcott felt impelled to embody her own 
idea of a similar situation in the contemporary scene. The 
result was the composition, in a few weeks early in 1877, 
of A Modern Mephistopheles, which appeared anonymously in 
the No Name Series. Her Journal tells t hat it "had been 
simmering" since her reading of Faust the year before, be-
cause she was "tired of providing moral pap for the young. 1128 
Her purpose, as the original preface to her publisher Miles 
puts it, is to try to "embody the shadow of my favorite poem 
in a story. " The outcome of her efforts is an oddly bizarre 
and artificial romance , which haphazardly mingles adaptations 
25Ibid ., p . 443. 
26cornelia Meigs, Invincible Louisa (Boston, 1949), 
p . 216 . 
27stern, p. 188. 28Quoted in Cheney, p . 296. 
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of Faust motifs with self-conscious Goethe references and 
quotations, the whole in a Hawthornesque style that led 
many readers to attribute the book to Hawthorne's son. 29 
Felix Canaris (the Christian name reminiscent of Meister's 
son), an unsuccessful young poet, is about to commit sui-
cide, when Jasper Helwyze (Mephistopheles) enters to offer 
him the joys of literary success in return for absolute 
obedience to his wishes. The Gretchen role is taken by 
Gladys, while Olivia is a strangely preposterous blend of 
Philine and raisonneur, with occasional excursions into the 
character of Frau Marthe . Helwyze's service to his Faust 
consists of his writing the successful book that is pub-
lished under the latter's name. 
A sampling of passages throughout the book will 
serve to indicate the extent of palpable borrowings in 
theme, treatment, and detail. At his first appearance 
Helwyze has a copy of Faust in his hand, and he reflects 
that Canaris' youthful beauty "might have come straight 
from the witches' [ii~ki tchen and the magic draught. n30 
Gladys "instinctive recoil" from Helwyze is the counter-
part of Gretchen's aversion to Mephisto at the end of the 
so-called Religionsgesprach.3l When Olivia observes the 
29Ibid., p. 290 . 
30A Modern Mephistopheles (Boston, 1892) (original 
edition, 1877), p. 15. 
3libid., p. 26. 
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two lovers she murmurs, "Faust and Margaret, playing the 
old, old game," to which Helwyze adds, "And Mephistopheles 
and Martha looking on."32 He refers to "Goethe's boyish 
puppet-show," when speaking of his own delight in manipu-
lating the passions and actions of men.33 Ein guter Mensch 
in seinem dunklen Drange echoes in the passage, "Irresis-
tably drawn by the best instincts of a faulty but aspiring 
nature to that which was lovely, true and pure, he returned 
to Gladys," as Faust was to Gretchen.34 Mephisto's genius 
for distorting noble impulses is rendered: "Helwyze had the 
art to turn even his virtues into weapons against him."35 
The gift of jewelry is reduced to a necklace Helwyze puts 
into Gladys' basket.36 The ultimate redemption of Felix, 
as of Faust, is presaged in the whispered words of Gladys, 
who disavows Catholicism, but assures him "the mother in 
heaven and the wife on earth~he Victorian Gretchen has the 
~ ~ Finge~will keep you safe. "37 In a vehement dis-
pute in which Helwyze begs his disciple not to annoy him 
"with another spasm of virtue" (Du bist doch sonst ~ ~­
lich eingeteufel t) , Canaris answers, "You are fast curing 
me of too tender a conscience," and the reply, "Faster than 
you think, my Faust," all confirm a self-conscious paral-
lelism. Felix' determination to "make atonement" in work 
32Ibid., p. 36. 33Ibid., p. 46 
34Ibid., p. 79. 35Ibid., p. 83 
36Ibid., pp. 88-90. 37Ibid., pp. 96-97. 
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is intended in the Faustian sense, and Helwyze 's disparage-
ment of the venture, "it is the old passion under a new 
name," is entirely in the spirit of Mephisto .38 The dis-
cussion of religion is roughly analagous to that of Faust 
and Gretchen, Canaris (characteristically for the time and 
place of his conception) holding a left-wing Unitarian view 
in contrast to Gladys' more conventional Chris tianity.39 
In place of the battle for Faust's "immortal part" be-
tween the minions of hell and the angels, a chess game is 
played40 in which the victory of Canaris over Helwyze is 
effected by Gladys ' perception of the winning move, while 
the cheated devil cries, "Not fair, the angel interfered." 
From this point on Helwyze 's power is broken, and Felix 
keeps "slowly climbing upward,"41 the evil powers having 
been subjugated "by the irresistible influence of lovely 
womanhood. n42 Having failed to ensnare Canaris' soul 
permanently, Helwyze tries to thwart his major achievement , 
the writing of a great novel, by demonstrating the inade-
quacy of his experience and talent - which he does by quot-
ing a paragraph of Goethe 's dictum on the nature of the 
novel.43 Gladys makes an unexpected entrance late in the 
tale, like the "eidolen {piciJ of f.1argaret" on the Brock en, 
to restrain her husband f rom sin. 44 As in the original, 
38Ibid., P • 116. 39Ibid., p . 131. 
40ibid., p . 184. 41Ibid., p . 220. 
42Ibid., Ibid., 221 . 43Ibid., p . 236 . 
44Ibid., p. 254 . 
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she precedes him to heaven, and Canaris "sets forth on that 
long pilgrimage which was in time to lead him to Gladys."45 
At the end Helwyze enlarges on the difference between him-
self and Goethe's Satan, namely that he cannot accompany hie 
Faust to the end of his earthly career, but insists on the 
essential identity of the two roles, which he does ih a 
paraphrase of the penultimate scene of Faust: "In loving 
the angel[here a decorously heterosexual lov~ I lose the soul 
I had nearly won; the roses turn to flakes of fire, and the 
poor devil is left lamenting."46 
The foregoing instances, chosen without malice as 
representative not only of the borrowing from Goethe but 
also of the tone of t he whole novel, should make it plain 
why it was poorly received by public and critics alike. Louisa 
Alcott was at her best on the familiar ground of the life she 
knew from personal experience, and in this book, as her friend 
and first biographer points out, we find only "the reminis-
cences of her reading, which she had striven to make her own 
by invention and fancy. 1147 That the effect of Goethe upon 
her personal life was salutary, as she repeatedly testifies, 
we have no reason to doubt. But the more she tries to exploit 
her acquaintance with him for literary purposes the more 
strained and unhappy are the results. 
The books of Miss Alcott in which Goethe figures are 
45Ibid., P• 288. 
47 Cheney, p. 293. 
46 Ibid., PP• 288-89. 
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all indisputably genteel, on the score of falseness to real-
ity, evasion of the unpleasant and shocking, and of irrele-
vance to any important issue of life. But they are also 
strikingly poor specimens of their class, so badly written 
that even the public of their day sensed their pervasive 
spuriousness and rejected them. In Little Women she proved 
that she was capable of what may be called a genteel master-
piece, which portrays superbly the manners and morals of its 
time and place; but in the books under discussion she was 
entirely out of her element. Any meaningful use of Goethe 
in such a setting is manifestly inconceivable. How well 
Miss Alcott, in private, understood him as thinker and poet 
must remain a matter of conjecture. The way in which she 
makes use of him in her published work reveals only a sur-
face acquaintance with some of his better-known writings, 
and he serves to embellish deplorable narratives, never to 
add significance or seriousness, as ifas on occasion true 
with Bayard Taylor. The general attitude toward him that 
is implied is invariably one of unqualified and uncritical 
admiration, but one finds no clue to the reasons for this 
attitude. In this Miss Alcott shares the genteel tendency 
to pay automatic homage to the established great figures in 
literature, although other polite writers generally add some 
justification, however stereotyped. Of all the writers 
studied, she turns her knowledge of Goethe to the poorest 
account. 
CHAPTER VII 
(a) HENRY C. BROKMEYER AND THE ST. LOUIS MOVEMENT 
Most of the symptoms ordinarily regarded as evidence 
of gentility - concern for decorum, social and cultural con-
formity, urbanity of style - are notably absent from the St. 
Louis Movement. And it cannot be said that there was much 
significant contact between its members and any of the 
better-known leaders of the genteel tradition. Its activi-
ties were centered for the most part in the cities of the 
Middle West, far removed from the eastern strongholds of 
gentility, and the participation of some of its members in 
the Concord School of Philosophy was primarily a tribute to 
the aging Transcendentalist prophets Emerson and Alcott. 
The inclusion of the movement in the category of the gen-
teel ie justified on the sole ground that it arose from the 
same fundamental misconception as all gentility, that its 
raison d'~tre was the imposing of a European pattern of 
thought - in this case Hegelianism - willy-nilly upon Amer-
ican intellectual life, in the conviction that it was there-
by providing a panacea for all our cultural ills. The phil-
osophy of Transcendentalism was of course based on one 
version - or perversion - of Kantian metaphysics, but it 
was, so to speak, an American adaptation of the romantic 
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philosophy of Europe, and it answered a genuine need in the 
spiritual life of the nation. Passing through the minds of 
Emerson, Thoreau, Channing, Alcott, and others, it developed 
into something relatively indigenous. Brokmeyer and Harris , 
the two most philosophically literate of the St. Louisans, 
not only recognized the dilution of Kantian principles in 
New England thought (both had been in their student days 
under Transcendentalist influence) , but accepted Hegel on 
his own terms as the only true expounder and finisher of the 
Kantian faith, and Hegelianism as the ultimate development 
of philosophic insight. The St. Louis group's interest in 
Goethe was part of its general preoccupation with German 
idealistic thought, in both its theoretical and literary 
expression. 
Seen in historical perspective, the St. Louis Move-
ment is an outgrowth of the wave of German immigration 
beginning in 1848, in particular of the influence of liberal 
and idealistic Germans who "sought a new Germany in the new 
West . 111 There were cultural tensions dividing St. Louis in 
the latter half of the century , with the older French and 
the more recent German, the New England and the Southern 
elements remaining largely aloof from each other, but the 
period of German cultural hegemony, as seen by the Movement's 
1
woodbridge Riley, American Thought (New York, 1941), 
P• 230 . 
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own historian, lasted approximately from 1861 to 1875 . 2 The 
St . Louis Philosophical Society, which was the principal 
embodiment of the Movement, was organized in 1865, and its 
expressed purpose was to encourage the study and development 
of speculative philosophy and to foster an application of 
its results to the most disparate fields of human effort, 
such as literature, art, religion, pedagogy, and politics . 3 
It was in the Society that the first organized study in Amer-
ica of the leading figures of German philosophic idealism 
was carried on, includi.ng, Kant, Fichte, and Schelling, but 
its attention was especially concentrated on Hegel. Its 
immediate aim was the translation of his Larger Logic, an 
enterprise that eventually proved to be beyond the capacity 
of its members. Of far greater practical consequence was 
the launching, in 1868, of a new periodical, The Journal of 
Speculative Philosophy, which appeared for more than twenty-
five years and carried the early papers of such original 
minds as William James, Royce, and Dewey. As part of its 
program of applying speculative thought to all areas of 
culture, it contained numerous articles on Goethe. Most 
heavily Hegelian of these are eight articles by Rosenkranz, 
Kant's successor at Konigsberg, who treated such topics as 
"Goethe's Social Romances," "Goethe ' s Titanism," and "The 
2Denton J . Snider, The St . Louis Movement (St. Louis, 
1920), p. 143. 
3Riley, p . 237. 
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Second Part of Faust" as examples of dialectical allegory. 
All but seven of the volumes contain one or more articles 
on the poet or translations from his works, written for the 
most part by members of the Society. Many of the group were 
active, in addition, in interpreting Goethe from lyceum plat-
forms in various cities of the West and later at the Concord 
School of Philosophy, and their published output on the 
German poet is quite extensive. 
The moving spirit of the St . Louis Movement in all 
its phases, contemporaries and later students agree, was 
Henry C. Brokmeyer (1826-1906); its chief organizer, who was 
the Plato to Brokmeyer's Socrates, was W. T. Harris; and its 
historian and most important literary figure was Denton J. 
Snider. Others who played a prominent part in the study of 
Goethe was Joseph K. Hosmer (author of a widely used history 
of German literature), t he erudite schoolmaster F. L. Soldan, 
and the minor philosopher Thomas Davidson; but as the former 
trio represent the range of attitudes of the Movement suffi-
ciently for our purpose, we may ignore the latter . So inti-
mately bound up is the genesis and direction of the Movement 
with the personal development of Brokmeyer, that it is best 
introduced with a brief outline of his career.4 He was a 
4Note: The following account is based on Snider 's 
! Writer of Books (St. Louis, 1910), and his St. Louis Move-
ment; on a brief necrology in the Missouri Historical Review 
(January, 1907), and on L. U. Reavis , St. Louis: The Future 
Great City (St. Louis, 1875), PP • 337-43 . ---
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native of North Germany, and after completing his secondary 
schooling, emigrated to the United States in 1844, where he 
worked at a variety of jobs for six years until he had accu-
mulated funds to continue his formal education. He spent 
two years in Georgeto~m College in Kentucky, which he left 
because of theological differences with its president, and 
transferred to Brown, where he found the intellectual clim-
ate more congenial. In spite of the official Baptist doc-
trine of this school, he became somewhat of a Transcendent-
alist under the influence of Frederic C. Hedge , who was min-
ister of a Unitarian church in Providence at the time, and 
was much impressed by Hedge's Prose Writers of Germany, from 
which he got his first slight knowledge of Hegel.5 Hedge, 
it will be remembered, was the leading authority on Goethe 
and his chief champion among the early Transcendentalists, 
although there is no direct evidence of his influence on 
Brokmeyer in this respect, the sources being extremely frag-
mentary. Brokmeyer's first move after leaving college, pos-
sibly the result of his Transcendentalism, was to outdo 
Thoreau, in a literal sense , by retiring in 1854 into the 
wilderness of Illinois, living for more than two years as 
a hunter and trapper and consorting only with the neighbor-
ing Indians. His intellectual diet during his retreat from 
5Note: Represented by only two brief articles total-
ing ten pages (pp. 446-56) which do not display his dialec-
tical method; nor does the introductory comment, by an un-
named friend of Hedge ' s , throw any light on his philosoph-
ical position. 
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civilization included Homer, Aristotle, Plato, Goethe, 
Hegel, Sterne, "and other classics . "6 A diary kept in 
1856 shows considerable acquaintance with Spinoza, Sopho-
cles, Dante, Shakespeare, Calderon, Milton, Swift, and 
Wilhelm von Humboldt as we11. 7 Emerging from seclusion, 
he worked in a St. Louis foundry for some months, and kept 
up his studies at night . It was as a common laborer that 
he was discovered by Harris, a Connecticut-born product of 
Andover and Yale, who had just become principal of the local 
high school . The Yankee schoolmaster found in him the guide 
he needed in his own philosophical studies, for he, like 
Brokmeyer, had turned from his early Transcendentalism and 
was imbibing German idealism at first-hand from the Critique 
2f Pure Reason. 8 Brokmeyer was at this time far more con-
versant with German philosophy than he, and Harris started 
an informal class in philosophy for himself and several 
friends under Brokmeyer's instruction. The group had at 
first no focal idea, nor did it organize until 1865. 
Brokmeyer, a strong-willed autodidact, was for some 
years able to impose on t he others his conviction that Hegel 
was "the culmination of the German philosophic movement" and 
6Henry A. Pochmann, New England Transcendentalism 
~St. Louis Hegelianism (Philadelphia, 1948) , p. 10. 
7H. c. Brokmeyer, A Mechanic's Diary (Washington, 
D. C • , 1910) • 
8 W. T. Harris, Hegel's Logic, A Critical Introduc-
tion {Chicago , 1895), p . viii . 
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that the Logic was "the creative center of the Hegelian 
system. "9 Rather oddly , he ignored his master's philosophy 
of history , disliking the subject and being deficient in 
historical sense . 10 After his return from service in the 
Union army , by which time the Society had been formed , the 
expounding of the Logic and its translation for the benefit 
of American civilization became his consuming passion. The 
profound impress of this bizarre personality upon the Move-
ment can be judged from the testimony of Harris more than 
thirty years later: "Mr . Brokmeyer ' s deep insights and his 
prophetic power of setting them forth • • • furnished me 
and my friends in those early years with all of our outside 
stimulus in the study of German philosophy. He impressed 
us with the practicality of philosophy , inasmuch as he 
could flash into the questions of the day, or even of the 
moment , the highest insight of philosophy and solve their 
pr oblems •••• We used it to solve all questions connected 
with s chool- teaching and school management •••• But our 
chief application of philosophy was to literature and art . 1111 
Summing up in retrospect Brokmeyer ' s significance for Amer-
ican thought , Snider in 1910 credits him with having brought 
to this country from its fountain- head "the German Renais-
sance of the last century, the greatest spiritual movement 
of recent Europe , " which he caused to flow "from our St . 
9writer of Books , p. 390 . 10Ibid . , p . 408. 
11WTH: Hegel's Logic, pp . xii, xiii . 
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Louis as a center . " The same writer calls him not only the 
leading promulgator of Hegel, but also the "medium through 
which came to us • •• the chief poet of Germany , "12 He 
further describes him as "the greatest instance of the 
demonic in both its forms • • • the divine and the diabolic,"13 
and expresses regret that he lacked an Eckermann, for the 
reason that "the cream of Brokmeyer ' s genius usually got 
skimmed off when he squeezed it through his pen-point into 
ink . "l4 The survey of his writings below corroborates at 
least the latter part of Snider's judgment . It may be added 
parenthetically that this strange character, his passion for 
philosophical speculation notwithstanding, was active in 
Missouri politics, rising to the office of lieutenant-
governor, and also made a fortune as attorney for the Gould 
railroads; his later years were a melancholy anti-climax, 
as both his political and philosophical following dispersed. 
An examination of Brokmeyer's meager literary legacy 
offerslittle evidence to explain the influence he wielded 
over so varied a group of intelligent men, and one is in-
clined to accept Snider's testimony as to the very personal, 
"demonic" nature of his hold on others . A Mechanic's Diary 
covering seven months of the year 1856, reveals not only a 
rambling style not inappropriate to the genre, but an undis-
12
writer of Books , pp. 353-54 . 
14st. Louis Movement , p . 208 . 
13Ibid., p. 314. 
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ciplined mind and the random erudition of the self-taught 
as well. His chief literary idol, even then, was Goethe, 
whom he repeatedly refers to in terms of highest praise, 
although rather vaguely for the most part . He laments the 
lack of any adequate English translation of "the works of 
two men, and these two precisely the one which~i~might 
do us the greatest service - Goethe -in poetry and Hegel in 
philosophy • • •• They stood at the head of human achieve-
ment, each in his peculiar spbere."l5 He is es11ecially con-
temptuous of the translations of Faust then extant; which 
exhibit nothing "that would justify the stir which is made 
about this poem by public rumor."16 The only other record 
of Brokmeyer's writing relevant to our purpose consists of 
his "Letters on Faust," appearing in the Journal of Specu-
lative Philosophy.17 The editor, Harris, explains to his 
preface that they had been solicited with the intention of 
providing permanent form and a wider audience for the "course 
of conversations" on Faust which the author had given before 
an informal gathering in St. Louis in 1864. The style of 
the "Letters" is heavy, involved, and unidiomatic, with 
occasional touches of elephantine humor, and the approach 
purely Hegelian. Brokmeyer states at t he outset that he is 
15! Mechanic's Diary, p. 218. 16Ibid., p. 219. 
17vols. I, II (1867, 1868), vol. XXI (1887); the 
second half of the "Letters" was submitted twenty years 
later, for unexplained reasons. 
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concerned with neither the genetic nor the esthetic method, 
but rather with "summoning up before you the Idea which 
creates the poem," in the belief that intellectual compre-
hension is the necessary basis for both "beneficial enjoy-
ment and ••• rational judgment." The first letters out-
line in abstract form a broad division of "the world" into 
the natural and the spiritual, the latter being subdivided 
into a) the "real world," deriving its existence from "self-
conscious intelligence" (i.e. family, society, state), and 
b) the actual world, "embracing art, religion, and philos-
ophy." This insight is ponderously applied to the passage 
"Thou hast it destroyed, the beautiful world," and we are 
told that the reference can be only to the "real" and 
"actual" worlds, rather than to the "natural" one. The 
theme of the entire poem is, in the author's words, "Self-
consciousness in conflict with itself," developing through 
three stages: "1) Faust in conflict with himself, or Mani-
festation; 2) in conflict with Family, Society and State, 
or Realization; 3) in conflict with Art, Religion and Phil-
osophy, or Actualization." One may grant that such a formu-
lation is perhaps tenable from a given philosophical stand-
point, but the application of Brokmeyer's thesis to the 
various episodes of the drama becomes rigid and arbitrary 
to the point of incomprehensibility. Thus , the Studierzimmer-
scene prompts a curious attempt to establish a reciprocal 
relationship betl'l'een Faust ' s changing interpretations of 
Logos and the supposedly corresponding transformations of 
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the poodle, while the clue to the significance of Auerbachs 
Keller is derived from the phrase (not quite accurately 
remembered, from Jl'lephisto 's lips) "the kitten pursuing its 
tail." It must in fairness be admitted that Brokmeyer was 
aware of the inadequacy of the rigidly intellectual approach 
to art, for in a footnote he compares "all criticism," includ-
ing his own, to the work of the taxidermist, which destroys 
the unity of its subject , but it "assists in the apprecia-
tion of the beautiful ." The second series of "Letters," deal-
ing with Part II, continue the pattern, but lead into regions 
even more esoteric than do the first. The end-result of 
Brokmeyer's dialectical efforts is perhaps best conveyed in 
his own schematized conclusion, which lists the consequences 
of the various "collisions of the I ndividual :" 
"Collision with the Real World, or Institutional 
World of Han 
1) family: result, negation, destruction 
2) society: result, industrial collapse 
3) state: result, anarchy made perpetual 
Collision with Actual World , or Ideal World of Man 
1) art: result, form without content 
2) religion£.Baucis and Philemon!] : result, 
destruct~on of congregation 
3) philosophy: result, science, so-called, 
with its eyes, the good , the final end, 
put out , and with the pestilential swamp 
of ?rietaphysics separating it from self-
conscious intelligence undrained. 
This is the Idea that created the poem called Goethe's 
Faust." 
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Any effort at serious criticism of such exegesis 
today would be redundant, but there is one element of value 
in these cogitations, namely the constant emphasis on Faust's 
conflict with institutional civilization, which was a new 
and fruitful insight in the interpretation of the drama in 
America. Brokmeyer's most ardent literary pupil, Snider 
(Harris was undoubtedly his most capable disciple in phil-
osophy), carried this interpretation through with methodical 
consistency - and far greater intelligibility - when he came 
to treat not only Faust, but also his three other "Literary 
Bibles." Snider reports that his master delivered a lecture 
on Faust at the Milwaukee Literary School in 1886, and senses 
a reaction against the view held twenty years before, "for 
he now gave the ever-striving Faust a negative outcome, as 
if echoing or perchance forecasting his own career."18 In 
addition to the shortcomings already indicated, the "Letters" 
betray weaknesses one would scarcely expect in a writer of 
Brokmeyer • s background and pursuits. That his comruand o:f 
English was insecure is apparent from even the brief excerpts 
above, but one is inclined to grow skeptical as to his grasp 
of the niceties of his native tongue upon finding Schr eck-
liches Gesicht l rendered "Terrific facel"l9 Further, hie 
18st. Louis Movement, p. 249. 
l9Note: In view of his limited schooling in Germany, 
his long American residence, and his apparent preference for 
the use of Plattdeutsch in conversation, which Snider states 
he spoke "better than either Hochdeutsch or English all his 
life" (Writer of Books, p. 364), perhaps such lapses are not 
to be wondered at. 
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erudition, vast as it may well have been, was evidently far 
from precise, as his comment on the opening soliloquy be-
trays. He explains it as an expression of the philosophy 
prevailing at the time of its conception, of the Kantian 
"Man cannot know truth. 11 It is well established, however, 
that the Leibnitz-Wolffian school was still in the ascendant 
in the Germany of the 1770's, while Kant's first Critique 
did not appear until 1781, at least ten years after the 
composition of the passage in question. In spite of his 
admiration for what he believed to be his teacher's great 
contributions, Snider admits the one-sidedness of his lit-
erary knowledge and sympathies, remarking that he knew little 
Shakespeare, rejected Dante, felt a deep sympathy with the 
mythical side of Homer while ignoring the epical, and ac-
cepted only Goethe as the supreme poet . 20 He accounts for 
the chaotic quality of even the little that Brokmeyer pub-
lished and his inability to complete his "numerous much-
bestrown torsos" by' his failure to undergo in "writing and 
practice" the conversion from romanticism to Hegelianism 
that he experienced in philosophy. 21 He reports, for exam-
ple, that Brokmeyer once started a "Reynard in America," 
inspired by both the Goethe and the Low German versions, 
but never got beyond scattered episodes, which he later 
incorporated into a "Gargantuan romance" entitled "Hans 
20writer of Books , pp. 418-19. 
21
st . Louis Movement, p . 344 . 
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Grotsnut , " also unfinished . 22 It will be remembered that 
his most ambitious enterprise , the translation of Hegel's 
Larger Logic, was likewise an abortive effort. One must 
agree with his pupil's opinion that his utterances were 
"yeast-like, capable of starting spiritual fermentation in 
individuals • • • but they remained yeast and never became 
bread,"23 that his genius was not that of the organizer and 
administrator , but essentially germinal . 
While the St . Louis Movement represents a radically 
new departure in American t hought, it is nonetheless con-
nected from the first by strands of personal relationship 
and intellectual sympathy with Transcendentalism; one of 
the most important bonds was a common interest in Goethe. 
Harris , the only Yankee in the Movement, was the most active 
intermediary, . being all his life an admirer and in later 
years a devoted friend of Emerson. When the latter came 
to St . Louis in 1866 on a lecture tour he met the members 
of the Society and was politely disapproving , as Snider 
saw it, of its attachment to Hegel; he objected to the 
philosopher's "systematizing" and the lack of quotable 
"striking sentences" in his writing; Harris was the only 
one present who did not take issue with him. 24 Alcott 
visited the city shortly afterwards and showed more sym-
22Writer of Books, pp. 323-25 . 
23st . Louis Movement, p . 344. 
24writer of Books, pp. 331-32 . 
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pathetic interest in the new movement. 25 Pochmann reports 
that Emerson had in his library the first three volumes of 
the Society 's Journal, which are richer in articles than 
most of the later ones, but admits that no effect of this 
contact can be traced in his work. 26 When Snider visited 
Concord in 1874 he stayed with the Alcotts and there met 
Emerson, who derided his articles on Shakespeare in the 
Journal and otherwise reinforced Snider's impression that 
he considered the I-1ovement to be "on the wrong track gener-
ally."27 It was in the Concord School of Philosophy, which 
lasted through ten seasons, 1879-88, largely under the domi-
nation of Harris, 28 that the St. Louis Movement joined hands 
with late Transcendentalism in a major undertaking. 29 The 
1885 session, to be considered below, was devoted to "Goethe's 
Genius and Work ,"30 and the list of lecturers shows an even 
distribution of St. Louisans and New Englanders. The follow-
ing year, again under Harris' direction, a similar program 
on "The Poetry and Philosophy of Goethe" was presented before 
the Milwaukee Literary School , with East and West again repre-
p. 403. 
25Ibid., P• 338. 
26Pochmann, New England Transcendentalism, p . 64. 
27\vriter of Books, pp. 429 , 431 . 
2~urt F. Leidecker, Yankee Teacher (New York, 1946), 
29Pochmann, New England Transcendentalism, pp . 78-79. 
30Lectures printed in Life and Genius of Goethe , ed. 
F. B. Sanborn (Boston, 1886). -- --
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sented.3l Harris , Thomas Davidson, and Snider arranged a 
series of lectures from 1886 to 1889 at the Chicago Kinder-
garten School on Dante, Shakespeare, Goethe, and Homer; the 
Goethe lectures were given in 1888, but no records have been 
preserved.32 Snider was the sole lecturer on the poet on 
this occasion, and treated various aspects of his life and 
work in ten appearances, following this with a similar ven-
ture in 1893.33 Available records fail to show the precise 
extent to which the St. Louis group contributed to the popu-
lar understanding of philosophy and literature, but its in-
fluence on the literate public of the Middle West was sub-
stantial.34 
This devotion to the cause of public enlightenment 
was perhaps the most distinctive impulse of the St. Louis 
Movement , many of whose leaders were teachers by profession 
and the others by inclination, and one which it shared with 
the genteel writers of the East. They differed from the 
latter in their interest in philosophy, but in their treat-
ment of literature we find the same reiteration of the names 
of Homer, Dante, Shakespeare, and Goethe . It is true that 
31Lectures printed in Poetrr and Philosophy of Goethe, 
ed. Marion V. Dudley (Chicago, 1887 • 
32Report of the Meeting Commemorative of the Early St. 
Louis Movement, ed7 D. H. Harris (St. Louis, 1921;;-p. 25. 
33st. Louis Movement , pp. 543-44, 569. 
34cf. Pochmann, New England Transcendentalism, pp . 
70, 75. 
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their interest in the great literary monuments of the past 
was usually conditioned by their philosophical preconcep-
tions, so that their judgments here are often less objective 
than those of their Eastern contemporaries, although at times 
they show greater originality and penetration. The most ex-
trene instance of this tendency has already been presented 
in the case of Brokmeyer, and the balance of this chapter 
will deal with two of his followers in their response to 
Goethe . 
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(b) WILLIAM TORREY HARRIS 
The name of William Torrey Harris (1835-1909 ) is 
today rarely mentioned, although he was for the last forty 
years of his life regarded as "the intellectual leader of 
the educational profession in the United States,"1 and, 
through his editorship of the Journal of Speculative Phil-
osophy and his own voluminous writings played a leading role 
in the development of American philosophy. 2 Born and edu-
cated in New England, he established his reputation in phil-
osophy and pedagogy in St. Louis, and constitutes the most 
important link between the Transcendentalist tradition and 
the newer Hegelian movement of the West . He was graduated 
from the Phillips Academy at Andover in 1854, spent two years 
at Yale, and was called to teach in the St. Louis High School 
in 1857, where he served as principal from 1858 to 1867. In 
recognition of his progressive theories of education and ex-
ceptional administrative ability, he was appointed assistant-
superintendent in 1867 and superintendent a year later. He 
continued in this office until 1880, when he moved to Concord 
to devote himself to the affairs of the Concord School of 
Philosophy. His final official pos t was that of United States 
Commissioner of Education from 1889 to 1906. The scope of 
his activity is astounding, for apart from innumerable lee-
1
cambridge History of American Literature, III, 236-
37, by Morris R. Cohen. 
2Ibid., p. 238. 
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tures, only the smaller part of which was printed, his 
bibliography contains 479 titles; these bear chiefly on 
education and pedagogy, although he expressed himself also 
on such diverse topics as the single tax and systems of 
shorthand. His significance in the history of American 
thought does not lie in the originality of his philosophical 
principles,3 but rather in his influence as "apostle of 
philosophy to the American people , calling upon them to 
enter the world's great intellectual heritage and assuring 
them that the truths of religion - God, freedom and immor-
tality- have always been best protected by philosophy."4 
Harris' first departure from the religious and intel-
lectual orthodoxy of his youth was in the direction of spirit-
ualism and phrenology, from which he was redeemed by the in-
fluence of such leading Transcendentalists as Emerson, 
Alcott, and Theodore Parker.5 It was Parker who first turned 
his mind toward German idealistic philosophy, which he began 
to study - rather unsuccessfully - in Kant's Critique of Pure 
Reason in 1857. 6 About the same time he found much help in 
freeing himself from indiscriminate rebellion against all 
3Note: His Introduction to the Study of Philosophy, 
his only full-length treatment of the subject, is no more than 
a compilation from his articles by Marietta Kies. 
4cambridge History, III, 236. 
5The Forum (April, 1887), "Books that have Helped 
Me," pp. 244-46. 
6~.; also WTH: Hegel's Logic,~ Critical Introduc-
tion (Chicago, 1895), Preface, p. viii. 
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authority through the reading of Wilhelm Meister , which 
taught him that "the abstract independence of the spirit 
of protest is only a half-freedom, 11 and he turned "from a 
carping criticism of the civilization in which~e]lived, and 
became a sympathizing student of its aims and purposes."? 
Carlyle, in whom he had found some measure of intellectual 
liberation previously, later seemed to him lacking in posi-
tive qualities, for Harris could not perceive the import of 
the "everlasting yea," and found the essayist's metaphysical 
assumptions to be "a lapse into Orientalism."8 His attach-
ment to Emerson, intellectually and later as a devoted 
friend, endured throughout his life, regardless of their 
differences in philosophical outlook, which estranged most 
of the St . Louisans from the Concord sage.9 It was chiefly 
during his early years in St . Louis, between 1858 and 1865, 
that the underlying ideas were formulated which were the 
basis of Harris' practical and theorizing activity through 
his long pub~ic career. Under the tutelage of Brokmeyer he 
was "reborn out of his chaotic flighty Transcendentalism 
(self-styled saurian period), to become the defender of 
8Ibid., P• 149. 
9Note: See section on St. Louis Movement ; also: 
The Letters of Ralph Waldo Emerson, ed. R. W. Rusk (New 
York, 1939),"-Introduction, p . lviii: "The relationship of 
William Torrey Harris with Emerson was largely personal; 
and it can hardly be said that there is proof of any great 
interest in Hegel on Emerson's part." 
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Hegelianism, indoctrinated with his lifelong philosophy.n10 
Even then he was a leader in the Movement second only to 
Brokmeyer, "an eager propagandist, fervent disciple, most 
advanced pupil. "ll While an examination of his writings 
discloses a constant and open-minded study of new ideas, he 
never afterwards deviated from his allegiance to Hegelian 
principles. 
In literature it was Dante who occupied the first 
place in Harris' mind, as Goethe did in Brokmeyer 's,12 and 
this preference is reflected in his devoting an entire book 
to his commentary on the Divine Comedy,13 while his six pub-
lished articles dealing entirely or chiefly with Goethe are 
more episodic in nature and somewhat repetitious. He speaks 
of his yearly study of the poem which "has become to me the 
most eloquent expression of human freedom and divine grace."14 
In view of his dedication to the task of reconciling Christ-
ian theism with the findings of "true philosophy," and the 
corollary duty of combatting such theories as "led, in his 
opinion, to materialism, pantheism, agnosticism, and atheism,"15 
10snider, St . Louis Movement , p . 392 . 
11Ibid., p . 312. 12Ibid., P• 435. 
l3The ~iritual Sense of Dante's Divina Commedia 
(New York, 1889 , 1896; London,-r90l) . 
l4~ Forum (March, 1887), p . 151. 
l5John S. Roberts, William TorreT Harris : A Study 
2! his Educational and Related TheoriesWashington~ D. c., 
192'4'}, p . 7 . 
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the primacy, for him, of Dante is readily understandable. 
His appreciation of Goethe is marked by pronounced reserva-
tions and critical strictures, although he was a constant 
and thoughtful reader of the German poet during his mature 
years.16 It was doubtlessly inevitable that the cosmic sweep 
of Goethe's thought and the impossibility of reducing his 
symbolically - at times enigmatically - expressed ideas to 
intellectual formulas should have, at many points, repelled 
a mind that, without being narrow, was fundamentally doctrin-
aire. The wonder is rather that Harris was capable of absorb-
ing and utilizing so much of the thought and imagery of a 
spirit so foreign to his own. 
During Harris' Lehrjahre, 1857-65, the study of Goethe 
formed an integral part of his concern with German idealistic 
thought since Kant. His first published article on Goethe, 
dealing with the "Theory of Colors," was originally delivered 
as an address before the St. Louis Philosophical Society in 
1866,17 at a time when his basic ideas had become clarified. 
The earliest mention of Goethe occurs in the diary of 1858, 
when he was reading Carlyle's translation of "Helena," as ' 
16Note: "He began the study of Goethe in his early 
twenties and continued it all his life. I remember he trav-
eled always with one of Goethe's works and read Wilhelm 
Meister once a year for at least ten years. The second part 
of that work was to him a never-ending source of joy and 
enlightenment." From a letter from Harris' son to Cleon 
Forbes, quoted in The St. Louis f.lovement in Philosophy, Some 
Source Material, arr. and ed. by Charles :rvr. Perry (Norman, 
Oklahoma, 1930), p. 65. 
17Journal of Speculative Philosophy, vol. I. 
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well as Gotz , Faust, and Meister in Hayward's translation, 
all under the stimulus of his Carlyle enthusiasm. 18 He had 
some difficulties of comprehension, failing to see why Faust 
wronged "the young female named Margaret, who loved him pas-
sionately," nor did it seem proper to him that she should 
leave her chamber door unlatched, and he felt that "many 
things said by the devil • • • are disgusting and vulgar." 
He realized that he had missed much by not reading the text 
in the original, and later came to see that it was not in 
the narrative that the book's significance lay. His next 
object of study was Wilhelm Meister, which impressed him 
from the first as "the truest book that has yet appeared in 
the world , " and he marvelled at "the wise sayi ngs and expres-
sions that slip out on all subjects, particularly art, etc . "19 
He thereupon bought a six- volume set of Goethe in German, as 
well as Eckermann's Conversations to supplement Lewes' Life, 
which he found inadequate , and began the study of German in 
Ollendorf. 20 His reading of the tragedies of Aeschylus and 
Sophocles during t his period was the result of interest 
aroused by Meister. 21 The Notebook of 1866 has a passage 
in which Harris employs the "allegorizing and symbolizing 
method" on Longfellow' s translation of "The Wanderer's Night 
Songs, 1122 foreshadowing his later treatment of Faust. The 
18Leidecker, p . 106 
l9I bid . , p. 137. 20Ibid . , p . 138 
21Ibid., p . 149. 22Ibid., p . 217. 
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"First Biographical Record of the J!al~ Class of 1858, " sub-
mitted by its members in 1865, contains Harris' statement 
that he "had made considerable progress in the German Schools 
of Philosophy, and in Plato and Aristotle ••• and studied 
Goethe constantly."23 Perhaps the best summary of the part 
Goethe played in the development of his thought during these 
formative years is contained in t he letter he wrote his Conn-
ecticut pastor, who had asked him to apply for a letter of 
transfer to a St . Louis church, at the same time voicing his 
misgivings as to Harris' attitude toward institutional Christ-
ianity. Harris reviews the course of his spiritual-intellec-
tual journey from his first "protest • • • against all insti-
tutions, and not religion alone," in which he was influenced 
by Lewes, Comte, Tom Paine, and Voltaire; the study of Cousin 
and Kant's Critique demonated the next stage, when he "began 
to see glimpses of a rational order in the universe corres-
ponding to reason in me." This vie~.Y found firmer support in 
Emerson and Carlyle. "In 1857 I went into Goethe and found 
far deeper questions in the same direction. It is only with 
renunciation properly speaking that life may be said to begin, 
says he. So I got an insight into what St. Paul calls the 
two natures within us. The one of t hem is our finite indivi-
duality as a particular being of passions and desires, and 
the other is our universal individuality, or reason which 
makes immortal things. 1124 He concludes his letter with a 
23 Quoted, Ibid., p . 228 . 24Ibid., PP• 234-35. 
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defence, on a "speculative" basis, of the doctrine of the 
Trinity against Unitarian objections . 
It is rather astonishing, in view of the prominence 
of Goethe in Harris' thought and writing, to find a very limi-
ted acquaintance with his works, if one may judge by his refer-
ences to the poet. Except for stray allusions to the scien-
tific writings , the only works to figure importantly in Harris' 
publications are Faust, Wilhelm Meister, Eckermann's Conversa-
tions, and Dichtung ~ Wahrheit . He ignored the wealth of 
" . . gnomic poetry and Spruche, ~n wh~ch he could have discovered 
much support for his didactic endeavors, and - even more sur-
prising - the Italian Journey. For in spite of the numerous 
pronouncements on "Art" in Harris' l-tri tings on pedagogy, we 
find only a cataloging of such classic names as Homer, Phidias, 
Michelangelo, and Shakespeare, as representing "the aesthet-
ical element" in education, without any indication that he 
himself responded to them esthetically. 25 With few exceptions, 
mentioned below, Harris makes use of Goethe for homiletic 
purposes in his effort to enlighten the nation in its philo-
sophical thinking , its educational practices, and its moral 
and religious views. 
Since Harris' basic ideas did not change after 1865, 
when he had arrived at the synthesis of right-wing Hegelianism 
and Christian theism that met the demands of his intellectual 
and moral nature, the topical approach to his estimate of 
25WTH, Psychologic Foundations of Education (New York, 
1898), cited in Roberts, p. 107. 
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Goethe would seem to be more rewarding than the chronological . 
Most of his writing, moreover, was occasional and, in the best 
sense, propagandistic, so that much repetition was inevitable 
- a further circumstance suggesting the method of topical 
summary. Of the six full-length articles here considered, 
in addition to many briefer references, one commends itself 
especially for more complete analysis. It not only sums up 
Harris' general evaluation of Goethe per se, but also makes 
clear his understanding of the relationship between Goethe 
and the two writers in English who most influenced his own 
development, namely Emerson and Carlyle. His biographer 
says of this article a reprint of the lecture on "Emerson's 
Relation to Goethe and Carlyle" at the 1884 session of the 
Concord School (devoted entirely to the study of Emerson) , 26 
that "it was regarded by many as his ~arris ~ best , 1127 a 
verdict the present-day reader would support, both on the 
grounds of interpretive insight and of a warmth and clarity 
of style seldom met with in his other writing. It may well 
serve to introduce the inquiry into the place of Goethe in 
Harris ' thought. 
Always scholastically dogmatic in his exposition, 
Harris sets up at the outset the thesis that the function 
of poetry is to "reveal spiritual experience and the struc-
Sanborn 
26The Genius and Character of Emerson , 
(Boston and New York, 1884):-
27Leidecker, p . 416 . 
ed . F . B. 
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ture of our moral and intellectual selves." This his four 
major poets have accomplished on progressively higher levels, 
Homer in teaching man "to recognize in nature the presence 
of the human spirit," Dante in illuminating the "inner world 
of Christianity," and Shakespeare in demonstrating "the gene-
sis of human institutions from the individual man. 1128 A new 
insight is offered by Goethe, who "show·s the individual not 
so much as the source, as the result, of institutions." Man 
is influenced and molded by the institutions he has created 
for his own government, and in them he finds his "supreme 
self." Harris discerns the origin of this doctrine in 
Christianity, which teaches that "the attitude of the soul 
towards the world ••• determines its weal or woe ." The 
way in which he traces the treatment of this idea in the 
Divine Comedy and draws a close parallel between it and the 
course of events - radically foreshortened - in Faust betrays 
the weaknesses of the canon of literary interpretation he 
had learned from Brokmeyer, for the emphasis throughout is 
on social institutions and on the need for acquiescing in 
them. For him, the torment of the soul in the Inferno is 
the result of man's "neglect of his higher self, the social 
whole;" the recognition of his sin in ·the Purgatory brings 
the gradual reunion with "his higher self by conforming to 
institutions, family, civil society, Church," "VThile the 
bliss of Paradise consists of "conscious harmony with insti-
28Genius and Character of Emerson, p. 388. 
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tutions." The transition to Goethe is provided by the sen-
tence: "The natural consequence of Christian revelation 
unfolds by and by this idea of the culture of the individ-
ual, not as a different revelation, but as its own result . "29 
The phrase "culture of the individual," if it may be fairly 
taken as applicable to the message of both poets, must be 
understood in widely different senses, for the emphasis in 
Dante is primarily on spiritual development, while Goethean 
"self-culture" is far more inclusive. Oblivious of this 
ambiguity, Harris presents Goethe as "the world-poet of 
this movement."30 Faust is summarized as teaching the 
futility of "energizing ••• against the institutions of 
the world II (Part I) or attempting to "find ene 'SJ supreme 
object in any subordinate institution" (Part g) . The 
ultimate lesson becomes clear in the final scene (repeat-
edly entering into Harris ' writings), where the three Patres 
represent ascending phases of Christian living: Pater 
Ecstaticus, "perfection of the soul by asceticism," which 
is yet a form of selfishness ; Pater Profundus, while recog-
nizing "divine reason in nature," shows a merely theoretical 
understanding; Pater Seraphicus represents a still higher 
stage, being concerned with the practical uplifting of his 
fellows. The supreme view, of which the preceding are 
adumbrations, is expressed by Doctor Marianus in the doctrine 
29~., p . 389. 30ibid., P• 390. 
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of grace, which Harris equates with the "worship of sorrow" 
elucidated at length in the Pedagogical Province of vlilhelm 
Meisters Wanderjahre . He quotes more than two pages of the 
passage, in Carlyle's translation, beginning with "'No 
religion that grounds itself on fear,• said the three," and 
ends with the promise to Wilhelm of his admission, after a 
year's probation, to the Sanctuary of Sorrow.31 
The doctrine of "the worship of sorrow" represents 
to Harris Goethe's most significant contribution, and he 
elaborates its implications for the development of modern 
culture. He calls attention to the failure of his chief 
English-speaking interpreters, Carlyle and Emerson, fully 
to comprehend his position. He sees it as providing the 
continuity between the preceding era and the present age, 
which "without this insight ••• breaks off from the old 
world with the idea of individual culture, and reverts to a 
sort of barbarism." The characteristic vices of the age 
appear to him to be "refined selfishness, enlightened self-
interest, cold, calculating understanding , supreme individ-
ualism,"32 which constitutes the essence of the Mephistoph-
elean spirit, of "the devil that tempts men of culture." 
In considering how far Emerson succeeded in grasping what 
he (Harris) takes as Goethe ' s central idea, Harris quotes 
approvingly the passage from Representative Men where the 
figure of Mephisto is summed up as "pure intellect applied 
31Ibid., pp. 391- 93 . 32Ibid., p. 393. 
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••• to the service of the senses," but Harris extends the 
area of activity of pure intellect to include also "scep-
tical coldness to one's fellow-men, refined taste, purity 
that keeps aloof and is pharisaic.n33 He then proceeds to 
demonstrate how the concept of Hephistopheleanism as thus 
amended is misunderstood by Emerson, "although possessed 
of the piercing vision of a seer," and by most others as 
Goethe's own ideal, which , to be sure, Emerson 11accredits 
with a lofty aim." Two passages from Emerson, covering 
some three pages, are quoted in support of this contention. 
The first, a general evaluation of Goethe's character, is 
marked by such phrases as "He has not worshipped the high-
est unity; he is incapable of self-surrender to the moral 
sentiment. 11 ••• "There are writers who are poorer in 
talent , whose tone is purer and more touches the heart . 11 
• • • 
11 of a stoical self-command and self-denial, and hav-
ing one test for all men - what can you teach me?" • • • 
"In this aim of culture, which is the genius of his works, 
is their power. The idea of absolute eternal truth without 
reference to my enlargement by it, is higher."34 In the 
otherwise laudatory discussion of Wilhelm Meister, from 
which the second passage is drawn, there are similar reser-
vations as to its moral level, such as the "many weaknesses 
and impurities" of its hero, his constant association with 
33Ibid., p . 394 . 34Ibid., pp . 395- 96 . 
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evil companions, and the "lame and immoral conclusion. u35 
Harris argues that if Emerson's reading of Goethe were 
correct, he could not assign him the supreme rank in liter-
ature that he actually does, but believes that his intuitive 
insight is here a better guide than his analytic logic. He 
adds that Emerson likewise failed to appreciate "the valid-
ity of Dante's message to mankind ," although he sensed his 
"obvious historic importance in literature."36 
The relation of Carlyle to Goethe, Harris sees clearly, 
is deeper than that of Emerson, who was his pupil in the 
study of the poet , although the Scottish writer's interpre-
tation errs in another direction. The "worship of sorrow," 
to the presence of which the American was blind, "finds in 
Carlyle a readier votary,"37 as Harris proves by quoting in 
full the apostrophe to sorrow from Sartor Resartus (Book 
) 38 II, chap. 9 • Extended citations from the Emerson-Carlyle 
correspondence, which had recently appeared, show how Carl-
yle tried to convince his young American correspondent in 
1834 that his "Puritan" misgivings with regard to Goethe 
were founded on a misapprehension due, in part , to his igno-
rance of German: ''Believe me, it is impossible that you can 
be more Puritan than I. •• He suspects that Emerson so far 
knows only "Goethe the Heathen (Ethnic), but you will know 
Goethe the Christian by and by, and like that one far better." 
35Ibid., p. 397. 
37Ibid., p. 403. 
36Ibid., p. 398. 
38Ibid., pp . 403-404. 
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Another letter of 1840 exhorts Emerson to look for "a Pro-
phetic sorrow as deep as Dante's" in "this sunny-looking, 
courtly Goethe."39 
Viewing the three men, at this point, in broadest per-
spective, Harris shows what they have in common, namely the 
doctrine that "the age of science is the age of ascent out 
of conventionalities, out of mere prescription and ignorant 
following of law and custom into the rational necessity of 
the law." But of the three it is only Goethe who fully states 
the problem and supplies an adequate solution, comprehending 
history as an evolution and foreseeing "the inevitable ap-
proach of democracy as something to be prepared for by all 
nations."40 He realizes the futility of individualistic 
skepticism and teaches, in Faust, the lesson that "through 
social union the individual is divinely reinforced and comes 
to equal the Absolute." - a truly grotesque aberration 
brought about by Harris ' Hegelian obsession! The weakness 
of Carlyle's position lies in the rejection of the individ-
ualism of revolutionary protest , while h,e favors that "mani-
fested by men in power or supported by institutions • • • an 
implicit contradiction." Emerson's mistake lies in the oppo-
site direction, his faith being in the perfectibility of the 
individual, and, while he did not join in "the merely nega-
tive excursions of the Transcendentalists," he nevertheless 
laid insufficient stress on "the cardinal institutions of 
39Ibid., pp. 404-406. 40Ibid., p . 406 . 
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man." In a passage that constitutes a minor triumph of the 
Hegelian method, Harris describes Goethe as aware of "the 
truth in the conservative instinct that supports institu-
tions even when they have become worn out, as well as the 
truth of the radicalism that wishes to reform what it does 
not understand."4l He touches on the prophetic passages in 
the Wanderjahre dealing with the social and economic read-
justments the need for which, in the earlier stages of the 
Industrial Revolution, was sensed by few. In this field of 
economics and sociology, too, Carlyle was less far-sighted 
than Goethe, treating its problems exclusively from the 
standpoint of the state, while Emerson , in his preoccupation 
with the ethical development of the individual, tended to 
underestimate their importance. 
The remainder of the essay treats of the relations 
between Emerson and Carlyle and is not germane to our theme. 
What has been outlined sets forth the main features of Harris' 
understanding of Goethe's place in the history of Western 
thought and of the application of his doctrine to the prob-
lems of society. It lik~wise represents a sampling of the 
strength and weakness of his critical viewpoint. The exam-
ination of his other writings will serve chiefly to show 
how he applied his peculiar exegetical principles to the 
interpretation of Goethe's works and ideas. 
The influence of Brokmeyer's monomaniacal Hegelian-
41Ibid., p. 407. 
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ism results in distortions that become increasingly obtru-
sive where Harris devotes himself to a more detailed dis-
cussion of single workS,notably Faust and Wilhelm Meister . 
The year after he had read the foregoing paper he again 
appeared before the Concord School, which devoted this ses-
sion entirely to the study of Goethe, and presented a paper 
on Faust.42 His introduction, dealing with the poet as the 
fourth in the line of "world-poets," repeats in substance 
what he had said on the point the previous year. A summar-
i zing footnote,43 evidently not included in the oral presenta-
tion, quotes Brokmeyer: "Homer is the poet of the nation; 
Shakespeare the poet of society; Goethe the poet of the indi-
vidual."44 In contrasting the two major works in which Goethe 
treats the problem of the individual, Harris states that 
Faust presents the man who has "measurably attained his 
culture, but finds himself in collision with the world through 
the fact that he has arrived at gnosticism," and who is rela-
tively "mature as regards his education and culture," while 
Wilhelm Meister represents the man who "is immature in regard 
to everything." It is, however, on the dilemma of the indi-
42Note: He also treated "The Novelettes in Wilhelm 
Meister" and with Snider, engaged in a "conversation" on 
"Goethe as a Man of Science," but neither was included in the 
publi~~ed lectures of the session. Life and Genius of Goethe, 
p. xx~~i. 
43Ibid., p. 375 . 
44Note: As has been previously noted, Brokmeyer did 
not include Dante among his favorite writers . 
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vidual in an age of unstable institutions, for him the cen-
tral problem of Faust, that Harris ' attention centers through 
the remainder of the essay. Education usually consists, so 
runs his thesis, of the adaptation of the individual to exist-
ing institutions, a process of "convincing him that they are 
necessary for the realization of his rational self."45 But 
when many are possessed of a "very deep spirit of independence ," 
an age of revolution ensues and "the education of the age lays 
stress on the self-activity of the individual, and inveighs 
against authority."46 It is from the perspective of the French 
Revolution in its political , social, and philosophic implica-
tions, that Harris interprets Faust, which contains for him 
the ultimate answer to the problems raised by the age of re-
volt. The forces of intellectual history at work are clearly 
seen: the problem of individualism had been suggested by 
Hume, stated by the Encyclopedists, and given literary form 
by Rousseau; the French Revolution, culminating in Napoleonism, 
had supplied the practical answer, and the Kantian Critiques 
the theoretical. And Goethe ' s Faust, it is Harris' conviction, 
embodies the literary solution, that is gradually coming to 
be more widely understood.47 
When he turns to the analysis of the Faust-tragedy it-
self, Harris falls under the spell of Brokmeyer's mystifying 
exegesis - of which he includes copious extracts in repeated 
footnotes - and passages of genuine penetration alternate with 
45Ibid., pp. 378-39. 
47Ibid., pp . 381-83. 
46Ibid., p. 380. 
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stretches of virtually cabbalistic obscurity. Faust's des-
pair at the opening of the drama, the writer takes pains to 
demonstrate, is due to his study of alchemy, which through 
its emphasis on the evanescence of all form- and only form 
can be apprehended by the human mind - leads of necessity to 
"the agnostic standpoint of Pantheism."48 Questionable as 
such an accounting for its source may be, this epistemolog-
ical despair of Faust is properly described as the essence 
of the entire tragedy, a conflict so profound as to include 
"all other GragicJ collisions within it. n49 Harris follows, 
in somewhat more comprehensible language than Brokmeyer's, 
the outline of his teacher in reducing the events of the 
drama to a series of conflicts between the individual and the 
family (Part I) and later the state, art, and religion (Part 
-- -
II). An interesting consequence of Harris ' polemical bias 
is his remark that Faust's agnosticism leads him to "the idea 
of a universal relativity in nature," so that he "concludes, 
like Herbert Spencer in recent times, that he pursues abso-
lute truth in vain."50 Harris evidently does not assume the 
existence of any English Gretchen who might intercede for 
Spencer in the hereafter. A r ather startling feat of inter-
pretation, based on the "Letters on Faust," may serve as an 
example of the exegetical extremes to which Harris may be 
carried. The Earth-Spirit's Du gleichst dem Geist den Du 
48Ibid., p. 388. 
50Ibid., pp. 393-94. 
49Ibid., p. 390. 
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begreifst, nicht mir! is taken to mean "You may know only 
your trade," i.e. that "infinite subdivision of labor is 
necessary so that the individual may find a fragment of 
knowledge that he can master." The entrance of Wagner di-
rectly after the vanishing of the spirit i s seen as if it 
were on cue, for the purpose of confronting "Faust, the 
aspiring seer," with "Faust in his vocation as profes sor;" 
we are asked to accept Wagner, t hen, as the vocational alter 
ego of Faust!5l The Easter choruses are recognized as mean-
ing what they unmistakably do, presumably clarified by trans-
lation into such Hegelian terminology as "offices performed 
[py the wome~ on pure finitude," i.e. the body of Christ. 52 
Harris labors to establish a connection between Faust's 
revulsion at the honor shown him by the peasantry for his 
medical malpractice and the appearance of the poodle; in 
his self-depreciation, Harris claims, he resolves on a rou-
tine professional career - an assumption for which the text 
does not offer the slightest support - and "such a life for 
the mere sake of living is a dog's life."53 
Harris commitment to a strictly analytical canon, 
treating a dramatic poem as though its structure were rigidly 
logical, results also in another kind of misapprehension than 
that of tenuous rationalization. It leads him to overlook 
facts and sequences that even a general study of Goethe's 
51Ibid., PP• 394-95. 
53Ibid., p. 399. 
52Ibid., p. 397. 
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life and development would have supplied, and he falls into 
outright blunders as a consequence. Thus he argues that 
Mephisto's mockery of traditional academic disciplines cannot 
represent Goethe's opinion, on the ground that he had given 
up his "titanism" soon after leaving Leipzig!54 Evidently 
unaware of the reasons for the poet's distaste for the mori-
bund Holy Roman Empire and for the medieval church, and tem-
peramentally unreceptive to the Breughel-like humor of the 
Auerbach's Cellar scene, he sees here only the "idler" mock-
ing "the established order of things - the government, the 
Church ••• the morals of those in power."55 The pantheism 
of Faust's rhapsodical outburst in the Religionsgesprach 
especially arouses Harris'polemical sensibilities. The plan 
of the tragedy, he maintains, requires that "Faust shall put 
forth these agnostic arguments to overcome t he religious 
scruples of Jl1argaret" who is "confused by the technicalll] 
expressions of philosophy."56 And he has only contempt for 
those who, like Lewes, "insist that this passage expresses 
"Goethe's creed,'" arguing that his "ripest convictions 
[L.e. theistic, according to Harri~must be found in his 
greatest and maturest work."57 Not only does Harris fail to 
understand the scene as a valid reflection of the Storm and 
Stress Goethe, but also - a graver misapprehension - the 
54Ibid., pp. 406-407. 
56Ibid., pp. 412-13. 
55Ibid., pp. 407-408. 
57Ibid., pp. 413-14. 
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essence of the tragic dilemma, evil growing out of impulses 
good in themselves, eludes his zealotic reduction of motives 
to black and white . 58 
The remaining scenes of the First Part are well sum-
marized and given the usually accepted interpretation, and 
Harris dwells on the inconclusiveness of its tragic ending 
with respect to Faust, in order to show the necessity, fre-
quently denied, for Part II, the omission of which would make 
the first "a monstrosity . n59 The exposition of the latter 
part of the tragedy is in general well done, possibly as a 
result of Brokmeyer's failure to continue his commentary 
beyond Part ! . 60 To clarify the enigma that Part II presents 
to most readers, Harris shows that its symbolism is an ex-
.. pression of Goethe's underlying belief in Urphanomene, and 
that it is necessary for the student of t he poem "to master 
Goethe's typical forms," which "constitute a system of myth-
ology, under which the modern world masquerades" as did the 
Greek in Homer's poetry. 61 Most of the scenes, such as the 
early one at court, the carnival, the paper-money episode, 
58noch alles, was dazu mich trieb, Gott : ~ ~ ~. 
ach ~ so lieb. -- --- ---
59Ibid., p. 421 . 
60Note: Ironically, the few broad suggestions which 
Harris quotes from his master for the interpretation of Part 
II, explaining the allegorical nature of much of its action, 
incline one to the conclusion that Brokmeyer's method would 
have lent itself far better to it than to the earthier Part 
I . ----
61Ibid., p . 424. 
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and the twofold appearance of Helena, are convincingly ex-
plained on this basis. There do occur, intermittently, quite 
arbitrary bits of exposition, as when the emperor is taken 
to correspond to the Faust of ~ J., a "selfish pleasure-
seeker, who has virtually signed a compact with Mephistoph-
eles.n62 Even more astonishing is the categorical statement 
that Homunculus, confined in a bottle, represents "the modern 
spirit of inductive science," especially as typified in 
Winckelmann's reconstruction of an archeological whole from 
scattered fragments: hence, he stands for the modern method 
of recapturing the Grecian ideal. 63 Harris lingers longest 
and most fondly on the closing scene, the substance of his 
comment being identical with that made at the Emerson session 
the preceding year, and he adds only historical data on the 
Patres. His concluding sentence reveals his bias in unequiv-
ocal terms, for he considers it "the most interesting event 
in literary history, that Goethe should conduct his hero from 
pantheistic agnosticism to Christian theism."64 
At the l1ilwaukee Literary School of 1886 the sessions, 
like those at Concord the year before, were devoted to "The 
Poetry and Philosophy of Goethe ,"65 and Harris ' major contri-
bution was a discussion of Wilhelm Meister. His preliminary 
62Ibid., p. 427. 63l£!£., PP • 435-36. 
64Ibid., p. 445. Note : "The Lesson of Goethe 's 
Faust," appearing in the Independent of August, 1897, is a 
condensed version of the foregoing , omitting the introductory 
section as well as the homiletic digressions . 
65Ed. I~rion V. Dudley, and published under that 
title (Chicago, 1887) . 
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remarks on the position of Goethe in Western thought in 
general repeat the introduction of his Faust lecture at Con-
cord, but he feels impelled to justify his recommendation 
of the novel to an American audience. He deplores the lack 
of comprehension in England and America, despite Carlyle's 
efforts of fifty years, of the significance of Goethe's 
message, and remarks that the Meister is considered by "the 
clergy, leaders of public opinion, and the literary critics 
• • • an immoral book;" even Emerson "found no true revel a-
tion in Faust," and Harris cites finally Howells' derogatory 
opinion of Meister. 66 His own reason for working on behalf 
of a wider appreciation of Goethe is his conviction that his 
"wisdom • • • is the newest and most precious of all that we 
have inherited from literature - especially precious now to 
all thinkers on social and individual problems of life, and 
daily growing more useful and immediately practical . 1167 He 
describes the difference between Faust and Meister as that 
between ''the problem of the collision between the selfish 
world-principle and the Christian world-principle" in the 
case of the former and the latter's problem of "culture."68 
He takes occasion to repudiate at length the notion that 
self-centered culture is the burden of the novel, and shows 
how Goethe was the first to demonstrate its inadequacy. The 
relation of the two works, in his view, is that Meister 
66~., p. 15. 
68Ibid., p. 18. 
67Ibid., P• 16. 
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points the way to "the production of a generation of individ-
uals" who shall be able to withstand the temptation of Mephis-
topheles, and "provide against such world-collisions as Faust 
embodies." Harris' inclination to systematize leads him to 
over-simplify the complex structure of the novel, of which 
he chooses to develop chiefly the pedagogical phases, but 
within these limits he has a sound grasp of Goethe's thought . 
He divides the "formative period of the individual" into 
three stages: the choice of vocation, marriage, and the 
"fixing of the theoretic view of life . "69 The last, he agrees 
with the author, should be the same for all, while the first 
two require careful study of each young person's idiosyn-
crasies , and he quotes with approval the Abbe's disparagement 
of the prevailing educational practice, which fails to allow 
the pupil to discover for himself the consequences of his 
unwise tendencies . 70 This brings him to the rather acute 
observation that Wilhelm's father is to blame for his son's 
long and misguided pursuit of a career in the theater, because 
he refused to permit him to satisfy and outgrow his passion 
for the puppet-play as a child . A misconception of Goethe's 
intention, arising from the rigidity of his outlook, leads 
him to contrast the Italians in the novel, whom he regards 
as typical of "fixed immovable human nature," with the "grow-
ing culture-loving Germans," who "develop themselves through 
the conflict" with fate, while the former "collide fiercely 
69Ibid., pp. 19-20. 70Ibid . , p. 21 . 
d t . 1171 ••• an go o p~eces. 
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He quotes in full the Indenture 
(Lehrbrief) given to Wilhelm, in which he finds "those most 
wonderful insights into the development of character, on the 
way to Culture."72 In his efforts to account for the inclu-
sion of "The Confessions of a Fair Saint" as well as the 
"special novelettes" even less organically connected with the 
whole, he expatiates on Goethe's method of indirection that 
demands repeated reading of the book, in which, "as in a work 
of nature, we find the relations inexhaustible."73 In spite 
of this suggestion he fails to convey the spirit of unity in 
diversity that pervades the work as a whole. Of the Travels 
(Wanderjahre) he singles out only the Pedagogic Province for 
detailed attention, but fails to arrive at any conclusive 
estimate, merely saying that "it is full of mysticism." \fuen 
~ he comes to discuss the Abbe's remarks on the need for special-
izing in the modern world, he finds in this counsel strong 
encouragement for the "new idea of college education now begin-
ning to prevail in this country."74 After quoting the entire 
passage dealing with the "three-fold reverence," Harris inter-
prets it in a rather mechanical sense as teaching that the 
end of all culture is "activity on the external world and 
combining with one's fellow-oen," and says no word about its 
primary religious significance.75 The religious attitude he 
reads into the final scene of Faust obviously conforms better 
71Ibid., p. 26. 72Ibid., p. 28. 





to his own orthodoxy than does the idea of "world-piety" of 
Meister, so that he prefers to emphasize rather exclusively 
the pedagogical aspects of the novel. In the same spirit he 
fails to mention the passage in which Christianity is seen 
as only a stage, even if the highest so far, in the religious 
evolution of man. 
The two remaining articles dealing with Goethe throw 
little additional light on Harris' acceptance or rejection 
of Goethe's ideas. The essay on "Goethe's Theory of Colors," 
based on an address, appeared in the first number of The 
Journal of Speculative Philosophy, and is a straightforward 
exposition of Goethe's theory and its conflict with the New-
tonian concept of color. 76 Harris makes no attempt, however, 
to explain the very basic difference between the Goethean idea 
of scientific method and the famous physicist's. A brief 
article in Poet Lore, which reflects Harris' interest in 
later years in Indian thought, compares the World-Spirit of 
Faust with the Vishnu of the Bhagavad Gita. 77 He covers 
familiar ground in tracing the transition in the German poem 
from the pantheistic Erdgeist to the Christian idea of grace 
at the end, which he contrasts with t he unchanging principle 
underlying the Hindu epic of the ultimate swallowing-up of 
all human individuality. 
Numerous references in his other writings testify to 
761 (1867), 63-64. 
77I (~889), 401-406. 
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the permanent impression the German poet made on Harris ' mind. 
The opening article of his new undertaking, ~ Journal of 
Speculative Philosophy, is an exposition and justification of 
"the Speculative," which traces "speculative Reason" from 
Plato through Spinoza. The underlying identity of "pure 
thought" and beauty is summed up in verses from Goethe : "As 
all Nature's thousand changes I But one changeless God pro-
claim; / So in Art's wide kingdon ranges / One sole meaning , 
still the same:/ This is Truth, eternal Reason / Which from 
Beauty takes its dress."78 In a defence of his early policy 
as editor of presenting largely European than "original" 
American contributions, he again quotes Goethe as remarking 
that "All men are alike in possessing defects; in excellencies 
alone it is that great differences may be found ."79 An arti-
cle on "The Concrete and the Abstract" has three quotations 
from Meister touching on the themes of freedom, culture, and 
renunciation. 80 The discussion of "Social Culture in the Form 
of Education and Religion," written late in life, finds Harris 
still combatting the encroachment of pantheism, which the 
rise of interest in such Eastern cults as theosophy was encour-
aging.81 He summarizes the history of t he religions of Asia 
as "a history of the self-contradictions of pantheism, 11 and 
78 I., 2. 79 Ibid., p. 127. 
80Journal of the American Akadame (July, 1886). 
81Educational Review, vol. 29 (Jan. -May, 1905). 
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cites again the final scene of Faust as the ideal of the 
rational religionist. The Introduction to the Study of 
Philosophy 82 refers to Goethe in nine passages that deal 
with such diversified topics as his rank with the great 
generalizers of science (Agassiz, Cuvier, Darwin), his view 
of art as enunciated in his "Laokoon," Faust as an example 
of the influence of religion on art, and, repeatedly, as the 
summation of the aspirations of modern man. Such instances 
might readily be multiplied without shedding further light 
on Harris' interpretation of Goethe . 
Fundamentally a religious moralist and teacher, his 
genuine interest in philosophy dominated by the conviction 
that true speculation is destined to be in accord with ortho-
dox Christianity, Harris' concern for art, including litera-
ture, was of a subordinate character . His interest in Goethe 
was aroused by the latter's absorption in the same broad prob-
l em that preoccupied his own mind; the reconciliation of the 
ethical and religious heritage of the West with the natural-
istic and scientific trend that had been gaining momentum 
since the Renaissance . In his own study of Hegel, whom he 
accepted as the culmination of German idealism, and especially 
in Brokmeyer ' s strongly conservative interpretation of the 
philosopher, he found the one solution to the enigmas, ab-
stract and practical, of existence. He accepted as well his 
82
compiled from WTH's writings by Marietta Kies (New York, 1889) . 
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mentor ' s too schematic estimate of Goethe as representing 
German idealism in poetic and allegorical terms, a case his-
tory, as it were, to exemplify the philosopher ' s abstractions . 
That such a view, squaring neither with chronology nor an 
unbiased reading of the poet ' s works, is a radical distortion 
of his position, scarcely calls for extended demonstration. 
And yet it must be conceded that both Goethe and Hegel were 
important agents in the same broad cultural movement, so that, 
if one selects the more allegorical and prophetic passages 
of the former, it is only natural that many points of agree-
ment can be found. Most of these Harris finds in Faust and 
Wilhelm Meister, with occasional wise sayings from Eckermann 
and Dichtung und Wahrheit . He shows no awareness of the rela-
tion of Goethe's personal experience and development to his 
work, a fatal detriment to a true estimate of the man. In 
a lifetime devoted to the furthering of his moral and peda-
gogical purposes, he found in Goethe a valuable ally, whom 
he exploited, as enthusiasts will , with more zeal than dis-
crimination. 
What Harris has in common with the genteel littera-
teurs of the East is the advocacy of Goethe for essentially 
conservative ends, but there is a difference in their respec-
tive aims . Where the Easterners cite Goethe in support of a 
backward-looking and often vaguely defined cultural humanism, 
Harris uses him more narrowly for the bolstering of his own 
traditionalism in morals and religion. Although his under-
standing of the poet is more limited than theirs, for reasons 
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already suggested, he shows superior discernment at one point, 
i.e. in recognizing the relevance of Goethe to the social and 
economic problems of the age . This particular insight stems, 
ironically, from the same source as his shortcomings on the 
purely literary side, namely his Hegelianism. From the aspect 
of philosophy, he will be found to compare unfavorably with 
Royce, who had not only a vastly more powerful and original 
intellect, but was also far better schooled in the history 
and methodology of philosophy and possessed, finally, much 
greater literary sense . Thus Royce, who pursued - even if on 
a more intellectually sophisticated plane - essentially the 
same aims as Harris, will be seen to be much less vulnerable 
than he to the charge of distorting the poet's intention. 
It is interesting and refreshing to consider how dif-
ferently a philosophically-interested contemporary of Harris, 
far from genteel in his inclinations, looked at Goethe . 
William James, writing his family from Dresden in 1868, re-
ports on his activities : "Read Goethe's Faust - it is a good 
piece and not without a vein of poetry running through it, 
.. 
and lasst sich lesen with enjoyment provided one does not 
insist on getting a consistent "philosophy" out of it ." 
(italics added) 83 A year later, in a letter to a friend he 
speaks of Goethe's "sturdy realism," in which he seems to 
sense, rightly or wrongly, a spirit in the poet that is akin 
to the pragmatism that he was to develop into his own phil-
83Ralph Barton Perry The Thought and Character of 
William James, (Boston, 1935~, p. 241. 
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osophy and writes: "I do not feel l i ke giving adhesion to 
the whole of what I understand Goethe's philosophy to be, 
any more than I feel like rejecting it. I merely feel far 
better than hitherto what a respectable rotundity it has -
and how eminent its claims will be if it is ever decided 
that our standpoint for contemplating the world must always 
be more or less of a parti pris."84 As a final instance of 
this unawed and independent spirit of confronting a "classic" 
figure, we may cite a letter of the youthful James to his 
brother "Harry." "About Goethe's 'philosophy ' I will say 
nothing now, - it must be felt to be appreciated, and it can 
only be felt when it is applied in detail. • • • I feel 
pretty certain that he did not exhaust human life, but he 
worked about as wide a stretch of it into a unity as most 
people have done, and I feel now like passively accepting 
all I can of positive in him before I begin to define his 
short-comings. n85 In the examination of Royce's rela.tion to 
Goethe we shall have occasion to look further into the place 
of the poet in the thought of William James in his maturity. 
But his underlying conception of Goethe never changed: a 
wise and untiring observer of objective reality, which he 
would never slight in order to accommodate a pre-conceived 
general theory. 
84Ibid., p. 161. 85Ibid., PP• 279-80. 
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(c) DENTON J . SNIDER 
The youngest of the three leading figures in the St . 
Louis Movement, Denton J . Snider (1841-1925), complements the 
oracular and eccentric Brokmeyer on the one hand and the 
severely doctrinaire and conservative Harris on the other. A 
less independent thinker than either, he had the gift of ex-
pressing himself in popular language, both in his fifty vol-
umes of published works and on the lecture platform, so that 
he became the outstanding spokesman for the movement . Where 
Brokmeyer •s interest lay in philosophy and its political 
application and Harris' in pedagogy and ethics, Snider was 
primarily a student of literature , of which he had a far 
better appreciation than either . He was the only one of the 
three possessed of esthetic sensitivity and critical acumen, 
and his works on Shakespeare and Goethe have been said to 
"form no unimportant addition to American esthetic criticism."1 
He was a lifelong devotee of Hegelianism, which furnished the 
t heoretic basis of his literary method, and he was in conse-
quence often guilty of forcing facts into a preconceived 
framework , but he never fell into the mechanical dogmatism of 
Brokmeyer, remaining always aware of the artistic purpose of 
the author . 
Although he refers romantically to his small share in 
1Ernes t Sutherland Bates, in the Dictionary of Ameri-
£.!!! Biography. 
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"the Teutonic folk-soul,"2 Snider was born in Ohio of a 
Pennsylvania German father and an English mother. He was 
graduated from Oberlin, where he studied chiefly the clas-
sics, which continued as one of the dominant influences in 
his development. After brief service in the Union army, he 
moved to St. Louis in 1864, where he taught first at the 
Catholic Brothers' School and then for ten years in the muni-
cipal high school, from which he resigned in 1876 to devote 
the remaining fifty years of his life to lecturing and writ-
ing. He remained essentially a teacher all his life, choos-
ing the greater freedom of the printed page (self-published) 
and the lecture hall in preference to curriculum-bound insti-
tutional channels of instruction. His purpose, like that of 
Harris, was to be a sort of "apostle to the Gentiles," but 
his message - apart from their common allegiance to Hegel -
was different in emphasis and broader in scope . He felt his 
mission to be that of acquainting his contemporaries with the 
"ever-renewing cultural Renascence" of Western civilization, 
especially through an appreciation of the four "Literary 
Bibles of the Race" (the Odyssey, the Divine Comedy, the works 
of Shakespeare, and Goethe's Faust.y This he set about to 
accomplish through prolific publication and an indefatigable 
career of lecturing , both before small groups in private 
houses and at the more formally organized schools at Concord, 
2writer of Books, p . 439. 
3§1. Louis Movement , pp . 231- 32 . 
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1-lilwaukee, and Chicago . 4 Although he never lost his enthu-
siasm for his particular cultural interests, he outlived 
the St. Louis Y.1ovement by many years, and in his old age 
wrote its history,5 which is still, in spite of inevitable 
flaws of perspective, the best comprehensive account. 
Snider's continuing concern for literature was orig-
inally the spontaneous, liberal interest of the humanistically 
inclined man in the world of letters, and his later accept-
ance of Hegelian formulas for its interpretation never wholly 
undermined h.is readiness to read each author without bias . 
Like most of the St. Louis School, he was not sympathetic 
to the thought of Emerson, 6 but preferred Carlyle, whom he 
regarded as "the greatest elemental force of the century in 
English literature," and who came to him "through his sourceE, 
German literature,"7 Of his reading at college he mentions, 
besides the classics , Dante, Shakespeare, and, with the aid 
of Brooks' translation, the First Part of Faust in the or1g-
ina1 . 8 The beginning of Snider's "Teutonic" absorption 
4Ibid., PP• 254, 340-46, 421, 543 . 
5~ St . Louis Movement in Philosophy, Literature, 
Education, Psychology (St. Louis, 1920) . 
6Note: Emerson's coolness toward St . Louis Hege-
lianism has been previously mentioned, and Snider's regard 
for him was not heightened by his disparagement, when they 
met at Concord, of Snider's Shakespeare articles in the 
Journal (Writer of Books, p. 429). 
7writer of Books , pp. 118-19. 
8~. , p. 124. 
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dates from the last year of the Civil War , and is marked 
by his attendance at German social clubs, cultivation of 
the spoken language, and constant visiting of the German 
theater. Joining the St. Louis Philosophical Society in 
1865, he fell under the spell of Brokmeyer's personal and 
intellectual dominance to such a degree that he gave up 
teaching for a yeax in 1866-67 in order to study, in the 
latter's law office, at the"University Brokmeyer."9 He 
devoted himself to the study of Hegel , especially the 
Aesthetics, and began to read Goethe systematically , with 
his tutor furnishing the "basic insight" into the latter.10 
It was from "The Letters on Faust," according to his Olm 
testimony, that he derived his "systematic" interpretation 
of his "literary Bibles." The fundamental lesson he learned 
from Brokmeyer, which determined his attitude toward litera-
ture, was to appreciate, in the spirit of Hegel, the value of 
institutions as the foundation of civilization rather than 
individual morality, as he had been taught at Oberlin. 
Snider reports that he was unable to agree entirely with his 
master's contempt for "mere morality" and always felt it a 
deficiency in Hegel that he tended to depreciate it.11 The 
death of his wife, who was of German parentage , broke off 
his "Teutonizing evolution," and by 1877 he had ended his 
"pupilage" to Brokmeyer and was ready to begin formulating 
9Ibid., pp . 348- 49 . 
11Ibid., pp. 355-57. 
10~., pp. 351-53. 
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his thoughts independently.12 
The moving idea underlying Snider's activity after 
"his years of apprenticeship" is one that he arrived at through 
his study of Goethe, although- in one form or another - it 
was widely held in the nineteenth century, with Matthew 
Arnold as perhaps its most famous advocate. It is premised 
on the doctrine that "the race's civilization is the prime 
genetic source of the spiritual training of the individual." 
Snider took this to imply that the man who would fully enter 
into his cultural heritage had to relive vicariously first the 
culture of ancient Greece , "whose Nascence is the original 
well-head of all Renascences since then - Latin, Italian, 
German, French, Shakespearian, Goethean, and perchance Ameri-
can."13 This is the les son he draws from the Second Part of 
Faust, and he finds it exemplified in Goethe's Italian Jour-
ney and in his subsequent work. Snider's pursuit of the 
sources of culture led him in 1878-79 to Italy, Germany, and 
Greece; the last exercised by far the strongest influence on 
him and occasioned the books !. \'lalk In Hellas (1881) and ~­
memnon•s Daughter (1885). He regarded his "Greek Journey" as 
a "reenacting of the deed of Faust in pursuit of Helena,"14 
and the period of his "Greek Renascence" lasted some six 
years, ending in 1885; his commentary on the Iliad appeared 
12Ibid., pp . 434, 442. 
13st. Louis Movement, pp. 231-32 . 
14Ibid., p. 346 . 
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two years later .15 A further parallel to Goethe's career, 
and one can only surmise Snider's awareness of the fact, was 
the writing, late in life, of his own Dichtung ~ Wahrheit 
in the form of the autobiographical memoir here frequently 
cited , A Writer of Books in his Genesis. He carries it, like 
Goethe, only to the point at which he feels he has made clear 
the lines of his own development; the closing line is Meph-
isto's Ich gratulire ~ ~ neuen Lebenslauf. His peculiarly 
Greek preoccupation having run its course, he turned to the 
preparation of the three remaining commentaries on his "Bibles" 
- the one on Shakespeare had appeared in 1877 - which he now 
felt himself equipped to undertake. The one on Faust appeared 
in 1886, on the Iliad and the Odyssey in 1887, and on the 
Divine Comedy in 1892-93 . He sees the supreme value of 
these nBibles," as of all "Sacred Books," in their mytholog-
ical character, taking the rather advanced view that the 
"~lythus," which represents "what had happened a thousand 
times • • • and will continue to happen forever" is more 
significant than "historical fact. 1116 Snider's conception 
of the writers of these works is basically Hegelian, for to 
him they speak "the purest efflorescence of Reason," and 
their voices are not those of the "individual • •• but of 
15Ibid . , P• 257. 
16nenton J. Snider, Homer's Iliad (with a Preliminary 
Survey of the Four Literary Bibles} (St . Louis, 1922) (copy-
right 1897) Introduction, p. xxvii . 
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the World-Spirit . ,,l7 He later added biographies on three of 
the poets "as set forth in fheir]works," the last one, of 
Goethe, in 1915; Homer, for obvious reasons, was not included . 
While his peculiar fusion of Hegelianism, cultural phylogen-
etics, and a kind of rudimentary psychologism served him in 
literature with considerable success, he also applied it to 
such diverse areas as European history, biology, and the 
study of consciousness, where it engendered results that do 
not seem to have been taken seriously even when they first 
appeared before the public.18 
Snider shared with St . Louis its "German era" (1861-
75), when the city was imbued with enthusiasm for German 
culture, especially as represented by Hegel, Goethe, and 
Beethoven, and when he "sought to know and feel the beat of 
the old Fatherland's folk-soul which[he] then quite deemed 
the Earth-Soul . "l9 Yet in his transcending of this synthetic 
chauvinism he was guided by the example of Goethe, whose 
development he took as a model of his own, especially with 
respect to the Italian Journey, which enabled the poet to 
"become the whole man, the individual epitome of humanity, 
and not merely a German. 1120 The Walk 1:n Hellas, of negli-
17Ibid., p. xli . 
18Ancient European Philosophy (St. Louis, 1903); 
European Histort Ancient (St . Louis, 1908); Cosmos and 
Diacosmos (St . ouis, 1909); Biocosmos, (St. Louis, 1911) . 
19§1. Louis Movement, p . 175 . 
20Denton J. Snider, Goethe's Life-Poem, ~Set Forth 
in his Works, (St . Louis, 1915), p . 241 . 
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gible interest in itself, is Snider's Italienische Reise, for 
it is free of all self-conscious parallelism and quite unaf-
fectedly recounts the author's experiences on a walking tour 
in Greece. He finds among the natives not only many striking 
survivals of ancient customs, but also the same harmonious 
integration with their environment that delighted Goethe in 
Italy. Having spent much time at Delphi and on Mount Parnas-
sus, and feeling reassured as to the enduring vitality of the 
ideals of ancient Hallas, Snider was impelled to express his 
sense of the Greek mission in the Western world in the poem 
Agamemnon ' s Daughter. He had first become aware of the sym-
bolic force of Iphigenia when Brokmeyer introduced him to 
Goethe's drama, and her "image had followed[,h~ everywhere 
through Greece , n21 and during the course of his journey she 
"unfolded • • • into a marvelously new personality, far richer 
and more universal than Goethe's . 1122 In verses that exemplify 
the worst of Victorian artificiality Snider follows his hero-
ine's career from her childhood at Mycenae through her adven-
tures at Aulis and Tauris and ends with her ins tallation as 
"priestess at Apollo's fane" at Delphi . 23 He sums up her 
ultimate function, which Goethe only implies, in lines of less 
than Goethean felicity : 
21§1. Louis Movement , p . 386 . 
22Ibid . , p. 188. 
23Agamemnon's Daughter (Boston, 1882), p . 225 . 
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More than what Bellas hath she will impart 
Unto that savage folk; it will be taught 
A deeper Beauty and a holier Art, 2 Which is the inner flow of Human heart. 4 
There is delicate allusion to the spread of her benign influ-
ence even to the shores of the poet's native land in the 
stanza: 
And many barbarous people hither flock 
From lands whereof no Greek hath yet a notion, 
From East and West , from North new Teuton stock; 
Round her they roll and rage in grand commotion, 
Yet in her find their soul's most sweet devotion; 
They come, they come from farthest bleakest Thule , 
Where her fair temples bind the edge of Ocean, 
E'n from Atlantis where no king hath rule.25 
It is difficult to see, even when allowance is made for Sni-
der's misconception of his command of verse, at what points 
he imagined he had added to Goethe's interpretation of the 
Greek heroine. 
As the most humanistic of the leaders of the St. Louis 
Movement, Snider - restricted though his outlook was for the 
reasons already mentioned - was the only one to attempt to do 
justice to Goethe in his entirety. His intensive study of 
the poet dates from the year 1883-84, when he found himself 
fascinated by Faust, yet unable "to coordinate it with the 
other great poems" he had been expounding in his private 
clas ses. 26 Four of the ablest intellectuals of the city had 
been lecturing on the poem at this time: Brokmeyer, Harris , 
the German-educated Soldan , and the somewhat critical David-
son, all of whom dif fered in their understanding of its pur-
24Ibid., p . 133. 25Ibid ., p. 177. 
26s t. Louis Movement, p. 339. 
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port; it was, in Snider's view, "the distinctive poem of the 
St. Louis Movement . 1127 "In response to an irresistible de-
mand of /.hi~ whole selfhood ,. " he made this his "Faust-year, 11 
and gained a personally satisfying comprehension, especially 
of Part II, so apposite to his own recent classical exper-
ience, by dint of alternate study and lecturing. 28 Of his 
numerous formal and informal lectures on Goethe none have 
been preserved, except the one at the Milwaukee School on 
"The l·1ythology of the Second Part of Faust, 11 which forms the 
introduction to his commentary on Part II, and the one on 
"The History of the Faust Poem," which he delivered at the 
Concord School. Undoubtedly , however, the substance of his 
thought has been incorporated in his two books on Goethe . As 
early as 1888, at the Chicago Kindergarten School, he gave 
a series of lectures covering the range of Goethe' s activi-
ties with the purpose of providing "a view of the entire 
Goethe,"29 but he later judged that they lacked organic unity, 
and only after the passage of twenty-five years did he feel 
that he had "matured" sufficiently "to write of ~is] complete 
biographic conception of the poet."30 The introduction to 
his Homer's Iliad includes "a preliminary survey of the Four 
Literary Bibles" and makes plain the place which he assigns 
to Faust in relation to its predecessors . His general inter-
27Ibid., p. 346. 28Ibid., p . 341. 
29Ibid., P• 552, titles of lectures listed. 
30Ibid., p. 554. 
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pretation of the masterworks is much like that of Harris, 
both being schooled in Brokmeyer's Hegelian method, but im-
portant differences are discernible, notably in Snider's 
clearer comprehension of the radical disagreement between 
the world-views of Dante and Goethe ;31 he is able to avoid 
such ideological bias, no doubt, because of his broad, though 
not profound, historical scholarship. Homer is for him the 
embodiment of European antiquity. Dante represents the secu-
lar world within the ecclesiastical framework, while Shakes-
peare reflects its liberation from the church and illuminates 
the secular institutions - "State, Family, Civilization" -
and is thus "the Institutional Poet." In Faust he finds the 
spirit of doubt and negation of the modern age personified in 
Mephisto, whom he terms "a wonderful appearance {J.n literatur~," 
that denies the worlds of both Dante and Shakespeare , i.e. 
"the validity of both Church and Secular Institutions," and 
Faust first embraces and finally overcomes this total nega-
tion and "is restored to a ~ ~ talics addeciJ final harmony 
with the world." Snider here improves on Harris , who sees 
merely a reconciliation with existing institutions, and is 
more consistently Hegelian than he, even to the extent of 
qualifying the title of "Universal Poet," which he bestows 
on Goethe (in contradistinction to Shakespeare, the "Insti-
tutional Poet," and Dante, the "Christian Poet") with the 
3lcf. section on WTH 
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clause "till another and greater than he arises with a new 
synthesis. 1132 
As Snider's interest in Goethe first centered on 
Faust and only gradually expanded to take in the full scope 
of his life, it seems reasonable to turn first to his treat-
ment of this drama and consider later his general apprecia-
tion of the poet. The commentary on Faust, written with the 
compelling enthusiasm of the impassioned teacher, exhibits 
both the shortcomings and the not inconsiderable merits of 
its author's canons of literary criticism. The book evidences 
sound scholarship as well as genuine esthetic sensibility, 
yet a persistent thread of ~ priori dogmatism , the mark of 
Brokmeyer's indoctrination, keeps intermittently emerging, 
especially in the discussion of Part I. The opening chapter, 
capably and imaginatively done, deals with the history of 
the Faust legend, which it derives ultimately from the 
ancient sense of dualism found in primitive religions, and 
this theme is traced in its later development in European 
civilization, where Snider emphasizes the "Aryan • • • nat-
ural" dualism of light and dark in unconscious conflict with 
the "Hebrew ••• spiritual" dualism of Jehova and Satan.33 
He acknowledges his indebtedness to such scholars as Dllnt-
zer and Loeper when he speaks of Calderon's Magic Prodigioso 
32Homer's Iliad, Introduction, pp. xvi-xviii. 
33Denton J. Snider, Goethe's Faust, First Part, 
(Boston, 1886), pp. 11-12. 
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as a forerunner of the Faust drama,34 and in general shows 
himself conversant with the leading Faust authorities of the 
end of the century.35 Notwithstanding his use of the criti-
cal works of his German contemporaries, Snider warns of the 
danger of relying exclusively on the philological and his-
torical method, then in its heyday, which "dislocates the 
whole structure,"36 as he does, although less sweepingly, 
against the purely philosophical approach. With unconscious 
irony he speaks of "attempting to fasten upon the poem some 
theory • • • taken from the writer's favorite system of 
philosophy," a procedure that turns the poem into "hiero-
glyphic , quite unintelligible to those not initiated into 
the mystery," - a very palpable hit against Brok:meyer , and 
at least a near miss in his own case. He does insist , how-
ever, that Faust in its play of negation shows a certain 
analogy to the dialectical movement of Hegel's Logic, though 
admitting that "the two books are world-wide asunder."37 
Citing Goethe himself as declaring the poem to be "incom-
mensurable," hence not subject to traditional standards , 
Snider explains his own intention as that of "unfolding {jhej 
Idea, or the genetic Thought which ••• creates the poem,"38 
34Ibid ., pp. 15-16. 
35Note: Somewhat later, in a discussion of the course 
of Faust criticism, he deals with the views of Kuno Fischer, 
Julian Schmidt, Fr. Vischer, Karl Biedermann, c. H. Weisse, 
Gwinner, and Schroer (Ibid., pp. 60-65). 
36Ibid., p. 74. 37Ibid., p. 78. 















short, on the "literary" side - that Snider appears to best 
advantage . A selection of representative passages will 
illustrate the nature of his critical gift . The section on 
the "Prelude on the Stage" contains an acute comment on the 
lines Wer ruft das Einzelne ~ allgemeinen Weihe ,/ Wo ~ ~ 
herrlichen Akkorden schlagt? , 4l which Snider fairly enough 
suggests as a key to Goethe's own poetic purpose , and which 
he repeatedly recalls to his reader's mind at pivotal epi-
sodes in the play. He takes the occasion to warn against the 
weaknesses of Taylor ' s translation, especially marked in this 
line ("Who brings the one to join the general ordination?"), 
"wherein the thought turns nebulous, with a pronounced ten-
dency to mean, if anything, just the opposite of what the 
original means." Conceding the general worth of Taylor 's 
work, he points out its weakness on the philosophical side , 
and remarks t hat "Taylor repeatedly manifests both his dis-
like and his inaptitude for philosophy, especially German 
philosophy. 11 42 The central idea of the "Prologue in Heaven ," 
"That man , in his sincere endeavor, is s elf-purifying, .. is 
presented as an advance on the conventionally accepted view 
of Christ's mediation , and Snider calls Goethe ' s attitude 
the "more deeply Christian."43 One of the happier applica-
41Ibid., p. 114. 
42Ibid., p . 116. Note: He later takes Taylor to 
task for perverting the sense of ein Teil von jener Kraft 
by adding the words "not understood" after~ower" (Ibid., 
P • 203) . 
43Ibid., pp . 136-37. 
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cations of Hegelian dialectic is the remark that Faust's 
negative opening soliloquy contains "the germ from which 
Mephisto will be generated out of him."44 Less convincing 
is the explanation of the Earth-Spirit's dissolution on the 
ground that he has been "recognized by Faust as his own 
fiction,"45 and Wagner , accounted for as representing "a 
third phase of Faust's nature, that of formal barren learn-
ing,"46 becomes quite implausible. The illuminating dis-
cussion of the Logos passage, perhaps reflecting Snider's 
classical schooling, points out that the word ' s "two chief 
meanings lie at the extreme poles of man's speech," signify-
ing both "reason" and "utterance," and Hegel is here directly 
quoted as referring to the "beautiful ambiguity of the Greek 
word. 1147 In the latter part of the same scene the eventual 
metamorphosis of Mephisto out of the poodle evokes dialec-
tical hair-splitting, for Faust's attempt at exorcism through 
the sign of the cross is explained as the act of "a disbe-
liever" who "goes through the forms without any faith, ••• 
of course the devil springs up in opposition."4S Similarly 
far-fetched is the explanation of Mephisto's first appearance 
as a "medieval scholastic," being in truth "the scholastic 
product of medieval theology, but its negative product."49 
An instance of Snider's best efforts may be seen in his com-
44Ibid., p. 145. 45Ibid., p. 155. 
46Ibid., p. 157. 47 Ibid., pp. 194-95. 
48Ibid., pp. 199-200. 49Ibid., p. 201. 
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ment on the "Lullaby" with which the spirits sing Faust to 
sleep. He calls it, with fine psychological perception, "a 
series of dissolving views," a dream that "finds its motives 
in what Faust beheld at the Easter festival," and does full 
justice to the five phases of the vision. The metrical sub-
tleties evoke his aptest comments, such as the comparison of 
the measure with the motion of the cradle, which "puts to 
sleep, and for variety excites;" images and syntax share the 
same fluidity: "words and their meanings dance freely through 
one another, ••• a gradual loosening of all stable things, 
in thought, morals, and grammar." 50 The student scene brings 
a reversion to the heavy-handed, solemn manner , without a 
trace of appreciation of its humor, a lack equally marked in 
the Martha scenes . Snider gives serious consideration to all 
the opinions Mephisto voices as to the value of the four 
faculties, and decides they must be the expression of the 
devil 's mind rather than Goethe ' s , admitting, however , that 
the scene represents "possibly, an echo of the poet 's disgust 
while at the University of Leipzig."5l Even more arbitrary, 
and following closely in Brokmeyer 's wake, is the interpre-
tation of the three important scenes, Auerbach's Cellar, the 
Witch's Kitchen, and the Walpurgis-Night, which are taken to 
stand for "the negative institutional realm" in the forms of 
"the Perverted Tavern," "the Perverted Family," and ."Perverted 
Society," each discussed at length.52 The Margaret story, 
50Ibid., PP• 213-14. 51Ibid., P• 240 . 
52Ibid., pp. 252-57. 
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the course of which Snider on the whole summarizes capably 
and without eccentric judgment, is forced into the same 
"institutional" framework and interpreted as "the direct 
counterpart to the Witch's Kitchen • •• the True Family 
perverted and destroyed" by Faust.53 Perhaps the most 
bizarre conclusion to which his pseudo-Hegelian premise 
forces Snider is that Valentine's attempt to avenge his 
sister's honor is logically bound to end in his death, be-
cause he is moved by "personal vengeance," the violence of 
which "is easily crushed by that negation [Faust's and 
Mephisto 1 ~which springs from intellect. n54 In order to 
furnish a setting for his explanation of the Walpurgis-Night 
as "Perverted Society," which he here views from the socio-
economic angle, Snider interpolates a passage in praise of 
the existing order , "this vast bank of society" which gives 
''to the worker the just reward of his i ndustry , and to the 
idler the true equivalent of his sloth."55 While not per-
feet, "but advancing to perfection," this order is assailed 
on principle only by naive theorists, anarchists bent on its 
destruction, and communists who pretend an interest in the 
public welfare in order to satis fy their own greed.56 The 
distinguishing mark of society on the Brocken is its unani-
mous disregard of the social good , the attempt of each mem-
ber to control the "bank" for his own ends , a tendency which, 
53Ibid., p . 288 . 
55Ibid., p . 342 . 
54Ibid., p. 326 . 
56Ibid., p. 343 . 
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in an ingenuous aside, Snider compares with the market-cor-
nering, stock-watering, and speculative manoeuvres of some 
American financiers of the Gilded Age. The purpose of 
Faust's entrance into the scene is explained by his addic-
tion to speculation, not of the dubious financial sort, but 
rather his philosophical nihilism, and his presence here 
"shows what society becomes by denial ••• of its rational 
element."57 The discussion of the final scene of Part I 
shows again Snider's responsiveness to the purely poetic, 
for he calls attention to the unique blending "titanic surges 
of Goethe's youth" with his mature "conformity to symmetry 
and law, " to the transitions from "terrific outbursts" to 
"sudden calm," and to the perfect marriage of form and con-
tent.58 He also recapitulates very effectively the salient 
factors in the course of the action. After referring to the 
obvious echoes of Ophelia and Lady Macbeth and to Goethe's 
general indebtedness to Shakespeare, the discussion turns to 
the relative position of the two poets in world literature, 
and on this point Snider's Hegelian bias seems to have re-
sulted in an insight that is most suggestive. Conceding the 
German's inferiority in "originality, immediate poetic glow, 
in dramatic life," he sees a decisive advance in his provid-
ing of a solution for what in Shakespeare remained a problem, 
namely the conflict of the individual with the world-order, 
in his "carrying his thought forward into its fullness, into 
57Ibid., pp. 343-44. 58 Ibid., pp. 376-77 . 
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a new life and epoch."59 Where in Shakespeare the tragic 
hero, who "rests upon an institutional foundation," is pun-
ished by the "recoil of his act upon himself" ,. as a vindi-
cation of the jeopardized institution - in the case of Faust 
both he and Margaret are saved, she by passing judgment on 
herself and willing her own death, and he by continuing life 
so that he may gain experience and inwardly overcome "the 
negative phases of his own nature." 60 
The introduction to Part !I, comparatively free of 
the interpretive eccentricities of Snider's detailed commen-
tary, contains some of his most original and enlightening 
contributions to the understanding of the drama and calls 
for a somewhat extended examination. In characterizing 
Goethe as both renewer and creator of the myth - Greek as 
well as Teutonic - Snider distinguishes three levels in its 
appearance in cultural life: that of "unquestioning cre-
dence;" that of doubt and denial, when it is regarded as 
superstition; and the "return to faith ••• which sees the 
truth of the early belief, yet sees too its imperfect form, 
which caused the denial ."61 The poet of Part II, in taking 
this third standpoint , "rescues for the cultural world the 
mythus, and restores the same to a new faith." While ack-
nowledging the patent differences between the two parts, 
59Ibid., pp . 378-79. 60Ibid., pp. 379-81. 
61
nenton J. Snider, Goethe's Faust, Second Part 
(Boston, 1886), Introduction, pp. x, xi. 
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especially in the much greater sensuousness of the first, 
Snider cogently demonstrates their underlying harmony and 
unity, their complementary nature. He shows how the expan-
sion of Faust's experience from the narrowly German to the 
sweep of European life is coincident with the "descent from 
guilt to guilt" and the "grand palingenesis, chiefly through 
the Renascence."62 The underlying idea of development , which 
with Goethe is directly attributable to his study of nature, 
is presented as "the. driving-wheel of all Occidental civili-
zation" from Greek theogony to German philosophy, especially 
from Leibnitz to Hegel; the latter is termed, with quite sane 
qualifications, "the philosophical counterpart of Goethe."63 
This is, while debatable, at least a healthy counterbalance 
to the oveniorked theme of Spinozistic influence. There is 
a well-grounded understanding of the poet ' s gift of percep-
tion in the discussion of his "poetic process ," which Snider 
warns against separating, except "for the moment of defini-
tion," into the intuitive and the intellectual factors, as 
Goethe "unites image and idea into one poetic flash," "makes 
the image speak its deepest truth."64 After dwelling on the 
metrical versatility of Part II, with its subtle adaptation 
of measure to varying theme, Snider draws the ingenious par-
allel between Goethe's retention of traditional verse-forms 
62Ibid., pp. xvii, xviii. 
63Ibid., pp. xviii, xix. 
64Ibi d ., pp. xxv, xxvi. 
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used to "make new music" and his union of political conser-
vatism - evidenced by Faust's aid in the restoration of the 
"ancient realm of the Emperor" - with his advocacy of a new 
order, made possible by that very sovereign. 65 He offers 
his own reinterpretation of Goethe's universality in a 
passage that presents him as the epitome of all preceding 
"Renascences," which "he studied and took up into his own 
culture," Greek, Roman, Italian - which "make an epoch in 
his life" - plus the sixteenth-century German one, from which 
he took his Faust, combining to form the latest, nineteenth 
century Renaissance. 66 Snider's dialectical obsession car-
ries him too far here, but he does suggest the cultural per-
spective from which the poem and t he poet should be viewed, 
something much needed in the America of his time. 
The body of the second volume of the Faust commentary 
exhibits the same defects and merits in kind as the first, 
but the disparity between them is here greater: the good is 
better and the bad vrorse . It is as though Snider' s mastery 
of dialectical misinterpretation had kept pace with his grow-
ing insight into those portions of the poem that he looks at 
without Hegelian spectacles. So distinct a cleavage suggests 
separate dis cussion of the more felicitous - or at least ar-
guable - points that he makes and the ones present-day judg-
ment would reject out of hand as obtrusively metaphysical. 
65Ib;d., ;; . . 
.... pp . xxv ........ ~, xx~x . 
66Ib;d., . 
.... P • XXX~ . 
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I t is not surprising that the latter predominate in the 
first, second, and fourth acts, which abound in passages that 
still find scholars propounding conflicting explanations, 
while the Helena episode and the final act provoke, on the 
whole, illuminating comment that at times rises to penetrat-
ing originality. The early scenes at the Emperor's court 
are for Snider the happiest of Hegelian hunting-grounds, with 
Mephisto "undoing his own work" in helping corrupt the feudal 
state, thus "negating a negative," 67 the II13.Squerade "really 
unmasking society,"68 and the paper money "truly the product 
of Mephisto," because it reflects his "twofold nature." Nega-
tively, "it increases extravagance and corrupts morals;" 
positively, "it stimulates activity prodigiously."69 In 
accounting for the concept of the Mothers, which no commen-
tator undertakes without some speculative excursion, Snider 
finds his master-philosopher unmistakably suggested, although 
he concedes - in deference to Leoper and other critics - that 
the idea may be traced to Paracelsus and Plotinus . It is in 
the play of negation, expressed in the line in deinem nichts 
hoff' ich das All ~ finden, restated as "in the Nothing of 
Mephisto • • • Mephisto reduced to Nothing, negated, which 
would be the negation of the negation, which brings forth the 
positive element of the Universe," that Hegel is brought to 
mind "above all other philosophers."70 The explosion result-
67Ibid., p. 16 . 
69Ibid . , p . 58 
68Ibid., p . 24. 
70Ibid . , p. 68. 
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ing from Faust's attempt to embrace the spectral Helena 
elicits an over-subtle analysis of the allegory, and explains 
him as "destroying the Greek ideal by eliminating Paris and 
the abduction, the negative but necessary part of that ideal," 
and thus failing to put into practice the "theoretical in-
sight" he had acquired from the Mothers into the "necessity 
of the Negative."71 Yet the core of sound Missouri sense 
beneath the hair-splittings becomes visible in a succeeding 
passage which speaks of the "eternal antinomy between the 
Theoretical and the Practical," of life as "a mule which 
refuses to follow the guiding reason without kicking first 
out of the traces, and then being kicked back into the traces."72 
The enigmatic figure of Homunculus is interpreted at consider-
able length in an effort to show him as uniting essential 
traits of Wagner (his immediate creator), Mephistopheles (who 
calls him "cousin"), and Faust, whose aspirations he shares , 
only to be equated a few pages farther on with the "Inductive 
Process , which with its small torch l eads through the chaos 
of accumulated learning ,"?3- a chain of reasoning not easy 
to follow. Snider's determination to find philosophic pro-
fundity wherever possible leads him to utterly bizarre infer-
ences with respect to Mephisto in the Classical Walpurgis 
Night, where he detects him as "present in spirit, if not 
in person" in the unharmonious aspe cts of Greek culture sym-
71Ibid., pp. 90-91. 
73Ibid., pp. 110-ll, 115. 
72Ibid., p. 91. 
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bolized by Seismos, the Sphinx, the Pygmies, the Lamiae, the 
disputation of Thales and Anaxagoras, and the Phorkyads. 
These he discusses schematically under the headings of "Meph-
isto in Nature, in Society, in the Individual, in Philosophy, 
in Art," and in each instance the devil personifies "the 
negative element. 1174 The total significance of the complex 
scene is, however, otherwise ably handled by Snider, as will 
be presently shown, for here his classical training usually 
guards him against pseudo- philosophical aberrations. As a 
final instance of arbitrary interpretation t he battle scene 
in Act IV may be mentioned, which Snider admits is "one of 
the most difficult portions of Faust, obscure in its motiva-
tions, " But there seems little jus tification for suggesting 
that Faust's reliance on the indubitably magical skills of 
Mephisto and the "three men of mi ght" to win the battle repre-
sents the "bringing of all the conquests of modern science 
to the aid of the emperor and the crumbling state."75 
The foregoing is by no means intended to imply a com-
plete condemnation of Snider's interpretation of the three 
acts from which the examples are drawn. He provides in gen-
eral a commendable guide to the non-scholarly reader of his 
day, and is carried away only in some of the more obscure 
passages by his special enthusiasms . He pursues the theme 
of Goethe as a creator of myths, emphasized in his introduc-
tion, especially in orienting his readers in the Classical 
74Ibid., pp. 161, 180. 75Ibid., pp . 274-75. 
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Walpurgis Night, when he warns against attempting to take the 
Greek myths in their original setting, as in that sense they 
would be "mere dead repetitions ••• of what was once a liv-
ing faith." The new creation of the modern poet he calls 
"the paramyth, which grows out of the myth, as the youth 
grows to manhood • • • somehow transfigured from an unknown 
to a known wisdom."76 In this spirit he interprets the intro-
duction of the Sphinx and the Griffons as ' part of Goethe's 
"universal Mythus of development,"77 or " paramyth, whose 
basis is thought."78 The distinction mad between Faust's 
first and second descents to the underwor d carries forward 
the same idea, the former being "accompli hed by abstraction," 
while the latter involves "the transition through the shapes 
of the Greek world, which move, in geneti evolution, upward 
to the supreme shape of Helen~ho]cannot e immediately seized 
by the Idea, but • • • must be unfolded through Forms into 
Form."79 The unfolding of this scene shows a steady conver-
gence of Goethe's scientific and poetic purposes, for his key 
concepts of morphology and metamorphosis determine his recon-
struction of the ancient world, and so Snider is led - the 
evolutionary hypothesis being one of the great issues of the 
day - to a discussion of the poet's relationship to Darwinism. 
He had evidently read some of the literature on the question 
(toeper, Oskar Schmidt, Kalischer), and cites both Darwin 
76Ibid., PP • 126-27. 
78Ibid., P• 143. 
77Ibid., p. 140. 
79Ibid., p. 156. 
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himself and Haeckel, but after admitting the obvious paral-
lelism in their thought, concludes that there was in Goethe 
both "a Darwinistic ••• and a non-Darwinistic thread," that 
"Darwinism as a rigid scientific dogma is too small a cate-
gory for subsuming Goethe the Naturalist," whose "law and 
system are his own."80 The insistence on the uniqueness of 
the poetic act by one of the St. Louis School is refreshing, 
but Snider is disappointingly vague in his amplifying re-
marks, and merely exhorts the reader to "catch the outlines 
of a universal Mythology ," in which the Greek myth "takes 
its place ••• in the grand Hierarchy of Culture."81 An 
imaginative and stimulating, if not wholly · convincing, feat 
of exegesis is the explanation of Phorkyas as maintaining in 
Sparta her (his) essential character of the devil of the 
prolog, "willing the Bad, but working the Good," by arousing 
in Helen through her reproaches a salutary terror that causes 
a contrition so overwhelming that "the individual vanishes 
for a time, " and Helen "rises from her swoon a new soul."82 
The discerning comment on the effect of the Greek trimeters 
in this scene calls for unqualified praise: they are "not 
a mere frigid imitation of Greek tragic poetry, as i s often 
said; they have in that plastic form, marble-like and calm, 
a subjective beauty which will soon burst the antique shell, 
and pour forth with a romantic fullness and passion."83 The 
. 
80Ibid., pp. 202-203 . 
82Ibid., pp. 223, 225 . 
81Ibid., P• 204. 
83Ibid., pp. 225-26. 
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germ of Strich's thesis in his Klassik und Romantik may be 
said to be here anticipated.84 Mephisto •s epilog to the 
third act, which the poet hints at but does not include in 
the text, occasions a humorously erudite comment by Snider, 
who refers to the recently (1878) discovered fragment (Para-
lipomenon 145), revealing Goethe ' s satirical anticipation of 
his commentators• follies in the direction of naive literal-
mindedness, of the narrowly philological, and extravagantly 
symbolical methods . 85 To make clear the significance of the 
pivotal transition to the fourth act, the "turning outward" 
of the "Culture of the Individual," he shows how· Goethe 
repeatedly insists on the need for combining the latter, or 
"the Greek discipline," with the more social "Christian dis-
cipline" in order to achieve "spiritual wholeness ." He 
traces this polarity in the "active Prometheus and the reflec-
tive Epimetheus" of Pandora, and, even more appositely, in 
the two parts of Wilhelm Meister . 86 
The first, pre-celestial, part of t he fifth act is 
summarized in right-wing Hegelian terms that, if not entirely 
convincing, yet give a consistent and tenable interpretation 
to the course of Faust's development. While abstaining from 
Hegelian terminology, Snider implies the ultimate synthesis 
84Note: ~fuile it is true that Schiller, in Uber Naive 
und Sentimentalische Dichtung, comes even closer to Strich 's 
position, there is no evidence that Snider had ever read 
Schiller's philosophical essays, although he knew some of his 
dramas. 
85 Ibid., p. 248. 86Ibid ., pp . 256-58 . 
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of "the Promethean element of t he young Faust, revived in 
his old age, with t he will "to preserve t he old," for he is 
"not now the world-stormer, but the world-reconciler," who 
"has saved the ancient institutions with a true conserva-
tism, yet he proposes to transform them entirely, with a 
true radicalism."87 The tragedy of Baucis and Philemon, a 
perennially perplexing problem for t he commentator, is the 
subject of an entire section that affords a perfect example 
of Snider's critical method and style. He begins with a 
forthright warning against the "philistinism" of regarding 
Faust as merely an evil man, "the envious destroyer of 
Philemon's bower, else thou wilt behold no tragedy of Civil-
ization, not in this poem, and what is worse, not in the 
world." He points to comparable occurrences in the American 
West, where constantly "sacred places e,re] industrialized 
• • • graves not one generation old turned up and scattered 
to the winds of heaven • • • a whole race upon our frontier 
swept from the earth."88 The cogent sweep of his argument 
is momentarily slackened by an unconvincing digression con-
cerning the burning of the chapel, which supposedly symbo-
lizes "the dwindling • • • of the vast ecclesiastical fabric 
which erstwhile threatened to swallow all;"89 but when he 
turns back to the visible events of the text he regains his 
happy touch and describes the sorrow of the old couple as 
87Ibid., P• 291. 
89Ibid., p. 294. 
88Ibid., p. 293. 
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that "of the last setting sun, as of a l'forld passing away. u90 
Implicit in this attitude is the Hegelian view of history as 
an inexorable dialectic process which justifies every histor-
ical outcome, a view Snider clearly suggests in identifying 
Faust with "the spirit of civilization • • • which proves its 
right to be . " He thus seems to reject the moral absolutes 
of Christianity as irrelevant when he denies that the "Quaker" 
can save the "Indian," so long.as the l atter will not "leave 
his old ground of savagery, and come upon the new ground of 
culture," and, in a peculiarly unapt metaphor , blames the 
aged couple for obstinately remaining , in spite of warning 
signals, on the track of progress, and trying to butt off 
the onrushi ng train instead of riding on it.91 Snider con-
eludes his vindication with acute comment that Faust's "human 
sympathy" with their fate is "not shared by the prodigious 
forces which he employs, which are relentless . 11 92 Apart 
from the moral smugness of this trend of thought, which is 
alien to Goethe's profound sense of universal tragic guilt 
(Ihr lasst ~ Armen schuldig werden), there is a flagrant 
perversion of the circumstances, for Faust has no technolog-
90Ibid. , p. 297. 
9libid., p. 300 . Note: This attitude comes close 
to what contemporary social scientists term "social Darwin-
ism," a phrase which was widely adopted toward the end of 
the century in an attempt to vindicate t he excesses of the 
era of "robber barons," but the laboring of the distinction, 
in the present context, seems somewhat supererogatory. 
92Ibid., p. 302 . 
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ical need of Philemon's land, the desire for which is admit-
tedly an expression of his "expansionist" impulse, des allge-
•• 
waltigen Willens ~· In spite of all strictures, however, 
it is well to remember that in dealing with a problem that 
cannot, finally, be reduced to absolutely rational terms, a 
vigorously argued presentation often contributes more to a 
genhine understanding than the judicious balancing of incom-
patible factors, which may leave the reader between the horns 
of an intellectual and esthetic dilemma. 
Snider approaches the final scene with an unwonted 
flexibility and open-mindedness, observing that the inherent 
obscurity of certain passages may well be due less to their 
"inherent darkness" than to the spiritual immaturity of the 
Western reader, and he emphasizes that "this is not the realm 
of rigid categories," but of "religious experience, to whose 
comprehension each individual must at last bring his own 
life. 11 93 He shol'TS greater breadth of mind than Harris in his 
perception of Goethe's purpose in using the "Christian Mythus" 
undogmatically and symbolically, to supplement the "Heathen 
Mythus, in its Teutonic and Hellenic forms," thus rounding 
out the poem's reflection of "European consciousness.n94 
Faust's admission to heaven after dying "unshrived and unan-
ointed," hence unreconciled to the church in its noutward 
and temporal manifestation," is taken to impl-y the identifi-
93Ibid., p . 327. 94Ibid., P• 316. 
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cation of his fundamental impulse, "the Oceanic struggles 
and tossings of his soul to reach Truth, completeness," with 
"the inner moving principle of the Church." Granting that 
the Catholic Church, "as the historic and artistic Church," 
furnishes the framework of the final scenes, he rejects the 
idea of Goethe's presumed inclination toward Catholicism, 
and insists that he reconciled in the religious realm - as 
he did in the social - the old and the new, together with 
"the very last outgrowth of the Christian Mythus, Swedenbor-
gianism," which is for Snider itself "a reconstruction of 
Christianity."95 Perhaps because of his propensity for 
establishing organic connections between his "Bibles," Snider 
calls attention to a number of striking parallels in Faust 
and the Divine Comedy, which he construes as a conscious 
reminiscence on Goethe's part. Early in his second volume 
he remarks on the use of the terza rima, "a measure which 
belongs to Dante alone," in Faust's first monolog, a borrow-
ing he finds appropriate because Dante, in the first canto 
of the Inferno "is also astray in a dark wood," and antici-
pates the reintroduction of a "Dantean strain" at the con-
clusion, but there "that of the Paradiso."96 The preliminary 
comment on the final scene refers to t he poet's adoption of 
the "fullest embodiment of the Christian Mythus," namely 
Dante's conception of "Hell, Purgatory, Heaven," but here 
"cast into futurity" and giving also "a glimpse of its inade-
quate side, for our modern time 11 - a remark he fails to elab-
95Ibid., PP • 334-35. 96Ibid., pp. 10-11. 
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orate . 97 Finally, the resemblance of Beatrice to Margaret 
in her role as guide to life and intercessor after death is 
mentioned, although the "celestial union of man and woman" 
seems to Snider to be "placed on a higher plane" by Goethe . 
All this he claims as a delayed effect on Goethe's exper-
ience in Italy, only one side of 1-1hich, 11heathen Italy," is 
mirrored in the Italian Journey, "anti-Christian in ••• 
temper, and certainly in art," while "religious Italy" left 
in him a seed that "age will ripen.n98 
There is a lapse of some twenty-five years after the 
appearance of the Faust commentary before the publication of 
Snider ' s next critical Goethe work , Goethe's Life-Poem,99 
which justifies its title in being a compactly organized inter-
pretation of the relationship between the poet's life and works . 
His knowledge of German scholarship, which he meticulously 
acknowledges , is well digested, but he tells the story of 
Goethe ' s development to an American audience, and from a 
fresh, although at times tortured , point of view. The ten-
dency to philosophize ineptly is marked in his implausible 
parallelisms in dealing with the two parts of Wilhelm Meister , 
and particularly in the peculiar emphasis placed on the 
Christiane episode as the poet's great anti-institutional 
act . The author's intention is to explain Goethe in the poet ' s 
own terms r at her than to measure him by an alien yardstick, 
9?Ibid. , p . 317. 
99st. Louis , 1915 . 
9Bibid . , p . 353 . 
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f or the reason that "the biographer • • • can easily obtain 
full instructions from Goethe himself and meting and bounding 
the great arcs of his life's Cycle which we call his Periods . ~100 
While he therefore quotes Dichtung und Wahrheit frequently, 
he is fully aware of the "fictional" element in its composi-
tion, and usually makes judicious use of the other sources of 
Goethe ' s own testimony. He presents his subject in the per-
spective of the "Teutonic Renascence," where he yokes him with 
Frederick the Great, "the one recreating the State, the other 
the Literature;"101 to clinch the idea, he quotes the passage 
from the seventh book of Dichtung ~ Wahrheit which expresses 
Goethe's appreciation of the Prussian king's contribution in 
providing a valid content for a national literature . The key-
note of the poet's character lies for him in his domination by 
love, and he christens him Phileros - borrowing the name from 
Pandora - but he is free from any puritanical bias, and traces 
the emotion "from its lowest sensuous note to its highest spir-
itual transfiguration" in the "Chorus Mysticus . "102 A true 
understanding of the man, he holds, shows "love's upheaval in 
him as akin to a phenomenon of nature, often terrible, even 
shocking to the moral senses," as was the Lisbon earthquake, 
yet "to denounce or defend him seems equally inadequate;" he is 
to be "comprehended as a unique human phenomenon both in life 
and literature . "l03 The "fragments of a great confession" 
100Ibid . , p. 6. 
102Ibid., p. 13. 
101Ibid . , p. 10. 
103~ •• p. 53 . 
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theme, exploited throughout the book in explanation of 
Goethe's literary purpose, is expounded as quite literally 
a secularization of the ecclesiastical process of penitence: 
"contrition, confession, atonement, expiation ••• won by 
himself ••• through self-expression by means of litera-
ture," which "we may regard as the deepest fact of his mes-
sage," representing "a new and deeper expiation of errant 
mortality."l04 This principle Snider applies in full detail 
... 
to the Friderike affair, tracing its workings in Gotz, 
Clavigo, Stella, and Faust, and he cites the letter Goethe 
wrote after revisiting Sesenheim on his journey to Switzer-
land eight years after the event. The naive question as to 
Goethe's unwillingness to marry the girl is disposed of by 
demonstrating that marriage would only have prolonged the 
tragedy.105 In taking stock of the place of Strassburg in 
the poet's development , Snider makes the observation- here 
pertinently Hegelian - that the revulsion against French 
culture was only temporary, that Goethe was later to "react 
against the reaction," because this culture "had been too 
deeply implanted • • • and had too many points of harmony 
with his universal spirit to be banned from his life for-
ever."106 But when Snider presses this train of thought 
further and insists that "the return to France" is part of 
the later appreciation of the "Latin" and "classical heri-
104Ibid., P• 79 . 
106Ibid., p. 101. 
105~ •• pp. 117-20. 
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tage," he is generalizing too loosely. 
The entire period of the "Frankfort Quadrennium" and 
the"Weimar Decennium" may also be viewed, without distortion, 
under the Hegelian aspect of "institutional rebellion" and 
subsequent reconciliation, and Snider makes the most of this 
motif in both its personal and literary phases. He speaks 
of the young Goethe's antagonism in Frankfort towards his 
family, the "stifling community," the Empire, and "estab-
lished" religion, which last he finds it necessary to qualify 
by a reference to the "subjective play of it with Fraulein 
von Klettenberg."107 Gotz, the literary protagonist of this 
revolt, however, exhibits, as is g enerally recognized, the 
unqualified rejection of the "established institutions of 
the age -nobility, city, church, state . 11108 Snider, writing 
during the first year of the First \·lorld \'lar, makes the 
shrewd comment that the two characteristic works of the 
Frankfort period, Gotz and Werther, in glorifying "Will" and 
"Feeling," are "prophetic of the Germany of today, combining 
crass strength with tender sentimentality." His anti-Hohen-
zollern partisanship leads him to the startling parallel 
'" between Gotz and Bismarck "in their common assault upon the 
abuses of the old empire, yet dropping back to it finally, 
and seeking to restore it in the last instance," and he con-
eludes that for both poet and statesman "the ancient medieval 
system would seem to have been the political ultimate."109 
107Ibid., p . 134. 
109Ibid., p. 151. 
108 Ibid., p . 139. 
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With respect to the first Weimar period, Snider claims to be 
the first biographer, as far as he knows, to have "understood 
the meaning of this somewhat silent decade in the complete 
evolution of the poet ," a statement he amplifies persua-
sively and in careful detail . llO He sees in Weimar the school 
to which Goethe is sent "to learn through experience the mean-
ing and value of institutions of which his previous tendency 
had not been simply ignorant but defiant."111 The relative 
quiescence of literary productivity is not to be lamented, 
as it is outweighed by the benefits of greater stability of 
character and by the accumulation of insights that make pos-
sible much of his subsequent work, notably the "first-hand 
knm.,ledge of the socio-economic institution" that permeates 
Wilhelm Meister and the Second Part of Faust.112 But beyond 
its value as a means of discipline and a source of exper-
ience utilizable ~n literature, Weimar is to Snider even more 
significant as being in itself Goethe's "work of art ," every 
facet of which - political, economic, social , cultural - he 
rebuilt and transformed, to give the tiny state a symbolic 
content, being, "like every true poet ••• a symbol-maker 
essentially."ll3 In order to provide his Anglo-Saxon readers 
with a broad perspective in which to see Goethe ' s transition 
from phase to phase of his evolution, Snider cites the exam-
" ple of other poets, some of whom, like Byron and Shelley, 
110Ibid., p . 231 . 
112Ibid., p . 189. 
111Ibid., p. 183. 
113Ibid., pp . 192-200. 
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"stay Titanic in their denial ;" many, like Longfellow, "re-
main innocently positive;" Wordsworth and Coleridge are the 
prototypes of those who "take an early dip in the Titanic 
brimstone, but get terrified and flee back to their first 
innocent Paradise." It is Goethe's peculiar talent to absorb 
into his experience "all stages, positive and negative, ••• 
and pass on to the next Epoch in his evolution."ll4 
Snider prefaces his discussion of Goethe's "middle 
period" (1786-1808} with a thoughtful and provocative con-
sideration of the meaning of the Italian experience in his 
evolution. Borrowing from his associate Harris' pedagogical 
vocabulary, he terms the transition to Italy Goethe's "pivotal 
act of self- estrangement ," the passage not only from the 
Germanic to the world of "antique Heathendom" (a commonplace 
with all commentators}, but- despite his lack of interest 
in all forms of Christianity a t the time - from a "Protestant 
to a Catholic conception of man's destiny" as well.115 The 
ingenious solution he proposes to the problem of the choice 
of Rome as a school of Greek culture rather than Greece is 
that "little Athens was too like little Weimar," and that 
Goethe's "trend toward universality" drew him to the civil-
ization that had "universalized ••• individualistic Hellas;" 
he adds that on the political side democratic Athens had 
never appealed to the poet .116 In recalling the antecedents 
114Ibid., pp. 232- 33 . 
116Ibid., p. 253 . 
115Ibid., pp. 236- 37 . 
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of the metrical technique of this period in the Pindaric 
rhythms of Frankfort, which he considers - despite Goethe 's 
linli tations in the technical mastery of the language - "a 
spiritual transfusing of the Greek world into the modern" 
unsurpassed by any BUropean, he remarks that Goethe was 
"vlhi tmanizing nearly a century before Whitman. 11117 It is 
doubtless inevitable that the Hegelian Snider should see in 
the poet's development from the national to the universal a 
historical necessity of his time and nation, a manifestation 
on the literary side of the philosophical development from 
Kant to Hegel , which in his zeal he regards as "really from 
a German to a universal philosopher, '\'Tho was still a German. 11118 
From this orientation he rejects the attacks on Goethe's 
patriotism, maintaining that "he thus became his nation's 
mediator at the most significant node of man's cultural dis-
cipline."ll9 The most noteworthy instance of Hegelian inter-
pretation of Goethe's personal life is the treatment of the 
relationship to Christiane, the strands of which Snider pur-
sues with dogged logic through the poet's later career. It 
is presented - seriatim in the second half of the book - as 
the central tragedy of the poet 's life, his hybris consist-
ing in his defiance of the marriage institution, out of which 
flow, in pre-ordained succession, the catastrophic consequences. 
The prelude to the "tragedy of Phileros" is seen in the 
117Ibid., pp . 258-59 . 
ll9Ibid., p. 265 . 
118Ibid., pp. 263-64. 
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"classic Woman] debauch," and the actual drama begins when 
the hero "re-enacts openly what was • • • a clandestine in-
dulgence in Rome , defiant of all public (italics added) 
morality. 11120 By way of arousing his audience's empathy 
Snider recalls the circumstances of the return to Weimar -
the failure to reestablish rapport with Frau von Stein, the 
general sense of estrangement from his old environment - and, 
apart from her personal and biological appeal, the fact that 
the "simple Teutonic maiden had the power of Teutonizing 
again the ••• classic Goethe, and of making him pour forth 
in native tones the wedlock not only of two persons, but of 
two worlds ••• "121 This "unwritten drama of retribution, 
suffering and fatality" Snider refuses to "bemoralize" or 
"puritanize," but chooses to let Goethe "ethicize himself" 
in his "vicarious literary Purgatory," "summoning himself 
before the objective tribunal of the ages. "122 He fails to 
follow up the rather promising line of interpretation at this 
point, although in the discussion of the Elective Affinities 
he remarks that "our Goethe has become institutional through 
his bitter experience ."123 The belated marriage ceremony is 
described as a futile effort to rescue the "child born unin-
stitutionally ••• from the negation involved in his very 
existence,"124 while the union of August with Ottilie von 
120Ibid., p . 269 . 121Ibid., pp. 259-62. 
122Ibid., pp. 369-70 . 123Ibid., p . 527. 
124Ibid., p. 579. 
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Pogwisch, insuring the birth of Goethe's descendants within 
"an institutional order , " is supposedly designed "to counter-
act his primal violation and save his House from its over-
hanging doom. "125 The tragic concatenation, thus viewed , 
does not break off until the poet's line is extinguished with 
the death of his grandsons , of whom lval ther is quoted as writ-
ing, conscious of the burden of his heritage , "The realm of 
the Eumenides is drawing to an end!"126 
Snider treats the literary products of this period in 
the same independent and stimulating fashion, never falling 
into mere cataloging, but putting things into meaningful , if 
often questionable, relationships . He terms Egmont , Iphigenie, 
and Tasso a "dramatic trilogy" analogous to Aeschylus ' trilogy 
of Orestes, their unity deriving from the poet himself, of 
whose development they represent "contemporaneous • • • rather 
than successive stages."127 In Egmont he sees almost exclu-
sively "that perennial racial and cultural conflict which 
began • • • in old Rome • • • and is furiously going on at 
this moment£i914 or 191i]- the strife between the Latin and 
the Teuton. 11128 A gem of purest Hegelianism is the explana-
tion of the decline of Spain as a direct result of the Inqui-
sition, which "collided with the movement of the age , which 
was bringing forth the free individual, the independent sub-
jective Self • • •• Naturally she undid herself and lost her 
125Ibid., P• 547 . 
127Ibid., p . 288 . 
126Ibid ., p . 587 . 
128Ibid., p . 290. 
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own soul, and thus ceased producing great men."129 That 
Egmont is not historical tragedy - Hegelian or otherwise -
is as evident to Snider as to any intelligent reader, but he 
injects a polemical note into his account of the cavalier 
recasting of the data of history in the drama , and cites 
Goethe's documented scorn of the "historical fact by itself 
as incapable of poetic presentation" in order to demonstrate 
"Goethe's limitation: he could not write an historical trag-
edy."l30 This, to Snider, is indeed a grave limitation, in 
view of his conviction that "nothing is more certain than that 
history has its goal toward which it is working ••• has a 
soul quite as have you and I ••• and it can be set forth 
dramatically ••• as Shakespeare has done , and ••• Schil-
ler."l3l His doctrinal exception to the mode of dramatization 
registered , Snider proceeds with an able account of the gen-
erally accepted interpretation of the play as embodying "in 
the evolution of Goethe's personality ••• the tragedy of 
the Demonic."132 It has already been remarked, in the dis-
cussion of Snider ' s own Iphigenia drama, that he conceived, 
beyond Goethe's expansion of Euripides' rendering of the 
legend, of an even more universal application. This drama 
is to him nevertheless the archetype of Goethe 's vTork , which 
exhibits in purest form the essential quality of his "artis-
tic word," namely its mediatorial function. Although human-
129Ibid., p. 292 . 
131Ibid., p. 295 . 
130Ibid., pp. 294-96. 
132Ibid., p. 300 . 
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istic ~ spirit, it shares this with Christianity, as it 
also does - an original notion - the missionary impulse . 
Snider represents the poet as "projecting a phase of his 
deepest experience into an ancient tale" and enumerates the 
three levels of the heroine's mediatorial action: on her-
self, on the barbarous world of her exile, and on her family . 
But he regards it as a shortcoming of the drama that Goethe 
does not have her bring about "the regeneration of all Hellas 
which is ••• in the condition of the Tantalids ," a point he 
supports by alluding to the vengefUl nature of the Pelopon-
nesian War. l33 Such critical stricture, based on historical 
detail, violates Snider's avowed canon of understanding the 
poet on his own terms, which would presume acceptance of his 
idealized picture of Greek culture . Least original is the 
analysis of Tasso, which shows Goethe as giving an "idealized 
account" of the conflict of two "half-men" after he had "in 
himself harmonized their collision," and the lesson to be 
drawn from the drama is that "Every great book that has ulti-
mate value shows the purgatorial landmark of its author in 
his struggle against the fall of man."134 In the extended 
and generally trustworthy discussion of the association with 
Schiller and its influence on the work of both poets, perhaps 
the most striking remark has to do lrith the role of the myth 
in the thought of each. Schiller's purpose was essentially 
moral , so that he "was not easily mythical, though he trained 
133Ibid ., pp . 326- 28. 134Ibid., pp , 344, 353 . 
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himself in that direction," while "Goethe was at his deepest 
as a myth- maker, and could hardly help himself when nature 
broke loose into creation" - hence the epical character of 
his genius as contrasted with Schiller's predilection for the 
dramatic . 135 Wilhelm Meister, the first part of which re-
flects the collaboration of the friends, seems in form and 
spirit uncongenial to Snider, who can find in it no dominant 
idea and is able to advance only very general suggestions as 
to its raison d ' ~tre . He makessomewhat desultory and common-
place remarks on the reflection of the author's life in the 
novel , but finds its greater importance in its symbolic re-
presentation of the Germany of the time of its composition, 
when "the nation's Will seemed quite hamstrung while its In-
tellect grew to enormous proportions • • • its Genius shunned 
the deed and turned inward to the spirit . 11136 Snider per-
ceives in this an unconscious obedience to "the behest of the 
"World- Spirit," a phase from which the nation later reacted 
to embark on "a dominating material pursuit and achievement , " 
a transition indicated , to be sure , in the latter part of 
Meister ' s story, but the "first trend is more fully accen-
tuated . "l3? The later section dealing separately with the 
Journeymanship is even more perfunctory, noting briefly its 
pedagogical content, but constructing an elaborate and shaky 
framework of parallel and contrast between the educational 
l35Ibid ., p . 425 . 
137Ibid ., p . 432 . 
136 Ibid . , p . 431 . 
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experiences of the t'\YO illegitimate children August Goethe 
and Felix. It is significant to Snider that the latter 
could be "trained to live in an institutional order outside 
of which he was born , " vrhile Goethe ' s son 11as denied such a 
happy solution. 138 The comment on Hermann und Dorothea is 
largely an unprofitable exercise in allegorizing , for the 
union of the two figures , one bearing a German and the other 
a Greek name , is supposed to foreshadow "the later nuptials 
of Faust and Helena, 11 and the "sympathetically institutional" 
spirit of the entire poem is - with some logic- chopping -
represented as the poet ' s "penitential" gesture of reconcil-
iation in the face of his "uninstitutional" private life . 
It is only in the remarks on its prosody that the present-
day reader will discover an acceptable critical standard . l39 
In view of the tvTO earlier volumes on Faust Snider refrains 
from an analysis of that drama , but his remarks on its gen-
eral significance as an index of Goethe ' s life and age betray 
a more sweeping and uncritical Hegelian attitude than was 
previously evident . The reason advanced for the resumption 
of Faust in 1797 is the poet's need for an accounting of his 
own recent experience, as he had "evolved Mephistopheles in 
himself" and "through his defiance of the social order ~ad 
becom3 an embodied negative, " just as the entire century had 
grown "increasingly negative in its thought from Locke to 
Kant ••• finally manifesting its practical negation of the 
138Ibid., p . 577 . 139 Ibid . , PP • 451-56 . 
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whole world of institutions in the catastrophic French Revo-
lution. nl40 In dealing with the later "'mrks of the "middle 
period" Snider's desire to construct a closely-knit scheme 
of cause and effect betrays him into rather weakly supported 
generalizations . 
The final period of Goethe's career , which Snider 
dates from 1807 (Minna Herzlieb) or 1809 (completion of Elec-
tive Affinities), does not seem to yield very suitable grist 
for his type of critical mill, an opinion suggested by the 
pedestrian style and mechanical thinking of his later chap-
ters, which contrast with the freshness and originality - at 
times eccentric - of the earlier portions . He still mani-
fests, it is true, conscientious study of German commentaries 
and careful reading of the original works and correspondence , 
so that the novice may still read this section for broad 
orientation, but the distinctive Sniderian salt has lost its 
savor . The transition to the last epoch, he sho1vs, is marked 
by a resolution of the inward tension of the preceding one , 
where it appeared under the forms of romanticism and classi-
cism, Teutonic and Greek, North and South, to be succeeded 
by »a pervasive unity of form and s pirit" that is conveyed 
in the "conscious symbolism of Goethe's Altersstil . "l4l 
There is a very able defence of this style against the wide-
spread charge of "unreality," for Snider realizes that the 
later kind of symbolism represents the poet's "new exper-
140Ibid . , pp. 473-74. 141Ibid., pp. 505- 506 . 
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ience , being at last a clearer vision of the eternal entities 
which appear in the world of separation and particularities . " 
He sees a like change of style in the later dramas of Shakes-
peare , 1'1hose Cali ban, for example, is "an imagined • • • idea 
endowed with its own shape by the poet . "142 The force that 
underlies and unifies all the changes of Goethe's later years 
Snider finds by reverting to the motif he originally intro-
duced as the primary impulse of the poet's being , namely in 
the late resurgence of Phileros, who "goes through a great 
new stage of man's discipline, that of having a young heart 
in an old body. 11l43 But while the story of Goethe's love for 
Minna Herzlieb, Marianne Willemer, and Ulrike von Levetzoe is 
duly recited , such major works as the Elective Affinities , 
the aphorisms , The West- Eastern Divan, and The Trilogy of 
Passion- all ideal instances of Snider's leading idea - are 
disposed of quite perfunctorily . The Elective Affinities is 
explained as merely a reflection of the "institutionalizing" 
of Phileros; the Divan, the pantheistic overtones and Oriental 
imagery of which seem inaccessible to Snider, as a "phasis of 
the aphoristic Goethe;" and the critic's lack of sympathy 
with The Trilogy of Passion is betrayed, despite an adequate 
review of its content , when he is capable of interpolating 
the comment, "Happy man! he was not troubled by the modern 
compunction about the kiss that it is unhygienic . "144 \Vhat 
142Ibid., pp . 507-509 . 143Ibid., p. 510 . 
l44Ibid . , pp . 527, 541, 566 . 
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Sni der says about the Second Part of Faust is largely a re-
s t atement of his earlier view, but he now has less of his 
former uncritical insistence on the meaningfulness of each 
detail, for he admits that it contains "sandy tracts in 
which the traveler longs for some greenery and a drop of 
water . "l45 The emphasis in his brief recapitulation has 
shifted from Faust to Mephistopheles, whom he describes as 
completely dominating Part I , while Part II is seen almost 
exclusively as exemplifying the dialectical "self- negation 
of the universal denier &hose] • • • subtle doing of evil un-
folds through his own self-undoing unto the good;" this "very 
elusive dialectic runs through his whole manifestation in the 
Second Part and constitutes the deepest thread of its connec-
tion. "146 This spirit is most evident in the passage that 
repeats the thesis of Goethe's unwitting embodiment of the 
trend of Western thought "from Kant's Titanic denial to Hegel's 
equally Titanic affirmation , " and Snider now dismisses the 
final scene as "the rather dead or dying ecclesiastical ap-
pendix. 11147 
Of the three leading figures of the St . Louis l-1ovement 
Snider is the only one to aim at a relatively objective and 
comprehensive understanding of Goethe as poet, thinker, and 
personality. ·Brokmeyer sees in his Faust a paradigm of Hege-
lian dialectic, and ignores his other works and his personality. 
145Ibid. , P• 591 . 
147Ibid . , PP • 597-98. 
146Ibid . , p . 593 . 
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Harris' attitude is that of the moralist rather than the 
student of literature, and he chooses those themes in the 
poet ' s work that seem to exemplify and lend support to his 
own ethical doctrines; he does not attempt to deal with the 
full range of Goethe's activity and has decided misgivings 
as to his moral character. Snider's consistent effort is 
to grasp the figure of Goethe as a whole, to interpret his 
work (with the exception of his lyric poetry) and his other 
manifold pursuits as the expression of a central life- impulse . 
He is far broader in his intellectual sympathies than Brok-
meyer , as he is free of the moralistic urgency of Harris , 
so that he comes to his task with a comparatively open mind 
and a willingness to regard Goethe primarily as a poet . It 
must be conceded that his philosophical preconceptions, which 
color his view of history and culture, frequently lead him 
to force rather grotesque interpretations upon his subject , 
but the total effect of his presentation of Goethe is to 
show him in his true historical light as the last of the 
great humanists . This is one of the few points of agreement 
between Snider and the Eastern genteel writers, such as 
Lowell and Whipple; he differs from them, however, in show-
ing the humanist Goethe as prophetic and forward-looking 
rather than as a static model of perfection. The most orig-
inal note in his exposition • and here he comes closer than 
any other of the St. Louis group to its professed purpose 
of naturalizing German idealism in this country - in his 
repeated application of Goethean ideas to basic i ssues in 
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American life , albeit not always convincingly. In doing so 
he discloses , paradoxically , a primary characteristic of gen-
tility, i . e . its conservatism on political and social issues , 
for he can appreciate only the specific prophecies of Goethe 
that Western history has already fulfilled, and not the sense 
of inevitable social evolution which they express . This is , 
of course, a direct consequence of his adherence to the right-
wing interpretation of Hegel , the justification of the status 
quo. Taylor, incidentally , the only other of the genteel writ-
ers to sense the prophet in Goethe, is far vaguer in his per-
ception of how this prescience applies to actual developments 
of the present . Snider's universality of outlook (a Hegelian 
characteristic) and pseudo-encyclopedic learning betray him 
into a diffuseness and verbosity which tend to obscure his 
positive contributions (and may account for his virtual 
eclipse in the world of criticism), but on the score of com-
pleteness, perspective, and appreciative insight his portrayal 
of Goethe is the best-balanced of any here examined. When we 
turn to consider John Burroughs ' view of Goethe, we shall 
find an effort , not unlike Snider's, to see in the poet a 
guide to the solution of basic problems of modern culture , 
but an inferior grasp of his leading ideas . 
CHAPTER VIII 
JOHN BURROUGHS 
The inclusion of John Burroughs (1837-1921) in the 
category of the genteel would appear to call for explicit 
justification, for he is remembered today as one of the 
earliest and most devoted champions of Walt Whitman, and he 
drew his inspiration chiefly from Emerson, Carlyle, and -
rather obviously, despite his protestations to the con-
trary - from Thoreau. He nevertheless seems, to the con-
temporary eye, to embody if not what may be termed the sub-
stance of gentility, with its insistence on alien standards, 
all the more markedly its spirit . In his very dependence 
on the original minds of the preceding generation (as well 
as of his own) he betrays t he weakness of spirit that char-
acterized so many promising men of the post-Civil War era, 
and his inability to attain an integrated view of life, 
being to the end torn between the Transcendentalism of his 
youth and the triumphant scientific materialism of the later 
years of the century, is likewise the mark of derivative 
thought . His work, whenever he forsakes the field of pure 
description for the realm of speculation, manifests a con-
fusion of which he himself at times becomes aware, an "oscil-
lation between the scientific and the poetic-religious poles 
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of his mind."l Foerster, who traces through Burroughs' 
essays his constant abandonment and re-adoption of view-
points - writing now like a Thoreau, now like a Huxley -
shows plainly "the recurrent bewilderment" that resulted 
from his unwillingness to accept either as a final guide. 2 
Although Burroughs was, in a superficial sense, "the suc-
cessor of Thoreau as a popular essayist on the plants and 
animals environing human life,"3 he was lacking in the inten-
sity and the capacity for rigorous and sustained thinking 
that gave Thoreau his unique position in American thought. 
As regards his avowed masters - Carlyle, Emerson, and Whit-
man - he "possessed ••• a far smaller moral and spiritual 
endowment" than they.4 Remarks by Burroughs near the end of 
his life reveal his inability to appreciate the essence of 
Thoreau's genius, for he refers to his own superior "diver-
sity of talent" and greater factual accuracy, but in the 
same conversation, paranthetically, concedes that "Thoreau's 
thoughts are nearer to acts than mine ••• ~i~morale much 
superior."5 He could recognize the "morale," but not the 
1c. H. Osborne,The Religion of John Burroughs (Boston 
and New York, 1930), p. ix. 
2
·Nature !a American Literature (New York, 1923), 
pp. 272-91. 
3Encyclopedia Brittanica (1947 edition), article on 
Burroughs. 
4Norman Foerster in The Dictionary Q! American Bio-
graphy. 
5clara Barrust Life and Letters of John Burroughs 
2 vols. (Boston, 1925J,-ri; 336. ------
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reasons for its superiority, namely Thoreau's ability to 
see the universal in the particular. Henry James, in review-
ing one of Burrough 's early books, assigned him his place 
among the epigoni with an urbane precision no later critic 
has matched when he called him "a sort of reduced, but also 
more humorous, more available, and more sociable Thoreau." 6 
In adding that Burroughs was "unfailingly complimentary • • • 
finding sermons in stones and good in everything," he laid 
his finger on another earmark of gentility, its reluctance 
to offend or startle, and this moral timidity Burroughs 
never overcame in his long writing career. 
Even though he was unsuccessful in thinking his way 
through to a coherent and comprehensive attitude and kept 
reverting to previously abandoned positions, Burroughs' life 
does show a number of clearly discernible turning-points. 
His early work, up to about 1878, displays a largely spon-
taneous love of nature and consists of naively unstudied 
observations in field and woods. As Foerster demonstrates, 
it was primarily Emerson who "transforms his instinctive 
love of nature into the conscious, reflective love of her,"7 
and Burroughs himself acknowledges the Concord sage as "my 
spiritual father in the strictest sense."8 His first con-
6The Nation (Jan. 27, 1876), 168. 
7Nature in American Literature, p . 270. 
8The Heart of Burroughs ' Journals, ed. Clara Barrus (New York and Boston-,-1928), p. 88. 
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tact with Goethean thought would therefore seem to have 
come at second-hand, for while there is no mention of Goethe 
before 1875, and the number of references increases markedly 
in later years, there is an unmistakable affinity of general 
temper, as an entry of 1866 in the Journals would indicate: 
"Not to the student without love, armed with every weapon of 
science, does Nature yield her most precious secrets •••• 
Why is the naturalist, the entomologist, the geologist not 
enriched by his pursuit? Because he is a partialist, and 
so intent on the body that he misses the soul •••• 11 9 
Goethe expresses himself with regard to nature in the same 
vein, notably in Faust: Geheimnisvoll ~ lichten ~/ Lasst 
~ Natur des Schleiers nicht berauben,/ Und ~ sie deinem 
Geist nicht offenbaren ~,/ Das zwingst du ihr nicht ab mit 
Hebeln und m!1 Schrauben. More direct expression of contempt 
for the methods of conventional science occurs in Mephisto's 
remarks to the student, which conclude: ~ hat ~ die 
Teile in seiner Hand,/ Fehlt leider! ~ das geistige Band.10 
9Ibid., PP• 47-48. 
10Note: Cf. also Goethe's remarks to Eckermann on 
nat1:Xe: ~ Unzulfulglichen verschmBht sie, und mg: ~ 
Zul~ichen, Wahren und Reinen ergibt sie ~ und offenbart 
ihm ____ e Geheimnisse.--rGesprMche mit Eckermann, Leipzig, 
!885, Bd. II, s. 47) Even more apposite is the fervent pass-
age, long attributed to Goethe; Ihre Krone ist die Liebe. 
Nur durch sie kommt man ihr der NatUr nahe.--sie1macht 
~te zwiSChe~ alien-wesen,-und alles will sich verschlingen. 
s~e hat alles ~soliert, um alieS zusammenzuziehen. Durch 
ein paffii ~ ~ dem BeCher der Liebe hUt sie fiir ~Leben 
voll M e schadlos. (Zur Naturwissenschaft im Allgemeinen, 
werke, DNL, Bd. 34, pp:-8-9). -
-rt has been demonstrated that this passage was writ-
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It is likely that Carlyle, whom he studied later, stimulated 
Burroughs' interest in Goethe more directly than did Emerson, 
for the names of the German poet and his Scottish disciple 
are often associated in Burroughs' writings. In 1882, 
directly after his return from Scotland, where he had made 
a pilgrimage to the Carlyle country, he wrote Edward Dowden 
that he had "always been skeptical about the heart of that 
monster of the deep @oethe]," but that he was about to study 
him again during the coming year in order to see if ~isJ 
first impression of him was well-founded or not."11 He adds, 
"He is a giant, no doubt; there is something impious in his 
insight into nature, but I doubt if I could ever come to love 
h . " l.ID. . Apparently his re-reading effected a greater appre-
ciation of Goethe, as the references to the poet in his sub-
sequent works reveal a more detailed knowledge and a certain 
warmth of feeling . There is no direct evidence of the ex-
tent of his"study, ,. but the citations are preponderantly 
from Eckermann's Conversations and the Autobiography (he 
was able to read only the translations), and one is inclined 
to suspect that much of Burroughs ' acquaintance with Goethe , 
especially as evinced in his more general remarks, came by 
ten by a Swiss friend of Goethe named Tobler (M. 0. Kistler , 
:f.lonatshefte, 1954, 383 ff.), but Goethe, some fifty years 
after the article had appeared, acknowledged that it expressed 
in essence his ideas: Dass ich diese Betrachtungen verfasst, 
kann ich mich faktisch nicht erinnern, allein sie stimmen ~ 
den Vorstellungen uberein, ~ denen sich mein Geist damals 
ausgebildet hatte. (Ibid., p. 63). 
11~ and Letters, II, 249-50. 
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way of Emerson, Carlyle, and other enthusiasts rather than 
at first-hand. There are, for example, only two references 
to Faust, neither showing any awareness of its central pur-
pose, one of them an allusion to "those huge Brocken shadows," 
which his favorite line of Whitman calls to mind,12 and the 
other a phrase to be discussed below. On the other hand, in 
Accepting the Universe there is an extended discussion of the 
problem of evil and of the disappearance of the devil from the 
modern w·orld, in which the context repeatedly seems to demand 
reference to the poem, especially to Mephisto, and Burroughs' 
failure to exploit the opportunity points clearly to his lack 
of familiarity with the work.13 The omission is the more 
striking, as elsewhere in the book he repeatedly reenforces 
his argument by quoting from Eckermann. There is bare men-
tion of Carlyle's translation of Meister, but only incidental 
to the account of Burroughs' travel in Scotland,14 and the 
comment on Goethe's attitude toward religion is drawn only 
from Eckermann and the Autobiography, as will be presently 
shown; the absence of any mention of the elaboration of Goethe's 
ideas on religion in Wilhelm Meister is here especially con-
spicuous. There is no evidence of Burroughs' acquaintance 
with any of the other dramas or with the body of Goethe's 
lyric poetry. 
12Birds and Poets (New York, 1878), p. 224. 
80. 
l3New York and Boston, 1920, pp. 39, 44, 73, 75-76, 
1~esh Fields (New York and Boston, 1885), p. 60. 
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In view of Burroughs' discursive style , and also 
because his interest in Goethe was episodic rather than sus-
tained, a somewhat arbitrary division into categories is 
forced upon us in examining his relation to Goethean 
thought. Mter con.sidering his broad estimate of Goethe 
and his influence, general and specific , on modern thought, 
we shall examine in turn Burroughs' use of the poet's liter-
ary and esthetic judgments, of his views on science and 
nature, and finally of his attitude toward religion. 
Some of Burroughs' general assessments of Goethe 
enter only incidentally into his discussion of Emerson and 
Carlyle, the two of his teachers whose own debt to the German 
is so well established. One of his critical comments on 
Emerson as a poet is that he is "an essence, a condensation," 
similar to "strong artificial fertilizer" and lacking in 
"that mass and inertia that are indispensable to the creator;" 
by way of contrast he cites the names of Dante, Shakespeare, 
Byron, and Goethe , all of whom "saw mainly man and him not 
abstractly but concretely."l5 Carlyle, the subject of the 
essay "A Sunday in Cheyne Row," is characterized as being 
driven more than any other modern by his "demon," yet, adds 
Burroughs, his watchword was "Entsap;en, renunciation, self-
denial, which he learned from Goethe ."16 The famous essay-
ist's search for the dominant trait in each of his heroes 
l5Birds ~ Poets, pp. 187-88. 
16Fresh Fields, p. 240 . 
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brought him to admire "the lordly and regal quality in 
Goethe . "17 Again, in the same essay, Goethe's relation to 
Carlyle is compared with that of Melancthon to Luther, the 
poet's "marvellous insight and cool, uncommited moral nature" 
and his trait of seeing everything only "for his own ends 
and behoof, for contemplation and enjoyment" being contrasted 
to Carlyle's vision, which is "productive of pain and suffer-
ing, because his moral nature sympathizes so instantly and 
thoroughly with his intellectual."18 Some years later Bur-
roughs restates the same idea in the statement that Carlyle 
lacked the disinterestedness of the true artist, was too vehe-
ment and intolerant, and "did not or could not live in the 
whole, as did his master Goethe.n19 Finally, appraising in 
his old age Bergson's significance for his own development, 
Burroughs credits the French philosopher with a liberating 
power that "opened new worlds" to him, much as Wordsworth had 
done for John Stuart Mill and Goethe for Carlyle. 20 
l7Ibid., p. 246. Note: Actually Carlyle does not 
include Goethe in his essay "The Hero as a Man of Letters," 
although he states that he would like to hold him up as "our 
chosen specimen" in this category. The reason for omitting 
him is that "at present, such is the general state of know-
ledge about Goethe, it were worse than useless to attempt 
speaking of him in this case. " 
P• 205. 
18Ibid., p. 247. 
l9Literary Values (Boston and New York, 1902), p. 136. 
20under the Apple Trees (Boston and New York, 1916), 
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More direct testimony of his general estimate of 
Goethe is fairly frequent , especially in his later writ-
ings . A reflection on the constantly expanding sphere of 
science in modern culture and its absorption of talents 
that would have been attracted, in other times, to other 
pursuits , leads Burroughs to consider whether any creative 
artists may thus have missed their true vocation, but he 
concludes that few spirits of the first rank have been 
thwarted for this reason. With regard to Goethe's interest 
in "certain branche.s of scientific inquiry," he believes 
him to have had "clearly less • • • aptitude" here than in 
"his chosen field," a comment betraying a failure to com-
prehend the unity underlying the variety of the poet's in-
terests . 21 The paper on "Matthew Arnold's Criticism, " in 
referring to "the modern movement • • • favoring a greater 
growth and freedom of the individual," names Goethe as its 
prime leader in the field of letters22 and later approvingly 
quotes Arnold himself on "the greatest voice of the century 
••• the voice of Goethe . "23 Three passages widely separ-
ated in time urge the study of Goethe for his pertinence to 
the problems of contemporary life . The first names him with 
Carlyle, Wordsworth , and Emerson as one of the "wise physi-
cians and doctors" better ministering "to our wants as moral 
65-66 . 
21Indoor Studies (Boston and New York, 1889), pp . 
22Ibid . , pp . 109-110. 23 Ibid ., p. 132. 
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and spiritual beings" than such "purely literary" poets as 
Shru{espeare and Milton (!). 24 Substantially the same recom-
mendation is made thirteen years later in Literary Values, 
except for the substitution of Tennyson, Browning, Arnold, 
and Whitman as the other writers suggested, 25 and after a 
like interval Goethe is listed with Carlyle, Emerson, and 
Whitman as one of the writers "we do not merely admire • 
we experience them and they enter into our lives."26 A 
• • 
letter of 1892 to an unidentified young l ady again calls 
Goethe "the great doctor and critic of the modern world. 1127 
The only work specifically praised - as well as most often 
cited - is Eckermann's Conversations, which Burroughs claims 
to have "reread three times and often dipped into." It im-
presses him as poorer in human interest than Boswell's 
Johnson, but he finds it "as an intellectual excitant ••• 
vastly superior."28 Similar comment occurs in the volume 
John Burroughs Talks; 29 and a letter of 1906 , where the occa-
sion is his reading of Traubel's Whitman, he remarks that it 
might have equalled the Conversations, if "there had been an 
24Ibid., p. 137. 
25Literary Values, pp. 184-85. 
26under the Apple Trees, p. 205. 
27Life and Letters, I, 320. 
2~iterary Values, p . 225. 
29Ed. Clifton Johnson (Boston and New York, 1922), 
P• 186. 
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Eckermann instead of a Traubel to do it."30 The only other 
work mentioned in a critical context is Werther, cited with 
Die Rauber as an example of evanescent ideas and enthu-
siasms, 1·1hich is now "like an empty shell picked up on the 
shore."3l In his repudiation of the Storm and Stress Bur-
roughs makes common cause with almost all of the genteel 
writers. The First World War finds him strongly anti-German, 
and his final volume of essays, published posthumously, con-
tains a quotation from Emerson's Journals of 1837 that sweep-
ingly disparages later German thought; Burroughs agrees that 
"the age of idealism and spiritual power" in Germany has 
passed - the age of Bach, Beethoven, Goethe.32 Even so lib-
eral a mind as Burroughs succumbs to the doctrine that "the 
good Germany died with Goethe." 
Examples of Burroughs' interest in Goethe's interest 
on particular writers and in his relations with them are con-
fined chiefly to Carlyle and Emerson, and even here his re-
marks are more casual than systematic. Some illustrations 
of his awareness of Carlyle's debt to Goethe have already 
been cited, and otherwise we find only incidental references 
that nevertheless suggest a 1·rider grasp of the relationship 
than is explicitly set forth. Burroughs' accounts of his 
visits to Cheyne Row and Scotland mention Carlyle's "remin-
3°Life and Letters, I. 92 . 
3lLiterary Values, p. 138. 
32The Last Harvest (Boston and New York, 1922), p. 3. 
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iscences of Goethe,"33 his conveying of a message from Goethe 
to Scott,34 and Burroughs ' own pilgrimage to Hainhill , "where 
Carlyle first read Goethe • • • and translated Wilhelm Meis-
ter . u35 The study of r.ratthew Arnold makes the point that 
the English critic did not agree with Goethe in emphasizing 
the centrality of the great individual in all significant 
achievements,36 but he does find him sharing at least one 
Goethean trait in his power of enabling his readers to "at-
tain certainty and security in the appreciation of things 
exactly as they are."37 In the case of Emerson Burroughs 
assumed, during most of his own life, the attitude of a grate-
ful disciple toward a revered teacher,38 and in the work pub-
lished during his lifetime he does not undertake to analyze 
the background of the Concord Philosopher's ideas. The 
posthumously appearing essay "Emerson and his Journals," 
however, has a more critical tone. He remarks that Emerson's 
temperament was such that, if born in an earlier age , he 
would have followed the family tradition of the ministry, 
224. 
33winter Sunshine (New York and Boston, 1875), p. 
34rresh Fields, p. 222 . 
35Ibid., p . 60 . 36Indoor Studies , p . 110. 
37 Ibid ., p . 88 . 
38Note: This is true of his published work, but a 
passage from his Journals from the year 1900 betrays a start-
ling lack of reverence in the statement: "The quiet, restrained 
buncombe of Emerson is one of his leading traits." (Heart 
of Burroughs • Journals, p . 217) • 
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and that it was due to Goethe, Carlyle, Wordsworth, and "other 
liberating influences of the nineteenth century" that he be-
came a writer. 39 At another point he objects to an entry of 
1840 in the Journals which includes Bettina von Arnim among 
the significant modern writers, such as Carlyle, Tennyson, 
and Landor, on the ground that her childhood connection with 
Goethe does not constitute a claim to eminence . 4° Another 
essay on Emerson, the sympathetically critical spirit of 
which is indicated by the title "Flies in Amber," takes excep-
tion to a Goethe quotation in the Journals that the writer 
had evidently set down for his mm guidance: "the beautiful 
is a manifestation of secret laws of nature which, but for 
this appearance, had been forever concealed from us . " Bur-
roughs' extended attempt at refutation is a statement of his 
own contradictory theory of esthetics, the tenor of which is 
sufficiently indicated by his first sentence: "As if beauty 
were an objective reality instead of a subjective appearance ! "4l 
This cavil is, however, exceptional, and Burroughs seems in 
general to believe that Goethe's influence on his disciples 
was enriching and salutary. 
Burroughs ' references to Goethe's views on literature 
and esthetics occur, except for the instance just mentioned, 
only in the two books primarily concerned with literature, 
Indoor Studies and Literary Values . The discussion of what 
39Last Harvest, p. 18. 
40Ibid., pp. 34-35 . 41Ibid . , p . 98 . 
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constitutes the unity of the essay-form, especially in Emer-
son, whose paragraphs strike Burroughs as "isolated," comes 
to the conclusion that it derives solely from the essayist's 
personality, "his peculiar type and idiosyncrasy." He claims 
support for this opinion in Goethe's dictum that the artist, 
"make what contortions he will, can bring to light only his 
own individuality . "42 The short paper on "The True Realism" 
leans heavily on Goethe's statement: "The highest problem 
in any art is to produce by semblance the illusion of a higher 
reality. But it is a false endeavor to realize the appear-
ance until at last only something commonly real remains . " 
While professing sympathy with the kind of realism current 
in art at the time - the late 80's - Burroughs feels that in 
fiction it often fails to meet Goethe's requirement of pro-
ducing "the illusion of a higher reality," and adds that his 
own aim has been to add nothing in his accounts of nature 
that is not based on reality; but he does not consider that 
he has achieved literature until his facts are "put into some 
sort of relation to the soul . "43 Further on in the same 
paper he cites Goethe's comment on t he inseparable merging 
of the actual and the poetical in Werther in support of the 
contention that fidelity to actual circumstance is of secon-
dary importance compared 1·1i th the genuineness of the poet's 
emotion. 44 As an instance of the diverse and contradictory 
42Indoor Studies, p. 148. 
43Ibid., p. 236. 44Ibid . , P• 237. 
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judgments of "even the best critics," Burroughs remarks that 
"even the great Goethe" forbade Eckermann to read Dante. 45 
This observation is based on a misunderstanding of Goethe's 
intention, which was, as the context makes clear, to warn 
the liberal-minded self-improver away from what was beyond 
him. Burroughs' grasp of Goethe's actual principles of crit-
icism, so far as he refers to them in his essays, is, however, 
quite sound, as the essay on "Recent Phases of Criticism" 
demonstrates. Here he speaks of the "loving interest in the 
person and works of an author, amounting to a certain one-
sided enthusiasm" recommended by Goethe as leading to the 
only fair judgment.46 Such enthusiarn , he continues, is not 
incompatible with true disinterestedness , which does not imply 
coldness, but merely freedon from bias, preconceived theories, 
and systems. There is a curious bit of j uggling with Goethe's 
famous judgment on Byron, "a great poet, but the moment he 
reflects, he is a child." Burroughs agrees t ha t the poet 
should not be a child when reflecting , but insists "it is 
much more important that he be a child when he feels."47 He 
is convinced that true poetry will, in time, emerge from our 
mechanized industrial civilization (although he later heaps 
scorn, incidentally , on the Sandburg of the teens and the 
Imagists), that it"is a question of t he man and not the 
material;" his corroboration of this belief is taken from 
45Literary Values, p. 102. 
46Ibid., p. 127. 47Ibid., p. 141. 
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the well-known remark to Eckermann on the false distinction 
between "poetical and non-poetical objects."48 He does not 
share Goethe's high opinion of Byron, because he thinks the 
English poet failed to touch the "deeper, finer poetic chords" 
and does not attain to "true poetry;" he emphasizes Goethe's 
admission that Byron was too w·orldly- minded and should have 
rid himself of certain of his themes "in the shape of parlia-
mentary speeches."49 In spite of his assiduous reading , Bur-
roughs' acquaintance with literature reveals serious gaps, 
and his judgment is more parochial than his championing of 
Whitman would lead one to expect. He exhibits - apart from 
the obvious case of Whitman - little of Goethe's receptiveness 
to jedes ~ Gute, and cites him chiefly in confirmation of 
his own rather academic bias. In this one-sided exploitation 
of Goethe's authority he comes very close to the practice of 
the typical genteel literary man. 
Before inquiring into the extent of Burroughs' fami-
liarity with Goethe's views on nature and science , the general 
area in which they shared the greatest interest, it will be 
helpful to review briefly the similarities and differences 
that marked the attitude of each. The most striking corres-
pondence is that for both men the central fact in all study 
of nature is fresh, accurate, and unprejudiced observation 
of phenomena in their natural setting; further, that both 
attempt to find in their observations broad principles of 
49Ibid., pp. 157-58. 49Ibid., p . 165. 
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an underlying unity. The degree to which this tendency 
brings them into conflict with some of the procedures of 
modern scientific method will be treated presently; for the 
moment it suffices to note that they accord in such general 
opposition. It is in the intellectual equipment and scope 
of interest that each brings to his task that the greatest 
disparity exists. Lacking not only the perspective that 
Goethe acquired through his familiarity with the classical 
and later cultural traditions, but also all discipline in 
the history and methods of philosophical t hought, Burroughs, 
in his handling of profounder questions, is never quite free 
from the naivetl of the autodidact. Finally, in contrast to 
Goethe's range of detailed and systematic knowledge in such 
varied fields as mineralogy, geology, botany, osteology, and 
optics, Burroughs could qualify as a specialist only in the 
field of ornithology, while his more general observations as 
a naturalist, accurate enough in detail, are without contin- · 
uity and tend to emphasize the mer~ly picturesque. 
Before his renewed study of Goethe in 1882- 83 , Bur-
roughs mentions the l atter ' s interest in natural science only 
twice, each time with reference to his own major scientific 
interest, ornithology. He reports Carlyle as saying that 
he had first recognized the song of the nightingale from its 
description in Wilhelm Meister. 50 The other occasion, of 
greater import, is the opening passage of the essay "Nature 
5°winter Sunshine, p. 186. 
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and the Poets , " where the poetically gifted observer is cred-
ited with insight into nature superior to that of the profes-
sional naturalist, "because he carries her open secrets in 
his heart. Eckermann could instruct Goethe in ornithology, 
but could not Goethe instruct Eckermann in the meaning and 
mystery of the bir d?"5l He adds that poets are prone to rely 
on their "intuitive knowledge" of nature, but doubts that 
this is true of Goethe . The close kinshi p of his attitude 
toward nature with that of Goethe is explicitly acknowledged 
in the article "Science and Literature , " where, after describ-
ing the unpleasant , funereal effect the labelled specimens 
in natural history museums have on him, he recalls the saying 
of Goethe , "Every creature sundered from his natural surround-
ings and brought into strange company makes an unpleasant im-
pression on us . "52 He also shares Goethe's distaste for mi-
croscopes and telescopes, and for the s ame reasons, feeling 
that the results of their use are "less sweet and wholesome 
than natural knowledge , the fruits of our natural faculties 
and perceptions," and that "physical science pursued in and 
for itself results ••• in barren analysis . "53 His pro-
found admiration for Darwin, whom he regards as the ideal 
scientist, "al~rays tracking a living , active principle, 11 
whose works "have a human and almost poeti c side," suggests 
the thought "how such a mind as Goethe 's would have followed 
51Pepacton (New York and Boston , 1881), p . 93 . 
52Indoor Studies, p . 43. 53Ibid . , pp . 47- 48. 
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and supplemented him, not from its wealth of poetic lore, 
but from its insight into the methods of nature."54 . The most 
comprehensive appraisal of Goethe's relation to science occurs 
in a later passage in the same article, which declares that 
"some of the leading ideas of modern science were distinctly 
foreshadowed by him" in the "reachings forth of his spirit" 
rather than by the methods of "exact science ." There follow 
two amplifying quotations from Eckermann, one urging "the 
highest reason" rather than "the understanding" as the key 
to apprehending the forces at work in the phenomena of nature,55 
the other dealing with the need for referring all the data of 
science back to "the physiological and pathological princi-
ples of which they are the exponents" (War nicht das ~ 
sonnenhaft ••• ).56 
Evidence of a somewhat more detailed understanding 
of Goethe's attitude toward nature also comes to light, nota-
bly in Burroughs' later books. The essay on "The Art of See-
ing Things" speaks of the ideal observer making allowance 
for the changing atmosphere in wet and dry "reather, and cites 
Goethe's "water-affirmative and water-negative ."57 The 
phrase "the living garment of God" - the only Faust-quota-
tion in Burroughs - occurs no less than four times, three 
54Ibid., pp. 56-57. 
55Also quoted in Accepting the Universe (New York and 
Boston, 1920), p. 60. 
56Ibid., pp. 59-60. 
57Leaf and Tendril {New York and Boston, 1908), pp.8-9. 
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times in somewhat similar contexts dealing with the nature 
of matter . In the essay "Scientific Vitalism" it is used to 
clarify the idea of the "something that creates and makes 
matter plastic to its will;"5S in "The Naturalist's View of 
Life" as a parallel to a q_uotation from Tyndall , who spells 
it with an upper- case l-1 and calls it "at bottom essentially 
mystical and transcendental;"59 and later in the same essay 
it is paired with Theodore Parker's phrase "A handful of 
dust which God enchants," a reference to the universe . 60 In 
the "Primal :[\olind, n appearing a year later, Burroughs gropes 
for a satisfactory formula for the mind-matter relationship 
and again q_uotes, among other metaphors, the phrase of the 
Earth- Spirit, but finally settles on Pope's 
All are but parts of one stupendous whole , 
Whose body nature is, and God, the Soul 
as the best approximation. 61 The discussion of teleology in 
Accepting the Universe, the last volume published during 
Burroughs' lifetime, introduces a q_uotation from Eckermann 
in support of the author's own rejection of the concept, in 
which Goethe follol'TS Kant "in looking upon each creature as 
existing for its own sake . "62 In his later years Burroughs 
came to be more critical of Goethe's scientific outlook and 
to distinguish between its application to organic and inor-
58Breath of Life (New York and Boston, 1915), P• 111. 
--
S9Ibid . , P• 260 . 60Ibid., p. 280. 
6lunder the Apple Trees, p. 134. . 62Ibid . , p. 30 . 
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ganic nature. He agrees with Tyndall on Goethe's inability 
to "formulate distinct mechanical conceptions" and to "see 
the force of mechanical reasoning," 63 and that his literary 
activity, although "it hindered his approach to the physical 
sciences, went well enough with his natural history studies . "64 
The relation of Burroughs' thought to Goethe's gen-
eral philosophy of nature is not simple. The attitude that, 
in his earlier days, he had found adumbrated in Emerson, Goethe, 
and Whitman he encountered late in life formulated in philo-
sophical terms by Bergson. Foerster makes it clear that the 
influence of the French philosopher, which began in 1911, is 
fundamental in Burroughs' later books, that he there accepts 
Bergson's view that "the intellect i s characterized by a 
natural inability to comprehend life," and that the intuitive 
or poetic approach to life, which he had rather vaguely sensed 
in himself before, now becomes conscious and dominant. 65 An 
entry in 1913 in his Journals, after he had met Bergson, 
notes: "Emerson was the inspiration of my youth, and he 
&ergso~ is the inspiration of my old age. "66 His adoption of 
Bergson's ideas does not, to him, constitute a break in his 
development, but rather an accelerated continuation, for he 
writes, "Creative Evolution would have appealed to Goethe, and 
63Breath of Life, p. 221. 
64under ~ Apple Trees, pp. 181-82. 
65Nature in American Literature, p. 292. 
66Heart of Burroughs' Journals, p. 272. 
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to our Emerson and \Vhi tman. u 67 The disillusionment with the 
lack of human values in science grows more sweeping, and is 
expressed in the essay "The Noon of Science," where we find 
the observation: "To science Goethe 's exclamation, ' There 
is a universe within thee as well' or ••• ' The Kingdom of 
Heaven is within you' has no meaning, because it cannot weigh 
and measure and systematize this inner universe ."68 The paper 
on "The Hit- and- Miss Method of Nature," which reviews the way-
ward and blundering course of evolution, carries a footnote 
disclaiming any debt to Bergson for the observations on evo-
lution in the volume, on the ground that they had been set 
down before the author had ever heard of the philosopher , 
although they read as though they "might have been borrowed 
{!rom that sourc~ " Burroughs explains that "the non- mechan-
ical (Bergsonian) idea of creation" had long been accessible 
to readers of Kant, Goethe , and Emerson. 69 Confessing him-
self unable to reach stable conclusions on the ultimate ques-
tion of existence ,7° he ponders Goethe's remark to Eckermann 
that "Nature's intentions are always good ," but doubts that 
Goethe would have defended its implication that the phenomena 
P• 73 . 
67summit of the Years (New York and Boston, 1913), 
68Ibid., p . 61 . Note : Cf. the lines from Faust: 
Was ihr ni'cli't"w?.gt , hat fiir euch kein Gewicht,/ Was ihr nicht 
munzt, das, meint ihr , gelte nicht . 
69Ibid., p . 91 . 
7°Accepting the Universe, Preface , p. viii. 
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and forces of nature had a will of their own, and concludes 
that "even the wisest among us • • • impose our psychology 
upon the very rock and tree."71 Yet in the following para-
graph he evidently accepts Goethe's guidance in the problem, 
quoting the passage cited above on the inferiority of the 
understanding to reason, "with its tendency toward the divine." 
He closes his reflection on the matter: "In this last we see 
the germ of Bergson's philosophy. The divinity that dwells 
behind phenomena, and from which they proceed, is the attempt 
of the human mind to find the end of that which has no end, 
the la1-1 of causation. n72 There is undoubtedly abundant justi-
fication for Foerster's comment that Burroughs' thinking is 
often confused when he tries to philosophize.73 
Burroughs' ideas on religion, integrally bound up with 
his views on nature and philosophy, were constantly shifting, 
so that one may readily cull conflicting extracts from his 
writings. Foerster reconstructs the course of his religious 
thought by tracing a revolt against the anthropomorphic view 
of his early years which culminates in the scientific objec-
tivity of The Light of Day (1900), only to return very soon 
71 Ibid., p. 28. 72Ibid., p. 29 . 
73Nature in American Literature, p. 295; also Os-
borne's Religion of John BUrroughs, which likewise points out, 
with even fuller documentation, the feebleness and immaturity 
of Burroughs' philosophical efforts; see pp. ix, 47, 51. Note: 
A non-Humanist may, however, be permitted to disagree with 
Foerster's conclusion that Burroughs' acceptance of the Berg-
sonian philosophy represents "a surrender of the gods of moral 
law to the gods of science ••• of the human to the natural.." (Ibid. , p. 300) • 
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to a stage similar to the first , a phase later reinforced 
by the study of Bergson. 74 A close reading of the perti-
nent passages does much to support such a summary, although 
to me Foerster's thesis seems to schematize a little too 
neatly the Mensch mit seinem Widerspruch. It may be safer 
to say by way of summary that the trend of Burroughs' spir-
itual development, like his intellectual, was not unbroken, 
but subject to momentary changes of mood. 
Significant references to Goethe are quite frequent 
in Burroughs' speculations on religious questions , but the 
German poet appears usually in an auxiliary rather than a 
determinative role. Antedating any mention of the sort in 
his published works are two entries in the Journals, both 
tentative in tone and less than profound in content. Reflect-
ing, in 1886, on the distinction between dogma and religion, 
he decides t hat the rationalistic mind turns to the former 
and the 11 subjective" to genuine religion , and sets down the 
categorical statement : "Voltaire had no religion, Tom Paine 
had much, Goethe had much, but Carlyle had more 
• • • Two 
years later he enunciates, still in the privacy of his Jour-
nal, t he thought that nobility and purity may well be present 
without religion, which is closely akin to superstition and 
may therefore be dispensed with, adding , "the world is fast 
outgrowing it. {See passages in Goethe's Autobiography, p. 
74Ibid., pp. 287-89. 
75Heart of Burroughs ' Journals, pp. 134-35. 
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114) . .. 76 The final and summary paragraph of the passages 
referred to - from Book IV - Burroughs quotes in full twelve 
years later in ~ Light of Day while discussing the topic 
"Credulity and Faith. " There Goethe draws the distinction 
between "general, natural religion," which does not require 
faith - being based on a universal, natural conviction of a 
providential world-order - and the "special religion" of a 
tribe or country, which is founded on a precariously main-
tained faith . 77 In the interval between the two latter state-
ments , Burroughs wrote his Indoor Studies, which is generally 
sympathetic toward the non- rationalist, poetic view of life. 
In it he takes exception to Arnold ' s advocacy of the "natural 
truth" of Christianity, holding that it is Arnold's "extra-
belief, or Aberglaube, the part he is trying to get rid of, 
that makes Christianity a power for good over the mass of man-
kind . •Aberglaube,' Goethe said, \is the poetry of life, and 
it is just this superadded element to Christianity that to the 
mass of mankind gives its charm, its attraction, its truth 
to their hearts and imaginations . ' 78 The temper of the Light 
of Day (subtitle: Religious Discussions and Criticisms from 




76Ibid . , p . 145. 
77~ Light of Day (Boston and New York, 1900), p . 77 . 
Lessing, whom Burroughs might have found enlightening 
efforts to deal with this question, is nowhere men-
in his work. 
78Indoor Studies, p. 103 . 
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cal character implied by the Goethe citation just mentioned.79 
After a chapter reviewing the progress of religious thought 
in England and America during the previous half-century, 
Burroughs anticipates with Goethe the time when "all of us 
by degrees will learn to elevate ourselves out of a Christ-
ianity of catechism and creeds into a Christianity of pure 
sentiment and noble action . "80 He appears at this point to 
be attributing to Goethe - quite erroneously - an attitude 
toward religion comparable perhaps to that of contemporary 
Humanists or Ethical Culturists. That Burroughs reverted 
in his final, Bergsonian, period to the Goethean rejection 
of the inordinately analytical spirit of modern science has 
already been indicated in passages81 which at the same time 
made plain his acceptance of Goethe's reasons for this re-
jection. The reference to the "divinity behind phenomena," 
the repeated allusions to "the living garment of God," the 
emphasis on the incapacity of science to deal with such 
thoughts as "There is a universe within thee as well," all 
substantiate his later harmony with Goethe's posi~ive be-
liefs in this realm. A final instance of this agreement 
may be cited from one of the last essays, "The Problem of 
79Note: Foerster considers him, in this book, "sub-
stantially another Huxley." {Nature in American Literature, 
p. 289). -
80Light of Day, p. 178. 
81
e . g . Summit of the Years, p . 61; Under the Apple 
Trees, pp. 134, 205; Accepting ~ Universe, p. 2g:-
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Evil," which Burroughs solves by repudiating, with Bergson , 
the notion of a dualism of "a maker and a thing made • • • 
God is Nature, and Nature is God." Burroughs accepts with 
equanimity the label of Pantheist, and is happy to share 
the "good company" of Goethe in this faith . 82 It is evi-
dent that Burroughs cites Goethe's utterances on religion 
in support of two standpoints that are mutually exclusive, 
most often in defence of a faith that goes beyond the realm 
of the directly apprehensible, but also where he advocates 
a strict scientific rationalism. He can not have applied 
himself to a close and sustained reading of Goethe , for most 
of his allusions are to striking apercus, and he thus fails 
\ 
to appreciate that the poet, especially when dealing with 
broad moral questions, was given to expressing himself on 
the same theme, in different contexts, in dogmatic state-
ments that are verbally incompatible. One of the best-known 
examples of this, especially apposite here, is the statement 
to Jacobi that "as a poet he was a polytheist, as a student 
of nature a pantheist, and as a moral being a monotheist." 
In this practice Goethe was quite deliberately conveying his 
sense of the inadequacy of language to do full justice to 
the enigmatic nature of reality, which can often best be 
approximated by the submission of apparently contradictory 
propositions. 
Burroughs' ingenious comments on the difference be-
tween himself and Thoreau, some of which appear early in this 
82Accepting the Universe, p. 201 . 
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chapter, do much toward explaining his relationship to the 
sphere of Goethean thought. He not only confesses his infer-
iority to Thoreau in evaluating what he observes, but further 
concedes that Thoreau had "the heroic strain," "loved to go 
against the current," while he himself "cannot turn {Pii} back 
upon[hi~ fellows as he did . "83 He admits , then, that his 
primary concern is with the particular rather than the uni-
versal in his nature-study, and that he is deficient in moral 
self-reliance, a fact manifest in his unstable yielding to 
every wind of doctrine. 'Yhile he might have profited greatly 
from a thorough knowledge of Goethe's life and works, the fact 
that he did not is scarcely surprising in view of the meager-
ness of his first-hand contact - so far as we have documented 
evidence - with Goetheana. The more general statements about 
the poet's significance are vague and derivative, often bear-
ing the mark of their source in Carlyle, Arnold, or other 
Goethe enthusiasts. With regard to specific works, Burroughs 
is almost totally oblivious of the purely literary compositions, 
while his knowledge of Goethe's interest in natural science 
is fragmentary and reflects only the poet's broad conclusions, 
without any indication of how he arrived at them. What con-
stitutes perhaps Burroughs' greatest handicap in entering into 
the world of Goethe's thought is his weakness in the pertinent 
philosophical doctrine, for although he makes brief mention 
of Kant, he appears quite unaware of the place of either Leib-
83Lif e and .._Le.-.t.-.t .. e~r-.s , I , 3 3 6 • 
;4~ 
nitz or Spinoza in Goethe ' s development. He shows in general 
no interest in the total course of the poet's intellectual 
evolution or in the forces that influenced it, and accepts 
him merely as one of the fixed stars in the constellation of 
leaders of Western thought . By far the most important single 
aspect of Burroughs' contact with Goethe i s the support he 
finds in him for his own emphasis on t he spontaneous obser-
vation of nature in its own setting and the corollary aver-
sion to the laboratory methods of contemporary natural 
science. That Goethe was not one of his primary sources of 
inspiration is evident from our brief survey of the American 
naturalist ' s career, but he sensed in him, strongly if vaguely, 
a prophetic spirit and an enlightening guide in the intel-
lectual and spiritual problems he himself was continually 
pondering. 
We noted earlier that Burroughs' connection with the 
genteel tradition was implicit , rather than manifested in the 
more positive and aggressive traits of gentility . It has also 
become evident, even in the scanty s ampl ing of his thought 
relevant to our special purpose, that he was trying - with 
considerable mental confusion - to free himself from the false 
standards of the Gilded Age and attain an honest and inte-
grated view of the world. Bayard Taylor, far closer to the 
center of the genteel circle, pursued a like aim in his own 
way. 'ihat is genteel in Burroughs' appraisal of Goethe is 
at bottom the same t hing that jus tifies his own i nclusion 
in the ranks of gentility; his lif elong reliance on the 
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thought of others, his intellectual confusion, and his moral 
indecisiveness. Except in one limited area of natural 
science, Burroughs never expresses an independent idea 
about Goethe, consistently echoing the opinions of estab-
lished authorities on his more general importance. Because 
he uses Goethe largely as a fruitful source of aphorisms and 
neglects to look for the integral intelligence behind them, 
he never achieves a coherent image of Goethe's mind. 
Burroughs' failure to gain from Goethe more effective 
aid in his larger concerns is thrown into clear relief when 
we contrast him with a man who was confronted with the same 
problem of finding a solution between traditional faith and 
the spirit of modern science. Moncure Conway, a more con-
sistent and courageous thinker, follows definitely and un-
swervingly one line of Goethe's thought: the anti-clerical 
tendency arising from his espousal of the ideals of the 
Enlightenment. He honors in the poet the spiritual pioneer, 
the first man "to recognize that the moral edifice based on 
monastic theories must follow them," the creator of the 
Faust who tests what remains of "hereditary conscience" and 
"molds it into the image of reason."84 This is not, to be 
sure, an entirely fair reflection of Goethe's position, but 
it does represent a vital part of it, and shows how a really 
independent mind could effectively utilize the poet's 
thought in order to promote a liberating aim. 
84nemonology and Devil-Lore, pp. 349-50. 
CHAPTER IX 
JOSIAH ROYCE 
The last of the figures to be treated in this study, 
Josiah Royce (1855-1916), is, in intellectual stature and 
rank in the history of American thought, by far the most 
distinguished of the heterogeneous group of representatives 
of gentility here surveyed. In his interests and purpose 
he stands closest to the St . Louis group, especially Harris , 
but he was vastly better schooled in the history and method-
ology of philosophy, and had a mind that was incomparably 
subtler and more original than any of the enthusiasts in 
the West . Viewed historically, he appears as the culmina-
tion of the movement in American philosophy after the Civil 
War, represented by such men as Harris, Bo~me, Howison, and 
Creighton, which was primarily inspired and motivated by 
religious interests.1 Americans have always looked to 
lNote: William James was acute enough to notice this 
motive in 1885, upon the appearance of Royce's first book, 
The Religious Aspect of Philosophy, which he reviewed in the 
Itrantic Monthly (55::840-43). He sees a cessation of the 
11 slow retreat to which the theistic philosophers of the common-
sense school have accustomed us • • • the work must carry a 
true sursum corda into the minds of those who feel in their 
bones that man's religious interests must be able to swallow 
and grow fat upon all the theories of modern science , but who 
yet have not the capacity to see with their own eyes how this 
may be done ." 
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European philosophy, as Ralph Barton Perry remarks, for 
"edification and for fundamental justification of their way 
of life" - Calvinism, deism, Scottish common-sense philoso-
phy - and Royce, as the leading American exponent of post-
Kantian idealism in his day, became the philosopher of the 
genteel tradition. 2 He labored to fit into a coherent system 
the ideas of the Transcendentalists, and has been called "the 
belated philosopher of Transcendentalism, with Emerson as its 
prophet. "3 vlhat distinguishes him from Brokmeyer and Harris 
is his profound sense of the magnitude of his undertaking, 
which was nothing less than to reconcile the doctrines of 
scientific rationalism with some form of religious theism. 
Harris had offered a facile and largely verbal solution of 
the conflict between science and traditional religion that 
aimed at justifying existing institutions, religious and 
otherwise. Royce began, on the other hand, by accepting, as 
Santayana puts it, "all facts and all scientific probabili-
ties,"4 remained strictly empirical- in contrast to German 
absolutists - in his emphasis on individual being and the 
data of experience, learned from Peirce the latest refine-
ments of logical and mathematical theory, and nevertheless 
emerged with the "objective idealism" on which he based the 
2Ralph Barton Perry, In the Spirit of William James (New Haven, 1938), p. 24. ----- --
3classic American Philosophers, ed. Max Fisch (New 
York, 1951); article on Royce by 0. F. Kraushaar, p. 189. 
4character and Opinion in the United States, p. 127. 
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hope of the Blessed Community . Although he declared himself 
unconnected with "any visible religious body,"5 he found the 
ultimate unity to be a moral and emotional one, and on this 
basis he formulated a positive creed (the doctrine of loyalty), 
of which the Christian church i s , if not the expression, at 
least an adumbration . 
In no other figure does the central contradiction 
implicit in the genteel tradition come to more vivid and, in 
view of his consecrated devotion to his task, pathetic expres-
sion than in Royce . To none would the line Sein Geist ist 
zweier Zeiten Kampfgebiet more aptly apply . 6 A conscious 
son of the Western frontier (one of the few intellectual lead-
ers of his day not an Easterner by birth and outlook) and 
filled with a deep, sympathetic, and unpatronizing concern 
for his country's social and spiritual development, he was 
intellectually nurtured in the atmosphere of romantic i deal-
ism. As a student in Gernany he drank deep of the teachings 
p . 100. 
5Religious Aspects of Philosophy, (Boston, 1885), 
6Note : Santayana, in Character and Opinion in the 
~. S . (p . 127), elaborates the point most eloquently: -rrThere 
could be no conflict in his mind between faith and science, 
because his faith began by accepting all facts and all scien-
tific probabilities in order to face them religiously . • • • 
Now I think a man who finds himself in such a position has a 
divided mind, and while he has wrestled with the deepest ques-
tions like a young giant, he has not won the fight. I mean, 
that he has not seen his way to any one of the various possi-
bilities about the nature of things, but has remained entang-
led, sincerely, nobly, and pathetically, in contrary tradi-
tions stronger than himself. In the goodly company of philo-
sophers he is an intrepid martyr." 
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of Schopenhauer, Hegel, Kant , Fichte, and especially Schel-
ling, and was an enthusiastic student of the literature of 
the Goethezeit, which fed his youthful idealism. Indeed , 
his first teaching appointment was in t he field of litera-
ture rather than philosophy , and one of his early published 
essays dealt with Schiller . Throughout his career as teacher 
and writer hi s aim and hi s message remained in essence the 
same, although he kept revising his formulations to meet the 
criticisms of his more rationalistic friends and colleagues: 
namely, to achieve a fusion of a priori metaphysics with 
empiricism, of innate submerged Calvinism with scientific 
rationalism. His dominant motive was essentially moral , for 
he sought a surrogate for the Christian orthodoxy, to which, 
like the more advanced of his generation, he could no longer 
give his allegiance, in a philosophy, "which would include 
all science and which would arm men effectively for the age-
old battle against evi1."7 To state the factors in Royce's 
purpose in such analytical terms is to reveal its inherent 
futility. His philosophy of loyalty failed to find resonance 
in the American public, because it did not meet any felt need 
of American culture, and, exalting to the imagination though 
his thought may have been, it was, as one of his students 
later saw it, "part of the escape from the crudity of American 
life, not an interpretation of it."8 Royce was fundamentally 
7R. H. Gabriel, American Democratic Thought (New York, 
1940), p. 279. 
8George H. Mead , quoted in Muelder and Sears, The De-
velopment Q! American Philosophy (New York, 1940), p . 324.--
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entangled, like the lesser representatives of gentility, in 
incompatible traditions, and the harmony he so heroically 
strove to create was soon forgotten as the instrumentalism 
of Dewey, so much more congenial to the American mind and 
temper, began its triumphal entry. 
Any attempt at a comprehensive survey of the similar-
ities between Royce's philosophy and Goethe's Weltanschauung 
must remain outside the scope of this study and be left to 
a student better schooled both in the history of philosophy 
and in the methods of technical philosophical exposition. 
Our aim is limited, as strictly as seems prudent, to indicate 
in a general and "literary" way how Royce makes use of Goe-
thean thought and imagination through direct reference. His 
concern, like that of most significant writers and thinkers 
of the nineteenth century, is with the moral and metaphysical 
problems that the Kantian revolution brought to the attention 
of modern thought. It is consequently inevitable that there 
should be many internal resemblances between the ideas ex-
pressed in the development of his arguments and those of 
others, Goethe among them, who sought to solve or state the 
same basic difficulties in their various ways. For this rea-
son it would be unprofitable to attempt to trace any possible 
"influence" of Goethe upon Royce, who sees in the poet not 
an intellectual mentor but rather an eloquent representative 
of the spirit of German idealism. 
Professor Ralph Barton Perry, in the first chapter of 
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his In the Spirit of William James, 9 compares the two Harvard 
friends and colleagues, and shows how the frontier-bred Royce 
struck his intellectual roots in German thought, while the 
cosmopolitan James developed an indigenous American philoso-
phy. He illuminates the contrast between them by the differ-
ence in their reaction to Goethe, whom they both read at an 
early age: "where James found a serene and obj ective natur-
alism that was readily assimilable to the American mind, 
Royce found the Germanic 'building anew of the lost universe 
in the bosom of the human spirit, 'n10 - an echo of Faust, 
lines 1607-1621. 
Royce exploits Goethe both as a historic personality 
and as he is reflected in his prototypic creations • Werther, 
Prometheus, Faust, Meister - in order to illus trate the stages 
of the poet's own search for the best conduct of life, the 
perfect form of society. While Faust and Wilhelm Meister 
seem to Royce to sum up the advances made in t his direction 
in modern times, their solution i s to him incomplete, and 
mirrors at bottom the moral and intellectual confusion of 
the culture from which they grow . Werther is interpreted as 
representing romantic insistence on absolute fullne ss and 
freedom of emotional experience for the individual, a trend 
which is t hus , for Royce, by its na ture condemned to failure . 
Prometheus represents a higher stage, t hat of heroic indi-
9chapter I, "Two American Philosophers." 
10Ibid., pp. 24- 25 . 
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vidualism in action (rather than emotion), but still unaware 
of its relations to other individuals and to the Absolute 
Mind (or God). While Goethe does not, for Royce, provide the 
ultimate solution, he is accorded high praise as the repre-
sentative of the stages preliminary to attaining it. Apart 
from such contexts, where the allusions to Goethe serve to 
clarify the .main trend of thought, there are frequent refer-
ences or citations of a more incidental nature. 
Regarded as a youthful prodigy in the field of phil-
osophy, Royce also shows a firm grasp of literary fact and 
relationship even in his first published work . The essay 
"Schiller's Ethical Studies," appearing in The Journal of 
Speculative Philosophy in 1878, is a scholarly exposition of 
Schiller's debt to Kant and of his own contribution to ethi-
cal thought, and touches also on his relationship to Goethe . 
Schiller is described as typifying "the element of restless 
progressive effort in the classical period, as Goethe is the 
element of repose, of trust in nature, of self-surrender to 
life as a process, instead of self-affirmation in life as a 
free construction. 1111 He later tells how contact with Goethe 
brought Schiller to a greater appreciation of the beauty of 
nature, 12 but doubts that he could have achieved by mere 
self-schooling the latter's stature as a nature-poet, be-
11Reprinted in Josiah Royce : Fugitive Essays, ed. 
L. Loewenberg (Cambridge, Mass ., 1920), p . 42 . 
12Ibid., P• 60. 
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cause "Goethe was her [!;a ture '~well-beloved child. ul3 An 
entry from Royce's diary of 1879 is of particular interest, 
because it shows him pondering the epistemological implica-
tions of Faust and emphasizing, in the course of the diar-
1st's soliloquy, the importance of "the present moment," 
which was to become central in his fully formulated system 
of knowledge, ethics, and religion.14 His initial reflec-
tion is that Faust's agreement with Mephisto is, for Goethe, 
"no extraordinary act • • • but simply the necessary funda-
ment of an active life that strives for the Ideal." There 
follows a philosophic interpretation of Faust's exegesis of 
the opening phrase of the Gospel of John, Kraft being "simple 
blind force," ~ "pure subjective thought." ''The Kraft is 
never known but in the individual ~: and in this individ-
ual ~ is contained also the only possible realization of 
the ~· And so the essence of life is found in the indi-
vidual moments of accomplishment and in these alone." The 
Sinn, however, can never wholly be realized in any individual 
moment or Tat, which by its nature "plunges on into the 
future." Royce then argues that "the seeking [jor higher de-
velopmenifis contracting with the devil, the spirit of deceit, 
of appearance • • • • Every moment we must enter into contract 
with the devil: every moment use his services for our own 
l3Ibid., p. 61 
14Ibid., p. 34; cf. H. G. Townsend, Philosophical 
Ideas in the United States (New York, 1934), p. 164, foot-
note s-:--
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development. And when we say 'verweile doch,' at that moment 
the contest is over; the Passive has gained its end. We sink 
into nothing. But the universe, with its eternal activity, 
remains. For the individual the passive element, whose con-
quest is his own destruction, appears as of its essence dia-
bolical. For the universe this passive element, everywhere 
present as the reverse of the active, and so destructive not 
of the All but of the Individual, appears as ~ Ewig-Weibliche. 
Bold, isn't it?"l5 It is significant that only the first 
element, the idea of "the present moment," reappears in 
Royce's mature work, and the identification of the province 
of Mephisto with~ Ewig-Weibliche, one may conjecture, must 
later have appeared to him not only "bold," but foolhardy. 
An essay from The Californian of 1880, "Shelley and 
the Revolution," dwells on the recurring union of mysticism 
with radical tendencies in the "revolutionary period" and men-
tions, among other instances, the example of Goethe . It cites 
the altar he built in early childhood, his youthful interest 
in alchemy and his speculations on the nature of the Trinity, 
the conception of Faust as a young man, and the "mystical 
choruses of the Epilog" (i.e. the final sceneiJin old age . 16 
The notable omission in this list is Goethe's interest in 
the pietism of Fraulein von Klettenberg and its reflection 
in Die Bekenntnisse einer Schonen Seele. "The Practical 
Significance of Pessimism," written about the same time and 
15Ibid., p. 34. 16 Ibid., p . 71. 
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appearing only posthumously, deals with the various types 
of "literary pessimism" and distinguishes them from each 
other as well as from that of Schopenhauer. Weltschmerz , 
or "the pessimism of personal despair," widespread among 
the generation preceding that philosopher, Royce finds in 
Werther, Heine, and the Byronic period , and he characterizes 
it as "in no wise a philosophic view of the universe," but 
an outgrowth and expression of the "individual disgust with 
life."17 A long article, extending through several issues 
of The Berkeley quarterly of 1880-81, was later incorporated 
into ~ Religious Aspects Q! Philosophy and is best treated 
in that context. 
"The Decay of Earnestness," appearing in The Calif-
ornian in 1881, laments the lack of serious concern on the 
part of "many representative men" with basic problems of 
philosophy, such as "the nature and grounds of human certi-
tude."18 It considers the prevalent preoccupation with the 
theory of evolution one-sided, because it makes insufficient 
allowance for consciousness, and Royce calls for a return of 
interest in the "problems of Goethe's Faust and Kant's 
Critique ••• more study of human life and destiny.n19 
Remarking on the fact that this neglect of "the study of the 
hopes and purposes of human life" in America has spread only 
in the post-Civil War era, he reminds the reader of the 
17 Ibid., p. 139. 18Ibid., pp. 301-302. 
19 Ibid., p. 303. 
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unity of aim of German idealism and American Transcendenta-
lism, and names as representatives of the underlying har-
mony Goethe, Schiller, Fichte, Wordsworth , Heine, and Emer-
son.20 He then sketches the spread of the movement "that 
answered in the moral and mental world to the French Revo-
lution" from Germany over Europe to the United States. 21 In 
this movement he sees the place of Werther as the epitome of 
the idea "that the aim of life is to have as remarkable and 
exalted experiences as possible, and those of a purely per-
sonal character."22 The dangers of such an emphasis, with 
the concomitant neglect of the impersonal and social ends of 
life, are of course clearly set forth. Schiller and Goethe 
are here considered mainly as moral teachers rather than as 
poets, and it is evidence of Royce's insight that he is not 
only one of the few of his contemporaries to prefer Goethe 
in this regard, but he also elucidates the causes of Schil-
ler's inferiority. The latter, he admits , is more readily 
appreciated by the average man, but he senses an "undercur-
rent of complaint and despair" which only "a splendid enthu-
siasm keeps, for the most part, out of sight;" further, his 
creed lacks "a sufficiently concrete definition of the ideal 
that he seeks."23 Goethe, in contrast, although "not very 
practical in his direction about the road," provides us with 
the highest and most clearly defined ideals "of what is good 
20Ibid., p. 304. 
22Ibid., p. 308 . 
21Ibid., pp. 304-14. 
23Ibid., p. 312. 
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in emotion and action • • • in almost any passage you please."24 
Royce gives a concise definition of Goethe's "mature ideaJ.'' 
of the conduct of life as it is found in Meister and Faust . 
"Do not go beyond or behind nature, Goethe always teaches. 
Live submissively the highest that it is given you to live, 
and neither cease working, nor despair, nor rebel, but be 
open to every new and worthy experience."25 Royce advances 
two reasons, however, for his refusal to accept Goethe's 
doctrine unreservedly: it was suited only to him, "one of 
the most perfect of modern minds" and "the greatest man of 
the century;" and it was essentially selfish, although the 
selfishness was "not of a low order," but like that of Apollo 
Belvedere . 26 As poets, Royce regards both men as classical 
figures, but "as thinkers they do little more than state a 
problem. "27 He suggests that a union of Byron's greatness 
of spirit with Heine's sensitivity to experience would result 
in "a higher sort of Goethe. 1128 In his peroration he calls 
for renewed study of any or all of the writers previously 
mentioned in order to "rouse • • • a sense of our true 
spiritual needs," insisting that "time must be found •• • 
for a study of the old problems of the Faust of Goethe."29 
What is generally regarded as Royce's first impor-
tant book, The Religious Aspect of Philosophy (A Critique 
24Ibid., p . 313. 25Ibid., p. 310. 
26Ibid., p . 311. 27Ibid., P• 314. 
28Ibid., p. 319. 29Ibid., p. 320 . 
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of the Bases of Conduct and of Faith), appeared in 1885,3° 
and was based on lectures given to Harvard undergraduates . 
The motto on the title-page, perhaps reflecting , in its 
acknowledgement of the inscrutable majesty of the Deity, 
what Santayana terms Royce's essential Calvinism,3l is taken 
from the Prolog of Faust: Der Anblick giebt den Engeln 
Starke,/ Da Keiner Dich ergTUnden ~· Only two chapters 
make systematic reference to Goethe, while the others have 
only incidental allusions and quotations . The one on 
"Altruism and Egoism," in defining the former as based on 
the intent of the deed rather t han being a chance result, 
•• remarks that "The power die stets das Bose will, und stets 
das Gute schafft, is not ethical in the moral sense, however 
vast its creations may become."32 The entire second section 
of the chapter "Ethical Skepticism and Ethical Pessimism" is, 
with slight changes and one omission, reprinted from the arti-
cle appearing four years earlier in the Berkeley Quarterly 
as"Pessimism and Modern Thought." In the introductory para-
graph of the original monograph, here omitted, Royce had set 
up as his point of departure the premise that romanticism 
dominates modern thought and literature "for good or evil 
••• for good , when the thought and emotion units to form a 
perfect whole • • • a Prometheus Unbound or a first part of 
3°Boston and New York. 
3lcharacter and Opinion, p. 99 . 
32Religious Aspects of Philosophy, p . 6. 
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Faust . "33 To exemplify the insistence of the romantic poets 
on "active emotion, intense in quality, unlimited in quantity," 
as opposed to the ideal of tranquillity of the ancients , he 
cites Werther, ~Robbers, The Revolt of I slam, and Faust . 34 
A sample from a long r hapsody by Lavater on the nature of 
genius is quoted as an illustration of the "self-admiration 
and mutual admiration" of the writers of the Sturm und Drang 
centering on Goethe.35 The romantic insistence on fullness 
of experience gives rise, says Royce, to "the next stage in 
• •• the decay of the romantic spirit," romantic irony, 
which, in his view, is essentially a kind of fickleness based 
on the realization of the "inevitable decay of each emotion. "36 
Hence the romantic individual, following the precept of 
Friedrich Schlegel, makes a virtue of necessity and cultivates 
"a sort of enthusiastic fickleness," for Royce "an ingenious 
and thoroughly detestable view of lif e, in which there is for 
an earnest man no rest." He then adduces, as the ultimate 
expres sion of romantic irony, the comment of Mephisto on the 
ruin of Gretchen, ~ ist die erste nicht . Few, I believe, 
would agree with this interpretation, for to most readers the 
remark conveys simply the impression of diabolic cynicism. 37 
The natural consequence of the attitude described is "the 
33Fugitive Es says, p. 162. 
3~eligious Aspects of Philosophy, p . 111. 
35Ibid., p. 112. 36Ibid., p. 114. 
37Ibid., p. 115. 
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Byronic frame of mind" or romantic despair, of which Royce 
lists a number of instances: the suicide of Kleist, Fried-
rich Schlegel's conversion to Catholicism, and the search 
of Schiller and Goethe "for perfection in the ancient Greek 
world.";a The modern poets of idealism who have not em-
braced pessimism, he continues, have nevertheless found it 
necessary to combat it, as is evidenced by The Excursion, 
I!! Memoriam , and Faust, "that epitome of the thought of our 
century ••• the crown of modern poetic effort."39 After 
an analysis of the poems of Byron's later, "critical," 
period, he identifies the moral doctrine implicit in Manfred 
with that of its "prototype, the Faust of Goethe," namely 
that "the worthy life ~s] t o be found, not in emotion, but in 
work. "40 Royce engages in a detailed scrutiny of the ethical 
implications of the Faust-drama in order to show how they 
furnish the basis of modern pessimism and present the ethi-
cal philosopher with a well-formulated problem. Deprecating 
the "extravagant encomium" of Hermann Grimm, he praises Part 
I as a work whose faults - incompleteness and digressions -
are too evident to call for apologetic comment.41 
The nature of Royce's summary of the philosophical 
content of Faust may best be suggested by a selection of 
typical excerpts. "Here is a world wherein nature, the ex-
pression of divine intelligence, is perfect; wherein man, 
3Sibid. , pp . 116-17. 
40ibid., p. 121. 
39~., p . 118. 
4libid., pp . 121-22. 
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by the same divine wisdom, is left in darkness and confusion 
• • •• Man is to act . By his action he is freely to create 
such perfection as already exists passively in nature. 1142 
The Lord and Mephisto disagree as to whether this is possi-
ble, and Faust is used as a test case. "Faust is a man in 
whom are combined all the strength and all the weakness of 
the romantic spirit. No excellence he deems of worth so 
long as any excellence is beyond his grasp • • • • Nothing 
but the infinite can be satisfying • • • • He is clearly con-
scious only of a longing for full experience. But this ex-
perience he conceives as mainly a passive one. He does not 
wish as yet to do anything, but only to get everything."43 
It 
• • • in concluding his pact with Mephistopheles upon the 
basis of this assertion~.e. that the tolerable moment will 
never comiJ, however, Faust rises above his first position 
and assumes a new one • • •• The meaning of the pact is of 
course that, for good or evil, all the existence of man is 
work, and that no one is wholly lost as long as the power of 
accomplishment remains his • • •• The problem of Faust is 
therefore the discovery of the perfect kind of activity. 
With this insight the romantic spirit has risen above itself."44 
Faust is active, but his activity is mainly a continual pur-
suit of new experience •••• The accomplishment for whose 
sake he is at last willing to say, This is the highest mo-
----~--
42Ibid., p. 122. 
44Ibid., pp. 123-24. 
43Ibid., pp. 122-23. 
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ment, is an anticipation, not a reality. In the real world 
the satisfactory work is never found. And thus the solution 
of the problem is not fully given, though the poet, while 
suggesting it, has done more than any other modern poet."45 
"The two 6-deals of emotion and actio~ cannot be wholly har-
monized. The highest forms of activity imply self-sacrifice, 
drudgery, routine, cool-headed calculation. The highest 
forms of emotion, pursued by themselves, intoxicate and 
enervate." Goethe attempts to lead his hero to prefer action 
to emotion, "there is to be a free surrender of a full self 
to the service of some high end. Nothing is lacking to the 
conquest over pessimism, except the clear statement of that 
for which the converted Faust is to work."46 Royce be-
littles the concrete solution of fathering a nation of dike-
builders, and does not believe Goethe to have been satisfied 
with it, because he added the "epilogue" in heaven. As re-
gards the latter, it "means, if it means anything , that the 
highest end of human activity is s omething very fine, but 
altogether inexpressible, invisible, inconceivable, indefi-
nite, a thing of ether and dreams. One longs in this last 
scene for the presence of :P.1ephistopheles, who surely has as 
much right there as in the prologue, and who would be sure 
to say • • • just the right and last word about the whole 
business." "The incompleteness of Faust is the incomplete-
ness of modern thought. The poet is silent about the prob-
45Ibid., p. 124. 46Ibid., p. 125. 
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lem, because modern thought is still toiling away on the 
definition of the highest human activity."47 
We may pause briefly in our revie\'r of Royce • s book 
to contrast his interpretation of Faust with that of the 
other idealists, the men of the St . Louis School . These 
make the mistake of assuming that Goethe, as part of the 
world of German idealism, must necessarily reflect its 
philosophical concepts clearly and explicitly. Brokmeyer 
and Harris impose a tortured interpretation on the drama to 
force it into the role of defending established institu-
tions, while Snider - Hegelianizing even more freely - in-
sists on reading into Faust a synthesis of all conflicting 
spiritual trends of the past . Royce, in the other hand, 
although fully aware of the philosophic implications of the 
poem, never forgets that it is a work of literature and not 
a philosophical treatise. In dealing with it he restricts 
himself to what it may contribute in illuminating imagery 
rather than regarding it as a pure parable . All of these 
men, as idealists, are united in assuming that "the highest 
end of human activity" can be ascertained, the St. Louis 
group that it is already known, Royce that "modern thought" 
is on the road to define it. It is this intellectual abso-
lutism that identifies them as members of the genteel com-
munity . i~ile philosophical idealism, in certain forms, 
still has its spokesmen , the prevailing temper of philoso-
phy, here and in Britain, ignores such ultimate questions 
47Ibid., P• 126. 
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as insoluble and hence irrelevant, and applies itself to the 
more modest task of analyzing specific problems. 
The section on "The Phases of Individualism" in the 
chapter on "The Organization of Life" distinguishes three 
levels on individualism - all for Royce illusory and in vary-
ing degree deficient - each of which is exemplified or sug-
gested by a Goethean figure. First he characterizes the 
contented Philistine (today's "rugged individualist") who 
has never known the frustration of his ideals, whose individ-
ualism is that of "the successful and unreflecting man;" such 
a man would be unable to comprehend Faust's "Cursed be what 
as possession charms us."4S A higher phase is the individ-
ualism that seeks in inward development what the outer world 
refuses to grant, of which "the Hamlets and Fausts ••• are 
familiar examples."49 Representatives of this tendency are 
either sentimentally or heroically egocentric. Faust es-
caped the dangers of sentimental individualism • "and so in 
time will any other sensible man" - because he "could under-
stand the Mephistophelean wit, which was destructive of in-
dividualism." Royce might well have mentioned Werther l'Then 
he adds, "The sentimentalist who has no humor is once for all 
given over to the devil, and need sign no contract. He stares 
into every mirror that he passes and • • • murmurs incessantly 
'Verweile doch, du bist ~ schon.'"50 The highest or "Ti-
48 . Ibid., p. 202. 
50Ibid., p. 205. 
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tanic" form of individualism, that of Prometheus, who "be-
lieves in t he gospel of eternal warfare against what seems 
to him evil," is still an inferior mental attitude, failing 
because in its isolation it is incapable of expressing the 
"universal will. "5l "He exists as a hero, in fact, only be-
cause he is in organic relation to the world about him. His 
boasted loneliness is an illusion. Could not Mephistopheles 
have his laugh here too?"52 
The chapter on "The World of Doubt" treats in one of 
its divisions of the inability of the mind to find at bottom 
anything but chaos in the external world; even evolution, so 
much in the forefront in the 80's, is paralleled by dissolu-
tion. "The world of the physical powers" reminds Royce of 








Was weben die dort um den Rabenstein? 
weiss nicht ~raSSI'e kocli'en und sch81fen. 
Schweben auf-;-Bcfi'Weben ab, iieigen sich, 
beugen siCh. 
Eine Heieiikunst. [.Sic] 
sre-streuen und weilien. 
V'O'rbei! Vor'bei! 
He adds Mephistopheles' opinion about the temporal world in 
general as being "worthy of as much respect as any other sug-
gestion from an equally limited being," and quotes his com-
ment directly after Faust' s death on the ultimate futility 
of all creative effort: 
Was soll uns denn das ehfe Schaffen! 
GeScnaffenes zu niehts ·nwegzuraffen! 
5libid., p. 206. 52 Ibid., p. 210. 
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"Da ists vorbei!" Was ist daran zu lesen? 
Es ist so gg! als w&- es nie gewesen, .. 
. Und treibt sich doch im Kreis, als ~ ~ ~· 
Ich liebte mir dafUr das Ewig-Leere . 
Royce ' s purpose in thus conceding and even emphasizing the 
chaotic nature of the sensuous world becomes apparent in the 
idealistic conclusion he draws: "We go to seek the eternal , 
not in experience, but in the thought that thinks experience . "53 
In one of the early stages of the dialectical development of 
his concept of idealism (the preceding passage merely illus-
trating the direction in which he is not moving), Royce ex-
plains his use of the term "World- Consciousness" by a phrase 
from Faust . He distinguishes it, as used at that point, from 
what is commonly meant by "vlorld- Spiri t," which has a "teleo-
logical element . " "A Spirit •weaving the living robe of 
Deity ' over World-Consciousness is not; for as so far des-
cribed it does nothing, it merely looks on."54 The chapter 
containing the most original of his ideas (by his own claim 
and in the opinion of his critics), "The Possibility of Error , " 
refers to the psychological difficulties involved in defining 
the subject-object relationship - "However much I fancy I am 
talking of you, I am really talking about my idea of you. " 
Royce most ingeniously finds a simile for expressing his solu-
53 Ibid., p . 289 . 
54Ibid . , p . 350 . Note : It may be of interes t to note 
that this tentative denial of purpose in World- Consciousness 
is in the concluding chapter superseded by the claim, 11 in 
Divine Thought is perfectly and finally realized the Moral 
I nsight and the Universal Will of our ethical discussion. " 
( Ibid . , p . 442) • 
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tion of the difficulty in the final scene of Faust . "Only 
a third person, who included them both, as • • • the Pater 
Seraphicus treates the selige Knaben (Er nimmt sie in sich 
auf, says the stage direction) - only such an inclusive 
thought could compare the phantoms with the real . ... .. 55 
The final chapter, "The Religious Insight," reaps the philo-
sophical harvest for which the other eleven provided the 
dialectical plowing and sowing . As our concern is only with 
those phases of Royce's thought which involve Goethe, we 
limit ourselves to the first section, devoted to establishing 
the existence of "Infinite Thought , " from which, however, the 
individual may not expect any personal advantage . He is 
rather to attain to the truly ethical lif e by learning to 
conform to the requirements of the Absolute. Royce sums up 
this idea as follows: "If as individuals we must hear the 
dreadful words from the spirit of nature: Du gleichst dem 
Geist den~ begreifst, nicht mir; still it is possible that 
with a higher insight, looking upon this same spirit in its 
eternal and inmost nature, we may yet come with full reason 
at last to say: Erhabner Geist , du gabst mir , gabst mir 
alles, warum ich bat . "56 
The Spirit of Modern Philosophy, appearing seven 
years later, has not only the purpose of his torical exposi-
tion, but is intended as an introduction t o Royce's own sys-
tem, at the time not yet fully formulated . 57 Here too Goethe 
55Ibid . , p . 416 . 
57Boston and New York , 1892 Pr f · , e ace, p . v~ . 
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is repeatedly introduced, both as a leading figure in the 
development of European thought and by way of quotations 
that graphically convey Royce's own ideas. The first phil-
osopher to be considered at length is Spinoza, and it is 
pointed out how variously he has been interpreted: as an 
atheist, cold rationalist, "God-intoxicated," mystic, or 
prophet. "Others • • • have taken, as the young Goethe 
took, an almost sentimental interest in him; have found his 
doctrine poetical and romantic."5S To characterize the 
state of mind of the man who accepts Spinoza' s view of the 
remoteness of the divine order, but has not yet gained that 
philosopher's solace of contemplation, Royce says, "Here I 
am, a mere writhing wormfrin furchtsam wegge~ter Wurm'U, 
ein truber Gast auf der dunklen Erde, alone in infinite 
space."59 Regarding the resemblance, to his mind coinci-
dental, between the Imitation of Christ and Spinoza's con-
viction of man's inability to comprehend the eternal, he 
remarks that the latter says "much the same thing, mg, mit 
ein Bischen andern \vorten. n 60 The concluding passage of 
the chapter on "The Rediscovery of the Inner Life" gives a 
preliminary survey, in sound profes~orial style, of the 
historical consequences of the theories of knowledge from 
Spinoza to Hu.me. "The revolutionary period shall first 
rediscover passion, shall produce Goethe's Faust, and shall 
58Ibid., P• 42. 
60Ibid., P• 51. 
59Ibid., p . 49. 
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regenerate Europe."61 The final lines reiterate Royce ' s 
peculiar praise of doubt • "in doubt we come to see our own 
illusion" - and foretells the happy consequences of a con-
sistent skepticism: "The old world dies, but only to rise 
again to the immortality of a higher existence. The spirit 
destroys its former creations, shatters its idols and laments 
their loss. But as in Faust, the chorus sings: 
'Thou hast it destroyed, 
The beautiful world, 
With powerful fist ••• 
Mightier 
For the children of men[retaining Taylor's mistrans-
lation1 
Brighfl.ier 
Build it again, 
In thine own bosom build it anew! ••• 
Such a building anew of the lost universe in the bosom of the 
human spirit it was the mission of Kant to begin. n62 An in-
stance of the use of a mere Goethean tag occurs at the begin-
ning of the chapter on Fichte, in the discussion of the trans-
ition from the original Kantian system to its later interpre-
tations. Referring to the austere conclusions reached in 
~ Critique of Practical Reason, Royce asks, "But ••• is 
this wisdom t s last '\'TOrd, ''der Weisheit lezter Schluss?' u 63 
The sketch of Fichte ' s personal career mentions his dismissal, 
on the charge of atheism, from his chair at Jena by the Grand 
Duke "by Goethe's personal advice," and recalls that the lat-
ter amused himself by reading the philosopher "'just to let 
61Ibid., p . 199. 
63Ibid., p. 137. 
62Ibid., p. 100. 
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myself be abused by him for a little while . '"64 A competent 
summary of the rise of the Romantic School, in both the 
broader and stricter senses of the term, introduces the 
chapter on romantic philosophy, showing how its foundations 
were laid in the period between 1770- 1805, but attributing 
critical significance to the final ten years . Royce is well 
aware that Schiller and Goethe were not directly associated 
with "die Romantik," but regards them as focal points about 
which the younger poets and philosophers were concentrated . 65 
The discussion of "Physical Law and Freedom" speaks, at one 
point , of what appears as a tragic distinction between "the 
outer reality which is describable, and the inner apprecia-
tion which is unreal," a discrepancy Royce finds suggested 
by the lines of Mephisto : 
Grau, theurer Freund, ist alle Theg5ie, 
Und ~ des Lebens goldener Baum. 
The contrast in outlook between Royce and William James -
with the corresponding disparity in their reading of Goethe -
is strikingly brought out in the precisely contrary use the 
latter makes of these lines. He cites them to show how "the 
entire man • • • when tir ed of the gray monotony of her prob-
lems (Philosophy ' sJ and the insipid spaciousness of her re-
sults , will always escape gleefully into the teeming and 
and dramatic richness of t he concrete world."67 The final 
64Ibid . , p . 151. 65Ibid . , pp. 170-71. 
66Ibid., p . 394. 
67William James, Collected Essays and Reviews (New 
York, 1920), p . 122. 
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chapter, "Optimism, Pessimism, and the Moral Order," in pre-
paring the way for Royce's idealistic solution of his prob-
lem,68 dwells on the confortlessness of "the temporal order 
• • • when viewed appreciatively at any finite moment." 
Under such conditions no mortal would ever "utter the fatal 
cry that Faust was to avoid: '0 moment stay, thou art so 
fair! '"69 
A paper on "The Problem of Paracelsus" read before 
the Browning society in 1893 classifies Browning's poem of 
that name as part of the "Faust-cycle" of the century, be-
cause its hero is explicitly the tempter and deceiver of his 
own soul. Royce reminds his audience that Paracelsus was a 
contemporary of "the historic prototype of Faust" and that 
the two figures were closely linked in Goethe's mind. 70 
While Royce ' s references to Goethe by no means cease 
at this time, examination of his later works adds little of 
significance for the purpose of this study,7l and the evi-
68spirit of f.iodern Philosophy, p. 461 : "• •• Ideal-
ism, by its very definition of the divine Self as the one 
organic personality, in and for whom we all exist, is able 
to suggest • • • a synthesis of the truths that are at the 
heart of moral optimism and moral pessimism •• ••" 
69Ibid., pp. 438-39. 
7°Fugitive Essays, P• 393 . 
71Note: The complete bibliography of Royce's writ-
ings occupies seven pages (Papers in Honor of Josiah Royce 
Qn his Sixtieth Birthday, ed. J. E. Creighton, New York, 
19l~pp. 287-94), and it appears to me a work of superero-
gation to consult them all, because of two considerations. 
A generous sampling of the later purely philosophical writ-
ings shows no further significant reference to Goethe, who 
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dence here presented is sufficient to permit an assessment 
of the role the German poet played in his thought. Royce 
possessed, beyond any doubt, by far the greatest erudition 
and the most powerful and independent intellect of any of 
the writers here discussed. His interests embraced not only 
the specifically philosophical, such as the problems of epis-
temology, ontology , and ethics - his major technical con-
cerns - but included the history of post-Kantian thought in 
its various phases, of which romantic literature is so im-
portant a manifestation. His interest is at no time espec-
ially focussed on Goethe, but he finds in him, as the great 
representative figure in modern thought and literature, both 
the embodiment of leading ideas of the era and pregnant 
imagery that helps him, as an expositor of the abstract, to 
express his ideas effectively. His estimate of Goethe as a 
person is in general favorable , in spite of the remark in 
one of his early essays regarding his "selfishness," by which 
appears mainly in historical context, rather than as a phe-
nomenon to which attention is directly addressed . Further, 
as Santayana remarks, Royce kept rediscovering and restating 
"the core of his systE;!m," which is that "Good is ••• 
essentially the struggle with evil and the victory over it" 
(Character and Opinion, pp. 105-106), and in his later treat-
ment of post-Kantian idealism - of which his philosophy is, 
by his own admission, one variation - he makes substantially 
the same use of Goethe references as appear above . Thus, 
the lectures at Johns Hopkins in 1906 on "Aspects of Post-
Kantian Idealism" (published as Lectures 9.!! Modern Idealism, 
New Haven, 1923) refer to the Urfaust and Prometheus as re-
presentative of one form of individualism (Ibid., p. 67) , 
later hold up Goethe as characteristic more of the .urest-
lessly active" type of man than of the "man of mere feeling," 
(Ibid., p. 84) and elsewhere show the development of Faust 
as paralleling some of the phases of consciousness in Hegel's 
Phanomenologie des Geistes, to which several of the lectures 
were devoted. 
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he does not designate a kind of enlightened self-indulgence, 
as Lowell and Norton do; he refers here rather to the valid-
ity of his cultural ideal within a social framework, and not 
to his personal life and conduct. While his attention is 
directed toward Goethe rather as a thinker than as a poet 
and he provides a perceptive analysis of the direction and 
development of his thought, he is by no means insensitive to 
literary values. A case in point is his apt employment of 
the Nacht, Offen Feld scene to suggest the sense of eerie 
chaos. His philosophical strictures on the inadequacy of 
Goethe's solution for the dilemma of modern man are far from 
derogatory, for he takes him as the poet who has most clearly 
and powerfully stated the problem of contemporary culture, 
for which it is the task of the philosopher to find a satis-
factory answer. 
Although Royce's interest in Goethe is secondary 
throughout , yet in his understanding of the poet he surpasses 
most of those we have considered, while he is by far the best 
in his grasp of Goethe ' s place in the history of Western 
thought. Taylor, who devoted much of his life to the study 
of the poet , undoubtedly commanded a greater mass of bio-
graphical detail, but was fatally deficient in historical 
perspective . The St . Louis School prided itself on its grasp 
of historical relationships and consistently attempted to 
present Goethe from this point of view, but its members 
lacked Royce's scholarship and intellectual discipline. 
Where Harris continually errs in looking at the poet through 
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Hegelian spectacles, his fellow-St Louisan Snider is more 
successful in appreciating Goethe as a unique personality, 
but even his interpretation is distorted by his obsession 
with the search for symbolic significance . 
Royce does not betray any of the weaknesses commonly 
associated with the genteel mind in his estimate of Goethe, 
which, it seems to me is still worthy of serious considera-
tion. His gentility resides solely, as has been suggested 
earlier, in his essentially chimerical effort to build a 
bridge between European philosophical idealism and the empir-
icism characteristic of American thought. And it is because 
of this tendency of mind that Royce is inclined to see only 
the idealist in Goethe, while overlooking the infinitely pa-
tient observer of concrete reality. His colleague and friend, 
William James, was at least as well acquainted with Goethe, 
but found in h.im support for a quite contrary philosophical 
outlook. The reservations he early held regarding Goethe's 
"philosophy" as a total world-view (mentioned in the chapter 
on Harris) he retained in later life, and his lasting appre-
ciation of him was of the poet and student of life. In a 
letter of 1902 he refers to rereading "a good part of Goethe's 
Gedichte," an exercise he recommends to his correspondent, 
"so that one may realize how absolutely healthy an organiza-
tion may every now and then eventuate into this world . To 
have such a lyrical gift and to treat it with so little 
solemnity, so that most of the output consists of mere escape 
from over-tension into bits of occasional verse, irresponsible, 
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unchained, like smoke-wreaths! it du give one a great im-
pression of personal power . 11 72 A letter written to his 
brother "Harry" from Newport some thirty years earlier, 
where he was recuperating from a nervous disorder, bears 
eloquent witness to the deep personal feeling he held for 
the poetry. "Von allem Wissensgualm entladen, I just lay 
around drinking the air and the light and the sounds. I 
succeeded in reading no word for three days, and t hen took 
Goethe's Gedichte out on my walks, and with them in my memory, 
the smell of laurels and pines in my nose, and the r hythmic 
pounding of the surf in my ear, I was free and happy again. u73 
It was in his youth, while studying privately at Dresden , 
that James gained his lasting and most significant insight 
into Goethe , an insight that reenforced t he inclination of 
his mind toward philosophical empiricism. Two letters of 
1868 describe at length his sudden enlightenment regarding 
Goethe, whom he had thought literal-minded and lacking in 
humor . He urges his brother to read the "aesthetic discus-
sions" in the Goethe- Schiller correspondence - "I fancy 
Goethe's ideas on the importance of subject-matter in a work 
of poetry may perhaps cause you to reflect."74 The other 
letter sums up more concisely the "special lesson drawn from 
72Letters of William J ames, ed. Henry James (son), 
2 vols. (Boston, 1920 ), I, 176. 
73Thought and Character of William James, I, 350 . 
74Ibid., p. 278 . 
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Goethe • • • which may be called a lesson of theoretical 
patience and respect towards the objective . Contrasted with 
the attention he vouchsafed to every phenomenon that in-
fringed upon his senses, with the deep and worthy stillness 
in which every voice of nature seemed to be listened to by 
his soul, our petulance and worry, our love of taking short 
cuts to the truth, making quick generalizations, our resort-
ing to 'summary' views of the great outspread universe, seem 
trivial and frivolous, to say the least; and the partiality 
and disrespect which almost all of us show towards ~ de-
partment of experience, our rooted habit of not being able 
to raise x in our estimation except by lowering ~, of ' set-
ting ' off one thing against another in our judgments seem 
low traits • • •• Through every individual fact he came in 
contact with the world, and he strove and fought without 
ceasing ever to lay his mind more and more wide open to 
nature's teaching - more and more to efface those subjective 
wrinkles in which we force all objective nature gives us to 
lie in our minds. The judging of things by a subjective 
standard which we are all born with, he seems to have hated 
as if it were the very brand of original sin within us.n75 
The quotations from Faust which spring spontaneously 
to James' lips are likewise employed in support of a "heal-
thy" naturalism, and contrast markedly with Royce's from the 
same source. In the essay on "The Sentiment of Rationality" 
75Ibid., pp. 159-60. 
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he rejects "the Aesthethik of every German philosopher," and 
exclaims, "What these men need is a particular counsel, and 
no barren universal truism. Grau, teurer Freund, ist alle 
•• Theorie, Und ~ des Lebena goldener Baum. The entire man, 
who feels all things by turns, will take nothing as an equiv-
alent for Life but the fulness of living itself."76 The re-
view of Ladd's Psychology, which struck James as a barren and 
formalistic treatment of the subject, culminates in the re-
flection: " • • • when I think of the probable number of vir-
gin-minded youths and maidens, hungry for spiritual food, who 
• • • will now certainly be led over all these pages of fine 
print merely to get back, 'Statt der lebendigen Natur/ Da 
Gott den Menschen schuf hinein' all these terrific abstract 
words and sentences, I feel a sort of shudder at the violence 
done to human want."77 Again, a letter of 1892 praises Swit-
zerland as meeting "all the major needs of body and soul as 
no other country does, in summer time. After the aesthetics, 
the morbidness, the corruptions of Italy, how I shall want 
again in ihrem Thau gesund mich badenl 1178 A notable instance 
of James' rejection of what in Goethe was alien to his own 
nature may be seen in a letter to H. L. Higginson during the 
latter's illness , when James too was in poor health. After 
some encouraging phrases he remarks, "• •• say what they will 
76
collected Essays and Reviews , p . 122. 
77Ibid., p. 343. 
78Thought ~ Character, I, p. 252. 
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of Alters Schw~che [si~ and resignation to decay, and ent-
behren sollst du, sollst entbehren,it means only sour grapes , 
and the insides of one always want to be doing free and ac-
tive things. 11 79 
Ralph Barton Perry best characterizes James' rela-
tionship to Goethe by comparing with that of Emerson, Carlyle, 
Browning , and Wordsworth , all of whom "contained a strain of 
metaphysics allied to the idealistic school of Kant . But 
James took the poetic or moral insight, and let the meta-
physics go . Like his father, they were exemplars of faith , 
and not oracles of reason."80 With Royce, of course, al-
though he was just as perceptive as James to literary values, 
the case was precisely the reverse, for his primary interest 
was in the abstractions which the poetry exemplified. 
79Ibid., p. 288 . 80 Ibid., I, 467. 
CHAPTER X 
THE GOETHE OF THE GENTEEL TRADITION 
Summary of Genteel Estimate of Goethe.-- A retro-
spective survey of the diverse reactions to the man and his 
work will enable us to draw a number of general conclusions 
as to the impression Goethe made on the leading representa-
tives of gentility. It cannot well be said that the study of 
the genteel writers here presented shows t hem to have attained 
a readily definable - to say nothing of a comprehensive and 
just - Goethebild. We find here no student of the German 
poet who combines the unbiased viewpoint and the knowledge of 
his life and works that might enable him to approach the pre-
sentation of a Lewes or a Matthew Arnold in England. To all 
but two of those examined - Taylor and Snider - the interest 
in Goethe was incidental, and it was thus inevitable that 
their attention should be restricted to only a limited area 
of his activities. 
Although the particular works of Goethe to which 
each of the writers is attracted is, to some degree, deter-
mined by his special interests, some significant observa-
tions are possible as to the relative frequency with which 
certain works recur while others are i gnored . As is to be 
expected, Faust attracts the most comment, and of t he other 
dramas Iphigenie and Tasso are occasionally mentioned. 
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Wilhelm Meister (one cannot always be sure whether the 
Lehrjahre alone or the Wanderjahre as well is referred to) 
enjoy popularity with most of the writers and, with the excep-
tion of Burroughs, seems to be appreciated for one or another 
phase of its rich content; there is only one instance of its 
rejection on moral grounds, such as was widespread earlier 
in the century. The Wahlverwandtschaften, to the previous 
generation a work of horrendous immorality, is mentioned by 
Miss Alcott, who bases a novel on its central theme, and is 
denounced only by Howells, the same critic who objects to 
Wilhelm Meister . The book that seems to have been best under-
stood and actually made use of by most of the people here 
considered is Ec~ermann's Conversations, which furnishes them 
with "safe" and ready-made sentiments and apergus on a wide 
range of topics , such as the genteel writer is prone to em-
ploy. Almost as frequently used is Dichtung und Wahrheit, 
although here the same gleaning tactic often leads to a 
failure to appreciate the author's basic purpose . Werther 
is fairly often mentioned , but in most cases only as a 
familiar illustration of the lamentable extravagances into 
which the spirit of revolt led the youthful poet. The lyric 
poetry, so central to most modern interpretations of Goethe , 
is strangely ignored, being the subject of relatively fre-
quent allusion only by Taylor and the encyclopedic Lowell, 
while even the leading critic of poetry , Stedman, makes only 
very brief reference to it. There is not much awareness of 
Goethe's other creative work, some of the ballads being 
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mentioned by Lowell, while of the epics only Hermann und 
Dorothea attracts comment, always favorable, from a few. 
The products of the poet's Storm and Stress period, in the 
rare instances when they are mentioned, are generally ex-
plained away as youthful aberrations. So significant a work 
as ~ Italian Journey is mentioned only casually, without 
appreciation of its pivotal significance, except in the case 
of Taylor and Snider (to a limited degree, Mabie), the two 
writers who devoted themselves to a comprehensive interpre-
tation of the poet's life and works. The two latter lacunae 
are characteristic of the prevailing attitude of gentility, 
which is to ignore the change and development in Goethe's 
career, a fatal weakness in any attempt to comprehend its 
meaning. The importance of Goethe's scientific pursuits and 
writings is, for the most part, ignored or quite inadequately 
treated. Harris, who deals in a brief essay with "The Theory 
of Colors , " and Burroughs, repeatedly professing a qualified 
sympathy with the poet's general attitude toward science, are 
the only writers who are at all concerned with this facet of 
his range of interests. 
The various aspects from which Goethe is considered 
may be reduced, somewhat arbitrarily, to the categories of 
the broadly humanistic, the philosophical, that of literary 
criticism and, finally, to that of his views on nature and 
science. Lowell, Whipple, Mabie, and Burroughs, the four 
writers who dwell especially upon Goethe as the great modern 
embodiment of the humanistic tradition, nevertheless empha-
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size different phases of his influence in this connection. 
Lowell sees in him the last of the line stemming directly 
from the original humanists, such as Erasmus and Reuchlin, 
and representing in his day, together with Lessing, the 
direct apostolic succession. In this sense he holds him up 
as the epitome of the total culture of eighteenth-century 
Europe. More frequently, however, his references are to the 
poet as the preeminent modern successor to the more purely 
literary molders of Western civilization, and one repeatedly 
finds Goethe's name linked with those of Homer, Dante, Cer-
vantes, Calderon, Shakespeare, and Moli~re . Perhaps the 
most perceptive of Lowell's judgments in this regard is his 
appreciation of Goethe as the creator of a genuinely modern 
classical style - as distinguished from merely formal adapta-
tions of ancient forms - which he finds in Hermann und Doro-
thea and in the Roman Idylls . Whipple makes a number of 
references to the universality of outlook that Goethe shares 
with other great men in Western culture, such as Shakespeare 
and Leibnitz, but his most distinctive comment in this respect 
is occasioned by the discussion of Wilhelm Meister . It is 
in this novel that he finds Goethe imparting a knowledge of 
humanity beyond the achievement of any other novelist . More 
explicitly than most of the other polite essayists of his 
day , Mabie exemplifies the positive emphasis of the genteel 
tradition by urging the study of Homer, Dante, Shakespeare, 
and Goethe ("the best that has been thought fUld said") as 
the surest means of entering upon one's cultural heritage. 
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His cultural "vitalism," however, leads him to attach pecu-
liar significance to the sum total of Goethe 's experience, 
apart from its literary reflection, which appears to him 
archetypal and thus as rewarding a model for emulation and 
study as his works themselves . Burroughs, in contrast to 
the preceding writers, has relatively little appreciation 
of Goethe in the purely literary sense and scant knowledge 
of the literary tradition of humanism, his concern being 
chiefly with the intellectual problems of the nineteenth 
century. The humanist Goethe appears to him as the enlarger 
of the horizon of modern man, the force for "greater growth 
and freedom for the individual," from whom he believes his 
generation can find greater help in its moral and spiritual 
problems than from the "purely literary" poets. 
As might be expected of a culture whose major inter-
est in literature is belletristic, most of the attention 
paid to the philosophical implications and background of 
Goethe's thought is found only in the writers with an orien-
tation in metaphysics, namely the St. Louis group and Josiah 
Royce. The only other commentator to show even passing in-
terest in such matters is r.!abie, who refers to the poet • s 
study of Spinoza and Kant, remarking merely that he consis-
tently refused to commit himself to a hard and fast meta-
physical position, but he does not elaborate the theme. 
Brokmeyer's sole merit is his confused but powerful sense 
of Goethe's relation to the world of German idealism, of 
which Kant and his successors, through Hegel, were the theo-
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retical expression. His obsessive reverence for Hegel, how-
ever, as well as his sovereign disdain for factual biograph-
ical data, leads him to an extravagantly allegorical inter-
pretation of Faust, the only Goethe work to which he applies 
his method . He makes no mention of Spinoza, Kant, Leibnitz, 
or any of the other philosophical influences with which the 
poet had contact. Harris, Brokmeyer's aptest pupil, is far 
better aware than his master of the historical setting in 
which Goethe's thought developed, although he shares his 
teacher's failing of categorizing too rigidly. He sees the 
poet as dealing exclusively with the problem of individualism 
in revolt against established institutions, and presents him 
against the background of Hume , the Encyclopedists, Rousseau, 
and Kant, the leading figures in this trend of eighteenth-
century thought. Yet his detailed analysis of Faust and 
Meister, if somewhat more restrained and plausible than 
Brokmeyer's oracular pronouncements, is throughout dogmati-
cally Hegelian, and christianizes Goethe rather too neatly. 
While he does at one point show his awareness of the poet's 
debt to Spinoza, he makes no pertinent reference to the rela-
tionship in his actual exposition of Goethe texts. The third 
of the St . Louis group , Snider, although blessed with a lit-
erary sense far superior to that of the other two, is even 
more one-sided than Harris in his treatment of Goethe's rela-
tion to philosophy. He systematically elaborates Brokmeyer's 
notion by imposing a Hegelian significance upon all the inci-
dents in Goethe 's writing or life that seem to him to betoken 
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a rebellion against established institutions. Indeed, it 
is this particular astigmatism in his outlook that keeps 
him from becoming a really effective expositor of the German 
poet. Royce, who by virtue of his encyclopedic erudition is 
by far the best qualified to clarify the relation of Goethe 
to systematic philosophy, never has occasion to deal directly 
with the question. He is interested in the poet as the prime 
literary manifestation of German idealism, quotes him repeat-
edly in illustration of his own abstract formulations, but 
is not concerned with uncovering the sources of Goethe's 
philosophic views. Aside from a passing reference to his 
relations with the Romantic philosophers and an acute remark 
on his "sentimental" interest in Spinoza, we find no enlight-
enment in Royce as to the poet's connections with philosophic 
thought. Royce offers the best clarification of the bearing 
Goethe has upon philosophy in his presentation of him as the 
poet who has most powerfully stated the key problem of modern 
culture, the solution to which modern philosophy must supply. 
The influence of Goethe upon the critical standards 
and practice of the genteel tradition is more marked than in 
any other field, and his authority as a critic is repeatedly 
invoked by all the writers studied - with the exception of 
Woodberry - who engaged in literary criticism. Lowell ack-
nowledges Goethe as one of the founders, with Lessing and 
Herder, of modern criticism, and although he does occasion-
ally take issue with some of the German's specific judgments, 
he is always at pains to justify himself when he does so. 
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He frequently avows his allegiance to Goethe's doctrine of 
an objective yet sympathetic approach to literary criticism, 
and cites especially his interpretations of Shakespeare, 
usually with approval. His main theoretical disagreement 
with Goethe concerns the modern adaptation of antique form, 
a tendency he rejects as false in principle and abortive in 
Goethe's own practice. A corollary difference of opinion, 
arising out of Lowell's predominant sympathy with medieval 
Christendom, is his astonishment at Goethe's indifference to 
the art of Dante. Yet on the whole Lowell regards himself 
as a follower of the critical tradition Goethe represents, 
and he undertakes to practice the three well-known rules 
for literary criticism which the Weimar poet enunciated. 
Howells accepts Goethe implicitly as one of the great critics, 
but his main interest in him in this respect has to do with 
the advance in the art of the novel in the direction of real-
ism, which he sees Wilhelm Meister as embodying. Whipple 
does not touch upon Goethe's principles of criticism in the 
abstract, but often attests his high regard for the poet's 
critical judgment; this is true especially when he speaks of 
Shakespeare, but he also cites Goethe's verdict on Scott as 
ultimate support of his own opinion. Stedman makes more fre-
quent reference to Goethe's dicta than any of the others, but 
this may not be taken as indicating any pervasive influence 
on him by the German poet; it i s rather a reflection of the 
fact that his chief occupation was that of literary critic, 
and that his eclectic and derivative method leads him to 
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quote from a wide variety of sources. He reenforces his 
advocacy of Aristotelian esthetics by citing Goethe's adher-
ence to the concept of art as dealing in universals, and 
again when he adduces the German's acceptance of the Greek 
philosopher's doctrine that the poet's task is not to create 
the fable, but rather to provide its "ideal reconstruction." 
In his antagonism to romantic literature he uses the example 
of Goethe - with the unjust selectivity characteristic of the 
genteel writer - both as theorist and practitioner. Mabie, 
in manner more prolix and superficial than Stedman, never-
theless comes far closer than he to a genuine understanding 
of Goethe's significance as a critic. He appreciates even 
better than Lowell that Goethe's greatness as a critic was 
due, not to his espousal of any particular set of doctrines, 
but to the fact that his criticism was the product - or by-
product- of his "creative temper," that it was organically 
bound up with his unified attitude toward all life and art . 
Burroughs, whose excursions into literary criticism reveal 
an enthusiastic but undisciplined interest in the field of 
letters, accepts Goethe as one of the great critical author-
ities, although he occasionally takes issue with both his 
principles and opinions. He subscribes to the Goethean 
canons of criticism and also, like most of his generation, 
confronts the realism of his time with Goethe 's - somewhat 
enigmatic - requirement that art should produce "the illu-
sion of a higher reality." lfuere he, rather naively, takes 
exception to Goethe's Platonically-inspired concept of beauty, 
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he betrays his own lac~ of schooling in esthetic theory. Of 
all these literary critics of gentility it may be said that 
they profess reverent regard for the critical standards of 
Goethe, and apply them uniformly in a parochial and backward-
looking spirit. 
Interest in Goethe's scientific pursuits and in his 
views on science and nature is rather sporadic among the 
writers studied, there being only one, John Burroughs, who 
shows any deep concern with this phase of the poet's activity. 
Stedman makes passing mention of his unusual intellectual 
range, in which his command of science plays so important a 
role, and again refers to the poet's anticipation of the ul-
timate unity of all knowledge , poetic and scientific, but 
fails to substantiate these generalities in any way . Harris' 
early paper on "The Theory of Colors" is purely expository, 
and neither there nor later does he offer any hint of the 
identity of purpose underlying the multiplicity of Goethe 's 
undertakings. It is only in Burroughs that we find even an 
approximate understanding of the larger meaning of this side 
of Goethe's life, for he senses that the poet and the scien-
tist are one in aim and method. Himself a naturalist, he 
finds support in Goethe for his own manner of studying 
nature, most notably in the aversion to the museum and labor-
atory and the preference for the observation of flora and 
fauna in their natural setting. From a broader standpoint 
he sees in Goethe a general mode of apprehension of nature 
that is in some ways superior to that of Darwin, whom he 
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considers the ideal scientist. A further conformity with the 
Goethean attitude is Burroughs' rejection of the ideal of 
absolute objectivity in science and the assumption of an or-
ganic correspondence between the object observed and the con-
stitution of the observer. There is explicit criticism of 
Goethe's method at only one point, namely when Burroughs de-
clares it to be of dubious applicability to the physical, as 
contrasted to the natural, sciences. But while Burroughs, 
during most of his somewhat vacillating intellectual course, 
is in substantial harmony with the Goethean attitude toward 
science and nature, he has no apparent acquaintance with the 
sources - painstaking observation and study in many fields, 
and rigorous philosophical thinking - through which Goethe 
arrived at his conclusions; in his voluminous writings there 
is no mention of the Farbenlehre, Metamorphose ~ Pflanzen, 
or any other of the detailed essays on scientific matters. 
He is content, like most of the polite writers of his day, to 
deal in readily quotable generalizations, such as those from 
Eckermann, and to avoid strenuous discussion of particulars . 
The conflict as to the acceptance of Goethe as poet 
and man on purely moral grounds continues throughout the per-
iod, and while detractors still appear in the twentieth cen-
tury, the tendency is . increasingly either to defend him on 
both scores or to i gnore the issue as irrelevant. An impor-
tant strain of anti-Goethean bias, almost a tradition, can 
be traced from Longfellow (whose strictures, although restrained, 
were none the less fundamental to his standards) through his 
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successors at Harvard, Lowell and Norton, and ending with 
Woodberry, the student of the latter two. What unites the 
members of this New England succession is their primary in-
terest in medieval Romance poetry, especially Dante, and 
their tendency to depreciate literature deficient in formal 
elegance and identifiably Christian spirit. Lowell distin-
guishes, in his judgment of Goethe, between the man and the 
poet, and reserves his disapproval for the former. He con-
siders Goethe cold, unsympathetic, and lacking in manliness, 
although conceding that the poet's egoism has a beguiling 
quality that tends to disarm the moralist. There is also 
disparagement of the Weimar aristocrat - occurring, signifi-
cantly, in the Lessing essay - because he did not have to 
earn his living by his pen. Lowell's most serious censure, 
however, has to do with the manner ahd motive of Goethe's 
composition. He accuses him of the practice of methodically 
relieving his conscience by public confession, and of cal-
lously exploiting intimate relationships for his artistic 
ends. Woodberry is even more sweeping in his verdict, for 
he takes Goethe's work as the expression of a personality 
complacently engrossed in its own improvement, a phenomenon 
which, in his view, stands as a warning of the moral depths 
to which the ideal of egocentric self-cultivation may lead. 
Howells' strictures reflect his particular social and ethi-
cal emphases, for he finds the poet deficient in the sense 
of social democracy, and objects to both Wilhelm Meister 
and Die Wahlverwandtschaften as subversive of sexual decency, 
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the literary counterpart of what he reprehends in the author's 
personal behavior. Royce's exceptions to Goethe's doctrine 
for the conduct of life, as well as his embodiment of that 
doctrine in his own career, are carefully qualified. He sees 
Goethe's basic teaching as leading to a desirable enrichment 
of the individual's personal life, but finds it socially in-
adequate; the philosopher also warns that it is a theory ap-
plicable only by people as exceptionally gifted as its pro-
pounder. There is, moreover, with Royce no suggestion of an 
indictment on grounds of practical morality, the critical 
comments remaining on the plane of impersonal ethical ab-
straction. 
When we turn to a review of the advocates of Goethe's 
moral standards, a remarkably varied set of opinions comes to 
light. Louisa Alcott is prepared categorically to overlook 
his "fifteen sweethearts" so long as they helped advance his 
work, and in general exhibits the naive acceptance of an idol-
ized figure. Mabie, rather more aware of the ethical grounds 
on which the poet has been aspersed, undertakes to justify 
his "often misunderstood" ideal of self-culture. He finds 
in Goethe the most perfect embodiment of his own principle 
of harmonious development of all phases of human activity , 
and from t his viewpoint holds him up as a model for the con-
temporary world. He further defends the German against the 
perennial charge of kiss ing and telling, and emphasizes both 
his sense of guilt and his dependence, for creative purposes, 
on personal experience. Taylor is not quit e t he intransi-
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geant champion of Goethe 's conduct that his consuming devo-
tion to the German poet would lead one to expect; his re-
marks on the subject are not, to be sure, part of any organ-
ized presentation, but are culled from occasional utterances . 
He admits his subject's "occasional shortcomings," such as 
offences against good taste in some of his writings, as well 
as moral lapses in his relations with women - not only in 
his youth . Taylor contends, however, that such succumbings 
were so infrequent in relation to the number of temptations 
that his restraint is rather to be admired. He believes 
Goethe to have been widely misjudged on this score, as the 
victim of a campaign of hostility and envy in Germany. The 
general tenor of his comments shows him solicitous to present 
the poet as a democratic and deeply humane person of wide 
and responsive sympathies. The most thoroughgoing of Goethe's 
defenders is Snider, whose exculpation is based on the same 
quasi-philosophical grounds that mark his critical method as 
a whole . He takes the poet, in Hegelian fashion, as a phe-
nomenon of nature, which may at times appear abhorrent to 
the moral sense of mortals, but which must be accepted and 
comprehended as part of the unfolding of eternal reason. 
Goethe is for him the central figure in the tragedy of Phil-
eros, and in his life Snider perceives the "secular expiation" 
of his transgressions against the institution by which man-
kind regulates the amatory impulse. The culmination of this 
tragedy occurs in the Christiane episode, which Snider re-
fuses to "bemoralize" or "puritanize" preferring to let the 
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poet "ethicize" himself before "the tribunal of the ages . 
Bizarre as his terminology may appear today , Snider ' s under-
lyi ng conception is not far removed from the interpretation 
of Goethe's behavior generally accepted by contemporary 
criticism. 
Taylor and Snider, the only two writers to undertake 
a complete portrayal of Goethe , have in common chiefly the 
conviction that his life and work constitute a peculiar unity , 
from which the age, e specially in America, has much to learn. 
But they dif fer so widely in temperament and intellectual 
background, that there is a corresponding divergence in their 
accounts of the poet' s career. Taylor is much inferior in 
erudition and catholicity of outlook - as well as more modest 
in his pretensions - and he thus paints his portrait on a 
smaller canvas . He introduces the literary background of 
eighteenth-century Germany in a somewhat superficial manner 
and makes little attempt to indicate in broader perspective 
Goethe's position in world literature . Part of his purpose 
is to replace Schiller in the affections of t he American pub-
lic by the less readily accessible Goethe . His primary em-
phasis is upon Goethe as an artis t who maintains a serene 
outlook and an unfailing sense of proportion, although his 
view of the poet's development as a sort of divinely guided 
unfolding is a fond oversimplification. Thus he underesti-
mates Goethe's involvement in the Storm and Stress and fails 
to do justice to the central meaning of the sojourn in Italy. 
Himself a poet of sorts, Taylor shows insight into t he excel-
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lences of the lyrics, especially the nature poetry; he is, 
apart from Lowell, the only one of the writers studied to 
touch significantly on this essential aspect. He denies 
Goethe true aptitude as a dramatist and considers both 
Iphigenie and Tasso failures in their category. The most 
critical lacunae in Taylor ' s analysis of the poet as a whole 
and as "representative" man are his very inadequate treat-
ment of the scientific studies and his failure to understand 
the significance of the administrative duties at Weimar. His 
weakness in historical orientation and in philosophical train-
ing further vitiate his efforts to attain complete balance 
of portraiture . While it must be kept in mind that Taylor 
was unable to complete his projected biography and that one 
is dependent upon disjected references for a hypothetical 
reconstruction of his plans, it seems hardly plausible that 
he could have overcome his basic intellectual handicaps . The 
general tendency of his remarks, however, is that of enthu-
siastic commendation. 
Where Taylor fails to provide proper perspective -
literary, historical, intellectual, and philosophical -
Snider is inclined to overwhelm his reader with a flood of 
grandiose and panoramic generalizations. He is thus enabled 
to present Goethe's career as a whole, all parts of which 
fall readily into place, but at the ·sacrifice too often of 
fidelity to the alogical course of events and to the free 
range of the poet's imagination. His Hegelian preoccupation 
with social institutions leads to a really enlightening ex-
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planation of the Promethean spirit of the Storm and Stress 
and of the transition, in the earlier years at Weimar, to 
the ideal of classic restraint . Snider is the only writer 
of the entire group to show the meaning for Goethe's develop-
ment of his participation in the affairs of the miniature 
state, which for the poet took on a vital symbolic signifi-
cance . Similarly, the somewhat obsessive notion of cultural 
phylogeny is responsible for a very able account of the Ita-
lian experience and its place in Goethe's life. The St. Louis 
writer's greatest omission in his portrayal of the poet's 
career is his failure to relate his scientific interests to 
the general plan of his life. Snider ' s attempt to furnish a 
critical interpretation of Goethe ' s works within the framework 
of his life is far less successful than his strictly biograph-
ical contribution. He is best in his treatment of Faust, which 
claims his main interes t among Goethe's works, but in his com-
mentary on the rest his doctrinaire prejudices too often force 
him into arbitrary and eccentric judgments . Especi ally notable 
in his exposition of Faust is his sensitiveness to the metri-
cal subtleties, and his classical training makes him a much 
better guide than Taylor to the scenes of Grecian inspiration. 
Both writers felt themselves to be inspired in t heir own pro-
ductions by Goethe, Taylor in his turgid allegorical drama, 
and Snider more extensively, first in his pilgrimage to 
Greece as to the fountainhead of Western civilization, and 
them in his attempts to produce contemporary counterparts of 
Iphigenie, ~ Italienische Reise, and Dichtung und Wahrheit . 
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The literary fruits of their devotion are, however, hardly 
to be taken seriously, and their primary claim to attention 
with respect to Goethe remains their zeal, effective to some 
degree, to create an integrated image of the great German 
poet for the enlightenment of their fellow-Americans. 
Non-Genteel Estimates of Goethe.-- It is probable 
that the distorded image of Goethe that the genteel writers 
tended to create is, in the period 1865-1912, the one that 
most influenced those Americans who took any interest in the 
German poet. Such an assumption seems reasonable , as the 
great majority of the widely-read writers of the Gilded Age -
in particular the one s passing judgment on literature - must 
be classed as genteel. Yet there is during this period a sub-
stantial number of writers, lecturers, and teachers whose in-
fluence on the serious student and reader was to bring quite 
a different picture of Goethe. Some of these have been men-
tioned in earlier chapters, but a review of the non-genteel 
attitude toward Goethe will show that not a few unbiased and 
perceptive spirits were arriving at a juster estimate than 
the dominant one. 
Of the trained scholars dealing with Goethe in the 
years after the Civil War, Calvert is perhaps the most ar-
resting figure, for he had been an effective champion of 
the poet in the first half of the century as well. His 
Life and Works of Goethe, published in 1872,1 is "admirably 
suited for popularization in a wider spirit than that of 
1New York, 1872. 
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the so- called genteel tradition. "2 Although it is rather 
a series of essays rather than a unified study and leans 
heavily on Lewes, it presents Goethe not merely as a poet, 
but as a genius who was likewise a competent administrator , 
man of business, and scientist . Calvert understands the 
real significance of Goethe ' s devotion to science, when he 
states : "He was open to vast a priori visions, and he was 
capable of patiently putting them to the test of touch. ":; 
,,. 
While he admires the frank paganism of the Romische Elegien, 
which reflect the "Greek side" of their author's"manysided-
nes~' he insists that "in Goethe, besides and above the 
classical pagan, was the Christian and honorable gentleman. u4 
His enthusiasm undimmed by age, Calvert published Charlotte 
~Stein, ~Memoir in 1877, in which he defends Goethe's 
behavior towards both Frau von Stein and Christiane Vulpius; 
and in 1880 his final tribute appeared in "biographic, aes-
thetic studies on Coleridge, Shelley, Goethe . 5 H. H. Boye-
sen, professor at Cornell and later Columbia, published his 
Life of Goethe~ Schiller in 1879, 6 based on the latest 
German scholarship , which was for its time a sound, if not 
original account of both poets. This was followed in 1892 
Pfund: 
p . 147. 
2studies in Honor of John Albrecht Walz, Harry W. 
"G. H. Calvert, Goethe ' s First American Biographer," 
:;Calvert, p. 22 
5New York 
4Quoted by Pfund, pp. 190-92. 
6New York 
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by his Essays Qa German Literature ,? and both were widely 
used by students in the field. He presents Goethe 's develop-
ment as the necessary unfolding of successive phases of a 
unique personality, of which the poetic, scientific , admin-
istrative, and erotic activities are essential components. 
Die Wahlverwandtschaften is for him not an immoral work, but 
a study in the psychology of sex attraction, and he rightly 
sees as one of the chief values of Die Italienische Reise 
the respect for fact which it teaches. He effectively de-
fends his subject against the charges of libertinism and 
lack of patriotism, and praises him as a liberator of human-
ity through the lesson, implicit in his work, of obedience 
to natural law. Boyesen's successor at Columbia, Calvin 
Thomas, contributed toward a fair understanding of the poet 
both by his semi-popular articles in magazines and in his 
more scholarly work. We have already referred to his defence 
of Goethe's attitude toward the institution of marriage, but 
he also published, in a popular periodical, a continued arti-
cle offering a detailed justification of the poet's works 
and personal standard of ethics, which Mrs . Susan Channing 
had attacked .8 Another article, "Goethe and the Conduct of 
Life," aims at correcting the widely-held idea of the "mytho-
logical Goethe," and Thomas here is clearly controverting 
the notion of the poet's engrossment in narrow self-culture, 
7New York 
8open Court (1888), pp. 815-22, 847-50. 
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by showing how he learned, through Spinoza's Ethics, that 
"only through repression of self is true perfection of self 
attainable ."9 His History of German Literature, published 
toward the end of the period,10 in its chapters on Goethe 
shows the same well-balanced treatment of the poet . Benja-
min w. Wells, whose Modern German Literature appeared in 
1895, bases his account of Goethe and his works on what he 
learned as a student in Germany from Scherer, DUntzer, and 
other leading Germanists of the time, and provides a competent 
guide to an understanding of the poet that does much to recti-
fy the recurrent misconceptions . The foregoing by no means 
constitute an exhaustive list of non-genteel scholars who 
promoted an objective study of Goethe; W. T. Hewitt, H. S. 
White, and Joseph Hosmer were some of the others who were ac-
tive in the classroom and with their pens in advancing a 
sounder understanding of the poet . 
Different in some respects from the strictly scho-
larly concern with Goethe was the activity of the "literary 
schools," which devoted their summer sessions in at least two 
instances to the study of Goethe. Their lectures were drawn, 
somewhat indiscriminately, from the ranks of the mere enthu-
siasts as well as from serious students , but from the commen-
taries and evaluations of uneven merit certain of the more 
liberal interpretations of Goethe came to the attention of 
p. 16. 
9university of Michigan Philosophical Papers (1886), 
10New York and London, 1909. 
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the literate public. At the Concord School of Philosophy 
in 1885, Albee gives an enlightened explanation of Goethe's 
ideal of self-culture, an intelligent account of his scien-
tific pursuits, and he refutes the often-repeated charge, 
made notably by Lowell, of his exploitation of personal 
relationships.11 Thomas Davidson, in a discussion of Goethe's 
Titanism, argues that the poet grappled with the problem of 
uniting Hellenism with Christianity, which the speaker sees 
as "the problem of our time." That he failed to find a solu-
tion, although "for many a yea:r he struggled manfully," is 
in no way to his discredit, for he accomplished a great deal 
by showing the present generation the path it needs to follow, 
the "only help one man can give another. 1112 Dr. Bartol, with 
refreshing ingenuousness, exonerates Goethe of "wickedness;" 
he holds up the examples of Moses, David, Solomon, and -
Grover Cleveland (the year is 1885) - as instances of men 
who, like Goethe, rose above their sins, and he rejects as 
a calumny the notion that the poet "gloated over the sin, 
while he gathered up the lesson."l3 Julia Ward Howe dis-
cusses "Goethe 's ivomen" and shows a liberal mind regarding 
his "succession of loves;" she holds that he was not "a free 
agent" and that "this greatest of men • • • cannot be judged 
rightly without the tenderness of human cha:rity."l4 It is 
1~ife and Genius of Goethe, pp. 46-50. 
12Ibid., pp. 99-106. 13Ibid., pp. 116-17. 
14Ibid., pp. 347-62. 
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interesting to note that Dr. Hedge, of the inner circle of 
Transcendentalism, is at this late date still actively con-
tributing to a wider knowledge of Goethe with a lecture on 
.. his Marchen, the text of which is not reprinted. Soldan, 
who discusses "Goethe's Relation to Kant and Spinoza," is 
considered below in another context. A year later the Mil-
waukee Literary School, also devoted entirely to the study 
of Goethe, was dominated by members of the St . Louis group 
and showed a characteristic emphasis on the philosophical 
implications of his work . Apart from the St . Louisans whose 
part at this session has been previously dealt with , James 
MacAlister offers a sound survey of Goethe's scientific 
activity and shm-rs how it stems from the same attitude 
toward life as his poetry.15 Mrs. c. K. Sherman, in her 
comparison of The Divine Comedy and Faust, argues that the 
lesson of selfless activity the latter arrives at on the 
basis of experience is identical with the corresponding 
Christian doctrine based on revelation.16 Mrs. M. A. 
Shorey's lecture on "The Elective Affinities" stresses its 
distinctly moral tendency, and presents its author as a man 
who endeavored throughout his life, if not always success-
fully, to live by the highest code of ethics. She finds 
valuable hints on the education of the young in this novel, 
which leads her to praise the Wanderjahre for its more ex-
l5Poetry and Philosophy of Goethe , pp. 39-57. 
16Ibid., p. 123. 
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plicit suggestions in the same field. 17 Similar sessions , 
frequently involving discussions of Goethe in other connec-
tions, were not uncommon, especially in the Midwestern cen-
ters, but the lectures were not recorded in print. Such 
public presentations contributed materially to promoting a 
wider and fairer appreciation of the poet . 
We must also take into account the men, unattached 
to any literary group, who nevertheless helped create a truer 
Goethebild. I have not attempted to compile a complete list, 
and the writers mentioned are merely those whom I came upon 
in the bypaths of research. The receptive attitude of Henry 
and especially William James has already been sufficiently 
indicated. The influence of Louis Soldan, for a time a mem-
ber of the St . Louis School but no fanatic Hegelian, has not 
been generally recognized . Born and educated in Germany, he 
came to St . Louis in 1863 and taught in the local school sys-
tem, eventually becoming its superintendent. He was promi-
nent in the educational circles of the Midwest, and in his 
numerous addresses on problems of education he refers often 
to Goethean principles of pedagogy, while allusions and refer-
ences to the poet ' s works fall readily from his lips . He 
holds up Goethe ' s own education as an ideal, not realizable 
for lesser men, which enabled him to unite "the highest type 
of antiquity" with "the most advanced speculation of modern 
l7Ibid., pp . 183-85. 
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times."18 In another address he quotes at length from Goethe 
in support of the thesis that modern education must prepare 
one for both narrow and intensive activity, while at the 
same time nurturing sympathy with universal interests.19 In 
a plea for the kind of pedagogy that is consistently relevant 
to the child's experience, Soldan quotes the passage from 
. 'Gotz in which little Karl recites the facts about the geo-
graphy of Jaxthausen without realizing that they refer to his 
own home . Soldan adds that Goethe always emphasized the ne-
cessity of meeting the young on their own level of understand-
ing.20 When he characterizes the Zeitgeist of the 80's and 
ventures to draw tentative inferences as to its effect on 
education, he expresses his reluctance to prophesy by recit-
ing Egmont's speech: "As if driven by invisible spirits 
• • • ''/hither we go, who know·s? 1121 Perhaps the most advanced 
idea Soldan urges upon his hearers on Goethe's authority is 
that "all education must lead to action. An acted error is 
better than an idle thought, because the former leads to 
truth."22 
Moncure Conway carries on the tradition of the Uni-
tarian ministry (Emerson, Hedge, Parker are among his out-
1882), 
Reprint 
18western Magazine (January, 1876), p. 14. 
l90ffice of Ohio Educational Monthly (Salem, Ohio, 
p. 14. 
20
"Culture and Facts," lecture of October 10, 1876. 
from a periodical, name not given. 
210ffice of Ohio Monthly, p. 12. 22western, p . 15. 
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standing predecessors) of an enlightened understanding of 
Goethe. His is not the entire Goethe, for he ignores the 
non-rational and intuitive aspects of his work - e.g. point-
edly side-stepping the last scene of Faust. He does, how-
ever, consistently invoke the authority of the German poet 
as one of the spiritual pioneers, whose idea of God as ttthe 
supremacy of perfect and rational principles" will be uni-
versally accepted when "the great Religion of Man has come. 1123 
As a religious liberal, he sees modern man in a dilemma 
created by the Reformation, which has forced him to make his 
choice between good and evil, no longer terrified by hell-
fire; to this dilemma "Goethe's Faust provides the one clear 
answer."24 Conway shows first-hand acquaintance with Goethe's 
works, and refers to and quotes passages from both parts of 
Faust, Prometheus, Morphologie der Pflanzen, Wilhelm Meister, 
and some of the correspondence. His grasp of Faust II is 
indicated by the comment that Helena is recalled only "by 
learning all the conditions through which Greek art evolved 
that ideal. 1125 Unlike such dogmatists as Harris, he views 
the figure of Faust as a conception more suggestive for his 
aspiration than for his achievement, representing "Man able 
to apprehend where he cannot comprehend . 1126 In addition to 
York, 
23Idols and Ideal (New York, 1877), p . 135. 
24nemonology and Devil-Lore, p. 348. 
25tddresses ~Reprints, 1850-1907 (Boston and New 
1909 , p. 193. 
26Ibid., pp. 184-85. 
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the doctrinal application which Conway makes of his know-
ledge of Goethe, there are numerous casual references in 
his printed sermons and other writings that make it plain 
that the poet had become an integral part of his thinking. 
Finally, although he can hardly be classed with the 
more effective promulgators of the poet, \Y.hitman's attitude 
toward Goethe deserves mention. In a review of the trans-
lation of Dichtung und Wahrheit in 1846, he speaks of the 
"prodigious gain" which would accrue to the world if more 
men would,like Goethe, write "Life" instead of "Learning." 
He feels "that this 'life of Goethe' seems shaped with the 
intention of rendering a history of the soul and body's 
growth," and finds, as Robert P. Falk points out, a model 
with the same aim as Leaves of Grass. 27 Whitman expresses 
himself in similar terms as late as 1889: "Goethe impresses 
me as above all to stand for essential literature, art, life 
- to argue the importance of centering life in itself - in 
perfect persons - perfect you, me: to force the real into 
the abstract ideal: to make himself, Goethe, the supremest 
example of perfect identity." He did not accept the example 
of Goethe unreservedly, for he declares that "the Goethean 
theory and lesson • • • of the exclusive sufficiency of ar-
tistic, scientific, literary equipment to character, irre-
spective of any strong claims of nation, state or city, could 
have answered under the conventionality and pettiness of 
27JEGP (July, 1941), vol. XL, No. 3, "Walt vlhitman 
and German Thought," pp. 326-28. 
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Weimar ••• but it will not do for America today at all . 1128 
It is neither feasible nor pertinent to determine the ex-
tent of Whitman's actual acquaintance with Goethe's work, 
for there is surely no detailed influence of the German 
poet discernible in his work. It was rather as a general 
prototype of human integrality that he chiefly impressed 
the American poet. 
When we consider in retrospect the more enlightened 
body of opinion regarding Goethe in this period, we find it 
to have been molded by a number of influences with which 
the genteel tradition either had relatively little contact 
or was inclined to reject . The ideas of Transcendentalism 
continued to make themselves felt even after the movement 
had ceased to exist in any formal sense. Aside from Hedge 
and Calvert (not a Transcendentalist, to be sure, but a 
contemporary of the group) who carried on their work l ate 
into the century, Conway and Whitman were avowed disciples 
of Emerson and absorbed many of his ideas and attitudes. 
The attenuation of Transcendental ideas that maxks the writ-
ing of so many of the genteel, therefore, did not extend to 
the more independent thinkers. Another element contributing 
to a more objective evaluation of Goethe was the growing 
interest in the non-moralistic, disinteres ted study of 
philosophy, which enabled students of the poet to see him 
as the product of certain European intellectual movements, 
28Ibid., quoted by Falk. 
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especially as the representative of German idealistic 
thought . This did much to counteract the undiscriminating 
praise of the genteel writers of the exemplar of "classic" 
excellence . Another factor of some weight was the influ-
ence of the numerous German immigrants who brought with 
them, not only to St. Louis, a non- puritanical acceptance 
of the greatest of German poets . This influence was percep-
tible on the popular level as well as in academic circles . 
Finally, there was the impetus of German scholarship, both 
through Americans trained at German universities and also 
as it gradually, but radically, changed the method of all 
academic study of literature from the impressionistic moral-
ism of Lowell and Norton and Wendell to the philological 
scholarship of such men as Kittredge. All these develop-
ments, in the broad view, harmonized with the general trend 
in American thought that saw the methods of the natural 
sciences applied to the study of man and society in the 
fields of psychology, sociology, and religion. With the 
widespread adoption of the realistic and objective attitude 
toward the humanities and the social sciences, the genteel 
tradition gradually lost its ascendancy. In the resulting 
revision of literary judgments it became possible for a 
fuller and truer understanding of Goethe to emerge. 
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ABSTRACT 
From the time he first became known in America two 
contrasting attitudes toward Goethe have been discernible. 
There was on the one hand a rejection of the poet on moral 
and political grounds, and opposing this an appreciation of 
the humanist, poet, and last universal man. In general the 
pre-Civil War period shows a decline in the puritanic standard 
of judging literature and a growing appreciation of Goethe's 
central importance. 
Of the two substantial studies of the poet in the post-
Civil War period, von Grueningen deals with the attitude toward 
him as reflected in periodicals , and Pochmann's contribution, 
while encyclopedic in scope, does not attempt critical evalua-
tion. The present investigation undertakes to explore the 
reaction toward Goethe of a representative group of writers 
in the genteel tradition. This term, coined by Santayana and 
widely adopted, is us~d here to characterize the attitude 
toward culture prevailing in America from 1865 to 1912. It 
is marked by a failure to reflect the national background, by 
moral timidity, cultural nostalgia, and an insistence on 
decorum in artistic expression. Its salutary influence lies 
in its transmission of the European cultural heritage. 
Much of Goethe's influence during t his time was in the 
field of literary criticism. Lowell saw him as the last of 
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the great humanists and as the successor of the major poets 
of the West. He adopted the poet's canons of criticism and 
often his judgments on specific works. Howells, less inclined 
to accept him in toto as a literary and critical model, com-
mended chiefly his theory of the novel, and repudiated his 
personal morality. Of the minor critics, Whipple praised him 
with undiscriminating vagueness, Stedman adopted many of his 
critical criteria, while Mabie went farthest toward providing 
a complete picture of the poet. Woodberry, the youngest of 
the group, while acknowledging Goethe's importance in modern 
thought, held strong reservations as to his personal character 
and his ideal of self-culture . 
Bayard Taylor did most, through his Faust-translation 
and other writings, to make the country favorably aware of the 
German poet . His emphasis was on the integrality of the man 
and poet, whom he held up as a model for a materialistic 
America. Louisa May Alcott showed a great, but uninformed 
enthusiasm for the poet and made superficial use of Goethe-
motifs in her writing. Burroughs' interest in Goethe was 
episodic, and his knowledge of him limited mainly to his views 
on nature and scientific method. In his discussion of literary 
and cultural problems he drew mainly on the aphosistic remarks , 
largely from Eckermann. 
The members of the St . Louis group interpreted Goethe 
as the poet of German idealism - represented for them in its 
authentic version by Hegel - and presented him as substantiat-
( 
ing in literature the philosopher's endorsement of existing 
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institutions. Despite this bias, they made a significant con-
tribution to a deeper understanding of the poet, especially 
his relation to philosophic thought, ignored by most genteel 
writers. Royce, rooted like them in German idealism, but 
vastly more erudite and original than they, had a sounder 
grasp of the poet's position in \iestern thought. He did not, 
however, attempt a full-scale presentation, and Goethe is re-
presented in his work chiefly by illustrative quotations. His 
objections to the poet are based on intellectual rather than 
narrow+y moral grounds, unlike most of Goethe's genteel de-
tractors. 
The image of Goethe that emerges from the study is both 
incomplete and one-sided. Only the "classical" works and Eck-
ermann are praised, while all evidence of youthful insurgence 
and evolution of outlook is suppressed or disapproved. He is 
most often presented, tacitly or explicitly, as a supporter 
of the status quo in literature and society. A juster estimate 
was presented by non-genteel writers, in part by scholars, who 
treat him with academic objectivity. Others, like Moncure 
Conway and Whitman, emphasize the liberating aspects of his 
work, and William James sees in him the healthy, scrupulously 
honest empirical observer. These were in the minority, but 
their influence tended to rectify the distortions of gentility 
dominant until the beginning of the present century. 
